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HISTORICAL NOTE

Henry Ford resigned as President of Ford Motor Company in 1919, succeeded by his only son, Edsel Ford. In March of 1923 construction began on the Albert Kahn-designed Dearborn Engineering Laboratory. The building was completed at the end of 1924 and although he had offices in other locations, Henry Ford's office there became his most frequently used and the home base for his office staff, including E. G. Liebold and Frank Campsall. The building was built near Ford's Fair Lane estate and next to his beloved Edison Institute. It also housed the offices and publishing facilities of the Dearborn Publishing Company (publisher of the Dearborn Independent and Ford News), the C.E. Johansson Company, Ford radio stations, and engineering and experimental operations. The building was also the site of round table luncheons in the dining room, where Henry Ford and various executives would often dine and discuss company business. Henry Ford's main office remained at the Dearborn Engineering Laboratory until his death in 1947, allowing for the accumulation of the bulk of his office correspondence in this subgroup.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The Engineering Laboratory Office records subgroup is comprised of six series which are found in two accessions. This finding aid contains information on the third series Accession 285, the Amberg Filing System series, 1930-1949 (781.6 cubic ft. and 1 oversize box). Accession 285 also includes the In-house subject and name filing system series, January-June, 1921 (7.6 cubic ft.); the Library bureau filing system series, July 1921-1929 (429.6 cubic ft. and 6 oversize boxes); and the In-house name file with subjects filing system series, 1950-1952 (14 cubic ft). Accession 284, which has its own finding aid, contains the Business and personal correspondence series, 1920 (13.2 cubic ft.); and the Business and personal correspondence addendum series, 1920 (2.8 cubic ft.). Essentially, this subgroup contains an unbroken run of Henry Ford Office correspondence from 1920 through 1952. During these years however, filing systems changed, which is reflected in the names of the series into which the subgroup has been broken.

The Engineering laboratory office records subgroup is a remarkable collection of material that documents a period of more than thirty years of activity of one of the world's great industrialists and his company. The records are arranged by year and then alphabetically according to the filing system used during that year. Typically for each year files can be found for most domestic and foreign Ford Motor Company branches, including Highland Park and the Rouge plant, as well as most company departments such as accounting, advertising, auditing, disbursement, employment, chemical laboratory, chemical and metallurgical, engineering, medical, purchasing, sociological, service, the President's office, general sales, and traffic and for other ventures pursued by Henry Ford, especially those that were managed by his secretary E.G. Liebold, such as Henry Ford Hospital, Dearborn Publishing Company, Dearborn State Bank, Detroit, Toledo and Ironton Railroad and Dearborn Realty and Construction Company. Additional subjects that have multiple folders through the years include antiques, Dearborn Water Works, Dearborn Inn, Dearborn Country Club, Berry Schools, Edison Institute, Boreham House Estate, Michigan Bell

Also included in the collection is material about the Edison Botanic Research Corporation, a corporation formed by Henry Ford and Firestone in 1927 to research sources of domestic rubber, based out of Thomas Edison's Fort Myers Laboratory. Accident reports and insurance information from the firms Lucking, Helfman, Lucking and Hanlon; Kelly, Halla, Peacock and Hughes and Johnson and Higgins are found in multiple years as well. Individuals with multiple folders include Henry, Edsel and Clara Ford, newspaper editor Arthur Brisbane, Jens Jensen, Herbert Hoover, Ford real estate agent William T. Gregory, John Burroughs, G.K. Chesterton, Calvin Coolidge, Thomas Edison, Sialia captain Perry T. Stakes, Harvey Firestone, Albert Kahn, and missionary Joseph Bailie. There is one letter from Chinese revolutionary Sun Yat-Sen inviting Henry Ford to expand automobile industry work in China.

The records also include hundreds of thousands of letters from individuals asking Henry Ford for financial assistance, employment, donation of a vehicle, wanting to donate or sell something to him for his museum, providing opinions on Ford products, or opinions on projects and ventures Henry Ford was involved with or supporting; the letters offer insight into the social conditions of the period. While there is typically no way to access this particular material by subject, as it is generally filed by the last name of the correspondent, almost any box in the collection contains these types of letters. The records are worth checking if the name of an individual or subject is known as well as a general time period. In some cases, office staff and later archivists handling the collection have provided extensive cross-reference sheets in the boxes to aid in subject access.

**OTHER NOTES**

**Description of filing system:** For filing purposes, the name of the correspondent, or the company, or the subject of letter would be alphabetized. In this system only the initial letter of the correspondent's last name or the initial letter of the primary word in the company's name was used for alphabetizing purposes. Initial letters of first name or secondary words in company names played no role in the scheme. Although there were general rules to follow for deciding which word in a company name or subject term was primary, there was in reality little consistency. Therefore, researchers must search under related terms and various words within a term to find the relevant materials.

The Amberg Filing System provided numerous subdivisions for each letter of the alphabet. For example, where the Library Bureau System had provided five subdivisions for the letter "A"; the Amberg Filing System provides forty-three. Within each folder, documents were filed in reverse chronological order: the most recent item was filed at the front. The clerk simply dropped the letter in the front of the file and was not required to search through the file itself.
**Subject Access:** The Amberg System was not intended to provide information storage or retrieval by subject; the best mode of access is by name of correspondents or businesses associated with a particular subject. However, a number of subject approaches to the accession have been devised:

- Some subject headings were used over a number of years: e.g., Antiques, Applications, Banks, dance Books and Music, Memoranda, and Unsigned Letters.

- Often, name headings can serve as surrogates for subject headings: e.g., Dearborn, Detroit, Thomas A. Edison (various subheadings), Edison Institute, Henry Ford (various subheadings), Ford Motor Company (various subheadings such as department or branch names)

- L.J. Thompson, of the Henry Ford Office, prepared the original accession inventories and provided numerous subject annotations to the folder labels in the box list.

- Ford Motor Company Archives staff added numerous pink half sheet cross references to the accession. These cross references provide the researcher with additional name, and sometimes subject, cross references. The cross reference forms contain the name(s) and number(s), and sometimes a brief abstract of the materials included in, the referenced file(s).

**Example:** Correspondence from John Smith is filed under "Smith, I-J" during these years.

**ARRANGEMENT**

Engineering Laboratory Office records subgroup
- Business and Personal Correspondence series, 1920, 13.2 cubic ft. (Accession 284)
- Business and Personal Correspondence addendum series, 1920, 2.8 cubic ft. (Accession 284)
- In-house Subject and Name Filing System series, January - June, 1921, 7.6 cubic ft (Accession 285)
- Library Bureau Filing System series, July 1921-1929, 429.6 cubic ft. and 6 oversize boxes (Accession 285)
- Amberg Filing System series, 1930-1949, 781.6 cubic ft. and 1 oversize box (Accession 285)
- In-house Name File with Subjects Filing System series, 1950-1952, 14 cubic ft. (Accession 285)
SUBJECT TERMS

Names, Personal and Corporate
Ford, Henry, 1863-1947
Ford, Clara Bryant, 1866-1950
Ford, Edsel, 1893-1943
Bailie, Joseph, 1860-1935
Brisbane, Arthur, 1864-1936
Burroughs, John, 1837-1921
Chesterton, G. K. (Gilbert Keith), 1874-1936
Coolidge, Calvin, 1872-1933
Edison, Thomas A. (Thomas Alva), 1837-1931
Firestone, Harvey Samuel, 1868-1938
Hoover, Herbert, 1874-1963
Jensen, Jens, 1860-1951
Kohn, Albert, 1869-1942
Louis Ferdinand, Prince of Prussia, 1907-
Sun, Yat-sen, 1866-1925
Ford Motor Company
Albert Kahn Inc.
Berry Schools
Boreham House Estate
Boston Antique Shop
Botsford Inn
C.E. Johansson, Inc.
Dearborn Country Club (Dearborn, Mich.)
Dearborn Engineering Laboratory (Dearborn, Mich.)
Dearborn Inn (Dearborn, Mich.)
Dearborn Publishing Company
Dearborn Realty & Construction Company
Dearborn State Bank
Dearborn Water Works
Detroit, Toledo and Ironton Railroad
Edison Botanic Research Corp.
Edison Institute Schools
Edison Portland Cement Company
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
Ford Foundation
Ford Motor Company. Auditing Department
Ford Motor Company-Brazil
Ford Motor Company. Chemical and Metallurgical Department
Ford Motor Company. Disbursement Department
Ford Motor Company. Employment Department
Ford Motor Company. Highland Park Plant
Ford Motor Company. Lincoln Division
Ford Motor Company. Medical Department
Ford Motor Company. Mercury Division
Ford Motor Company. Office of Henry Ford
Ford Motor Company. Rouge River Plant
Ford Motor Company. Sociological Department
Ford Motor Company--Trials, litigation, etc
Ford Naval Training School
Ford Village Industries
Goodspeed's Book Shop
Hamilton & Rossville Hydraulic Company
Henry Ford and Son
Henry Ford & Son, Inc.
Henry Ford Farms
Henry Ford Flour Mill
Henry Ford Hospital
Henry Ford Institute of Agricultural Engineering
Henry Ford (Organization)
Henry Ford Trade School
Johnson & Higgins
Kelly, Halla, Peacock and Hughes
Lincoln Motor Company
Lucking, Helfman, Lucking & Hanlon
Michigan Iron, Land and Lumber Company
Sialia (Ship)
Wayside Inn (Sudbury, Mass.)

Subjects
Automobile industry and trade
Automobile industry and trade--Accidents
Antiques
Branches (Business enterprises)
International business enterprises
Water-power

Geographic
Dearborn (Mich.)
Detroit (Mich.)

Genre or Form
Blueprints (reprographic copies)
Photographs
Telegrams
CONTAINER LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box no.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1088</td>
<td>AMBERG FILING SYSTEM SERIES 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AA-ABD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABE-ABQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABR-ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADA-ADAMS (A-H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADAMS (I-Z)-ADB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADC-ADK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL-ADZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AE-AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aeolian Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AI-AK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALA-ALBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALBR-ALD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1089</td>
<td>ALF-ALDEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALLEN (A-H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALLEN (I-Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALLENA-ALO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALP-ALZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMA-AMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMERICAN (A-D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMERICAN (E-L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMERICAN (M-R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMERICAN (S-Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMES-AMZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANA-ANDERSON (A-H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANDERSON (I-Z)-ANDQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090</td>
<td>ANDR-ANDZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANE-ANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANO-ANZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lincoln and General (Charles Newton)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 1091

F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Box 1092

N
O
P and Q
R
S
T
U
V
X-Y-Z

Box 1093

AP-AQ
  Applications
ARA-ARL
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ
ARN-ARNR
ARNS-ARZ
  John Arrington
AS-AshL
ASHM-ASZ
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ

Box 1094

AUA-AUL
AUM-AUZ
AV-AZ
BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAF
BAG-BAILEY (A-H)
Box 1095
BAILEY (I-Z)-BAJ
BAK-BAKER (A-H)
BAKER (I-Z)-BAKZ
BAL-BALD
BALE-BALL
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
Banks
A-E

Box 1096
F-G
H-K
L-S
T-Z
Dearborn State Bank
January-June
Daily Report

Box 1097
Statements
A-G
H-K

Box 1098
L-R
S-Z
BARA-BARB
BARC-BARJ
BARK-BARM

Box 1099
BARN-BARNES
BARNET-BARQ
BARR-BARRH
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK
BARTL-BARTZ
BARU-BAS
BAT
BAUA-BAUL
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ
Box 1100
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ
BECA-BECK
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEF
BEG-BEK
BEL-BELK
BELL (only)

Box 1101
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BENNES
BENNET-BENR
BENS-BENZ
BERA-BERGD
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM
Berlitz School of languages
BERN-BERQ
BERR-BERZ
Berry Schools

Box 1102
Construction Companies
BES-BET
Better Business Bureau

Box 1103
BEU-BH
B1A-BID
B1E-BIF
BIG-BIK
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ
BIR
BIS-BK
BLAA-BLAC

Box 1104
BLAD-BLAM
BLAN-BLAZ
BLE-BLN
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ
BLU-BLUMB
BLUM-BLZ
BOA-BOD
BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK

Box 1105
BOLL-BOM
BON
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
    Boston Antique Shop

Box 1106
BOT-BOV
    Botsford Inn
    A. E. Bourcord
    Alfred Bourget
BOWA-BOWE
BOWK-BOX
    Boxwood

Box 1107
BOY-BOYD
BOYE-BOZ
BRAA-BRADF
BRADG-BRADL
BRADM-BRADZ
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ
    Brazil

Box 1108
BREA-BREI
BREJ-BREO
BREP-BRH
BRIA-BRIF
BRIG-BRIM
    James Brightmore
BRIN-BRIZ
Arthur Brisbane

Box 1109
BRGA-BROC  
BROD-BRON  
BROO-BROOL  
BROOM-BROWN  
BROWN (A-C)  
BROWN (D-G)  
BROWN (H-J)  
BROWN (K-R)

Box 1110
BROWN (S-Z)  
BROWNABRT  
BRU-BRUNH  
BRUNI-BRX  
BRY-BT  
BUA-BUCJ  
BUCK-BUCKE  
BUCKF-BUCZ  
BUD-BUE  
BUF-BUK  
BUL

Box 1111
BUM-BUQ  
BURA-BURJ  
BURK  
BURL-BURNG  
BURNH-BURNZ  
BURO-BURR  
BURS-BURZ

Box 1112
BUS  
BUT-BUTS  
BUTT-BX  
BT-BZ  
CAA-CAK  
CALA-CALK  
CALL-CALZ  
CAM-CAMO  
CAMP-CAMPBELL (A-H)  
CAMPBELL (I-Z)  
J. B. Campbell - Water Wheels
CANA-CANF
CANG-CAO

Box 1113
CAP-CAQ
CARA-CARK
CARL-CARM
CARN-CARQ
CARR-CARROLL (A-H)
CARROLL (I-Z)-CARS
CART-CARZ
CASA-CASR

Box 1114
CASS-CASZ
CAT-CZ
CE-CENTRAL (A-L)
CENTRAL (M-Z)-CEZ
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL.

Box 1115
CHAPM-CHAR
Charles of London
CHAS-CHD
CHE-CHIB
CHICAGO (A-E)
CHICAGO (F-Q)
CHICAGO (R-Z)
CHID-CHQ

Box 1116
CHR-CHT
CHU-CHZ
CI-CK
CLAA-CLAQ
CLAR-CLARK (A-E)
CLARK (F-K)
CLARK (L-Z)
CLARKE-CLARZ

Box 1117
Clarkston Mill Property, 1927-1930
CLAS-CLD
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLH
CLI-CLN
CLO-CN
COA-CQB
COC-COE
COF-COHEN (A-F)

Box 1118
COHEN (G-Z)-COHM
COHN-COK
COL-COLE
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLINR
COLLINS-COLLINV
COLLINW-COLT
COLUM-COLZ
  Columbia University Press Bookstore
COM

Box 1119
CONA-CONE
CONF-CONM
CONN
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ
COOA-COOK
COOKE-COON
COOP-COOZ

Box 1120
R. L. Cooper (Savanna, Georgia)
  January - June
  July - December
COR-CORB
CORC-CORM

Box 1121
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COU
COV-COW
COX-CQ
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN-CRAO
CRAP-CRD
CRE-CRH
CRI-CROC

Box 1122
CROD-CROR
CROS-CROT
CROU-CRT
   Samuel Crowther - Complaint Relative to Lincoln Car
CRU-CT
CUA-CUL
CUM
CUN-CUQ
CUR-CURR
CURT-CURZ

Box 1123
CUS-CZ
DAA-DAK
DAL
DAM-DANH
   Dance Books and Music (report of cash)
DANI-DAQ
DAR-DAT
DAU-DAVH

Box 1124
DAVI-DAVIR
DAVIS (A-E)
DAVIS (F_K)
DAVIS (L-Z)
DAW-DD
DEA
   City of Dearborn
      January - June

Box 1125
July - December
   Asbury Park Boulevard Opening
   Hospital Site
   Nollar Farm Subdivision
   Dearborn Country Club
      Monthly Statements
   Dearborn Publishing Company
   Dearborn Realty & Construction Company
Dearborn State Corporation
Dearborn Township

Box 1126

Re: School District #5
Dearborn Waterworks
Village of Inkster
DEB-DEC
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK
DELA
DELB-DELZ

Box 1127

DEN-DEO
DEP-DER
DES
DET-DEU
   City of Detroit

Box 1128

Detroit Edison Company
Detroit Security Trust Company
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company
   Communications re: Fair Lane
   Watches
DEV
DEW-DEZ
   Village of Dexter
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP
DIER-DIEZ

Box 1129

DIF-DIL
DIM-DIS
DIT-DN
DOA-DOC
DOD
DOE-DOK
DOL-DOM
DONA-DONN
DONO-DOQ
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
Box 1130
DOU-DOV
DOW
DOX-DOZ
DRA-DRD
DRE-DRH
DRI-DT
DUA-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND

Box 1131
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUO
DUP-DUR
DUS-DV
DW-DZ
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ
EB

Box 1132
EC
EDA-EDF
EDG-EDS
  Charles Edison
  Edison Institute of Technology (see also Greenfield Village)
  Edison Pioneers
  Thomas A. Edison - Thomas A. Edison Inc.
EDT-EDZ
EE-EG
EH
EIA-EIR

Box 1133
EIS-EK
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK
  Elgin National Watch Company
ELL-ELLIO
ELLIS-ELLE
ELM-ELZ
EMA-EML
EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGH

Box 1134
ENGL-ENGZ
ENH-EO
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-ERZ
ES
ET-EU
EVA-EVD
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ

Box 1135
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
FAL-FAQ
FARA-FARM
FARN-FARZ
FAS-FAU
FAV-FD
FEA-FEG
FEH-FEK
FEL-FEM

Box 1136
FEN-FEQ
FERA-FERM
    Ferment Company
FERN-FERZ
FES-FH
FIA-FIE
FIF-FIND
FINE-FINM
FINN-FIR
    Harvey Firestone
FIS-FISG

Box 1137
FISH-FISHER (A-H)
FISHER (I-Z)-FISZ
FIT-FK
FLA-FLD
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLH
FLI-FLOR
Dutee W. Flint
FLOS-FN

Box 1138
FOA-FOK
FOL-FOQ
FORA-FORD
Edsel Ford
Henry Ford
Mrs. Henry Ford
Henry Ford & Son (Cork)
Henry Ford Farms

Box 1139
Henry Ford Hospital
Daily Reports

Box 1140
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn:
January - June
July - December
George Burns
Frank Campsall
William F. Gregory
E. G. Liebold
W. B. Mayo

Box 1141
Cashier's Office
Electrical Department
Johansson Division
Laboratory
Legal
Medical Reports (weekly)
Receiving Department
Highland Park
Lincoln Plant
Lincoln News Letters
Rouge
Office of the President

Box 1142
Accounting Department
Advertising Department
Auditing Department
Building and Construction Engineer
Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory
Compensation Department
Disbursements Department
Employment Department
Engineering Department
Factory Service Department
General Letters
Johansson Sales
Legal Department

**Box 1143**

Plant Delivery Orders
Purchasing Department
Sales Department
Secretary's Office
Service Department
Sociological Department
Superintendent's Office
Trade School
Traffic
  January - June
  July - December

**Box 1144**

Branches - Domestics
  Atlanta
  Buffalo
  Charlotte
  Chester
  Chicago
  Cincinnati
  Cleveland
  Columbus
  Dallas
  Dearborn
  Denver
  Des Moines
  Detroit
  Edgewater
  Fargo
  Flat Rock
  Hamilton
  Houston
Indianapolis
Iron Mountain
Jacksonville
Kansas City
L'Anse
Laredo
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Louisville
Memphis
New Orleans

Box 1145

New York
New York and Kearay
Norfolk
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Plymouth

Box 1146

Portland
Richmond
St. Louis
St. Paul
San Francisco
Seattle
Somerville
Troy
Washington

Box 1147

Branches - Foreign
Argentina
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Cuba
Denmark
England
Exports, Inc.
France
Germany
Holland
India
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Spain
Turkey

**Box 1148**

Fordson Board of Education
FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ
FOS-FOSTER (A-H)
FOSTER (I-Z)-FOV
FOW-FQ
FRAA-FRAJ
FRANK (A-K)

**Box 1149**

FRANK (L-Z)-FRANKK
FRANKL-FRAR
FRAS-FRD
FRE-FREEL
FREEM-FREEZ
FREF-FREO
FREP-FRH
FRIA-FRIEDL
FRIEDM-FRIEZ
FRIF-FRN
FRO-FRT
FRU-FUK

**Box 1150**

FUL-FUM
FUN-FZ
GAA-GAK
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAQ
GARA-GARD

**Box 1151**

GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN
    General Electric Company

**Box 1152**
GEO-GEQ
GERA-GERL
GERM-GEEZ
GES-GH
GIA-GIB
GIC-GIK
   Gifts
   A-E
   F-K

**Box 1153**
L-R
S-Z
GILA-GILK
GILL
GILM-GIZ
GIM-GK
   Ginsburg & Levy, Inc.

**Box 1154**
GLA-GLD
GLE-GLN
GLO-GN
GOA-GOD
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDD
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSM
GOLDST-GOLZ
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GOODR

**Box 1155**
    E. E. Goodno (Florida properties)
         Hotel Properties
GOODS-GOOZ
GOP-GOR
Box 1156

GOS-GOT
GOU-GQ
GRAA-GRAM
GRAN-GRAM
GRAS-GRAX
GRAY-GRD
GREA-GREEM
GREEN (only)
GKEENA-GRKEN

Box 1157

Greenfield Village
Comments
School
Visitors
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GRH
J. F. Gregory
Gregory, Mayer & Thom Company
Sir Wilfred and Lady Anne Grenfell
GRIA-GRIE
GRIF
GRIG-GRN

Box 1158

GROA-GROSR
GROSS-GROSZ
GROT-GROZ
GRU-GT
GUA-GUH
Guardian Trust Company
GUI-GUM
GUN-GUR
GUS-GZ
HAA
HAB-BAC
HAD-HAF
HAG
HAH

Box 1159

HAL-HAK
HALA-HALK
HALL (A-H)
HALL (I-Z)
HALLA-HALIZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH
HAMI-HAML
HAMM-HAMMN
HAMMO-HAMZ

Box 1160
HANA-HAND
HANE-HANM
HANN-HANR
HANS-HAQ
HARA-HARD
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARQ
HARR-HARRIR
HARRIS (A-H)

Box 1161
HARRIS (I-Z)
HARRISA-HARRZ
HARS-HART
HARTA-HARTL
Harter School Supply Company (Harter Publishing Company)
HARTM
HARTN-HARU
HARV-HARZ
HASA-HASR
HASS-HASZ

Box 1162
HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKH
HAWKI-HAYD
HAYE-HAYR
HAYS-HD
HEA
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEINR
HEINS-HEK
HEL-HELLER
Box 1163
HELLE-HELZ
HEM
HENA-HEND
HENE-HENN
HENO-HENR
HENS-HEQ
HERA-HERL
HERM-HERQ
HERR
HERS-HERZ
HES

Box 1164
HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ
HIA-HEF
HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL (A-H)
HILL (I-Z)
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ
HINK-HIQ
HIRA-HIRSQ
HIRSH-HIZ
HOA-HOC
HOD

Box 1165
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN
HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
  G. Hohmann's Shop
  HoHo Shop
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH
HOLLI-HOLIZ
HOLM-HOLS
HOLT-HOLZ
HOM-HON

Box 1166
HOO
HOP-HOQ
HORA-HORN
HORO-HORZ
HOS-HOT
HOU-HOV

Box 1167

HOW-HOWA
HOWD-HOWE
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ
HUA-HUBB
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF
HUG
HUH-HUL

Box 1168

HUM
HON-HUNT
HUNTA-HUNTH
HUNTI-HUQ
HUR
Huron Mountain Club
HUS
HUT-HUZ
HY-HZ
IA-IK

Box 1169

IL-IM
INA-INF
ING-INS
INT-IQ
IR
IS
IT-IZ

Box 1170

JAA-JACKSON (A-G)
JACKSON (H-Z)-JACN
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM
JAN-JAP
JAQ-JAZ
JEJ-JEM
Francis Jehl (antique correspondence to museum file, 1951)
JEN-JEQ

Box 1171

JER-JN
Jerusalem Artichokes, 1927-1930
JOA-JOHNSOM
JOHNSON (A-D)
JOHNSON (I-M)

Box 1172

JOHNSON (N-Z)
JOHNSTON
JOHNST-JOHES (A-C)
JONES (D-H)
JONES (I-M)

Box 1173

JONES (N-Z)
JOO-JOR
JOS-JOY
JUA-JUM
JUN-JZ
KAA-KAH
KAI-KAL
KAM-KANH

Box 1174

KANI-KAQ
KAR-KAS
KAT
KAU-KAUF
KAUG-KD
KEA-KED
KEE-KEF
KEG-KEK
KEL-KELLER
KELLES-KELLN
KELLO-KELLX
KELLY-KELIZ

Box 1175

Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc
Accident Reports
Box 1176

KEM
KEN
KENNE-KENNY
KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERQ
KERR-KERZ
KES-KET
KEU-KEY
KIA-KIE
KIF-KIL
KIM-KINF
KING (A-H)

Box 1177

KING (I-Z)
KINGRA-KINR
KINS-KIQ
Frank Kirby
KIRA-KIRK
KIRK-KLZ
KLA
KLE-KLEIN (A-H)
KLEIN (I-Z)
KLI
KLO-KLU
KNA
KNE-KNI
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNZ
KOA-KOD
KOE

Box 1178

KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP
KOS-KOZ
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRE-KRH
KRI-KRN
KRO-KRT
KRU-KRZ
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
Box 1179

KOI-KUN
KUP-KUR
KUS-KZ
LAA-LAC
LAD-LAH
LAI-LAL
LAMA-LAMB
  Lambie Concrete House Corporation (Frank Lambie)
LAMC-LAMZ
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG

Box 1180

LANGA-LANGE
LANGF-LAO
LAP-LAR
LAS-LAT
LAU
LAV-LAWN
LAWR
LAWS-LAZ
LEA
LEB-LED

Box 1181

LEE
LEF-LEG
LEH
LEI-LEK
LEL-LEM
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
LET-LEVH
LEVI-LEVX

Box 1182

LEY (A-G)
LEY (H-L)
LEY (M-Z)-LEVZ
LEW-LEWIS (A-G)
LEWIS (H-Z)
LEWISA-LH
LIA-LIC
LID-LIE
LIF-LIM
LINA-LINDE
LINDF-LINDZ
LINE-LINZ

Box 1183
LIO_LIS
LIT-LIU
LIV-LN
LOA-LOD
LOE
LOF-LOM
LON-LONG
LONGA-LOQ

Box 1184
Longley & Middleton
LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU
   Dr. Louis Ferdinand
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
LOWENS-LT
LUA-LUC
   Lucking, Van Auken & Sprague
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ
LYA-LYNCH (A-G)

Box 1185
LYNCH (H-Z)-LYNZ
LYO-LYZ
   Charles Woolsey Lyons
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
MAD-MAF

Box 1186
MAG
MAH
MAI-MAK
MAL-MAM
MAN-MANF
MANG-MANM
MANN-MANR
MANS-MAQ

Box 1187
MARA-MARD
   Otto Marburger
MARE-MARJ
MARK
MARL-MARR
MARS-MARSH
MARSHA-MARSZ
MART-MARTIN (A-G)
MARTIN (H-L)
MARTIN (M-Z)-MARTZ

Box 1188
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO
MASP-MASZ
MAT-MATHE
MATHI-MATTHA
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD
MAYE-MAYER (A-H)
MAYER (I-Z)-MAYEZ

Box 1189
MAYF-MAZ
McA-McB
McAA-McCAQ
McCAR-McCAZ
McCE-McCL
McCOA-McCOQ
McCOR-McCOZ
McCR-McCU

Box 1190
McDA-McDONA
McDONE-McDZ
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU
McGuffey Readers (reprints mailed)
A-D

Box 1191
E-J
K-N

Box 1192
O-S
T-Z

Box 1193
McH-McJ
McKA-McKE
Woodrow McKay
McKI-McKZ
McLA-McLD
McLE-McLY
McMA-McME

Box 1194
McN-McO
McP-McZ
MEA-MEC
MED-MEH
MEI-MEK
MEL-MEM
Memoranda
MENA-MENE
MENG-MEQ

Box 1195
MERA-MERQ
MERR
MERS-MES
META-METY
METZ-MEX
MEY-MEYER (A-F)
MEYER (G-L)
MEYER (M-Z)
MEYERA-MEZ
MIA-MIC
Michigan Bell Telephone Company

Box 1196
Michigan Central Railroad Company
January - June
July - December
Michigan Public Utilities Company

Box 1197
Michigan, State of
Michigan State Highway Department
MID-MIK
Joseph Frank Mikulec
MILA-MILK
MILL-MILLER (A-B)
MILLER (C-F)
MILLER (G-J)
MILLER (K-R)
MILLER (S-Z)
MILLERA-MILLR
Agnes Milliken

Box 1198
MILLS-MILLZ
MILM-MIM
MINA-MINM
Manley Miner
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL (A-E)
MITCHELL (F-Z)-MIZ
MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MONA-MONS
MONT-MONZ

Box 1199
MOO-MOORD
MOORE (A-F)
MOORE (G-L)
MOORE (M-Z)
MORA-MORF
MORG-MORH
MORI-MORRIR
Box 1200
MORRIS (A-H)
MORRIS (I-Z)
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK
MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ
MUA-MUELLER (A-H)
MUELLER (I-Z)-MUK
MUL
MUM-MUQ
MUR-MURPHX
MURHY (A-H)

Box 1201
MURPHY (I-Z)-MURQ
MURR-MURZ
MUS-MUZ
   Museum of Science & Industry
MI
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAR

Box 1202
NAT-NATIONAL, (A-K)
NATIONAL (L-Z)-NATS
NATT-ND
   A. C. Neale
NEA-NEE
NEF-NEK
NEL

Box 1203
NEM-NET
NEU-NEV
NEW-NEWB
NEWC-NEWE

Box 1204
NEWF-NEWL
NEWM
NEWN-NEWS
NEWT-NEWX
   Charles T. Newton
NEWY-NH
  New York Central Railroad Company
  New York Trust Company
NIA-NICHOLS
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ
NORA-NORS

Box 1205
NORT-NORTHD
NORTHE-NORTN
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NT
NU-NZ
O-OBQ
OBR-OBZ
OC
OD
OE

Box 1206
OF-OG
OH-OK
  W. J. O'Hagan and Son, Inc.
OLA-OLE
OLF-OLR
OLS-OM
ON-OO
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH
OSI-OSZ

Box 1207
OT
OU-OV
OW-OZ
PAA-PAC
PAD-PAK
PAL
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARJ
Box 1208
PARK-PARKER (A-H)
PARKER (I-Z)-PARKZ
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PAT-PATS
PATT-PATTH
PATTI-PATZ
PAU
PAV-PD

Box 1209
PEA-PEB
PEC-PED
Pecans
PEE-PEM
PEE-PENNI
PENNO-PENZ
Pennsylvania Railroad Company

Box 1210
L. B. Penrod
PEO-PEQ
PERA-PERQ
PERR-PES

Box 1211
PETE-PETERS
PETERSA-PETEZ
PETF-PEZ
PFA-PGZ
PHA-PHILI
PHILL
PHILM-PHZ
PI-PID

Box 1212
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN
PIO-PIS
PIT-PK
PLA-PLD
PLE-PN
POA-POK
POL

Box 1213
POM-POO
POP-POQ
POR-PORTER (A-H)
PORTER (I-Z)-PORZ
POS
POT
POU-POWEQ
POWER-PQ
PRA-PRD
PRE-PRH
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRN

Box 1214
PRO-PT
  Mrs. H. W. Prunk (Mrs. Grace Prunk)
PUA-PUL
PUM-PUR
PUS-PZ
QAQUH
  Queen Anne Cottage Antique Shop
QUI-QZ

Box 1215
RAA-RAC
RAD-RAH
  Radio
RAI-RAM
  Railway Express Agency, Inc.
RANA-RAND
RANE-RANO
RAP-RAS
RAT
RAU-RAX

Box 1216
W. T. Rawleigh Co
RAY-RD

Box 1217
Raymond Bag Company
REA-REB
REC-RED
REE-REED
REEF-REEZ

Box 1218
REF-REH
REIA-REIE
REIF-REIM
REIN-REIR
REIS-REK
REL-REO
REP-REX
REY-RG

Box 1219
RH
RIA-RICG
RICH-RICHARDSOM
RICHARDSON-RICHD
RICHE-RICJ
RICK-RID
RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS

Box 1220
RIT-RN
ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS-ROBERTSOM
ROBERTSON-ROBINS
ROBINSON (A-H)
ROBINSON (I-Z)-ROBZ
    James Robinson, New York City
ROCA-ROCH
ROCK-ROCZ
    John D. Rockefeller, Jr.
ROD
ROE-ROD

Box 1221
ROG-ROGERS (A_H) 1221
963 ROGERS (I-Z)JtOGZ
96A ROE-ROK
965 RQLJEKJH
Rollins College
966 RON-ROR
967 ROSA-ROSEM
968 ROSENB
969 ROSENC-JiOSEKS
970 ROSENT-ROSR
971 ROSS-ROSZ
972 ROT-ROTH

**Box 1222**

RQTHA-ROTZ
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX
ROY-RT
RUA_RUC
	Rubber
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO
RUP-RUSSEK
RUSSEL-RUSZ
RUT-RX

**Box 1223**

RY
SAA-SAD
	Israel Sacks
	January - July
	August - December
	Receiving Memos

**Box 1224**

SAE-SAK
SAINT
SAJ-SAL
SAM
SANA-SANC
SAND
SANE-SAO
SAP-SAT
SAU

**Box 1225**

SAV
SAW-SB
SCA-SCG
SCHAA-SCHAE
SCHAF-SCHAO
SCHAP-SCHD
SCEA-SCHEK
SCHEL-SCHEQ
SCHER-SCHEZ
SCHIL-SCHIZ
SCHLA-SCHLE
SCHLI-SCHLZ
SCHML-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT (A-H)
SCHMIDT (I-Z)-SCHMIDZ
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCHN-SCHNEIDER (A-H)
SCHNEIDER (I-Z)-SCHNZ
SCHOA-SCHOE

Box 1226
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ
SCHRA-SCHRT
SCHRO-SCHRZ
SCHUA-SCHUK
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ
SCHWA-SCHARTY
SCHWARTZ-SCHWARY
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ
SCHWE-SCHWZ
SCI-SCOTS
SCOTT (A-H)

Box 1227
SCOTT (I-Z)-SCOZ
SCR-SD
SEA
SEB-SEEK
SEEL-SEH
SEE-SEK
SEL
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV
S. Serota

Box 1228
SEW-SEZ
SHAA-SHAM
SHAN-SHAQ
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEO
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM

Box 1229

SHERN-SHEZ
SHI-SHN
SHO-SHQ
SHR-SHZ
SIA-SID
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMN
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN

Box 1230

SIO-SIZ
SK
SLA-SLD
SLE-SLZ
SMA-SMITG
SMITH
  A-H
  C
  D-E
  F-G

Box 1231

H
I-J
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMZ
SNA-SNN
SNO-SNZ
SOA-SOL
Box 1232

SOM
SON-SOT
SON-SOU
SOUT-SOZ
SPA-SPD
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPH
SPIA-SPIM
SPIN-SPQ
SPRA-SPRH
SPRI-SPRN
SPRO-SS
STAI-STAG

Box 1233

STAH-STAM
STAN-STANDARD (A-H)
STANDARD (I-Z)-STANDH
   Standard Oil Company
   Rent of Dearborn Property
STANDI-STAQ
   Stanton Natural Food Go.
STAR-STAS
   Stark Bros, Nurseries (Burbank Gardens)
STAT-STD
STEA-STEC

Box 1234

STED-STEE
   Steel and Wire Fence
STEF-STEH
STEI-STEIN
STEINA-STEING
STEINH-STEM
STEN-STEQ
STER-STERN (A-H)
STERN (I-Z)-STES
STET-STEVENS (A-H)
STEVENS (I-Z)-STEVZ
STEW-STH
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIN

Box 1235

STOA-STOE
STOF-STOM
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STQ
STRAA-STRAT
STAU-STRD
STRE-STRN
STRO-STRT

Box 1236
STRU-STT
STUA-STUL
STUM-STZ
SUA-SULLH
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUO
SUP-SUS
SUT-SV
SWA-SWD
SWE-SWH
SWI-SX

Box 1237
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
TAY-TAYLOR (A-E)
TAYLOR (F-K)
TAYLOR (L-Z)-TD
   W. W. Taylor

Box 1238
TEA-TEM
TEN-TER
TES-TG
THA-THD
THE-THN
   Peter J. Theisen and Elizabeth Theisen (property purchase)
THOA-THOMAS (A-H)
THOMAS (I-Z)-THOMP

Box 1239
THOMPSON (A-E)
THOMPSON (F-K)
THOMPSON (L-Z)-THOMR
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ
THRA-THHZ
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM
TIN-TIZ

Box 1240

B. E. Tinstman (expenditures - Fort Myers property)
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
Toledo Museum of Art
TOM-TOO
Tondeur and Sauberlich
TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ

Box 1241

TRA-TRD
TRE-TRH
Treadwell and Treadwell (re Goodno case - Florida property)
TRI-TRN
TRO-TRT
TRU-TT

Box 1242

TUA-TUK
TUL-TURM
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TV
TW-TZ
UA-UK
UL-UM
UNA-UNIO
UNION-UNITEC
The Union Square Book Shop

Box 1243

UNITED
UNITED STATES
United States Government
Post Office - Greenfield, Michigan
Universities
Box 1244

UP-UR
US-UZ
VAA-VAM
  Vacation Schedule
VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ
VAR-VD
VEA-VEQ

Box 1245

VER-VH
VIA-VIK
VIL-VIZ
  Virginia
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO

Box 1246

VOP-VZ
WAA-WAF
  Wabash Railway Company
WAG-WAGNER (A-H)
WAGNER (I-Z)-WAGZ
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER (A-H)
WALKER (I-Z)-WALKZ
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ

Box 1247

WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTG
WALTH-WALTG
  Waltham Watch Company
WAM-WAQ
WAR-WARD
WARDA-WARM
  Frank Wardlaw
WARN-WARQ
WARR-WARRE
Box 1248

WARRL-WARZ
WAS
WATA-WATE
WATF-WATSON (A-H)
WATSON (I-Z)-WATZ
WAU-WD

Wayne County
Register of Deeds Office
Road Commissions
January - June

Box 1249

July - December
Airport Drive
Airport Drive West
Rouge Park North of Ford Road

Box 1250

Wayside Inn
Accident Reports
Delivery Orders and Receiving Memos
Disbursement Statements
Expense Reports
Guests
Investment Certificates, Checks and Receipts

Box 1251

Insurance
Payments made in connection with Inn
Registered Mail

Box 1252

WEA-WEBA
WEBB
WEBE-WEBR
WEBS-WEC
WED-WEF
WEG-WEH
WEIA-WEIK
WEIL-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELA-WELLE
WELLF-WELLS (A-H)
WELLS (I-Z)-WELZ

**Box 1253**
- WEH-WEQ
- WER
- WESA-WESS
- WEST
- WESTA-WESTERM
- WESTERN-WESTEZ
  - Western Union Telegraph Company
- WESTF-WESZ
- WET-WG
- WHA-WHEELEER (A-H)
- WHEELER (I-Z)-WHEZ
- WHIA-WHITD

**Box 1254**
- WHITE
  - A-E
  - F-K
  - L-Z
- WHITEA-WHITH
- WHITI-WHITM
  - Whitlock's Book Store, Inc.
- WHITN-WHITS
- WHITT-WHZ
- WIA-WID
- WIE-WIF
- WIG-WILC
- WILD-WILG

**Box 1255**
- WILH-WILK
- WILL-WILLH
- WILLIA-WILLIAMS (A-E)
- WILLIAMS (F-K)
- WILLIAMS (L-Z)-WILLIAMSON
- WILLIAMSON-WILLIR
- WILLIS-WILLZ
- WILM-WILSON (A-C)
- WILSON (D-H)
- WILSON (I-N)
- WILSON (O-Z)-WILZ

**Box 1256**
- WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WN
WOA-WOK
WOL-WOLF
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WOOC
WOOD
  A-H
  I-Z

Box 1257

Wood-Working Machinery
WOODA-WOODR
WOODS-WOOK
WOOL-WOQ
WOR-WQ
WRA-WRIGHT (A-E)
WRIGHT (I-Z)-WRZ
WU-WX

Box 1258

Rudolph Wurlitzer
WY-X
YA-YD
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF

Box 1259

YOUNG (A-H)
YONHG (I-Z)-YZ
  J. W. Young
ZA-ZD
ZE-ZH
  Carl Zeiss, Inc.
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM
  The Otto Zimmerman & Son Company

Box 1260

ZIN-ZN
ZO-ZY
  Undecipherable Names
Uncertain as to Spelling of Name
Unsigned

1931

Box 1261

AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC
ADA-ADAMS (A-H) (includes George Matthew Adams re: "Success Easier Than Failure" by Edward Howe)
ADAMS (I-Z) - ADE
ADC-ADK (includes congratulatory cables re: Chief Burgomaster Dr. Adenauer)
ADL-AD2
   The Aeolian Company
AE-AH
AI-AK
AIA-ALBA (ALBD)
AIBE-AIBO (ALBQ)
ALBR-AID
AIE
AIF-ALLEM
ALLEN
   A-H
   I-Z
ALLENA-ALO
ALP-ALZ
AMA-AMER (except American)

Box 1262

AMERICAN
   A-D
   E-L
   M-R
   S-Z
AMES-AMZ
ANA-ANDERSON (A-H)
ANDERSON (I-Z) - ANDO (ANDQ)
ANDR-ANDZ

Box 1263

ANB-ANN
ANCWkNZ (AO)
   Antique folder E.G.L.
      A (includes Lincoln, Charles Newton)
      B
Box 1264

H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
WXYZ

Box 1265

Applications
AP-AQ
ARA-ARL
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ
ARN-ARNO (ARNP-ARNR; includes Glen B. Arnold re: Ypsilanti lease)
ARNS-ARZ
AS-ASHL
ASHM-ASZ
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ
AUA-AUL (AU)
AUM-AUZ
AV-AZ

Box 1266

BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAE (BAF)
BAG-BAILEY (A-H)
BAILEY (I-Z) (BAJ) (includes Professor Joseph Bailie re: Chinese Institute of Technical Training)
BAK-BAKER (A-H)
BAKER (I-Z)-BAKZ
BAL-BAID
BALE-BALLE
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
Bank Letters - Miscellaneous A-E
Dearborn State Bank, January - December

Box 1267
Bank Letters - Miscellaneous F-G
H-K
L-S
T-XYZ
Bank Statements
A-G

Box 1268
H-K
L-R
S-Z
BARA-BARB (BAR)
BARC-BARJ
BARK-BARM

Box 1269
BARN-BARNES
BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ)
BARR-BARRE (BARRF-BARRH)
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK (BART)
BARTL-BARTZ
BARU-BAS
BAT (includes re: Battle Creek, Michigan, Centennial)
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ (BB-BC-BD)
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ; (BEB)
BECA-BECK
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BSCZ
BED-BEE (BEF)
BEG-BEI (BEJ-BEK)
BEL-BELK
BELL

Box 1270

BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BENNER (BENNES)
BENNET-BENR
BENS-BENZ (BEO-BEQ)
BERA-BERGD (BER)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM
BERN-BERQ (includes Herman Bernstein re: gift of automobile)
BERR-BERZ
Berry Schools - General (enclosing checks, new buildings, equipment)

Box 1271

Equipment and furniture
Blueprints (empty)
BES-BET
Better Business Bureau
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
BIA-BID
BIE-BIF

Box 1272

BIG-BIK
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ
BIR
BIS-BIZ (BJ-BK) (includes J. E. Bisbee re: making Edison Records)
BLAA-BLAC
BLAD-BLAK (to BLAM)
BLAN-BLAZ (BLB-BLZ) (includes E. Holmes Blayney re: McGuffey Relics)
BLE-BLI (BLJ-BLN)
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ (BLP-BLT)
BLU-BLUMB (BLUMC-BLUMD)
BLUME-BLZ (BM-BN)
BOA-BOD (includes Board of Trade for German-American Commerce, Inc.)
Tore Leander Boberg

Box 1273

BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK
BOLL-BOM
BON
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
  Boreham House Estate
BORH-Borz (includes: Wylie G. Borum, Chief Clerk, Legation of the United
  States, Dublin, Ireland)
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
  Boston Antique Shop
BOT-BOU (BOV)

**Box 1274**

Botsford Inn
  Botsford Inn Water Supply
BOWA-BOWE (BOW, B0WJ)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX)
  Boxwood Folder
BOT-BOYD
BOYE-BOZ (BP-BQ)
BRAA-BRADF
BRAG-BRADL

**Box 1275**

BRADM-BRADY (BRADZ)
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ (BRB-BRD)
  Brazil Correspondence
BREA-BRSI (includes Mrs. Mary Breckinridge of Frontier Nursing Service, Inc.)
BREJ-BREN (BREO)
BREP-BREZ (BRF-BRH)

**Box 1276**

BRIA-BRIE (BRIF)
BRIG-BRIM (includes re: Battle Creek Centennial, re: Brighton, Michigan traffic
  enforcement)
BRUST-BRIZ (BRJ-BRN) (includes Arthur Brisbane re: $7.00 per day wage,
  school bus, etc.; Sir Arthur Brittain - England)
BROA-BROC (includes Broadway and Plaza Trust Company, New York, of
  which David A. Brown was Chairman of the Board.)
BROD-BRON
BROO-BROOK (BROOL)
BROOM-BROWN
BROWN
A-C

**Box 1277**

D-G
H - J
K-R
S-Z
BROWN-A-BROZ (BRP-BRT)
BRU-BRUNH (Includes Robert Bruce re: J. E. Kelly collection of Thomas A. Edison)
BRUNI-BRUZ
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT) (includes Bryant-Stratton College re: conferring of of Master of Business Administration)
BUA-BUCH (BUCI-BUCJ)
BUCK-BUCKE

**Box 1278**

BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE
BUF-BUK
BUL
BUM-BUQ
BURA-BURJ (BUR)
BURK
BURL-BURNE (BURNF-BURNG)
BURNH-BURNZ
BURO-BURR
BURS-BURZ

**Box 1279**

BUS
BUT-BUTS (Includes Nicholas Murray Butler, President of Colombia University, New York re: Eighth Conference of Major Industries)
BUTT-BUZ
BY-BZ
CAA-CAI (CAJ-CAK)
CALA-CALK (CAL)
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
CAMP-CAMPBELL (A-H)
   Campbell Waterwheel Company, J. B. Campbell

**Box 1280**

CAMPBELL (I-Z)-CAMZ
CANA-CANF (CAN)
CANG-CANZ (CAO)
CAP-CAQ
CARA-CARK (CAR)
CARL-CARM
Clarkston, Michigan, Village of
CARN-CARP (CARQ)
CARR-CARROLL (A-H) (includes Wilbur J. Carr, Acting Secretary of State re:
Visit of Prince and Princess Takamatsu of Japan)
CARROLL (I-Z)-CARS
CART-CARZ

Box 1281
CASA-CASR
Case Engine and Miller Pump (Steam)

Box 1282
CASS-CASZ
CAT-CAZ (CB-CC-CD)
CE-CENTRAL (A-L)
CENTRAL (M-Z)-CEZ
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM (includes Edwin Chamberlain re: State Pioneers Association of Texas)
CHAN-CHAPL
CHAPM-CHAR
Charles of London re: interior furnishings of Fair Lane, Dearborn
CMS-CHAZ (CHB-CHD)

Box 1283
CHE
CHIA-CHICAGO (A-S)
CHICAGO (P-Q)
CHICAGO (R-Z) - CHICZ
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ)
CHR (CHS-CHT)
CHU-CHY (includes biographical sketch of D. H. Church of White Motors
Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Church Organs (Portable)

Box 1284
CI (CJ-CK)
CLAA-CLAP (CLAQ)
CLAR-CLARK (A-E)
CLARK (F-K)
CLARK (L-Z) - CLARKD
CLARKE-CLARZ
Clarkston, Village of, re: Property deeded for Park
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB-CLD)
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH)
CLI (CLJ-CLN)
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CT) (includes Cluett, Peabody and Company, Inc., shirt manufacturers)

**Box 1285**

COA-COB
  S. P. Coalson (Georgia Radium Water)
  Margaret Cobb (contributions)
COC-COE
COF-COHEN (A-F)
COHEN, (G-Z) - (COHEO-COHM)
COHN-COK
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLINR
COLLINS (COLLINT-COLLINV)
  Adolph Ludn Hern Collin
COLLINW-COLT

**Box 1286**

COLU-COLZ
COM
CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL (COM)
CONN
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ
COO-COOK (only) - COOKD
COOKE-COON (includes Coolidge and Carlson re: Berry Schools, Rome, Georgia)
  Calvin Coolidge (President)
COOP-COOZ

**Box 1287**

R. L. Cooper, Realtor, Georgia Property Blueprints
  January - June
  July - December
COP-CORB
CORC-CORM
CORN-CORQ
Box 1288

CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COU
COY-COW
COX-COZ (CP-CQ)
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN (CRAO) (includes Richard Crane, Westover, Virginia)
CRAP-CRAZ (CRB-CRD)
CRE (CRF-CRH)
CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
CROS-CROZ

Box 1289

CROU-CORZ (CRP-CRT)
   Samuel Crowther
CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT)
CUA-CUL
CUM
CTM-CUP (CUQ)
CUR-CURR (CURS)
CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
DAA-DAK (includes Raymond Dahlinger re: contemplated conveyance of land)
   Ray and Evangeline Dahlinger
DAL
DAM-DANH
DANI-DANZ (DAO-DAP-DAQ)
   Dance Books and Music (report of cash)

Box 1290

DAR-DAT
DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVIO-DAVIR)
DAVIS, A-E (includes Colonel David Davies of London, England re: an
   organization of International Justice and Peace)
DAVIS
   F-K
   L-Z (DAVZ)
DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD)
DEA (includes Retired Reverend Frederic L. Deane, Bishop of Aberdeen and
   Orkney, Scotland, re: gift of Ford Automobile)

Box 1291

City of Dearborn
City Plan Commission
Unpaid taxes
Consolidation of Schools
Dearborn Country Club
The Dearborn Inn
  Monthly statements
Dearborn Publishing Company
Dearborn Realty and Construction Company

Box 1292
Dearborn State Corporation
  Re: purchase of Michigan Ave., Elm Street Property
Dearborn Township - Dearborn Water Works
  Re: Wayne County Poor Commissioners
  Re: Reports of Operating Costs
  Re: Operating Reports, 1928/1931

Box 1293
Dearborn Water Works (2 folders)
DEB-DEC
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK
DELA
DELB-DELZ
DEM
DEN-DEO

Box 1294
DEP-DER
  Robert O. Derrick, Inc. re: Huron Mountain Cabin - Residence, at Savannah
  Josephine Ford - Playhouse
DES
DET-DEU
  Detroit (includes Detroit Armory Corporation re: Honorary Membership in
  Michigan National Guard 1925/1931

Box 1295
City Departments
Department of Street Railways
The Detroit Edison Company
Detroit and Ironton Railroad
Detroit, Toledo and Ironton Railroad
  Re: S. P. Ruddiman, H. H. Ormond, T. W. Blinn and F. C. McFarland
  Re: Time spent on Private R. R. Car Fairlane
  Re: Watches - Distribution of Time
Box 1296

The Detroit Trust Company (includes re: Kay Don Trophy Fund contribution Detroit Civic Theatre Foundation contribution)

DEV
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH)
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE, DIBQ)
DIER-DIEZ
DIF-DIL
DIM-DIS
DIT-DIZ (DJ-DN)
DOA-DOC
DOD
DOE-DOK

Box 1297

DOL-DOM
DONA-DONN (DON)
DONO-DOO (DOP-DOQ)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW (includes Alex Dow, Detroit Edison Company)
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ) (includes Lady Conan Doyle)
DRA (DRB-DRD)
DRE (DRF-DRH)
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT) (includes Dron and Wright, London, England re: birthplace of Sir James M. Barrie, author of Peter Pan)
DUA-DUC
DUD-DHF

Box 1298

DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND (DUN) (includes Commander G. A. Duncan (CEC) USN, Haiti re: endeavor to purchase old sugar mill)
DUKE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ (DUO)
DUP-DUR (includes Will Durant)
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DZ) (includes Steven Dybeta, Chairman, Autostroy, Russia)
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ
EB
EC
EDA-EDE (EDF)

**Box 1299**

EDG-EDS (includes Mrs. Thomas A. Edison re: gift of Lincoln Touring car)
- Charles Edison
- Thomas A. Edison
- Edison Institute of Technology - also see Greenfield Village
- Edison Institute of Technology - Report of Flour Delivered
- Edison Pioneers
- Edison State Park Development, 1930-1931

EDT-EDW (EDX TO EDZ) (includes Farmers Federation Incorporated re: contributions 1929-1931)

EE-EG
EH
EIA-EIR (EI)
EIS-EIZ (EJ-EK)
ELA-ELE (includes ELEKTRO and RADIO G.M.B.H., Munchen, Germany)

**Box 1300**

ELF-ELK
ELL-ELLIO (ELLIP-ELLIR)
- Elgin National Watch Company
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ
EMA-EML (includes Emark Battery Corporation re: loan)
EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGI
ENGL-ENGZ
ENH-ENZ (EO)
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK (includes Erie Railroad Company re: Tours of Rouge Plant, Airport and Village)

**Box 1301**

ERL-ERZ (includes Ernst-Wuerfel-Aucker Fabriken GMBH - Frankfort, Germany re: sugar
ES
- Estey Organ Company #353 beginning year 1922
ET-EU
- European Trip Letters (empty)
EVA (EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
FAL-FAQ (includes Edward H. Fallows re: Grand Duchess Anastasia of Russia)
FARA-FARM (FAR)

Box 1302

FARN-FARZ
FAS-FAU
FAV-FAU (FB-FC-FD)
FEA-FEG
FEH-FEI (FEJ-FEK)
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ
FERA-FERM
    The Ferment Company
    FERN-FERZ
    FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
    FIA-FIE
    FIF-FIND
    FINE-FINL (FINM)
    FINN-FIR

Box 1303

    Harvey S. Firestone
    FIS-FISG
    FISH-FISHER (A-H)
    FISHER (L-Z) - FISZ
    FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK)
    FLA (FIB-FLD)
    FLE-FLSL
    FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
    FLI-FLCR
    Dutee W. Flint
    FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
    FOA-FOK
    FOL-FOO (FOP-FOQ)
    Mr. Edsel Ford
    Henry Ford & Sons Corks Ireland
    Fordson Estate Limited
    FORA-FORD (FOR)

Box 1304

Ford, A-Z
Mr. Henry Ford, Mrs. Henry Ford
FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ
FOS-FOSTER (A-H)
FOSTER (I-Z) - FOV
FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
FRAA-FRANC (FRAND-FRANJ)
FRANK (A-K)
FRANK (L-Z) - FRANKK
FRANKL-FRAR (includes Walter B. Franz and Company, St. Louis, Missouri re:
purchase of wild turkeys)

Box 1305
FRAS-FRAZ (FRB-FHD)
FRE-FREEL (includes City of Liverpool, England, Department of Free Public
Museums re: gift of three-foot model of Ford Plane)
FREEM-FREEZ (includes James E. Freeman, Bishop of Washington, re: offering
right of sepulture to Thomas A. Edison)
Henry Ford Farms
Report of Payments
   December
   November

Box 1306
   October
   August - September
   June - July

Box 1307
   January - May
   Henry Ford Hospital
   Daily Reports
      July - December
      January - June

Box 1308
   Frank Campsall copies
   Of patients seen
   Ford Motor
   General
   General letters
   Accounting Department (includes scrap value and cost of dismantling
   and shipping Highland Park Power House Engine number 11 and
   12 to Museum at Dearborn
   Advertising Department (includes F. L. Black, A. R. Barbier, B. R.
   Donaldson)
   Auditing Department (includes Expense Report of Mr. Ford's 1930
   European trip, also Henry Ford School, District No. 5, Dearborn re
   purchase of supplies.)

Box 1309
   Rouge
Building and Construction Engineering
B. R. Brown, A. Johnson
Re: Dearborn Inn
Chemical and Metallurgical Department - R. H. McCarroll
Compensation Department
Disbursement Department
Employment Department, A. E. Wilson
Office of the President - Mr. Edsel B. Ford, A. J. Lepine, John Crawford
Purchasing Departments - A. M. Wibel, H. D. Lucas
Sales
Johansson Sales, C. C. Poucher
Secretary's Office - B. J. Craig, A. A. Jenkins, F. A. Thomson
Service Department

Box 1310

Service Department - Harry Bennett, V. Doonan
Sociological Department, R. R. Grant
Superintendent's office, Charles Sorenson, P. E. Martin, Russell Gnau
Trade School
Traffic Department
July - December
January - June
White copy of Delivery Orders
July - December
January - June

Box 1311

H. D. Lucas copies
Ford Motor - Dearborn - General
George Burns
Cashier's office, L. F. Becker, Charles Miller
Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory, J. L. McCloud
Engineering - Charles R. Voorhess, Allen Newman
Johansson Division
Legal, E. L. Davis, E. C. McRae
Medical Reports (Weekly)
Real Estate, William T. Gregory (includes Lavenschack vs. White Star Refining Company - re: Trenton Farm Damage - re: Dearborn School District No. 5 Election)
Receiving Department, S. M. Buckberry
Secretary Frank Campsall
Secretary E. G. Liebold
Box 1312

Domestic Branches
Atlanta
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chester, Pennsylvania (includes re: Twenty Millionth Ford car, re: Boys Brigade Camp, Baltimore)
Chicago
Cincinnati (includes Keith Monroe Court Matter
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus-, Ohio
Dallas
Dearborn Branch
Denver
Des Moines (empty)
Detroit Branch
Edgewater (enclosing letters addressed to Mr. Henry Ford)
Edgewater (includes Ford Cabriolet for Director Ernst Glaessel of North German Lloyd. Report on Hessian Hills school, re: Ford cars given to: Capt. Commodore Johnsen, Master S.S. Europa and Captain Ziegenbein, Master S.S. Bremen
Flat Rock
Green Island, Troy, New York
Hamilton, Ohio

Box 1313

Highland Park
Houston
Indianapolis
Iron Mountain
Jacksonville
Kansas City
Kearney, New Jersey
Lincoln Plant
Long Branch, California
Los Angeles, California
Louisville
Memphis
Milwaukee
New York
New Orleans
Norfolk
Oklahoma City
Pittsburg
Plymouth, Michigan
Portland, Oregon
Richmond, California  
Richmond, Virginia  
St. Louis  
Salt Lake City  
San Francisco, California  
Seattle  
Somerville  
Troy, New York (see Green Island Branch) (empty)  
Twin Cities (formerly St. Paul and Minneapolis)  
Washington  
Waterford, Michigan  
Ypsilanti, Michigan  

Foreign Branches  
Buenos Aries, Argentina (includes re: Mendoza Grapes)  
Belgium  
Brazil  
Canada (includes re: two German doctors of agriculture work-training in Dearborn and Windsor)  

Box 1314  
Havana, Cuba  
Copenhagen, Denmark  
Asnieres, Seine, France (includes re: Contributions to American Hospital of Paris  
1925 - Ford one-ton truck  
1931 - Ford truck chassis  
Dagenham, England  
Manchester, England (includes re: gift of two Russian Tractors to Mr. Ford, gift of Model "A" cut-out exhibition chassis to the Science Museum, South Kensington, London.)  
Berlin, Germany  

Box 1315  
Cologne, Germany  
Rotterdam, Holland  
India  
Trieste, Italy  
Yokohoma, Japan  
Mexico City, Mexico  
Barcelona, Spain  
Istanbul, Turkey  
FREF-FRBN (FREO)  
FREP-FREZ (FRF-FRH)  
FRIA-FRIEDL  
FRIEDM-FRIEZ  
FRIF-FRIZ (FRJ-FRN)
Box 1316
FHL-FDM
FUN-FX (FZ)
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK)
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAN (GAO-GAQ)
GARA-GARD (GAR)
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ (GB-GC-GD)

Box 1317
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN
   General Electric Company
GEO-GEQ
GERA-GERL
GERM-GERZ
   Germany folder - E. G. Liebold's folder
GES-GH
GIA-GIB (includes relative: autographing, photographs, broadcast with Floyd Gibbons)
GIC-GIK

Box 1318
Gifts - Cross slips on gift correspondence
GILA-GILK
GILL
GILM-GILZ

Box 1319
GIM-GIZ (GJ-GK) (includes Girls' Protective League: list of recipients of baskets of vegetables, rental payments 1926-1931)
   Ginsberg and Levy, Inc.
GLA (GLB-GLD)
GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN)
GLO-GLT
GOA-GOD (GO)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOIDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSM (GOLDSF-GOLDSS)
GOLDST-GOLZ
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GOODR
E. E. Goodno - General
Florida Property Folder #5

Box 1320

Hotel Property, La Belle, Florida
GOODS-GOOZ
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOU-GOZ (GP-GQ)
GRAA-GRAG
GRAH-GRAM
GRAN-GRAR
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB-GRD)

Box 1321

GREA-GREEM
GREEN (only)
GREENA-GREENI (GREENJ-GREENK)
Greenfield Village
Greenfield Village Comments
Green Island Water Power Permit
GREENL-GREEEZ
GREF-GREZ (GEF-GRH)
J. F. Gregory

Box 1322

J. F. Gregory - Frank Campsall's folder
Potatoes Folder
Gregory, Mayer and Thorn
Sir Wilfred Grenfell, also Lady Ann Grenfell
GRIA-GRIE
GRIF (includes Beatrice Griffin, re: loan of Antonio Stradivarius violin, 1700,
Nicolaus Gagliano violin, 1730, Tourte Bow, Maud Powell Bow, thru Ossip
Gabrilowitsch, Conductor of Detroit Symphony Orchestra.)
GRIG-GRIZ (GRJ-GRN)
GROA-GROSIR
GROSS-GROSZ
Box 1323

GROT-GROZ (GRP-GRT) (includes S. J. Groves and Sons, Proposed Drainage at Richmond Hill, Georgia)
GRU-GRZ (GS-GT)
GUA-GUH
    Guardian Trust Company (empty)
GUI-GUM
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC
HAD-HAF
HAG
HAH
HAI-HAK

Box 1324

HALA-HALK
HALL
    A-H (includes Professor Edwin H. Hall, re: April 14, 1930 contribution of $1000 to Street Manual Training School, for African Americans, Minter, Alabama
    I-Z
HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH (HAM)
HAMI-HAML
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)
HAMMO-HAMZ
HANA-HAND (HANO)
HANE-HANL (HANM)
HANN-HANR

Box 1325

HANS-HAP (HAQ)
HARA-HARD (includes J. T, Harbold, Dallastown, Pennsylvania re: shipment of antiques returned)
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARP (HARQ)
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)
HARRIS
    A-H
    I-Z (includes Richmond Harris, of Baldwin, New York re: purchase of Lincoln Automobile by Jose Iturbi, Spanish pianist)
    M. Harris and Sons, London, England, 1929-1931
HARRISA-HARRZ
HARS-HART (only)

Box 1326

HARTA-HARTL
HARTM
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)
HARV-HARZ
HASA-HASR
HASS-HASZ
HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH)
HAWKI-HAYD
HAYE-HAYN (HAYO-HAYR)

Box 1327

HAYS-HAZ (HB-HD) (includes Will H. Hayes, President, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. re: Bound volumes of the program of the dedication of the Edison Institute of Technology, autographed by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Edsel B. Ford, President and Mrs. Hoover, Mr. Thomas A. Edison and others, for Professor Albert Einstein and Mr. Hays.)
HEA (HE)
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEINR
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)
   George J. Heinzelman re: McGuffey Readers, etc. 1926-1931
HEL-HELLER (HELLES-HELLF)
HELLG-HELZ
HEM
HENA-HEND (HEN.)
HENE-HENN
HENO-HENR

Box 1328

HENS-HEP (HEQ)
HERA-HERL (HER)
HERM-HERQ
HERR
HERS-HERZ
HES
HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)
HIA-HIF
HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL
   A-H
   I-Z

Box 1329

HIIIA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ
HINK-HIP (HIQ)
HIRA-HIRSE (HTRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH-HIZ (HJ-HN)
HOA-HOC
HOD
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN, (only)
HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HOLK
HOLIA-HOLLH (HOLL)
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOIM-HOLS

Box 1330

HOLT-HOLZ
HOM-HON
HOO (includes request for consultation from President Herbert Hoover; also re:
   last original mechanical call bell removed from White House in 1891)
HOP-HOQ
HORA-HORN (includes re: Album in commemoration of the visit of Prince and
   Princess Takamatsu of Japan)
HORO-HORZ
HOS-HOT
HOU-HOV
HOW-HOWA (HOWB-HOWC)

Box 1331

HOWD-HOWE (only)
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ (HP-HT)
HUA-HUBB (HUBC-HUBD)
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF
HUG
HUH-HUL
HUM
HUN-HUNT (only)
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUMF-HUNTH)
HUNTI-HUQ
HUR

Box 1332

Huron Mountain Club (general)
HUS
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX)
HY (HZ)
IA-IK
IL-IM (includes re: Illinois Manufacturers Association Testimonial)
INA-IND (INE-INF)
ING-INS
INT-IQ (includes re: gift of lacquered Buddha from Chancellor Li Shih Tsene, Shanghai)
IR
IS

Box 1333

IT-IZ
JAA-JACKSON (A-G)
JACKSON (H-Z)-JACN
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM
JAN-JAP

Box 1334

Japanese Cherry Trees
JAQ-JAZ (JB-JC-JD)
JEA-JEM

Box 1335

Francis Jehl
JEN-JEQ
JER-JI
JOA-JOHSOM
JOHNSON
A-D (includes Boyd S. Johnson, re: Napoleon Willow tree)
E-H
    Johnson and Higgins
        January - June
        July - December
Box 1336

I-M
N-Z
JOHNSTON, (only)
JOHNST-JONES (A-C)
JOHES (D-H)
JONES (I-M)
JONES (N-Z) - JONZ
JOO-JOR
JOS-JOY (JOZ-JP-JT)
JUA-JUM

Box 1337

JUN-JUZ (JY-JZ)
KAA-KAH
KAI-KAL
KAM-KANE (KANF-KANH)
KANI-KAP (KAQ)
KAR-KAS
KAT
KAU-KADF
KAUG-KAZ (KB-KD)
KEA-KED
KEE-KEF
KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
KEL-KELLER (includes Messrs, Keeler and Woolsey re: rattlesnake venom)
KELLES-KELLN
KELLO-KELIX
KELLY-KELZ

Box 1338

Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc. general folder
Accident reports
KEM
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNY (KENNZ)

Box 1339

KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERN (KERO-KERQ)
KERR-KERZ
KES-KET
KEU-KEI (KEZ-KF-KH)
KIA-KIE
KIF-KIL
KIM-KINF
KING
  A-H
  I-Z
KINGA-KINR
KINS-KIP (KIQ)
KIRA-KIRK

Box 1340

KIRL-KIZ (KJ-KK)
KLA (KLB-KLD)
KLE-KLEIN (A-H)
KLEIN (I-Z) - KLEZ (KIF-KLH)
KL1 (KLj-KLN)
KLO-KLU (KLV-KLZ-KM)
KNA (KNB-KND)
KNE-KNI (KNJ-KNN)
  Knight, Frank, and Rutley
KNCA-KNOV
KNOW-KNV (KHZ)
KOa-KOD
KCE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO

Box 1341

KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ)
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ (KRB-KRD)
KRE (KRF-KRH)
KRI (KRI-KRN)
KRO (KRP-KRT)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN (KUO)
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY (KZ)
LAA-LAC
LAD-LAH

Box 1342

LAI-LAL
LAMA-LAMB
LAME-LAMZ
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG (only)
LANGA-LANGE
LANGF-LANZ (IAO)
LAP-LAR
LAS-LAT

Box 1343
LAU (includes Charles T. Laughton, Tulsa, Oklahoma re: gift of Ford Town Sedan, mentions shipping harp to Dearborn)
LAV-LAWN (LAWO-LAWQ)
LAWR
LAWS-LAZ (LB-LD)
LEA
LEB-LED
LEE (includes re: the Robert E. Lee Memorial Foundation, Inc.
LEF-LEG
LEH
LEI-LEK
LEL-LEM
LEN
LEO (includes re: Edwin D. Leonard Company, Bankers, Donald M. Leonard, Secretary)

Box 1344
LEP-LES
LET-LEV (LEVF-LEVH)
LEVI-LEVX
LEY
A-G
H-L
M-Z (LEVZ)
LEW-LEWIS (A-G)
LEWIS, H-Z
LEWISA-LEZ (LH)
LIA-LIC
LID-LIE
E. G. Liebold's 1931 European Expense Account
LIF-LIM

Box 1345
Life Boats and Rafts - salvaged Government Boats
Correspondence - 1928/1931
LINA-LINDE
LINDF-LIM3Z
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU
LIV-LL
LOA-LOD
LOE

Box 1346

LOF-LOM
LON-LONG, (only)
LONGA-LOQ
   Longley and Middleton
LOR (includes Phillips H. Lord re: Seth Parker re: Dearborn Visit)
LOS-LOT
LOU
   Dr. Louis Ferdinand, Prince of Prussia
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT)
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ (LV-IW-IX)

Box 1347

LYA- LYNCH (A-G0
LYNCH (H-Z) - LYZ
LYO-LYZ (LZ)
   Charles Woolsey Lyon
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
MAD-MAF
MAG
MAH
MAI-MAK
MAL-MAM

Box 1348

MANA-MANF (MAN)
MANG-MANL (MANM)
MANN-MANR
MANS-MAP (MAQ)
MARA-MARD
Otto Marburger
MARE-MARI (MARJ)
MARK
MARL-MARR
MARS-MARSH (only)
MARSHA-MARSZ
MART-MARTIN (A-G)
MARTIN (H-L)
MARTIN (M-Z) - MARTZ
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO
MASP-MASZ

Box 1349
MAT-MATHE (MATHF-MATHH)
MATHI-MATTHA
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD
MAYE-MAYER (A-H)
MAYER (I-Z) - MAYEZ
MAYF-MAZ (MB)
McA-McB
McCAA-McCAN (McCAQ)
McCAR-McCAZ
McCE-McCL (McCM-McCN)
McCOA-MCCOQ

Box 1350
McCOR-McCOZ
McCR-McCU (to McCZ)
McBA-McDONA
McDONE-McDZ (only)
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ)
McGuffey Readers re: history of Willy, Katie, and Carrie
McGuffey Reader Reprints
A
BA-BE

Box 1351
BF-BO
BP-BZ
CA-CL
CO-Z (includes Benjamin F. Comfort, Principal of Cass Technical High School, Detroit)
D (includes Joseph M. Dixon, the First Assistant Secretary of the Interior, Washington)

Box 1352

E (includes Thomas A, Edwards, Presiding Judge, Criminal Court of Appeals, State of Oklahoma)
F
G (includes Alexander Guerry, President, University of Chattanooga, Tennessee (autographed) - also includes Edgar A. Guest, Detroit Free Press)
H

Box 1353

I
J
K
L
M
N

Box 1354

O
P
Q (empty)
R
S

Box 1355

T
U
V
W
XYZ
McH-McI (McJ)
McKA-McKE (McKH)
Woodrew McKay
McKI-McKY (McKZ)
McLA (McLD)

Box 1356

McLB-McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO
McP-McZ (MD)
MEA-MEC
MED-MEH
MEI-MEK
MEL-MEM
  Memorandums
MENA-MENF (MEN)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MSQ)
  J. F. Menge special folder
MERA-MERQ
MERR

**Box 1357**

MERS-MES
META-METY
METZ-MEX
MEY-MEYER (A-F)
MEYER (G-L)
MEYER (M-Z)
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)
MIA-MIC
  Michigan Bell Telephone Company
  Michigan Central Railroad

**Box 1358**

Exchange of deeds 1926/1931
Michigan State Departments - General

**Box 1359**

Michigan State College
  Cooperative Extension work in agriculture and home economics
  Boys' and Girls' 4H club
  Michigan State Highway

**Box 1360**

MID-MIK
MILA-MILK
MILL-MILLER (A-B)
MILLER (C-F)
MILLER (G-J)
MILLER (K-R)
MILLER (S-Z)
MILLERA-MILIR
MILLS-MILLZ
MILM-MILZ (MIM)
MINA-MINM
Jack Miner - Hartley Miner
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL (A-E)
MITCHELL (F-Z) - MIZ (MJ-MN)

Box 1361
MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MONA-MONS
MONT-MONZ
MOO-MOORD
MOORE
A-F
G-L
M-Z (MOQ)
MORA-MORF
MORG-MSH (includes Morgan Construction Company re: Chicago World's Fair in 1893s, inscriptions on Transportation Building.)
MORI-MORRIR
MORRIS
A-H
I-Z

Box 1362
MORRISA-M0RRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK
MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ (MP-MT)
MUA-MUELLER (A-H)
MUELLER (I-Z) - MUK
MDL
MUM-MON (MUO-MUQ)
MUR-MURPH (MURPHX)
MURPHY
A-H
I-Z (MURQ)
MURR-MURZ
MUS-MUZ (MV-MW-MX)
Box 1363

MY (MZ)
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS
NAT-NATIONAL (A-K)
National Broadcasting Company, Inc.
NATIONAL, (L-Z)-NATS (includes letter to National Shoe Retailers Association, on the occasion of their Detroit Convention)
NATT-NAZ (NB-ND)
NEA-NEB
A. C. Neal re: helicopter idea
NEF-NEK
NEL
NEM-NET

Box 1364

NEU-NEV
NEW - NEW B (empty)
NEW C - NEW E
NEW F - NEW L
NEW M
NEW N - NEW S
NEW T - NEW X
Charles T. Newton re: Antiques
NEW Y - NEW Z (NEX-NH)
NIA - NICHOLS, (only)
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ (NJ-NN)
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ

Box 1365

NORA-NORS
NORT-NORHC (NCRTHD)
NCRTHE-NORTHW (NORTHX-NORTN)
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ (NP-NT)
NU-NY (NZ)
O - OBO (OBP-OBQ)
OBR-OBZ
OC
OD
OE
OF-OG
OH-OK
OLA-OLE

Box 1366
OLF-OLR
OLS-OM
ON (OO)
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM
  Oregon Trail Memorial Association, Inc.
    Ezra Meeker - Oxmobile 1926/1931
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH

Box 1367
OSI-OSZ
OT
OU-OV
OW-OZ
PAA-PAC
PAD-PAK
  Bishop Herman Page, The Diocese of Michigan (includes re: Contribution of $15,000)
PAL (includes Palestine Lodge No. 357, F. and A.M. - indicates received first degree June 28, 1894)
    Louis G. Palmer and Company
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI (PARJ)
PARK-PARKER (A-H)
PARKER (I-Z) - PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)

Box 1368
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT.)
PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH)
PATTI-PATZ
PAU
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
PEA-PEB
PEC-PED
  Pecan Folder
PEE-PEM
PEN-PENNI (PENNJ-PBNNM)
    Pennington School - Macon

Box 1369
PENNO-PENZ  
   L. B. Penrod - General Folder  
   Re: engines, etc.
PEO-PBQ  
PERA-PERQ  
PERRA-PES  
PETE-PETERS only  
PETERSA-PETerson only (PETRSOP-PETEZ)  
PETF-PEZ  
PF-PG  
PHA-PHILI  
PHILL  
PHILM-PHY (PHZ)  
PI-PID  
PIE-PIERC  
PIERD-PIK  
PIL-PIN  
PIO-PIS  

Box 1370  
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)  
PIA (PLB-PLD)  
PLS-PLY (PLZ-PM-PN)  
POA-POK  
POL  
POM-POO  
POP-POQ  
POR-PORTER (A-H)  
PORTER (I-Z) - PORZ  
POS  
POT  
POU-POWEL (POWEM-POWSQ)  
POWER-POZ (PP-PQ)  

Box 1371  
PRA (PRB-PRD)  
PRE (PRF-PRH)  
PRI-PRID  
PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRN)  
PRO-PRY (PRZ-PS-PT)  
Mrs. H. W. Prunk, (Mrs. Grace)  
PUA-PUL  
PUM-PUR  
PUS-PY (PZ)  
QA-QUE (QUF-QDH)  
QUI-QZ
Box 1372
RAA-RAC
RAD-RAH
   Number 1170 Radio Licenses
RAI-RAM
   Railway Express Agency Incorporated
RAM-RAND
RANE-RANZ (RAO)
RAP-RAS (includes John G. Raphael, re International Tin Pool in London)
RAT

Box 1373
RAU-RAW (RAX)
   W. T. Rawleigh
RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)
REA-REB
REC-RED
REE-REED
REEF-REEZ
REF-REH
REIA-REID
REIF-REIM
REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)
REL-REN (REO)

Box 1374
REP-REX
REY-REZ (RF-RG) (Includes Colonel C. R. Reynolds, re: letter of recommendation to President Hoover)
RH
RIA-RICE (RICF-RICG)
RICH-RICHARDS (RICHARDSOM)
RICHARDSON-RICHD
RICHE-RICHZ (RICI-RICJ)
RICK-RID
RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS
RIT-RIZ (RS-RN)

Box 1375
ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS only (ROBERTSOM)
ROBERTSON-ROBINS
ROBINSON (A-H)
ROBINSON (I-Z) - ROBZ
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROCJ)
ROCK-ROCZ
ROD
ROS-ROF
ROG-ROGERS (A-H)
ROGERS (I-Z) - ROGZ
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM
   Rollins College

Box 1376
RON-ROR
ROSA-ROSENA
ROSENB
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROS R
ROSS-ROSE
ROT-ROTH only
ROTHA-ROTZ
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX
ROY-ROZ (includes Jno. M. Royal, re Old Stone School House at Roxbury, New York, where John Burroughs and Jay Gould were pupils)
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO

Box 1377
RUP-RUSSEK (includes Mrs. Frances A. Ruseau, re History of Boreham House, England)
RUSSEL-RUSZ
RUT-RUZ (RV-RX)
RY (RZ)
SAA-SAD
   Israel Sack
SAE-SAI (SAK)
SAINT only

Box 1378
SAJ-SAL
SAM
SANA-SANC (includes San Angelo, Texas re: Twenty-Millionth Lamb, also Twenty-Millionth Turkey.)
SAND
SANE-SANZ (SAO)
SAP-SAT
SAU
SAF
Savannah Nursery Catalogues
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SEE (SCF-SCG)
SCHAA-SCHAE

Box 1379
SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO)
SCHAP-SCHAZT (SCHD)
SCEHA-SCHEI (SCHEK)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCHEQ)
SCHER-SCHEZ (SCHF-SCHH)
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ (SCHJ-SCHK)
SCHLA-SCHLE (SCHLH)
SCHLI-SCHLU (SCHLZ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT (A-H)
SCHMIDT (I-Z) (SCHMIDZ)
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCHN-SCHNEIDER (A-H)
SCHNEIDER (I-Z) - SCHNZ
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ (SCHOQ)
SCHRA-SCHRRI (SCHRN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCHU.)
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTA-SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ (SCHV)
SCHWA-SCIMARTY
SCHWARZ (SCHWARZY)
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
SCHWE-SCHZW (SCHZ)

Box 1380
SCI-SCOTS (includes Harvey J. Sconce, Chief, Agricultural Division, Chicago
World's Fair, 1933)
SCOTT (A-H)
SCOTT (I-Z) - SCOZ
SCR-SCZ (SD)
SEA
SEB-SESK
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV

Box 1381

SEW-SEZ SF-SG (includes George Dudley Seymour re: Birthplace of Nathan Hale)
SHAA-SHAM
SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ)
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB-SHD)
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEN (SHEO)
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH)

Box 1382

SHI-SHN
SHO (SHP-SHQ)
SHR-SHZ
SIA-SH) (includes Prince Svasti of Siam)
SIE-SIF (includes Thorwald Siegfried re: Samuel Crowther on economics.)
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMM (SIM)
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN
SIO-SIZ (SJ)

Box 1383

SK
SLA (SLB-SLD)
SLE-SLY (SLZ) (includes C. Bascora Slemp, Commissioner-General, re: Exposition Coloniale Internationale, Paris, France.)
SMA-SMITG
SMITH
   A-B
   C
   D-E (includes Eugene B. Smith re: cotton)
F-G
H
I-J

Box 1384
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ)
SNA-SNI (SNJ-SNN)
SNO-SNY (SKff)
SOA-SOL (includes Societe Anonyme Andre Citroen)
SOM
SON-SOT
SOU-SOUS
SOUT-SOZ
   Soybean Case
SPA (SPB-SPD)

Box 1385
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)
SPIA-SPIL (SFIM)
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)
SPRA-SPRE (SPRH)
SPRI (SPRN)
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)
STAA-STAG
STAH-STAM
STAN-STANDARD (A-K)
STANDARD (L-Z) - STANDE (STANDH)
   Standard Oil Company

Box 1386
STANDI-STAP (STAQ)
STAR-STAS
STAT-STAZ (STB-STD)
STEA-STEI
STED-STEEM
STEF-STEI
STEI-STEIN only
STEINA-STEING
STEINH-STEM
STEN-STEP (STEQ)
STER-STER (A-H)
STER (I-Z) - STERZ (STES)
STET-STEVENS (A-H)
STEVENS (I-Z) - STEVZ (includes funeral service of Mary Stein Stevenson
(Mrs. Frank L.) of International Harvester Company, Chicago.)

Box 1387

STEW-STEZ (STF-STH)
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIZ (STJ-STN)
STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL (STOM)
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STP-STQ)
  Frank M. Stout
STRU-STR/LT
STRAU-STRAZ (STRD)
STRE-STRI (STBN)

Box 1388

STRO (STRT)
STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL
STUM-STY (STZ)
SUA-SULLE (SULLF-SULLH)
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUN (SUO)
SUP-SUS
SUT-SV
SWA (SWB-SWD)
SWE (SWF-SWH)
SWI-SWY (SWZ-SX)

Box 1389

SY-SZ
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
TAY-TAYLOR (A-E)
TAYLOR (F-K)
TAYLOR (L-Z) - TAZ (TB-TC-TD)

Box 1390

W. W. Taylor (includes reports 1927/1931)
TEA-TEM
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG)
THA (THB-THD) (includes W. Hull Thayer re: National Cyclopedia of America Biography)
THE-THI (THJ-THN)

Box 1391
THOA-THOMAS (A-H)
THOMAS (I-Z) - THOMP
THOMPSON
   A-E
   F-K
   L-Z (THOMR)
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ (THP-THQ)
THR-THY (THZ)
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM
TIN-TIZ (TJ-TN)
   B. S. Tinstman
   TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
   Toledo Museum of Art
TOM-TOO

Box 1392
TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ (TP-TQ)
TRA (TRB-TRD)
TRE (TRF-TRH)
TRI (TRJ-TRN)
TRO (TRP-TRT)
TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT)
TUA-TUK
TUL-TURM
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TUZ (TV)

Box 1393
TW-TY (TZ)
UA-UK
UL-UM
UNA-UNIN (UNIO)
UNION only (UNITBC)
UNITED only
UNITED STATES - UNZ (UO)
   United States Government - General Folder
United States Commission for Celebration of the 200th birthday of George Washington
Universities - General

Box 1394

UP-UR
US-UZ
VAA-VAM
VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ (VAO-VAQ)
VAR-VAZ (VB-VC-VD)
VEA-VEN (VEO VEQ)
VER-VEZ (VF-VG-VH)
VIA-VIK
VII-VIZ (VL-VN)
The Village Kitchen, Inc.
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM

Box 1395

VON-VOD
VOP-VY (VZ)
WAA-WAF
WAG-WAGNER (A-H)
WAGNER (I-Z) - WAGZ
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER (A-H)
WALKER (I-Z) - WALKZ
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ

Box 1396

WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE (WALTF-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ
Waltham Hatch Company
WAM-WAQ
WAR-WARD only
WARDA-WARM
WARN-WARQ
WARR-WARRE
WARRI-WARZ
WAS
WATA-WATE
WATF-WATSON (A-H)
WATSON (I-Z) - WATZ

Box 1397

WAV-WAZ (WB-WC-WD)
Wayne County Register of Deeds Office
Wayne County Treasurer's Office
Wayne County Road Commission
Re: proposed Miller Road Separation of Grades
Special folder No. 75 1929/1931

Box 1398

Wayside Inn - General
January - June
July - December
Accident Reports
Delivery Orders
Receiving Memos
Disbursement Statements
Expense Reports
W. V. Taylor
D. W. Dunleavy
Financial Statements - Monthly
Insurance
Investment Accounts

Box 1399

Monthly Statements
Registered Mail
(WEBA)
WEBB
WEBB (WEBF-WEBR)
WEBS-WEC
WED-WEE (WEP)
WEG-WEH
WEIA-WEIK (WEI)
WEIL-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELA-WELLE
WELF-WELLS (A-H) (includes The Duchess of Wellington re: purchase of antiques.)
WELLS (I-Z) - WELZ
WEM-WEN (WEO WEQ)

**Box 1400**

WER
WESA-WESS
WEST only
WESTA-WESTERMN
WESTERN-WESTEZ
WESTF-WESZ
WET-WEZ (WP-WG)
WHA-WHEELEN (A-H)
WHEELER (I-Z) - WHEZ
WHIA-WHITC (WHITD)
WHITE
  A-E
  F-K
  L-Z (includes Lew White, organist, re: recording)
WHITEA - WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
WHITN-WHITS

**Box 1401**

Whitlock's Bookstore, Inc.
WHITT-WHZ
WIA-WID
WIE-WIF
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG
WILH-WILK
WILL-WILH
WILLIA-WILLIAMS (A-E)
WILLIAMS (F-K)
WILLIAMS (L-Z) (Williamson)

**Box 1402**

WILLIAMSON - WILLIR
WILLIS-WILLZ
WILM-WILSON (A-C)
WISON (D-H)
WISON (I-N)
WISON (O-Z) - WILZ
WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WIZ (WJ-WN)
WO-WOK
WOL-WOLF only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC)

Box 1403

WOOD
A-H
I-Z
WOODA-WOODR
WOODS-WOODZ (WOOE-WOOK)
WOOL-WOOZ (WOP-WOQ)
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)
WRA-WRIGHT (A-H)
WRIGHT (I-Z) - WRZ
WU WV-WX
Rudolph Wurlitzer
WY-X

Box 1404

YA-YD
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG (A-H)
   David Young 1917/1931
YOUNG (I-Z) - YZ

Box 1405

ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE (ZF-ZG-ZH)
   Carl Zeiss (Zeiss-Aerotopograph)
ZIA-ZIL
   The Otto Zimmerman & Son Company re: dance manual "Good Morning."
ZIN-ZIZ (ZI-ZN)
ZO-ZY (ZZ)
Unsigned

1932

Box 1406

AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC
ADA-ADAMS, A-H (includes George Matthew Adams)
Joseph F. Adcock re: list of Red Seal Classical Records Victor Records as of February 19, 1932 W E. Metzger Company

Aeolian-Skinner Organ Company - 1932

Re: Infante Alfonso De Orleans of Spain

Antique Folder E.G. Liebold, 1932
Antique Folder A-Z Charles T. Newton, 1932

Applications Folder, 1932
Applications Folder - Teachers, 1932
John H. Arrington, 1932

**Box 1409**

AS-ASHL
ASHM-ASZ
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ
AUA-AUL (AV)
AUM-AUZ (includes Sir Herbert Austin, re: Ford Firestone Rail Car.)
AV-AZ
BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAE (BAF)
BAG-BALEY, A-H
BALEY, I-Z (BAJ)
BAK-BAKER, A-H
BAKER, I-Z - BAKZ
BAL-BALD
BALE-BALLE
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ

Dearborn State Bank

January - June 1932

**Box 1410**

July - December, 1932
Bank letters - Miscellaneous, 1932

A-E
F-G
H-K
L-S
T-Z

Edgar J. Clark - First National Bank of Wyandotte account 1931-1932

**Box 1411**

Bank Statement, 1932

A-G
H-K

**Box 1412**

L-R
S-XYZ
BARA-BARB (BAR)
BARC-BAR J
BARK-BARM
BARN-BARNES
Box 1413
BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ)
BARR-BARRE (BARRF-BARRH)
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK (BART)
BARTL-BARTZ
BARU-BAS
BAT
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ (BB-BC-BD)
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ (BEB)
BECA-BECK, only
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEE (BEF)
BEG-BEI (BEJ-BEK)
BEL-BELK
BELL, only
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BENNER (BENNES)
BENNET-BENR
BENS-BENZ (BEO-BEQ)

Box 1414
BERA-BERGD (BER)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM
BERN-BERQ
BERR-BERZ

  The Berry Schools Inc.
  January - June, 1932
  July - December, 1932
  Re: Water Power, 1932

Box 1415
BES-BET (includes Charles M. Schwab of Bethlehem Steel Corporation re: 70th birthday.)

  The Better Business Bureau of Detroit Inc., 1932
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
BIA-BID
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK
Box 1416

BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK
BOLL-BOM
BON
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
   Boston Antique Shop, 1932
BOT-BOU (BOV)
   Botsford Inn, 1932
BOWA-BOWE (BOW. BOWJ)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX) (includes Harry L. Boweley D.D. of Lord's Day Alliance
   of the United States re: Work done on Sunday.)
   Boxwood Folder, 1932
BOY-BOYD
BOYE-BOZ (BP-BQ)
BRAA-BRADF

Box 1417

BRADG-BRADL
BRADM-BRADZ
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ (BRB BRD)
   Brazil Correspondence, 1932
BREA-BREI
   Mrs. Mary Breckinridge Replies, November 29, 1932
BREJ-BREN (BREO)
BREP-BREZ (BRF BRH)
BR1A-BRIE (BRIF)
BRIG -BRIM
BRIN-BRIZ (BRJ BRN) (includes Arthur Brisbane re: "Money")
BROA-BROC
BROD-BRON
BROO-BROOK (BROOL)
BROOM-BROWM
BROWN
   A-C

Box 1418

D-G
H-J
K-R
S-Z
BROWNNA-BROZ (BPP-BRT)
   J.H. Brownrigg, 86, 1932
BRU-BRUNH
BRUNI-BRUZ (BRV-BRX)
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT)
BUA-BUCH (BUCI-BUCJ)
BUCK-BUCKE
BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE (includes Edward G. Budd of Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Company)
BUF-BUK
BUL
BUM-BUQ
BURA-BURJ (BUR)
BURK
BURL-BURNE (BURNF-BURNG)
BURNH-BURNZ
BURO-BURR
BURS-BURZ

Box 1419

BUS
BUT-BUTS
BUTT-BUZ (BV-BX)
BY-BZ
CAA-GAI (CAJ-CAK)
CALA-CALK
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
(CAL)
CAMP-CAMPBELL, A-H
CAMPBELL, I-Z - CAMZ
Campbell Water Wheel Company - J. B. Campbell, 1932
CANA-CANF (CAN)
CANG-CANZ (CAO)
CAP-CAQ
CARA-CARK (CAR)
CARL-CARM
CARN-CARP (CARQ)

Box 1420
CARR-CARROLL, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z - CARS
CART-CARZ
Cartier Inc. P.C. Cartier, 1932
CASA-CASR
CASS-CASZ
CAT-CAZ (CB-CC-CD)
CE-CENTRAL A-L
CENTRAL, M-Z - CEZ
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL
CHAPM-CHAR
CHAS-CHAZ (CHB-CHD)
CHE (CHF-CHH)
CHIA-CHICAGO, A-E
CHICAGO, F-Q
CHICAGO, R-Z - CHICZ
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ)

Box 1421
CHR CHS-CHT (includes Walter P. Chrysler re: gift of buckwheat flour)
CHU-CHY (CHZ) (includes Sir Winston S. Churchill, re: Detroit visit.)
Campbell Church, Jr., 1932
CI (CJ-CK) (includes Andre Citroen, Citroen Motor Works of Paris.)
CLAA-CLAP (CLAQ) (includes Robert H. Clancy, House of Representatives.)
CLAR-CLARK, A-E
CLARK, F-K
CLARK, L-Z - CLARKD
CLARKE-CLARZ
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB to CLD)
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH)
CLI (CLJ to CLN)
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CJNT)
COA-COB
COC-COE
COF-COHEN, A-F
COHEN, G-Z (COHEO-COHM)
COHN-COK 1421
COL-COLE, only
COLEA-COLEZ

Box 1422
COLF-COLNR
COLLINS (COLLINT-COLLINV)
COLLINW-COLT (includes Louis Colombo re: visits of Henry Ford to Wayside Inn during 1925 to 1931)
Louis Colombo (Colombo, Colombo and Colombo), 1932
COLUMBIAN, 1932
COM
Commercial Casualty Insurance Company, 1932
CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL (CONM)
Conn
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ
COO-COOK, only (COOKD)
COOKE-COON
COOP-COOZ
R. L. Cooper
January - June, 1932

Box 1423
June - December, 1932
Re: Purchase of Property in Georgia - Folder #73, 1930/1932
COP-CORB

Box 1424
CORR-CORM
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COU (includes Senator James Couzens re: gift of Ford Automobile, etc.)
COV-COW
Covered Bridges, 1928 - 1932
COX-COZ (CP-CQ) (includes re: Robert Cox, crippled boy from Lake Wales, Florida.)
CRAA-CRAM
Box 1425

CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
  W.J. Crofoot, 1932
CROS-CROT
CROU-CROZ (CPP CRT)
  Samuel Crowther, 1932
CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT)
CUA-CUL
CUM
CUN-CUP (CUQ)
CUR-CURR (CURS)
CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
DAA-DAK
DAL
DAM-DANH
  Dance Books and Music (Report of Cash), 1932
DANI-DANZ (DAO-DAP-DAQ)

Box 1426

DAR-DAT
DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVIO-DAVIR)
DAVIS
  A-E
  F-K
  L-Z (DAVZ)
DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD)
DEA
  Dearborn, 1932
    Dearborn Acres Subdivision No. 2
    City of
    Common Council

Box 1427

History of
School District No. 5
Nollar Farm Subdivision
Country Club
Dearborn Inn
  Daily Rooms Report
Monthly Statements
Realty and Construction Company
State Corporation
Township
Unpaid Taxes
Water Works
DEB-DEC
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK
DELA
DELB-DELZ
DEM

Box 1428
DEN-DEO
DEP-DER
DES
DET-DEU
Detroit, 1932
Detroit Armory Corporation
Re: Honorary Membership in Michigan National Guard
City of
Detroit Clipping Bureau
Detroit Edison Company
Detroit & Ironton Railroad
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad (general)
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad re: time spent on Fair lane
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad re: watches - distribution of time
Detroit Trust Company - general

Box 1429
Deutches Museum re: parts table conveyor system etc. No. 90
DEV
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH)
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE DIEQ)
DIER-DIEZ
DIF-DIL

Box 1430
DIM-DIS
DIT-DIZ (DJ-DN)
DOA-DOC
DOD
DOE-DOK
DOGS
Newfoundland Breed, 1932
Terrier Breed, 1931-1932
DOL-DOM
DONA-DONN (DON)
DONO-DOO (DOP-DOQ)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ)
DRA- (DRB DRD)
DRE (DRF DRH)
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT)
DUA-DUC
DUD-DUF

Box 1431
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND (DUN)
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ (DUO)
DUP-DUR
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DZ)
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ (includes Arthur J. Eaton re: Centennial School)
EB
EC
EDA-EDE (EDF)
EDG-EDS (includes Edgar's Sugarhouse - Detroit re: making sugar)
   Charles Edison, 1932
   Thomas A. Edison Inc., 1932
   Edison Botanic Research Corporation, 1932

Box 1432
Edison Institute of Technology, 1932
Edison Institute, re: Flour shipped, 1932
   Edison Institute, re: Flour Mill reports, September - December 1932
EDT-EDW (EDX to EDZ)
EE-EG
EH
EIA-EIR (El)
EIS-EIZ (EJ-EK)
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK
Elgin National Watch Company 1932
ELL-ELLIO ELLIP-ELLIR (includes Department of Commerce)
    Re: grains converted into alcohol for blending with petroleum products.
ELLIS -ELLZ

Box 1433

ELM-ELZ
EMA-EML
EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGI (ENGJ-ENGH)
ENGL-ENGZ
ENH-ENZ (EO)
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-ERZ
ES
    Estates for sale etc.
ET-EU
EVA (EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAUFAK
FAL-FAQ
FARA-FARM (FAR)
FARN-FARZ
FAS-FAU
FAV-FAZ (FB-FC-FD)
FEA-FEG

Box 1434

FEH-FEI (FEJ-FEK)
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ
FERA-FERM
    Ferment Company (empty) 1932
FERN-FERZ
FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
FIA-FIE
FIF -FIND
FINE-FINL (FINM)
FINN-FIR
    Harvey S. Firestone 1932
FIS-FISG
FISH-FISHER, A-H
FISHER, I-Z - FISZ
FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK)
FLA (FLB to FLD)
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
FLI-FLOR (includes Dutee Wilcox Flint re: destruction of home by fire)
FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
FOA-FOK

Box 1435
FOL-FOO (FOP-FOQ) (includes Mr. Folland re: work in Russian Factory.)
FORA-FORD (FOR)
  Ford Motor Company
    Argentina
    Belgium
    Brazil
    Canada
    Denmark
    Egypt
    England
    England re: Brussels Carpets
    France
    Germany - includes re: Gas Generator for Internal Combustion Engines

Box 1436
Cologne, Germany (re: Standardization of measurements - includes
  American Standards Association, Translation of French report; also
  C.E. Johansson files)
Holland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Peru
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Turkey

Box 1437
Atlanta
Buffalo
Charlotte, N. C.
Chester, Pa.
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Dearborn Branch
Denver
Detroit General
Edgewater, N. J. (includes translation of story from The Jewish Morning Journal - Jewish daily in New York City, October 19, 1932; also "Uncle" Bob Sherwood re: photos of Ford cars beginning with 1902.)
Edgewater, N. J. re: enclosing letters received at Branch addressed to Henry Ford
Flat Rock
Hamilton, Ohio
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis (includes re: Radio Speech re Millionth General Electric Refrigerator placed in The Edison Institute.)
Iron Mountain
Jacksonville, Florida
Lincoln Plant
   Lincoln Newsletters (empty)
Long Beach, California (includes re: Nina Wilcox Putnam, author enumerating "Ford" articles)
Los Angeles
Louisville
Memphis
Milwaukee
Norfolk, Va.
Northville
Omaha
Phoenix, Michigan
Pittsburgh
Plymouth, Michigan
Portland
Richmond, California
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
Seattle
Sommerville

Box 1438

Troy, New York
Twin Cities
Washington
Waterford, Michigan
Ypsilanti
Dearborn
   Airport - General
General (includes E.G. Liebold report re: use of dust as a power fuel possibility.)
Frank Campsall
Cashier's Office
Legal - E. L. Davis
William T. Gregory
Johannson Division
  Re: Inch-Millimeter Conversion.
E.G. Liebold
William B. Mays
Laboratory - J.L. McLeod
Printing - Wm. Robertson
Receiving - S.M. Buckberry
Dr. E.A. Ruddiman
Charles Voorhess

Box 1439

Sale of Presses No. 63
Weekly Medical Reports
Rouge
  General (includes report on Emark Battery Plant)
  General Letters
  Accounting Department
  Advertising Department (includes Radio Programs No. 1 and No. 2)
  Auditing Department
  Building and Construction Engineering
    January - July 1932

Box 1440

    August - December 1932

Box 1441

    Reports re: Work at Dearborn Inn
    Chemical and Metallurgical Department
    Compensation
    Delivery Orders H. D. Lucas
    White Delivery Orders
    Disbursement Department
    Employment Department
    Engineering
    Office of The President

Box 1442

    Purchasing Department
    Sales Department
    Johansson Sales (C.C. Poucher)
Secretary's Office
Service Department
Service Department (Harry Bennett)
Sociological Department (R. H. Grant)
Superintendent's Office
Trade School
Traffic Department

Box 1443
Henry Ford Farms
   January - July
   August - December
Reports of Payments
   January - May

Box 1444
   June - July
   August - September

Box 1445
   October
   November - December

Box 1446
Henry Ford Flour Mill
   Reports, January - June
   Reports, July - December
   Flour shipped in 1932

Box 1447
Henry Ford Hospital
   Re: cases of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Pew
   Check advances, 1932 (beginning 1930)
   Balance Sheets
   Daily Reports, January - June
   Daily Reports, July - December

Box 1448
   Daily Reports - Frank Campsall Copies
   Reports of Patients seen at Hospital daily
   Henry Ford Residence
   Ford - General, A-Z (includes memo re: John Ford)
   Mr. Edsel Ford
   Mr. Henry Ford
   Mrs. Henry Ford
   Henry Ford & Son Ltd, Cork, Ireland
William Ford
Fordson Estates Limited
FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ

Box 1449
FOS-FOSTER, A-H
FOSTER, I-Z - FOV
FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
FRAA-FRANC (FRAND FRANJ)
FRAA-FRANC
FRANK, A-K
FRANK, L-Z - FRANKK
FRANKL-FRAR
FRAS-FRAZ (FRB-FRD)
FRE-FREEL
Prince Frederick von Preussen
FREEM-FREEZ
FREF-FREN (FREO)
FREP-FREZ (FRF FRH)
FRIA-FRIEDL
FRIEDM-FRIEZ
FRIF-FRIZ (FRJ FRN)
FRO (FRP FRT)
FRU-FRY FUA-FUH (FUI FUK)
FUL-FUM

Box 1450
FUN-FY (FZ)
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK)
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ (includes Honorable W.H. Galliene, British Consulate, re: use of pulverized coal.)
GAM-GAN (GAO GAQ)
GARA-GARD (GAR) (includes Dr. Boyd S, Gardner, of Mayo Clinic, re: autographed picture at Indianapolis race.)
Garbage Disposal Plants No. 403 67, 1929 -1932
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ (GB-GC-GD)
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN
General Electric Company
Box 1451

GEO-GEQ
GERA-GERL
GERM-GERZ
GES-GH
GIA-GIB
GIC-GIK
  Gift Acknowledgements
GILA-GILK
GILL
GILM-GILZ
GIM-GIZ (GI-GK) (includes Gimbel Bros. Philadelphia, re: picture of Mr. Ford's Mother.)
GLA (GLB GLD)

Box 1452

GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN)
GLO-GLY (GLZ-GM-GN)
GOA-GOD (GO)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOLDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GO LDSM (GOLDSN-GOLDSS)
GOLDST-GOLZ
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GOODR
  E.E. Goodno
    Labelle, Florida
    Folder No. 6 (L. J. Thompson)
GOODS-GOOZ
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOU-GOZ (GP-GQ) 1452
GRAA-GRAG

Box 1453

GSAH-GRAM
GRAN-GRAR
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB GRD)
GREA-GREEM
GREEN, (only)
  Greenfield Village
    General
    Comments of the Village
    Report of Work done on various brick jobs
Green Island Water Power Permit
GREENA-GREENI (GREENJ-GREENK)
GREENL-GREEZ

Box 1454
GREF-GREZ (GRF-GRH)
   J.F. Gregory
      January - June
      July - December
      Gregory, Mayer & Thorn
      Sir Wilfred Grenfell - Lady Ann Grenfell
GRIA-GRIE
GRIF
GRIG-GRIZ (GRJ GRN)
GROA-GROSR
GROSS-GROSZ
GROT-GROZ (GRP GRT)
GRU-GRZ (GS-GT)
GUA-GUH
   Guardian Trust Company (empty)
GUI-GUM

Box 1455
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC
HAD-HAF
HAG
HAH
HAI-HAK (includes Henry A. Haigh re: Michigan State College, 75th Anniversary)
HALA-HALK
HALL
   A-H
   I-Z
HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH (HAM)
HAMI-HAML
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)
HAMMO-HAMZ
HANA-HAND (HAN)
HANE-HANL (HANM)
HANN-HANR
HANS to HAP (HAQ)
HARA-HARD  
HARE-HARL

**Box 1456**

HARM-HARP (HARQ)  
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)  
HARRIS  
  A-H  
  I-Z  
HARRISA-HARRZ  
HARS-HART (only)  
HARTA-HARTL  
HARTM  
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)  
HARV-HARZ  
HASA-HASR  
HASS-HASZ  
HAT  
HAU  
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH)  
HAWKI-HAYD  
HAYE-HAYN (HAYO-HAYR)  
HAYS-HAZ (HB-HD)  
HEA (HE)  
HEB-HEC  
HED-HEH

**Box 1457**

HEI-HEIL  
HEIM-HEINR  
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)  
HEL-HELLER (HELLES-HELLF)  
HELLEG-HELZ  
HEM  
HENA-HEND (HEN.)  
HENE-HENN  
HENO-HENR  
HENS-HEP (HEQ)  
HERA-HERL (HER)  
HERM-HERQ  
  Hermotors also Hermetisators 89  
HERR  
HERS-HER Z  
HES  
HET-HEX  
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)
Box 1458

Highland Parker - Supplement to the Annual Tax Sale, March 31, 1932
HILA-HILK
HILL
   A-H
   I-Z
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ
HINK-HIP (HIQ) includes William R. Hinkle, Mayor of South Bend, Indiana
   (Ford Dealer)
HIRA-HIRSC (HIRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH-HIZ (HJ-HN)
HOA-HOC
HOD
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN, (only)

Box 1459

HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH (HOLL) Includes George M. Holley re: Mr. Ford's 60th
   birthday - gift of watch
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS
HOLT-HOLZ
HOM-HON
HOO
HOP-HOQ
HORA-HORN
HORO-HORZ
   A. Horten, Berlin, Germany 94
HOS-HOT

Box 1460

HOU-HOV
   Houses Repaired - Cost of Same - William T. Gregory
HOW-HOWA (HOWB-HOWC)
HOWD-HOWE, (only)
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ (HP-HT)
HUA-HUBB (HUBC-HUBD)
HUBE-HUC
HU-D-HUF
HUG
HU-H-HUL (includes Maude Pollard Hull re: Collection of Dolls)
HUM

**Box 1461**

HUN-HUNT (only) (includes Rt. Rev. John J. Hunt, re: Rt. Rev. Bishop Gallagher and Eucharistic Congress in Ireland)
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUNTF-HUNTH)
HUNTI-HUO
HUR
  Huron Mountain Club
HUS
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX)
HY (HZ)
IA-IK
IL-IM
INA-IND (INE-INF)
ING-INS
  Inkster, Michigan
    Report of Vacant Lots
    Subdivision
INT-IQ
IR
OS
IT-IZ
JAA-JACKSON, A-G
JACKSON, H-Z - JACN

**Box 1462**

JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM
JAN-JAP
JAQ-JAZ (JB-JC-JD)
JE A-JEM
JEN-JEQ
JER-JI (JJ to JN) (includes Harry M. Jewett re: Game Shooting Preserves
JOA-JO HNSOM (includes Captain H. Johnson of S.S. Europa re: repairs to his Ford automobile)
JOHNSON
  A-D
  E-H
  Johnson & Higgins
Box 1463

I-M
N-Z
JOHNSTON, (only)
JOHNST-JONES, A-C
JONES, D-H
JONES, I-M
JONES, N-Z - JONZ
JOO-JOR
JOS-JOY (JOZ-JP JT) (includes Professor S. L. Joshi - Dartmouth College,
    Religion and Indian Philosophy)
JUA-JUM
JUN-JUZ (JV JZ)
KAA-KAH
KAI-KAL (includes H.V. Kaltenborn, re: interview and visit to Ford plant)
KAM-KANE (KANF-KANH)
KANI-KAP (KAQ)
KAR-KAS
KAT
KAU-KAUF
KAUG-KAZ (KB-KD)

Box 1464

KEA-KED
KEE-KEF
KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
KEL-KELLER
KELLES-KELLN
KELLO-KELLX (includes Charles C. Kellogg, re: appointment as Postmaster of
    the City of Detroit.)
KELLY-KELZ
    Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc.
    General Folder
    Accidents
    January - May

Box 1465

June - July
August - September
October - December

KEM
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNY (KENNZ)
KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERN KERO-KERQ
Box 1466
KERR-KERZ
KES-KET
KEU-KEY (KEZ-KF KH)
KIA-KIE
KIF-KIL
KIM-KINF
KING
   A-H
   I-Z
KINGA-KINR
KINS-KIP (KIQ)
KIRA-KIRK
KIRL-KIZ (KJ-KK)
KLA (KLB KLD)
KLE-KLEIN, A-H
KLEIN, I-Z - KLEZ (KLF-KLH)
KLI (KLJ KLN)
KLO-KLU (KLV KLZ-KM)
KNA (KNB KND)
KNE-KNI (KNJ KNN)
   Knight, Frank & Rutley
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY (KNZ)

Box 1467
KOA-KOD
KOE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ)
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ (KRB KRD)
KRE (KRF KRH) (includes Sebastian S. Kresge re: Request for opinion for publication.)
KRI (KRJ KRN)
KRO (KRP KRT)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN (KUO)
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY (KZ)
LAA-LAC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1468</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAD-LAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAI-LAL  (includes Mayhew Lake (orchestra conductor))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEI-LEK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEL-LEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEP-LES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LET-LEVX  (LEVF-LEVH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-G (empty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Z (LEVZ) (empty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEW-LEWIS, A-G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEWIS, H-Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEWISA-LEZ (LH) (includes Leyden University, Holland re: gift of Johansson gage blocks.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIA-LIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty Loan Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LID-LIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF-LIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINA-LINDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINDF-LINDZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE-LINZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU (includes The Literary Digest, letter of commendation.)
LIV-LL (LM-LN)
LOA-LOD

Box 1470

LOE
LOF-IOM
LON-LONG, only
LONGA-LOQ
LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU

  Dr. Louis Ferdinand (Prince of Prussia) 1932
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT) (includes Loyal Order of Moose re: 1932 Life
  Membership Card.)
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ (LV-LW-LX) 1470
LYA-LYNCH, A-G
LYNCH, H-Z - LYNZ

Box 1471

LYO-LYZ (LZ)
Charles Woolsey Lyon, Inc. 1932
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ (includes R.H. Macy Sr Company Inc. - Herbert H. Straus re:
  "Cash Buying")
MAD-MAF
MAG
MAH
MAI-MAK
MAL-MAM (includes Mrs. Alexander Y. Malcomson re: Request for loan.)
MANA-MANF (MAN)
MANG-MANL (MANM)

Box 1472

MANN-MANR (includes Ellery W. Mann of "Zonite"; also includes Rt. Rev.
  William T. Manning, of Diocese of New York)
MANS-MAP (MAQ)
MARA-MARD
Otto Marburger
MARE-MARI (MARJ)
MARK (includes Colonel D. John Markey re: Washington Bi-Centennial
   Celebration.)
MARL-MARR (includes Reverend Samuel S. Marquis, rector of Christ Church,
   Cranbrook.)
MARS-MARSH (only) (includes Florence A. Marsh, re: Chronology of the
   Automobile.)
MARSHA-MARSZ
MART-MARTIN, A-G
MARTIN, H-L
MARTIN, M-Z - MARTZ
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO
MASP-MASZ (includes Karl T. Compton, President Massachusetts Institute of
   Technology)
MAT-MATHE (MATH-MATHH)
MATHI-MATTHA
MATHHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY -MAYD

Box 1473

MAYE-MAYER, A-H
MAYER, I-Z - MAYEZ
MAYF-MAZ (MB)
McA-McB
McC-AA-McCAN (McGAQ)
McCAR-McCAZ
McCE - McCL (McCM-McCN) (includes James G.K. McClure; Jr. President and
   General Manager of Farmers Federation Inc. re: Portable Cannery, etc.)
McCOA-McCOQ
McCOR-McCOZ
McCR-McCU (to McCZ)
McDA-McDONA
McDONE - McDZ (only)
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ) (includes McGuffeyites of Indiana re: gift of "Mary's
   Little Lamb" Bronze Tablet.)
   McGuffey Readers Reprints Mailed 1932
McH-McI (McI)
Box 1474

McKA-McKE (McKH)
   Woodrow McKay
   George S. McKearin (McKearins')
McKI-McKY (McKZ)
McLA (McLD)
McLE - McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO
McP-McZ (MD)
MEA-MEC
MED-MEH
MEI-MEK
MEL-MEM
   Village of Melvindale

Box 1475

Memorandums
MENA-MENF (MEN) (includes B. P. Menard, Citizens Committee and Ford
   Dealers L'Anse, Michigan - re: Bank Closings)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MEQ)
MERA-MERQ
MERR
   Menlo Park Property, Menlo Park, New Jersey. Purchase of same
MERS-MES
META-METY
METZ-MEX
MEY-MEYER, A-F
MEYER, G-L (empty)
MEYER, M-Z
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)"
MIA-MIC
   Michigan Bell Telephone Company
   Michigan Central Railroad
   Michigan State of General Correspondence

Box 1476

Michigan State Highway Department
   Re: M35 and Park Purposes etc. No. 77
   Re: M35 and Park Purposes etc. No. 82

Box 1477

MID-MIK
MILA-MILK
MILL-MILLER, A-B
MILLER, C-F
MILLER, G-J
MILLER, K-R
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ (includes Ogden L. Mills, The Secretary of the Treasury)
MILM-MILZ (MIM)
MINA-MINM
    Miner - Jack & Manley
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E
    David B. Missemer (empty)
MITCHELL, F-Z-MIZ (MJ-MN) (includes General William Mitchell
MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM

Box 1478
MONA-MONS
MONT-MONZ
MOO-MOORD
MOORE
    A-F
    G-L
    M-Z (MOQ)
MORA-MORF
MORG-MORH
MORI-MORRIR
MORRIS
    A-H
    I-Z
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK
MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ (MP-MT)

Box 1479
MUA-MUELLER, A-H
MUELLER, I-Z-MUK
MUL
MUM-MUN (MUO-MUQ)
MUR-MURPH (MURPHX)
MURPHY
    A-H
I-Z (MURQ)
MURR-MURZ
  Robert Musmann
MUS-MUZ (MV-MW-MX)
MY (MZ)
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS
NAT-NATIONAL, A-K (includes National Broadcasting Company, Inc. Niles
  Trammell, Vice President - Chicago, also National Electric Light Association
  Convention.)
NATIONAL, L-Z - NATS

Box 1480
NATT-NAZ (NB-ND)
NEA-NEE
  A. C. Neale
NEF-NEK
NEL
NEM-NET
NEU-NEV
NEW-NEW B
NEW C - NEW E
NEW F - NEW L
NEW M
NEW N - NEW S
NEW T - NEW X
  Charles T. Newton
NEW Y - NEW Z (includes New York Museum of Science and Industry re:
  Contribution of Model "T" automobile.)
  New York Central Railroad
  New York Trust Company (empty)
NIA-NICHL, (only)
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ (NX-NN)
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ
NORA-NORS
NORT-NORTHIC (NORTHD)

Box 1481
NORTHE-NORTHW (NORTHX-NORTN)
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ (NP to NT)
NU-NY (NZ)
O-OBO (OBP-OBQ)
OBR-OBZ
OC
   The Ocean Accident Guarantee Corporation (empty)
OD
OE
OF-OG
OH-OK
OLA-OLE
OLF-OLR
OLS-OM
ON (OO)
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM
   Order of The Crown of Italy (Degree bestowed)
ORN-ORZ
   Julius Orth (builder of spinning wheels) 87

Box 1482

OSA-OSH
OSI-OSZ (includes memo by Mrs. Mary Kenney O'Sullivan)
OT
OU-OV
OW-OZ
PAA-PAC
PAD-PAK (includes Bishop Herman Page, Diocese of Michigan, re: Contribution
   of $5000.00, February 1, 1930; also re: Contributions of $7500.00 each in
   1932)
   Anthony Pajalic Duplicate Folder
PAL
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI (PARJ)
PARK-PARKER, A-H
PARKER, I-Z - PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT)

Box 1483

PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH)
PATTI-PATZ
PAU
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
PEA-PEB
PEC-PED
   Pecan Folder
PEE-PEM
PEN-PENNI (PENNJ-PENNM)
PENNO-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
PERA-PERQ
PERR-PES

Box 1484
PETE-PETERS (only)
Fred J. Peters (The House of Peters, Inc.)
PETERSA-PETERSON, (only) (PETERSOP-PETEZ)
PETF-PEZ
PF (PG)
PHA-PHILI
PHILL
PHILM-PHY (PHZ)
PI-PID
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)
PLA PLB-PLD
PLE-PLY (PLZ-PM-PN)
POA-POK

Box 1485
POL
POM-POO
POP-POQ
POR-PORTER, A-H
PORTER, I-Z - PORZ
POS
POT
POU-POWEL (POWEM-POWEQ)
POWER-POZ (PP-PQ)
PRA (PRB to PRD)
PRE (PRF PRH)
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRN)
PRO-PRY PRZ-PS-PT
Mrs. Horace W. Prunk (Grace)
PUA-PUL
PUM-PUR
PUS-PY (PZ)
QA-QUE (QUF-QUH)
QUI-QZ
**Box 1486**

- Quick Farms - General
- Quick Farms - Papers
- RAA-RAC
- RAD-RAH (includes RGA Victor Company, Inc. re: Installation of RCA radios in Ford Cars.)
  - Radio
  - Railroad Jack
  - Railway Express Agency, Inc.
- RAI-RAM
- RANA-RAND
- RANE-RANZ (RAO)
- RAP-RAS
- RAT
- RAU-RAW (RAX)
  - W. T. Rawleigh (empty)

**Box 1487**

- RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)
- REA-REB
- REC-RED
- REE-REEED
- REEF-REEZ
- REF-REH
- REIA-REID (REIE)
- REIF-REIM
  - Reilly Electrotype Company, 1929-1932
- REIN-REIR (includes William H. Reinhart, Commissioner, Conservation Department - State of Ohio re: appointment to "Thomas A. Edison Memorial Commission".)
- REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)
- REL-REN (REO) (includes Gordan Rentschler, President, The National City Bank of New York.)
- REP-REX
  - Republican National Committee - Presidential Campaign
- REY-REZ (RF-RG)

**Box 1488**

- RH
- RIA-RICE RICF - RICG
- RICH-RICHARDS (RICHARDSOM)
- RICHARDSON-RICHD
- RICHE-RICHZ (RICI-R1CJ)
- RICK-RID
- RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS
RIT-RIZ (includes Albert C. Ritchie, Governor of State of Maryland)
ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS (only) (ROBERTSOM)
ROBERTSON-ROBINS
ROBINSON, A-H
ROBINSON, I-Z - ROBZ
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROCJ)
ROCK-ROCZ

Box 1489

ROD (includes Abelardo Rodriguez, President of Mexico re: congratulations on election.)
ROE-ROF (includes J. A. Roe, manager Crane Company, Detroit.)
ROG-ROGERS, A-H
ROGERS, I-Z - ROGZ (includes Will Rogers, Telegram, re: New Ford car.)
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM (includes James Rolph Jr., Governor of California)
RON-ROR
ROSA-ROSENA
ROSENB
ROSENC -ROSENS
ROSENT-ROS
ROSS-ROSC
ROT-ROTH, (only)
ROTHA-ROTM
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX
ROY-ROZ (RP-RT)
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUC (includes Edward A. Rumley, re: election and farm situation.)
RUP-RUSEK
RUSSEL-RUSZ
RUT-ROZ (RV-RX)

Box 1490

RY (RZ)
SAA-SAD
Israel Sack
SAE-SAI (SAK)
SAINT (only)
SAJ-SAL
SAM
SANA-SANG
SAND
SANE-SANZ (SAO)
SAP-SAT
SAU
SAV (includes Athens College, Greece, re: Contribution of books.)
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SCE (SCF-SCG)

**Box 1491**

SCHAA-SCHAE
SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO)
SCHAP-SCHAZ (SCHD)
SCHEA-SCHEI (SCEKH)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCHEQ)
SCHER-SCHEZ (SCHF-SCHH)
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ (SCHJ-SCHK)
SCHLA-SCHLE (SCHLH)
SCHLI-SCHLV (SCHLZ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT
   A-H
   I-Z (SCHMIDZ)
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCHN-SCHNEIDER, A-H
SCHNEIDER, I-Z - SCHNZ
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ (SCHQ)
SCHRA-S.CHRI (SCHRN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT) (includes Mrs. Dan R. Schroeder, Principal Brentwood
   School, High Point, North Carolina re: Will Roger's Daily Dispatch
   concerning Ford Brazil Plantation.)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCHU)
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ (SCHV)
SCHWA-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ (SCHWARY)
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
SCHWE-SCHWZ (SCHZ)
SCI-SCOTS
SCOTT, A-H
SCOTT, I-Z - SCOZ (includes Richard H. Scott re: Prohibition)
SCR-SCZ (SD)
SEA
SEB-SEEK
SEEL-SHE (includes Dr. H. Seemann, re: Hearing of Thomas A. Edison)

**Box 1492**

SEI-SEK
SEL
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV (includes Honorable Gustavo P. Sterrano, re: Mexican Delegates to 29th Convention and Exposition of American Road Builders Association.)
SEW-SEZ (SF-SG)
SHAA-SHAM
SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ)
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB-SHD)
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEN (SHEO) (includes Mrs. Alger Shelden re: National Recreation Association 1929-1932 Contributions by Mrs. Ford.)
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHEM
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH)
SHI-SHN
SHO (SHP-SHQ)
SHR-SHZ

**Box 1493**

SIA-SID
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMM (SIMN)
Charles Simmons Southfield Property 482 1925-1932
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN (includes W. J. Sinclair, Clifton, Bedfordshire, England, re: Ironwork Garden Furniture.)
SIO-SIZ (SJ)
SK (includes W. G. Skelly, President, Skelly Oil Company re: commending radio talk for President Hoover.)
SLA (SLB-SLD) (includes W. F. Slater, Director, Department of Industrial Relations, Atlanta, Georgia re: Hunting on Georgia Property.)
SLE-SLY (SLZ)
SMA-SMITG
SMITH
A-B
Box 1494

C  
D-E  
F-G  
H  
I-J  
K-M  
N-S  
T-Z  
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ)  
SNA-SNI (SNJ-SNN)  
SNO-SNY (SNZ)  
SOA-SOL  
SOM  
SON-SOT  
SOU-SOUS  
SOUT-SOZ  

Box 1495

SPA (SPB-SPD)  
SPEA-SPEM  
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)  
SPIA-SPIL (SPIM)  
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)  
SPRA-SPRE (SPRH)  
SPRI (SPRN)  
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)  
STAA-STAG (ST. (SAINT) FILES SAI)  
STAH-STAM  
STAN-STANDARD, A-K  
STANDARD, L-Z - STANDE (STANDH)  
  Standard Oil Company  
STANDI-STAP (STAQ)  
STARR-STAS  
STAT-STAZ (STB-STD)  
STEA-STECE  
STED-STEER  
STEF-STEH  
STEI-STEIN, only  
STEINA-STEING  
STEINH-STEM  

Box 1496

STEN-STEP (STEQ)  
STER-STERN, A-H  
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STERN, I-Z - STERZ (STES)
STET-STEVE S, A-H
STEVE S, I-Z - STEVZ
STEW-STEZ (STF STH)
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIZ (STJ STH)
STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL (STOM)
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STP-STQ)
Frank M. Stout
STRAA-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ (STRD)
STRE-STRI (STRN)
STRO (STRT)
STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL
STUM-STY (STZ)
SUA-SULLE (SULLF-SULLH)
SULLI-SULZ

Box 1497

SUM-SUN (SUO)
SUP-SUS
SUT-SV
SWA (SWB-SWD)
SWE (SWF SWH)
SWI-SWY (SWZ-SX)
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
TAY-TAYLOR, A-E
TAYLOR, F-K
TAYLOR, L-Z - TAZ (TB-TC-TD)
W. W. Taylor
TEA-TEM
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG)
THA (THB THD)
THE - THI (THJ THN)
Box 1498

TBQA-THOMAS, A-H (includes E.R. Rhomas, formerly manufacturer of Cleveland Bicycles, Thomas Flyer Automobiles President Thomas-Detroit Motor Company Vice President Chalmers Motor Company)

THOMAS, I-Z - THOMP

THOMPSON
  A-E
  F-K
  L-Z (THOMR)

THOMS-THOMZ

THON-THOZ (THP-THQ)

THR-THY (THZ)

TIA-TIK

TEL-TIM

TIN-TIZ (TJ-TN)
  B.E. Tinstman

TOA-TOD

TOE-TOL
  Toledo Museum of Art

TOM-TOO

TOP-TOV

TOW-TOZ TP-TQ

TRA (TRB TRD)

TRE (TRF TRH)

TRI (TRJ TRN)
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Box 1499

TRO (TRP TRT)

TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT)

TUA-TUK (includes Preston Tucker of Harry A. Miller, Inc. Miller Pacing Cars and Engines also August H. Tuechter, President of The Cincinnati Bickford Tool Company - Ford Motor Company Machinery Supplier re: McGuffey Readers.)

TUL-TURM

TURN-TUHZ

TUS-TUZ (TV)

TW-TY (TZ)

UA-UK

UL-UM

UNA-UNIN (UNIO)

UNION, only

UNITED, only

UNITED STATES - UNZ (UO)
  United States Government - Miscellaneous Correspondence
Box 1500

United States Commission of 200th Anniversary of Birth of George Washington
United States Greenfield Village Post Office
Universities - General
UP-UR
US-UZ
VAA-VAM
VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE

Box 1501

VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ (VAO VAQ)
Stephen Van Rensselaer 1924-1932
VAR-VAZ (VB-VC-VD)
VEA-VEN (VEO VEQ)
VER-VEZ (VF-VG-VH)
VIA-VIK
VIL-VIZ (VL-VN)

Box 1502

VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO (includes Count Clarence Von Rosen, President Royal Swedish Automobile Club)
VOP-VY (VZ)
WAA-WAF
WAG-WAGNER, A-H
WAGNER, I-Z - WAGZ
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER, A-H
WALKER, I-Z - WALKZ
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALIE (WALTF-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ
  Waltham Watch Company

Box 1503

WAM-WAQ (includes Wanderwell Expedition)
WAR-WARD only
WARDA-WARM
  Frank A. Wardlaw
WARN-WARQ
WARR-WARRE
WARRI-WARZ
WAS (includes Washington and Lee University)
WATA-WATE
Watches (Report of Antique Watches Purchased)
WATF-WATSON, A-H
WATSON, I-Z - WATZ
WAU-WAZ (WB-WC-WD)
Wayne County Road Commission
   Re: Airport Drive East

Box 1504
   Re: Park Trustee Enactments
   Re: Phoenix Mill Property for Park Purposes 84
Wayne County Register of Deeds Office
Wayne County Treasurer's Office
Wayside Inn
   General
   Accident Reports
   Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos
   Disbursement Statements
   Expense Accounts (D. W. Dunleavy, W. W. Taylor)
   Guests
   Insurance
   Investment Accounts

Box 1505
   Registered Mail Receipt
   Old Match Mill in Greenwich, Massachusetts
   Joseph L. Sturtevant Case
   Monthly Statements
   Copies of their Reports (Reports only)

Box 1506
   Copies of their Reports (General)
   WEA (WEBA)
   WEBB
   WEBE (WEBF-WEBR)
   WEBS-WEC
   WED-WEE (WEF)
   WEG-WEH
   WEIA-WEIK (WEI)
   WEIL-WEIM
   WEIN-WEIQ
   WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELLA-WELLE
WELLF-WELLS, A-H
WELLS, I-Z - WELZ
WEM-WEN (WEO-WEQ)
WER
WESA-WESS
WEST, only

Box 1507

WESTA-WESTERM
WESTERN-WESTEZ
WESTF-WESZ
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
WET-WEZ (WF-WG)
WHA-WHEELEER, A-H
WHEELER, I-Z - WHEZ
WHIA-WHITC (WHITD)
WHITE
A-E
F-K
L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
Whitlock's Book Store, Inc.
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ
WIA-WID
WIE-WIF
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG
WILH-WILK
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-WILLIAMS, A-E
WILLIAMS, F-K
WILLIAMS, L-Z (WILLIAMSOM)
WILLIAMSON, - WILLIR
WILLIS-WILLZ
Willow Run School

Box 1508

WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-N
WILSON, O-Z - WILZ
WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WIZ (WJ WN)
WOA-WOK
WOL-WOLF only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC)
WOOD
A-H
I-Z
WOODA-WOODR
WOODS-WOODZ (WOOE-WOOK)
WOOL-WOOZ (WOP-WOQ)
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)

Box 1509

WRA-WRIGHT, A-H
WRIGHT, I-Z - WRZ
WU (WV-WX)
Rudolph Wurlitzer
WY-X
YA-YD
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG, A-H
E. J. Young Nitrate Land in California
YOUNG, I-Z - YZ
ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE (ZF-ZG-ZH)

Box 1510

Carl Zeiss (The Zeiss Aero Topograph)
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM
Otto Zimmerman & Son Company (empty)
ZIN-ZIZ (ZJ ZN)
A. K. Zinn & Company
ZO-ZY (ZZ)
Undecipherable Names (empty)
Uncertain as to spelling of name
Unsigned

1933-1934
Box 1511
AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
    M. Abramson
AC
ADA-ADAMS, A-H (includes George Matthew Adams)
ADAMS, I-Z - ADB
ADC-ADK
ADL-ADZ
    Advertising Comments (Favorable replies of Mr. Ford's letters recently published in all newspapers)
AE-AH

Box 1512
The Aeolian Company - The Aeolian Skinner Company
AI-AK
    Air Conditioning
ALA-ALBA (ALBD)
ALB E-ALB O (ALBQ) (includes Louis J. Alber re: Baroness Carla Jenssen; also re: Senator William Butler Yeats of Irish Free State)
ALBR-ALD
ALE
ALF-ALLEM (includes Frederick M. Alger Jr. re: letter of thanks.
ALLEN
    A-H

Box 1513
I-Z
ALLENA-ALO
ALP-ALZ
AMA-AMER (except American)
AMERICAN
    A-D

Box 1514
E-L
M-R
S-Z (includes Peter A. Bogdanov, Chairman - Board of Directors, Amtorg Trading Corp.)
AMES-AMZ
ANA-ANDERSON, A-H
ANDERSON, I-Z - ANDO (ANDQ)

Box 1515
ANDR-ANDZ
ANE-ANN
ANO-ANZ (AO)
AP-AQ
  Applications
    Teachers filed alphabetically
ARA-ARL
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ

Box 1516
ARN-ARNO (ARNP-ARNR)
ARNS-ARZ
  John H. Arrington
  The Artisan Co-operative Industries
    Diary

Box 1517
  Report of Valves repaired
AS-ASHL (includes L. Aschner, Vice Chairman and General Manager of United
  Incandescent Lamps and Electrical Company Ltd. in Ujpest, near Budapest,
  Hungary, re: Memorial to Thomas A. Edison.)

Box 1518
ASHM-ASZ
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ
  Atlanta, Georgia E.G.L's Special Folder (empty)
AULA-AUL (AU)
AUM-AUZ (includes Automobile Records, 1923-1929)
AV-AZ
BAA-BAB
BAC

Box 1519
  Back to the Farm Movement, 1932-1933
BAD-BAE (BAF)
BAG-BAILEY, A-H
BAILEY, I-Z (BAJ) (includes Dr. Joseph Bailie (China)
BAK-BAKER, A-H
BAKER, I-Z - BAKZ
  Baker & Taylor Company
BAL-BALD (includes Haynsworth Baldrey - Sculptor)
BALE-BALLE (includes John Ballantyne, Detroit)

Box 1520
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
Dearborn State Bank
Bank Letters - Miscellaneous
A-E
F-G (includes offer of Henry Ford and Edsel Ford re: Capital for 2 new banks)

Box 1521
H-K
L-S
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
T-Y-Z
United Savings Bank - Tecumseh 1932-1933
A-E
F-G
H-K
L-S

Box 1522
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit 1522
T-XYZ
Bank Statements
A-J
L-R

Box 1523
S-X-Y-Z
A-J
K-R
S-X-Y-Z

Box 1524
BARA-BARB (BAR) (includes Clarence A. Barbour, President Brown University - Providence, Rhode Island; also Major Joaquim De Magalhaes Barata, President of the State of Para, Brazil; also George H. Barbour of the Detroit Michigan Stove Company.)
BARC-BARJ
BARK-BARM
BARN-BARNES
BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ)
BARR-BARRE (BARRF-BARRH)
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK (BART)
BARTL-BARTZ
Box 1525
BARU-BAS
BAT
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ (BB-BC-BD)
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ (BEB)
BECA-BECK (only)

Box 1526
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEE (BEF)
BEG-BEI (BEJ-BEK)
BEL-BELK
BELL only (includes Louise Price Bell, Author of book "Kitchen Fun".
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BENNER (BENNES) (includes Baronet Ernst M. Benn, Publisher,
London, England

Box 1527
BJENNET-BENR (includes H.G.R. Bennett, Assistant General Superintendent of
Carnegie Steel Company - Duquesne, Pennsylvania
BENS-BENZ (BEO-BEQ)
BERA-BERGD (BER) (includes Gertrude B. Berg, Mollie of the Rise of the
Goldbergs.)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM (includes Louis Berman, re: Boys at Chicago Fair.)
BERN-BERQ (includes Herman Bernstein)
BERR-BERZ
Mr. C. Newton Berry

Box 1528
The Berry Schools (2 folders)
BES-BET (includes Bethlehem Steel Corporation re: Plant Fire Protection.
The Better Business Bureau
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
B1A-BID
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK (includes Mr. Poultney Bigelow)
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ
Box 1529

BIR (includes Birch and Gaydon Ltd., London, England re: Atmos Clock)
BIS-BIZ (BJ-BK)
   Walter H. Bishops Athens, Georgia
BLAA-BLAC
BLAD-BLAK (To BLAM)
BLAN-BLAZ (BLB to BLD)

Box 1530

Henry Y. Blayney - William Holmes McGuffey Farm
Arthur H. Blayney - West Alexander, Pennsylvania
BLE-BLI (BLJ to BLN) (includes Mr. Helmut Blenck of Germany.)
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ (BLP to BLT)
BLU-BLUMB (BLUMC-BLUMD)
BLUME-BLZ (BM-BN) (includes Sidney Blumenthal.)
BOA-BOD
BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOJLK
BOLL-BOM

Box 1531

BON (includes Mrs. Carrie Jacobs Bond)
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORIZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
   Boston Antique Shop (2 folders)
BOT-BOU (BOV).
   Botsford 1932-1933
   Botsford Inn
   Tavern Daily Reports
BOWA-BOWE (BOW BOWJ)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX)

Box 1532

Boxwood Folder
BOY-BOYD
BOYE-BOZ (BP-BQ) (includes Nap H. Boynton, General Sales Manager General
   Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio)
BRAA-BRADF
BRADG-BRADLI
BRADM-BRADY (BRADZ)
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ (BRB BRD) (includes Honorable Dr. J. F. DeAssts Brazil,
    Brazilian Ambassador to Great Britain)
    Brazil Correspondence (2 folders)
BREA-BREI

Box 1533
BREJ-BREN (BREO) (includes John V. Brennan, Judge of The Recorder's Court
    - Detroit.)
BREP-BREZ (BRF-BRH)
BRIA-BRIE (BRIF)
BRIG-BRIM
BRIN-BRIZ (BRJ BRN)
    Mr. Arthur Brisbane
BROA-BROC

Box 1534
BROD-BRON
BROD-BROOK (BROOL)
BROOM-BROWN (includes Nat B. Brophy, Chairman of the Board, Union Trust
Company St. Petersburg, Florida.)
BROWN
    A-C (includes Burton S. Brown, Automobile Advertising Manager of "The
    Sun," New York; also Charles M. Brown & Company, Philadelphia re:
    Edgewater, New Jersey Contract.)
    D-G
    H-J (includes Joe E. Brown re: Photographs
K-R (includes Dr. Robert E. Brown, Head of the Wuhu General Hospital,
    China.)

Box 1535
S-Z
BROWNNA-BROZ (BRP-BRT)
    J.H. Brownrigg
    Brownville School
    Re: List of teachers and pupils, invitations to opening.
BRU-BRUNH
BRUNI-BRIZ (BRV-BRX)
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT)
BUA-BUCH (BUCI-BUCJ) (includes Dr. Frank Buchman of Oxford Group.)
BUCK-BUCKE
BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE (includes Edward C Budd, Manufacturers of Steel Bodies, Parts, etc.)

Box 1536
BUF-BUK (includes Notebook "Business Cards," May 1, 1934)
BUL
BUM-BUQ
BURA-BURJ (BUR)
BURK
BURL-BURNE (BURN-BURN)
BURNH-BURNZ (includes Dr. A. J. Burns re: F. J. Nice, Sr. and beginning of Vanadium Steel and Ford "Camel Back" rear spring.)
BURO-BURR
BURZ-BURZ

Box 1537
BUS (includes Annual life certificate in the Loyal Order of Moose for year 1934, also Marc A. Rose, Editor - *Business Week.*)
BUT-BUTS
BUOT-BOUZ (BV-BX)
BY-BZ
CAA-CAI (CAJ-CAK)
CALA-CALK (CAL)
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO

Box 1538
CAMP-CAMPBELL, A-H
CAMPBELL, I-Z - CAMZ
CANA-CANF (CAN)
CANG-CANZ (CAN)
CAP-CAQ (includes Senator Arthur Capper, Kansas.)
CARA-CARK (CAR)

Box 1539
CARL-CARM
CARN-CARP (CARQ)
CARR- CARROLL, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z - CARS
CART-CARZ
    CARTIER, Inc., also P. C. Cartier
CASA-CASR
CASS-CASZ

Box 1540
CAT-CAZ CB-CC-CD (includes George W. Cato, Ralph Cato
CE-CENTRAL, A-L
    CENTENNIAL SCHOOL
CENTRAL, M-Z - CEZ
    A Century of Progress
        Daily Attendance Report
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL

Box 1541
CHAPM-CHAR (includes Joe Mitchell Chappie of Reader's Rapid Review; also
"Charly the Bos'un" of Count Von Ludsner.)
CHAS-CHAZ (CHB-CHD)
CHE (CHF-CHH)
CHIA-CHICAGO, A-E
CHICAGO, F-Q
CHICAGO, R-Z - CHICZ
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ)
CHR (CHS-CHT) (includes Walter P. Chrysler)

Box 1542
CHU-CHY (CHZ)
CI (CJ-CK)
CLAA-CLAP (CLAQ)
CLARR-CLARK, A-E
CLARK, F-K
CLARK, L-Z (CLARKD)
CLARKE-CLARZ
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB to CLD)
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH)
CLJ CLJ to CLN
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CN)
COA-COB
COC-COE

Box 1543
COF-COHEN, A-F
COHEN, G-Z (COHEO-COHM)
COHN-COK (empty)
COL-COLE, only (includes Henry T. Cole, President, United States Radiator
Corporation.)
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLINR
COLLINS (COLLINT-COLLINV)
COLLINW-COLT
Louis Colombo of Colombo, Colombo & Colombo (includes H.E. Piero
Parini, Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the King of Italy.)
COLU-COLZ (includes Columbia University re: Gift of Ford Engine.)

Box 1544
Columbia Casualty Insurance Company
COM
Commercial Casualty Insurance Company
Committee for The Nation
C. Comstock, Port Jarvis, New York
CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL (CONM)
CONN

Box 1545
John H. Connaughton VS David M. Roll, R. Hugh Jarvis, Henry Ford, Equity
No. 55074
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ (includes Convent of the Good Shepherd re: Thanks for new car.
COO-COOK, only (COOKD)
COOKE-COON (includes Mrs. Grace Coolidge re: Coolidge Collection at
Dearborn, also Cooney, Eckstein & Company Inc. re: Massaranduba
(Brazilian) Wood.
COOP-CO02Z
R. L. Cooper (includes President Herbert Hoover re: Fishing Privileges on
Georgia Property.)

Box 1546
R. L. Cooper (includes "Sea Island Cotton", also re: Public Landing at
intersection of Coastal Highway and Ogeechee River.)
R. L. Cooper Bryan County Gates
COP-CORB
CORC-CORM
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COV (includes Senator James Couzens, also Reverend Charles E. Coughlin.)

Box 1547
COV-COW
COX-COZ (CP-CQ)
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN (CRAO)
CRAP-CRAZ (CRB to CRD)
CRE (CRF to CRH)
CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
W. J. Crofoot

Box 1548
CROS-CROT
CROU-CROZ (CRP CRT)
Samuel C. Crowther
CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT)
CUA-CUL
CUM

Box 1549

CUN-CUP (CUQ)
CUR-CURR (CURS)
CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
Czechoslovak Music Company
DAA-DAK
DAL
DAM-DANH
Dance Books & Music
Report of Cash
Mailed out Report of Cash

Box 1550

DANI-DANZ DAO-DAP-DAQ (includes Josephus Daniels U.S. Ambassador to
Mexico re: N.R.A.)
DAR-DAT (includes Jay Norwood Darling (Cartoonist)
Fred R. Dates Waterford, Michigan
DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVIO-DAVIR) (includes J. E. Davidson, President Nebraska
Power Company, Omaha, Nebraska.)
DAVIS, A-E
DAVIS, F-K
DAVIS, L-Z - DAVZ
DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD) (includes Rufus C, Dawes)

Box 1551

DEA
City of Dearborn
Unpaid taxes for 1933)
Sewage disposal plant & sewer file #64

Box 1552

Sewage disposal plant & sewer file #64
Dearborn Country Club
Monthly Statements, 1931-1933
Monthly Statements 1934

Box 1553

The Dearborn Inn
Daily Reports (2 folders)
Dearborn Masonic Temple
Dearborn Realty & Construction Company (2 folders)
Dearborn State Corporation

Box 1554

Dearborn State Corporation
Dearborn Township
Dearborn Water Works
DEB-DEC (includes H.R.H. Don Louis De Bourbon
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK
DELA (includes Theodore Delavigne)

Box 1555

DELB-DELZ
DEM
Baroness de Alcahali y de Mosquera
DEN-DEO
DEP-DER
F. W. Derbyshire, Inc. (lathes), 1922-1933

Box 1556

DES (includes Robert de Saint-Jean, French Writer, introduced by the Prince
Peire de MonaCompany)
DET-DEU (includes Deutsches Museum, Munchen, Germany.)
Detroit (includes The Detroit Jewish Chronicle re: loan of violin to Grisha
Goluboff, etc.; also Detroit Armory Corporation, re: Honorary
Membership in Michigan National Guard)
City of Detroit
Departments
Department of Street Railways, re: Eagle Ave. Loop No. 88 1932-1934
Re: Proposed construction Rapid Transit Lines
Detroit Clipping Bureau

Box 1557

The Detroit Edison Company
Detroit & Ironton Railroad
S. P. Ruddiman and J. W. Blinn
Time spent on Fairlane (2 folders)
Detroit Trust Company General
Detroit Trust Company Bonds
DEV
W.R. DeVeling
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH)
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE DIEQ)
DIER-DIEZ

Box 1558

DIF-DIL
DIM-DIS
DIT-DIZ (DJ-DN)
DOA-DOC
DOD
   Dogs - Newfoundland breed
DOE-DOK
DOL-DOM
DONA-DONN DON

Box 1559

Oswin Doimer, 1926-1933
DONO-DOO DOP-DOQ
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW (includes Alex Dow of The Detroit Edison Company
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ)
DRA (DRB DRD)

Box 1560

DRE (DRF DRH)
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT)
DUA-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND (DUN)
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ (DUO)

Box 1561

DUP-DUR (includes Pierre S. Dupont)
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DZ)
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ
EB
EC
EDA-EDE (EDF)
EDG-EDS
Box 1562

Annie Edison
Charles Edison
Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
Thomas A. Edison No. 1 Model A
Edison Botania Research Corporation
Income Tax Return, 1932-1933
The Edison Institute
The Herald - School Paper
Operation of Village & Museum
Statements
Daily Reports of Visitors (2 folders)

Box 1563

Flour Mill
Daily Reports
   January-June 1933
   July-December 1933
Purchases and Delivery Orders

Box 1564

Daily Reports
   January-June 1934
   July-December 1934
Delivery Orders
EDT-EDW (EDX to EDZ)
EE-EG
   Mr. Westy Egmont Sculptography

Box 1565

EH
EIA-EIR (El)
EIS-EIZ (EJ-EK)
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK (includes re: Elgin Illinois Stock Car Road Race, August 26, 1933)
   Elgin National Watch Company
ELL-ELLIO ELLIP-ELLIR
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ
EMA-EML

Box 1566

Emark Battery Company, 1932-1934
EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGI (ENGJ-ENGH)
ENGL-ENGZ
ENH-ENZ (EO)
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-ERZ
ES (includes Essex Broadcasters, Inc., CKLW - CBS, re: attack upon Henry Ford's attitude on N. R. A by H. V. Kaltenborn, News Commentator.)
ET-EU
EVA (EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ

Box 1567

EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
FAL-FAQ
FARA-FARM (FAR)
FARN-FARZ
FAS-FAU (includes Pierre Faure, Paris, France.)
FAV-FAZ (FB-FC-FD)
FEA-FEG
FEH-FEI (FEJ-FEK)
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ
FERA-FERM (includes Judge Homer Ferguson, of Third Judicial circuit of Michigan.)

Box 1568

FERN-FERZ
FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
FIA-FIE
FIF-FIND
FINE-FINL (FINM)
FINN-FIR
    Harvey S. Firestone
FIS-FISG

Box 1569

FISHER, I-Z - FISZ (includes Isaac Fisher, General Secretary of Hampton Institute Y. M. C. A.)
FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK)
FLA (FLB to FLD)
    Flat Rock Filter Plant (Water Softening Information)
Flat Rock - Village of
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
FLI-FLQR
  Dutee Wilcox Flint Suit of A. K. Aliard vs Henry Ford

Box 1570
FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
FOA-FOK
FOL-FOO (FOP-FOQ)
FORA-FORD (FOR) (includes Rosita Forbes)
  Ford, A-Z General (includes Charles O. Ford, Secretary, Executive Council,
    Diocese of Michigan.)
  Mr. Edsel B. Ford
  Mr. Henry Ford
    Birthday Congratulations
  Mrs. Henry Ford
  Ford Exposition of Progress Pictures
  Henry Ford School District No. 5
    Re: Officer's Salary Check
  William Ford Tractor Sales Company
  Henry

Box 1571
Henry Ford Farms
  General (includes St. Peter's Church - Tecumseh, Michigan re: Restoration
    of pipe organ, also City of Dearborn - Report on Welfare Gardens.)
  Delivery Orders
  Reports of Accidents
  Reports of Gasoline Tax Refunds
  Reports of Payments, January - April

Box 1572
  Reports of Payments, May - August
  Reports of Payments, September - December
  Lenawee Co-operative Industries
  Lenawee and Washtenaw Co-operatives
  Lenawee County Co-operative Industries

Box 1573
  Washtenaw Co-operative Industries
  January - December
  Delivery Orders
  Reports of Accidents
  Reports of Payments
    January - April
May - August

Box 1574

September - December
Artisan Co-operative industries
Lenawee County Co-operative Industries
January - April

Box 1575

May - December
Washtenaw Co-operative Industries
Memo Invoices

Box 1576

Henry Ford Flour Mill
Delivery Orders
Daily Reports
January - June

Box 1577

July - December
Delivery Orders
Daily Reports
January - June
July - December

Box 1578

Henry Ford Hospital
Check Advances
School of Nursing
Daily Reports
Daily Reports (F.C. Copies)

Box 1579

Reports of Patients Seen
Check Advances
Daily Reports
Daily Reports (F.C. Copies)

Box 1580

Reports of Patients Seen
Ford Dearborn Weather and Time Reports
1933
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

Box 1581

September
October
November
December
1934
January
February
March
April
May
June
July - September
October - December

Box 1582

Ford Motor Company
Dearborn
General
Airport
  F. Campsall, 1932-1933 (includes Byrd Antarctic Plane)
Cashier's Office (L. F. Becker)
Johansson Division
Laboratory (J. L. McCloud)
Legal
Medical Reports (Weekly)
Printing (Empty)
Real Estate (W.T. Gregory)
Charles T. Newton, 1932-1933
Receiving
Secretary - Frank Campsall
Secretary - E. G. Liebold
Dr. E. A. Ruddiman
Charles Voorhess

Box 1583

Highland Park
Lincoln Plant
  Lincoln Newsletters
Rouge
General Correspondence
Accounting
Remittance Advices (2 folders)

Box 1584
Advertising Department
Auditing Department
Building and Construction
   January - March
   April - June

Box 1585
   July - December
   The Dearborn Inn
Chemical and Metallurgical Department
Compensation Department
Disbursement Department
Employment Department
Johansson Sales
Office of the President

Box 1586
Power and Construction Department
Purchasing Department
Sales Department
Byproducts Sales
Secretary's Office
Service Department
   Harry Bennett
   General

Box 1587
Stationery Department
Sociological Department
Superintendent's Office
Trade School
Traffic Department
White Copy of Delivery Orders

Box 1588
White Copy of Delivery Orders
General Sales Letters
   January - June
   July - December
General Letters
Box 1589

Atlanta, Georgia
Alexandria, Virginia
Buffalo, New York
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chester, Pennsylvania
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio (includes Colonel Phil L. Gerhardt, Industrial Consultant of The Port of New York Authority.)
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Dearborn Branch

Box 1590

Denver, Colorado
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit General
Edgewater, New Jersey, (includes Colonel, Phil L. Gerhardt, Industrial Consultant of The Port of New York Authority.)
Car Complaints
Fargo, North Dakota
Flat Rock, Michigan
Green Island, New York
Hamilton, Ohio (includes Will Rogers dispatch.)
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Indiana
Iron Mountain, Michigan
Jacksonville, Florida
Kansas City, Missouri
L'Anse, Michigan

Box 1591

Long Beach, California (includes re: Earthquake, March 11, 1933)
Long Island, New York
Los Angeles, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Marquette, Michigan
Memphis, Tennessee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
New Orleans, Louisiana
Norfolk, Virginia
Northville, Michigan
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Omaha, Nebraska
Phoenix, Michigan
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Pittsburgh Pennsylvania (includes re: McGuffey Memorial Dedication.)
Plymouth, Michigan
Portland, Oregon
Richmond, California
St. Louis, Missouri
Salt Lake City, Utah
Seattle, Washington
Somerville, Mass.
Twin Cities, St. Paul, Minnesota
Ypsilanti, Michigan

**Box 1592**

Exports Inc.
Arabi La
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Geelong, Victoria, Australia
Antwerp, Belgium
Brazil
Canada, Limited (includes re: Gift of touring car to Bishop John Forbes,
White Fathers' Mission, Uganda, Africa; also autographed photograph
to M. Marting, mayor of Montreal, Canada
Havana, Cuba
Copenhagen, Denmark
Alexandria, Egypt
Dagenham, England (includes biographies re: Messrs. Henry and Edsel
Ford and C.E. Sorenson; also liquidation of old French Company; also
resignation of Henry Morton)
Helsinki, Finland
France
M. Dollfus, September 18, 1934
Cologne, Germany (includes re: Dr. Oscar Von Miller, also re: Atrag
Caterpillar Chain.)

**Box 1593**

Cologne (Inch-Millimeter Conversion Standardization of Measurements
Amsterdam, Holland
Cork, Ireland
Bologna, Italy
Yokohama, Japan (includes re: Shipment of Japanese Bicycles
Bucuresti, Romania
Moscow, Russia
Port Elizabeth, South Africa
Barcelona, Spain
Stockholm, Sweden
Fordson Estates Limited
FORE-FORR
Box 1594

FORS-FORZ (includes C. D. Jackson, assistant to the president of Fortune Magazine.)
FOS-FOSTER, A-H
FOSTER, I-Z - FOV
FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
FRAA-FRANC (FRAND FRANJ)
FRANK, A-K
FRANK, L-Z - FRANKK
FRANKL.-FRAR (includes The Franklin Institute, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, re:
Gift of Shop Equipment.)
FRAS-FRAZ (FRB-FRD)
FRE-FREE

Box 1595

Prince Frederick (empty)
FREEM-FREEZ (includes Retired Reverend James Edward Freeman, Bishop's House, Washington, D.C.)
FREF-FREN (FREO)
FREP-FREZ (FRF FRH) (includes Dr. Hugo A. Freund, Detroit)
FRIA-FRIEND
FRIEDM-FRIEZ
FRIF-FRIZ (FRJ FRN)
FRO (FRF FRT)
FRU-FRY
FUA-FUH (FUI FUK) (includes General Han Fu Chu, Governor and Military Commander of Shantung Province, China.)
FUL-FUM
FUN-FY (FZ)
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK) (includes Clara C. Gabrilowitch.)

Box 1596

GAL-GALLAG (includes Bishop Michael J. Gallaher re: Gift of Ford Car.)
GALLAH -GALZ
GAM-GAN (GAO-GAQ)
GARA-GARD (GAR) (includes re: Richard W. Gardner, School Mate of Henry Ford.)
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ (GB-GC-GD)

Box 1597

GEA-CLEH
GEI-GEJ-
GEM-GEN (includes Alfred P. Sloan Jr., President, General Motors, New York; also General Electric Company re: 12 volt ignition system.)
GEO-GEQ
GERA-GERL
GERM-GERZ
GES-GH
GIA-G1B
GIC-GIK

Box 1598

Gift Acknowledgments, 1933
Gift Acknowledgments, 1934
GILA-GILK (includes Senor Capitan Don Colon Eloy Alfaro, Minister of Ecuador.
GILL

Box 1599

GILM-GILZ
GIM-GIZ (GJ-GK)
GLA (GLB GLD)
GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN)
GLO-GLY (GLZ-GM-GN)
GOA-GOD (GO) (includes Mrs. Wendell C. Goddard, of Vassar, Alumnae of Michigan.)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOLDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GO LDSM (G(LDSN-GOLDSS)
GOLDST-GOLZ (includes re: Grischa Goluboff, boy violinist, using one of Mr. Ford's Stradivarius violins at Century of Progress, Chicago July 1934.)
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GODDR

Box 1600

GOODM-GOObR
E.E. Goodno
1933
1934
GOODS-GOOZ
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOU-GOZ GP-GQ
GRAA-GRAG
GRAH-GRAM (includes Robert C. Graham of Graham-Paige Motors Corp. - Detroit; also Matthew P. Graham, General Manager of Thompson Products, Inc. - Detroit.)
Box 1601
GRAN-GRAR (includes Lieutenant Colonel W.S. Grant 3rd, Corps of Engineers, Washington, D.C. re: George Washington Memorial Parkway; also re: Grand Traverse Boat Club)
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB-GRD) (includes Harold Gray, also under Grey re: Orphan Annie Comic Strip.)
GREA-GREEM
GREEN, only
  Green Island Water Power Permit
  Green Lane Academy School
GREENA-GREENI (GREENJ-GREENK)
  Greenfield Village
    General
    Comments on Village (empty)
    Schools
Box 1602
Daily Journal
  June - July 1934
  August 1934
  September 1934
  October 1934
  November 1934
  December 1934
Box 1603
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GREZ (GRF-GRH) (includes The International Grenfell Assoc. Inc. re: Gift of Truck and Tractor Repair Parts.)
  J.F. Gregory, Ways, Georgia
    Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos
    General Folders
Box 1604
Invoices and Statements
  General Folder
Invoices and Statements
  W.G. Butler Account
    May 1933
Box 1605
June 1933
July 1933
August 1933
Box 1606

September 1933
October 1933
November 1933

Box 1607

December 1933
January 1934
February 1934
March 1934
April 1934
May 1934
June 1934
July 1934
August 1934

Box 1608

September 1934
October 1934
November 1934
December 1934

Box 1609

GRIA-GRIE
GRIF (includes Beatrice Griffin re: Loan of Stradivarius Violin)
GRIG-GRIZ (GRS-GRN)
GROA-GROS
GROSS-GROSZ
GROT-GROZ (GRP GRT)
GRU-GRZ (GS-GT)
GUA-GUH (includes re: Memorandum of Agreement on December 29, 1932 between Ford Motor Company and Guardian Detroit Union Group, Inc.; also re: agreement December 16, 1931 between Guardian Detroit Union Group Inc. and Continental Illinois Bank & Trust Company, and Bankers Trust Company.)
GUI-GUM
GUN-GUR

Box 1610

GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC
HAD-HAF
HAG
HAH
HAI-HAK (includes Henry A. Haigh re: Senator Vandenberg, etc.)
Fritz Hailer
HALA-HALK (includes William J. Hale of Dow Chemical Company re: his books "The Farm Chemurgic" and "Chemistry Triumphant")
Hall
A-H (includes Hall of the Divine Child, Monroe, Michigan re: Repair and Overhauling Ford Car.)
I-Z

Box 1611
HALLA-HALLZ
Louise H. Hallam (Mrs. John Hallam) re: Purchase of Dearborn Lots
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH HAM
HAMI-HAML (includes City of Hamilton, Ohio re: Sales of property to City.)
Hamilton Watch Company
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)
HAMMO-HAMZ (includes C. Herrick Hammond, Chicago)
HANA-HAND (HAN)
HANE-HANL (HANM)
HANN-HANR (includes Mrs. A.R. Hanna re: Genealogy; also Steve Hannigan re: Harold Grey of Little Orphan Annie - See Gray.)

Box 1612
HANS to HAP (HAQ)
HARA-HARD
HARE-HARL (includes Reverend Charles N. Harford, re: Gift of autographed McGuffey Readers.)
HARM-HARP (HARQ) (includes Charles A. Harnett, Commissioner of Motor Vehicles Albany, N.Y. re: "Speed").
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)
HARRIS
A-H
I-Z (includes Robert G. Harris of Harris Funeral Home Inc. re: Henry Foxd Hospital; also J. Will Harris, LLD, President of Polytechnic Institute of Porto Rico, re: N.R.A., etc.)
HARRISA-HARRZ (includes W.B. Harrison, Mayor of Louisville, Kentucky re: re-opening of Branch.)

Box 1613
HARS-HART only
HARTA-HARTL (includes John Hartford, President of The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company.)
HARTM
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)
HARV-HARZ
HASA-HASR
HASS-HASZ
HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH)

Box 1614
HAWKI-HAYD (includes Norval Hawkins.)
HAYE-HAYN (HAYO-HAYR)
HAYS-HAZ (HB-HD)
HEA (HE) (includes Mrs. William Randolph Hearst.)
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEXNR

Box 1615
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)
HEL-HELLER (HEKLES-HELLF)
HELLG-HELZ
HEM
HENA-HEND (HEN)
HENE-HENN
HENO-HENR
HENS-HEP (HEQ)
HERA-HERL (HER)
HERM-HERQ
HERR
HERS-HERZ

Box 1616
HES
HET-HEX (includes John H. Hewlett (writer)
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)
HIA-HIF
HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL
   A-H (includes Edwin C. Hill, New York re: Gift of McGuffey Readers.)
   I-Z
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ

Box 1617
HINK-HDP (HIQ)
HIRA-HIRSC (HIRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH-HIZ (HJ-HN)
HOA-HOC (includes E.A. Hobart, President, Hobart Brothers Company re: N.R.A.; also Willis F. Hobbs, President, The Bridgeport Hardware Manufacturing Corporation, re: N.R.A., etc.)
HOD
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN (only)
HOFFMANN-HOFZ

Box 1618

HOG-HOK (includes M. Hohner Inc. re: Harmonicas.)
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH (HOLL)
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS (includes William G. Holman of Southland Guano Company, Inc.)
HOLT-HOLZ (includes LynnB. Williamson, President of E. M. Holt, Plaid Mills, Inc. re: N.R.A., etc.)
HOM-HON (includes Home Owners’ Loan Corp. re: Bonds.)
HOO (includes Carl Hood re: European Trip; also (includes Herbert C. Hoover re: Lincoln Court House Fire

Box 1619

HOP-HOQ
HORA-HORN (includes L. S. Horaer, Vice President of The Bullard Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut)
HORO-HORZ (includes Baroness J. Horta of Brussels.)
HOS-HOT

Box 1620

HOU-HOV (includes Charles T. Houghton, President and Treasurer of Good Luck Glove Company, Carbondale, Illinois; also Ralph F. Peo, Vice President and General Manager of Houde Engineering Corporation, Buffalo, New York; also O. H. Hovey, owner of Southern Printing Company, Perry, Oklahoma.)
HOW-HOWA (HOWB-HOWC) (includes W.S. Howard of Gar Wood Industries, Inc.)
HOWD-HOWE (only)
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ (HP-HT)
HUA-HUBB (HUBC-HUBD) (includes Elbert Hubbard II, President of The Roycrofters.)
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF (includes Friedrich Huep, Aircraft Division, also re: death of Ed Huff.)
Box 1621

HUG (includes I. Lamont Hughes, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; also William L. Hughson, San Francisco Dealer since 1903.)
HUG-HUL
HUM
HUN-HUNT only (includes Edward Hungerford - Pageants)
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUNTF-HUNTH)
HUNTI-HUQ
HUR
Huron Mountain Club
HUS
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX) (includes Ralph Cooper Hutchison, President Washington & Jefferson College Visit of Men's Glee Club to Dearborn, January 7-10, 1935, etc.; also re: Thomas Henry Huxley - English Biologist; also Robert M. Hutchins, President of The University of Chicago.)
M.C. Hutto Steam Generator

Box 1622

HY (HZ)
IA-IK
IL-IM
Illinois Life Insurance Company
INA-IND (INE-INF)
ING-INS (includes Samuel Insull)
Inkster Public School
INT-IQ

Box 1623

IR
Iron Work - Ornamental, 1932-1933
IS
IT-IZ (includes Henry Ittleson, Commercial Investment Trust, New York.)
JAA-JACKSON, A-G
JACKSON, H-Z - JACN
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM

Box 1624

JAN-JAP
JAQ-JAZ (JB-JC-JD)
JEA-JEM
JEN-JEQ (includes T. Atkinson Jenkins re: origin of word "Sedan"
JER-JI (JJ to JN)
JOA-JOHN SOM (includes Captain N. Johnsen, Master S.S. Europa, and Captain L. Ziegenbein, Master S. S. Bremen, re: Harry Hermann.)
JOHNSON
A-D
E-H

Box 1625

Johnson & Higgins
1933
January - August 1934
September - October 1934
November - December 1934

Box 1626

I-M (includes Robert Wood Johnson, President of Johnson & Johnson re: N.R.A.)
N-Z (JOHNSS)
JOHNSTON (only) (includes Frank K. Johnston, re: Harry K. Thaw
JOHNDST - JONES, A-C
JONES, D-H (includes E. M. Hugh-Jones of Keble College, Oxford; also Harry
Ross Jones, formerly president of United Steel Company, then with the United
Alloy Steel Corp.)
JONES, I-M
JONES, N-Z - JONZ
JOO-JOR

Box 1627

JOS-JOY (JOZ-JP JT) (includes William B. Joyce, re: $50,000 Surety Bond
demanded by John Wanamaker on account of Shelden Patent; also Lee E.
Joslyn re: Samuel Insull)
JUA-JUM
JUN-JUZ (JV JZ)
KAA-KAH
KAI-KAL
KAM-KANE (KANF-KANH)
KANI-KAP (KAQ)
KAR-KAS
KAT
KAU-KAUF
KAUG-KAZ (KB-KD)

Box 1628

KEA-KED
KEE-KEF
KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
KEL-KELLER
KELLES-KELLN
KELLO-KELLX
KELLY-KELZ (includes Edward J. Kelly, Mayor of Chicago, Illinois; also Fenton Kelsey Company - advertising re: "Wayside Inn" story.)

Box 1629

Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc.
   General Folder, 1933
   Accidents
   January - June, 1933
   July - December, 1933

Box 1630

Greenfield Village Accident Reports, 1933
   General Folder, 1934
   Accident Reports
   January - April, 1934
   May, 1934
   Greenfield Village Accident Reports, 1934

Box 1631

KEM (includes James M. Kemper, President of Commerce Trust Company, Kansas City, Missouri)
   KEN-KENNA
   KENNE-KENNY
   KENO-KENZ
   KEO-KERN (KERO-KERQ)
   KERR-KERZ
   KES-KET
   KEU-KEY (KEZ-KF-KH)
   Keystone Steel & Wire Company (Alcohol-Gasoline Mixture)
   KIA-KIE
   KIF-KIL
   KIM-KINF

Box 1632

KING
   A-H (includes Charles B; King, Larchmont, New York)
   I-Z
   KINGA-KINR (includes George Kingston re: Everett Hotel, Labeile, Fla.)
   KINS-KIP (KIQ)
   KIRA-KIRK
   KIRL-KIZ (KJ-KK)
   KLA (KLB KLD)
   KLE-KLEIN, A-H
   KLEIN, I-Z - KLEZ (KLF-KJLH)
KLI (KLJ KLN)

**Box 1633**

KLO-KLU (KLV KLZ-KM)
KNA (KNB KND)
KNE-KNI (KNJ KNN)
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY (KNZ)
KOA-KOD
KOE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ)
KRAA-KRAL

**Box 1634**

KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ (KRB KRD)
KRE (KRF KRH)
KRI (KRJ KRN)
KRO (KRP KRT)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN (KUO) (Includes Dr. H. H. Kung, member of State Council, etc Republic of China.)
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY (KZ)
LAA-LAC (includes "The Labor Digest" re: N.R.A.)

**Box 1635**

LAD-LAH
LAI-LAL
LAMA-LAMB
LAMC-LAMZ
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG only
LANGA-LANGE (includes William Langer, Governor State of North Dakota.)
LANGF-LANZ (LAO)
LAP-LAR (includes D. J. Laramie of White Serving Machine Company re: First Ford Car etc.)

**Box 1636**

LAS-LAT (includes R. Irving Latimer (Michigan State Prison, Jackson)
LAV
LAV-LAWN (LAWO-LAWQ)
LAWR (includes David Lawrence, Washington, D.C.)
LAWS-LAZ (LB-LD)
LEA (includes Lea Fibre Products Company, Newark, New Jersey General Hugh S. Johnson, President.)
LEB-LED
LEE (includes Robert E. Lee Memorial Foundation, Inc.)

Box 1637
LEF-LEG
LEH
LEI-LEK
LEL-LEM
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
LET-LEVE (LEVF-LEVH) (includes Sir William M. Letts, K.B.E Chairman and Managing Director of Willys Overland Crossley Inc., England)
LEVI-LEVX
Isidor Levin
LEVY
   A-G
   H-L
   M-Z (LEVZ) (empty)
LEW-LEWIS, A-G
LEWIS, H-Z

Box 1638
LEWISA-LEZ (LH)
LIA-LIC
LID-LIE
LIF-LIM
LINA-LINDE
   Lincoln Memorial University, 1933-1934
LINDF-LINDZ
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS

Box 1639
LIT-LIU
LIV-LL (LM-LN)
LOA-LOD
LOE
LOF-LOM
LON-LONG, (only)
LONGA-LOQ
   Clifford B. Longley - Longley, Bogle & Middleton
LOR (includes Phillips H. Lord - N.B.C. - New York)
LOS-LOT
   Philo M. Lossing re: Oxen

Box 1640

LOU
   Dr. Louis Ferdinand, Prince of Prussia
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT) 1640
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUE
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ (LV-LW-LX)

Box 1641

LYA-LYNCH, A-G
LYNCH, H-Z - LYNZ
LYO-LYZ (LZ)
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MAEI-MACK (includes Charles T. Mackness, General Manager of Weaver
   Manufacturing Company, manufacturers of Garage and Shop Equipment.)
MACL-MACZ
MAD-MAF
MAG

Box 1642

MAH
MAI-MAK
MAX.-MAM (includes Robert J. Malcomson, Manager Sales Promotion of Public
   Service Company of Northern Illinois.)
MANA-MANF (MAN)
MANG-MANL (MAM)
MANN-MANR (includes Reverend William T. Manning, Bishop Diocese of New
   York.)
MANS-MAP (MAQ)
MARA-MARD
MARE-MARI (MARJ)
MARK

Box 1643

MARL-MARR
MARS-MARSH, only
MARSHA-MARSZ (includes H. Marshall re: General Johnson and N.S.A.)
MART-MARTIN, A-G
MARTIN, H-L
MARTIN, M-Z - MARTZ
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO
MASP-MASZ

Box 1644
MAT-MATHE (MATHF - MATHH)
MATHI-MATTHA
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD
MAYE-MAYER, A-H
MAYER, I-Z - MAYERZ
MAYF-MAZ (MB)
McA-McB
McCAA-McCAN (McCOQ)

Box 1645
McCAR-McCAZ
McCE-McCL (McCM-McCN) (includes Stewart W. McClelland, President of
Lincoln Memorial University.)
McCOA-McCOQ
McCOR-McCOZ (Includes Robert R. McCormick of The Chicago Tribune.)
McCR-McCU (to McCZ)
McDA-McDONA (includes E. F. McDonald, Jr. President of Zenith Radio Corp.)

Box 1646
McDONE-McDZ only
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ)
McGuffey Readers
General, 1933-1934
Reprints Mailed
A-D
E-J
K-Q

Box 1647
R-Z
McH-McI (McJ) (includes Earl C Jeffery, Vice President of McJunken
   Advertising Company.)
   James G. McHenry
   John Allan McInall
McKA-McKE (McKH)

Box 1648
McK-I-McKY (McKZ) (includes H. J. McKinnell re: Winnie Ruth Judd Case;)
McLA (McLD)
McLE-McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO
McP-McZ (MD) (includes McSweeny's Automotive Training School, re: loan of
   2 Ford motors.)
MEA-MEC
MED-MEH
MEJ-MEK (includes Merrill C. Meigs, General Manager of Chicago Evening
   American; also Vice President of the American Weekly, Chicago)

Box 1649
MEL-MEM
   Memorandums
MENA-MENF (MEN)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MEQ)
   Menlo Park N. J. Property, 1929-1933 (re: Purchase and re: Deeding to State
   of New Jersey etc.)
MERA-MERQ

Box 1650
MERR (includes Judge DeWitt H. Merriam of the Circuit Court, Detroit; also
   Merriman re: visit of President of Fiat Motor Company of Terrin, Italy.)
MERS-MES
META-METY
METZ-MEX
MEY-MEYER, A-F
MEYER, G-L
MEYER, M-Z
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)
MIA-MIC (includes Michigan State College, Lansing, re: loan of Ford V-8
   Motor; also Michigan State Normal College, Ypsilanti, re: visits to Heronry.)
   Michigan Bell Telephone Company
   Michigan Central Railroad

Box 1651
   Michigan State of - General Correspondence
1933
1934
Michigan State Highway Department
1933
1934

Box 1652
R/W L'Anse to Covington and Skane

Box 1653
Trunk Line Bridge M132 Dexter
MID-MIK
MILA-MILK
MILL-MILLER, A-B
MILLER, C-F

Box 1654
MILLER, G-J
MILLER, K-R
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ
MINA-MINM
MINER- Jack and Manly F.

Box 1655
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E (includes Mississippi Valley Association; also Missouri
State Life Insurance Company re: "Rami" - China Grass)
MITCHELL, F-Z - MIZ (MJ-MN)
MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MONA-MONS
MONT-MONZ
MOO-MOORD
MOORE
A-F
G-L (includes Grace Moore - Concert Singer; also J. Hampton Moore, Mayor
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.)

Box 1656
MOORE, M-Z (MOQ)
MORA-MORF (includes Leon Morand, Consulat de France re: Cross of Knight
of the Legion of Honor conferred upon Francis Jehl.)
MORG-MORH (includes Joy E. Morgan, Editor The National Education Association of U.S.; also Henry Morgan, Secretary-Treasurer of Square D Company, Detroit.)

798 MORI-MORRIR (includes Mormon Tabernacle Choir at Century of Progress, Chicago.)

MORRIS
  A-H
  I-Z

MORRISA-MORRZ (includes Herman Bernstein.)

MORS


MOSA-MOSK

MOSL-MOT

MOU-MOZ (MP-MT)

Box 1657

MUA-MUELLER, A-H

MUELLER, I-Z - MUK (includes Professor Dr. Ing Georg Muller of Germany re: Dissertation on Automobile Traffic.)

MUL (includes O. J. Mulford, Advertising, suggesting medium priced field.)

MUM-MUN (MUO-MUQ)

MUR-MURPH (MURPHX)

MURPHY
  A-H (includes C. Hayward Murphy (Detroit)
  I-Z (MURQ)

MURR-MURZ

MUS-MUZ (MV-MW-MX) (includes Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago, Illinois.)

Robert Musmann

Box 1658

MY (MZ) (includes Kenji Nakauchi, Acting Consul of Japan, re: visit to plants of Prince and Princess Kaya of Japan.)

NAA-NAL

NAM-NAS

NAT-NATIONAL, A-K (includes Nation's Business, Merle Thorpe, Editor; also National Association of Manufacturers "National Broadcasting Company, M.H. Aylesworth, President.)

NATIONAL, L-Z - NATS

Box 1659

NATT-NAZ (NB-ND)

NEA-NEE (includes Nebraska Power Company, J.E. Davidson, President.)
A. C Neale
NEF-NEK
NEL (includes George M. Nelson of National Broadcasting Company Inc., New York.)
NEM-NET (includes Conrad J. Netting (Detroit)
NEU-NEV
NEW-NEW B
NEW C - NEW E
NEW F - NEW L
NEW M
NEW N - NEWS

Box 1660
NEW T - NEW X (includes B.G. Newton of The MacLean Publishing Company, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.)
  Charles T. Newton
NEW Y - NEW Z (NEX-NH) (includes New York Museum of Science & Industry, re: loan of cut away motors for display.)
NIA- NICHOLS, only (includes W. W. Nichols, of Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Inc.)
NICHOLS A-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ (NJ-NN)

Box 1661
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ
NORA-NORS
NORT-NORTHC (NORTHD) (includes North German Lloyd, re: death of Commodore Nicolaus Johnsen, Master of S.S. Europa.)
NOR THE-NOR THW (NORTHX-NORTN)
NOR TO-NOR Z
NOS-NOZ (NP to NT)
NU-NY (NZ)
O - OBO (OJP-OBQ)
OBR-OBZ (includes Patrick H. O'Brien, Attorney General, Lansing, Michigan.)
OC

Box 1662
OD
OE
OF-OG (includes K. Z, Ogawa re: hanging scroll presented by Ford dealers in Tokyo and Yokohama District; also C.K. Ogden of Magdalene College, Cambridge, England.)
OH-OK
  State Water Conservation Board of Ohio
OLA-OLE (includes Barney Oldfield.)
OLF-OLR (includes re: death of Joseph D. Oliver, August 6, 1933, Oliver Farm Equipment)
OLS-OM

Box 1663

ON (OO)
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH
OSI-OSZ
OT (includes Charles Ott - with Thomas A. Edison)
OU-OV
OW-OZ
PAA-PAC (includes C.G. Pace re: camping trip at Asheville, N.C.)

Box 1664

PAD-PAK (includes Retired Reverend Herman Page D.D. - Bishop, The Diocese of Michigan, re: Contributions, etc.)
PAL
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI (PARJ)
PARK-PARKER, A-H

Box 1665

PARKER, I-Z - PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)
PARL-PARR (includes Frances L. Parmelee, re: History of Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad.)
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT) (includes Mrs. John W. Patchin, re: Marion Island, - Traverse City; also H. Philip Patey of Ginn & Company, Publishers)
PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH)
PATTI-PATZ
PAU (includes re: Paulson Time Micrometer.)
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
PEA-PEB (includes T.A. Peabody, President, The Peabody Seating Company)

Box 1666

PEC-PED
   Pecan Folder
PEE-PEM
PEN-PENNI (PENNJ-PENNM)
   Pennington School
PENNO-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
PERA-PERQ
PERR-PES

Box 1667

PETE-PETERS only
PETERSA-PETE-SON only (PETERSOP-PETEZ)
PETF-PEZ
PF (PG)
  Photographs to be mailed out
PHA-PHI-LI
PHILL

Box 1668

PHILM-PHY (PHZ)
PI-PID (includes Jean Felix Piccard (Balloonist)
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)
PLA (PLB-PLD) re: death of Gaston Plantiff Oct. 17, 1934
PLE-PLY (PLZ-PM-PN)

Box 1669

POA-POK
POL (includes R.L. Polk & Company, re: Detroit City Directories and Publishers' names.)
POM-POO (includes Arthur R. Poole, re: American Legion Children's Billet at Otter Lake, gift of school bus.)
POP-POQ
POR-PORTER, A-H
PORTER, I-Z - PORZ
POS
POT

Box 1670

POU-POWEL (POWEM-POWEQ)
POWER -POZ (PP-PQ) (includes Lawrence J. Power, Tenor, Chicago Opera Company)
PRA (PRB to PRD)
PRE (PRF PRH)
  Premier Mill Corporation 1924-1933
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRN)
Box 1671

PRO-PRY (PRZ-PS-PT)
PUA-PUL
PUM-PUR
PUS-PY (PZ)
QA-QUE (QUF-QUH)
QUI-QZ
RAA-RAC
RAD-RAH
RAI-RAM

Box 1672

RANA-RAND
RANE-RANZ (RAO)
   RANNEY - Jesse E. and Helen J. - Lincoln, Illinois Court House Property 95
   1929-1946
RAP-RAS
   Rapidan Gold Corporation Vaucluse Mine Property 99
RAT
RAU-RAW (RAX)
RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)

Box 1673

REA-REB (includes The Reader's Digest, DeWitt Wallace - Kenneth W. Payne)
REC-RED (includes Red Book Magazine, Edwin Baimer, Editor.)
REE-REED
REEF-REEZ (includes Sir Milsom Rees, Physician to His Majesty King George
   re: Gift of cut-out model Y Chassis to Port Regis School, Broadstairs.)
REF-REH
REIA-REID (REIE) (includes George F. W. Reid of J.S. Bache & Company re:
   Baron Pierre De Gunsbourg of Paris.)
REIF-REIM
REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)
REL-REN (REO) (includes Gordon S. Rentschler (New York) re: Henry
   Breckinridge, former assistant Secretary of War; also William O. Remaley, re:
   history of "Purple Heart Decoration."
REP-REX

Box 1674

REY-REZ (RF-RG)
RH
RIA-RICE (RICF-RICG) (includes Dr. Merton S. Rice, of Metropolitan M.E.
   Church, Detroit.)
RICH-RICHARDS (RICHARDSOM)
RICHARDSON - RICH (includes Clare E. Richardson, re: death of "Railroad Jack").
RICHE-RICHZ (RICI-RICJ) (includes S. Richmond, re: Henry Ford - England - died in 1670
RICK-RID
RIE
RIF-RIM (includes H. W. Riggs re: "Cap-Sheaf" whole wheat bread.)

Box 1675

RIN-RIS (includes C.W. Ripley of General Electric Company re: report on World's Fair Trip 1934 etc.; also Kenneth C. Ring of J. L. Sugden Advertising Company, re: Century of Progress - Chicago.)
RIT-RIZ (RI-RN)
RO-A-ROBERTR
ROBERTS, only (ROBERTSOM) (includes W. Blair Roberts, Bishop District of South Dakota; also R. Lloyd Roberts of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., England, with letter of introduction by D. Lloyd George.)
ROBERTSON - ROBINS (includes A. W. Robertson of Westinghouse Electric Company; also W.F. Robertson re: Charles M. Schwab and steel.)
ROBINSON, A-H
ROBINSON, I-Z - ROBZ
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROCJ)
ROCK-ROCZ

Box 1676

ROD
ROE-RQF
ROG-ROGERS, A-H
ROGERS, I-Z - ROGZ (includes Will Rogers.)
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM (includes "Romance of a People" - Herman Bernstein)
Rome, Georgia (empty)
RON-ROR (includes President Franklin D. Roosevelt.)
ROSA-ROSENA (includes Ludwig Roselins, Originator of Sanka and Hag.)

Box 1677

ROSENB
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROSZ
ROH-ROK
ROH-ROTH, only
ROTHA-ROTZ
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX
ROY-ROZ (RP RT) (includes The Royal Automobile Club, England, re: 1933 Life Membership Card.)
Box 1678
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO (includes John G. Rumney, Grosse Pointe, re: gift of Ford car.)
RUP-RUSSEK
RUSSEL-RUSZ (includes Mrs. Walter S. Russel re: comments includes Charles Russell, president of State Teachers College at Westfield, Mass.)
RUT-RUZ (RV RX)

Box 1679
RY (RZ)
SAA-SAD
SAE-SAI (SAK)
SAINT, only (includes Saint Mary College and Academy, Monroe, Michigan re: gift of Ford Sedan.)
St. Louis Basket & Box Company, St. Louis, Mo.
SAJ-SAL
SAM

Box 1680
SANA-SANC
SAND (includes Roundell Palmer Sanderson re: Ford Family in England & Ireland)
SANE-SANZ (SAO)
SAP-SAT (includes Olive Brown Sarrey, of Yama Farms, Napanoch, New York re: Frank Seaman.)
SAU
SAV
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SCE (SCF-SCG)
SCHAA-SCHAE (includes H. W. Schaars giving list of various products of vegetable origin used in manufacture of automobiles)
SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO) re: Funeral, February 2, 1934 of Commodore Arnold A. Schantz.
SCHAP-SCHAZ (SCHD)
SCHEA-SCHEI (SCHEK)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCH EQ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT
   A-H
   I-Z (SCHMIDZ)
SCHMIE - SCHMZ
SCHN-SCHNEIDER, A-H
SCHNEIDER, I-Z - SCHNZ
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ (SCHQ)
   Schools, General
SCHRA-SCHRI (SCHRN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCHU)
SCHUX-.SCHULTY
SCHULTZ - SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR (includes Jacob Gould Schurman, Former Ambassador to
   Germany)

Box 1682
SCHUS-SCHUZ (SCHV)
SCHWA-SCHWARTY (includes Charles M. Schwab)
SCHWARTZ (SCHWARY)
SCHWARZ - SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
SCHWE-SCHWZ (SCHZ)
SCI-SCOTS
SCOTT
   A-H
   I-Z - SCOZ
SCR-SCZ (SD)
SEA
SEB -SEEK
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL
SEM-SEQ

Box 1683
SER-SEV
SEW-SEZ (SF-SG)
SHAA-SHAM
SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ) (includes William J. Hill of Shapiro, Bernstein &
   Company
   Inc., Music Publishers)
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB SHD) (includes Frank L. Shaw, Mayor, Los Angeles, Calif.)
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEM (SHEO)

**Box 1684**

SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH) (includes Uncle Bob Sherwood, also the Sherwin-Williams Company re: Oil from Soybeans and Tung Nuts.)
SHI-SHN
SHO (SHP-SHQ)
SHR-SHZ
SIA-SID
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU

**Box 1685**

SILV-SILZ
SIMA.-SIMM (SIMN)
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN (includes Gardner Sinclair, Savoy Hotel, London, re: Sugar Sprays, etc.)
SIO-SIZ (SJ)
SK
SLA (SLB-SLD)

**Box 1686**

SLE-SLY (SLZ) (includes Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. President of General Motors Corporation.)
SMA-SMITG
SMITH
  A-B
  C
  D-E
  F-G
  H

**Box 1687**

I-J
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ) (includes Frederic A. Delano, Regent of Smithsonian Institution.)
SNA-SNI (SNJ-SNN)
SNO-SNY (SNZ)
SOA-SOL (includes E. R. Frederick, American Representative of Citroen Motor Works of Paris; also Andre Citroen of Citroen Motor Works of Paris)
SOM
SON-SOT

**Box 1688**

SOU-SOUS
SOUT-SOZ
   Southern Folder (E.G. L.'s)
SPA (SPB-SPD) (includes Sparks - Withington Company of Jackson, Michigan, re: Labor.)
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)
SPIA-SPLIL (SPIM)
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)
SPRA-SPRE (SPRN)
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)
STAA-STAG (ST. (SAINT) files SAI)
STAH-STAM

**Box 1689**

STAN-STANDARD, A-K
STANDARD, L-Z - STANDE (STANDH)
   Standard Oil Company Claims for Shortages 93
      1930
      1933-1934
STANDI-STAP (STAQ)
STAR-STAS
STAT-STAZ (STB STD)
STEA-STEC (includes Frank Ballou Stearns, of Stearns-Knight Automobile; also Frederick S. Stearns, Detroit.)

**Box 1690**

STED-STEJ
STEF-STEH
STEI-STEIN, only
STEINA-STEING
STEINH-STEM
STEN-STEP (STEQ) (includes Josef Steppacher, Ford dealer of Munchen, Germany)
STER-STERN, A-H
STERN, I-Z - STERZ (STES)
STET-STEVEHNS, A-H
STEVEHNS, I-Z - STEVZ
STEW-STEZ (STF STH) (includes re: death of Charles Stewart of Drydock Engine Works)
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIZ (STJ JTN)

**Box 1691**

STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL (STOM)
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STP-STQ) (includes, E. T. Stotesbury, of Philadelphia, Pa.)
  Frank Stout
  1933
  1934
STRAA-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ (STRD) (includes Lewis L. Straus, New York re: Jewish Articles.)

**Box 1692**

STRE-STRI (STRN)
STRO (STRT)
STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL
STUM-STY (STZ)
SUA-SULLE (SUL.LF-SU.LLH)
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUN (SUO)
SUP-SUS
SUT-SV

**Box 1693**

SWA (SWB-SWD) (includes S.M. Swab, re: differential gearing.)
SWE (SWF SWH) (includes M. J. Sweeney, Ireland re: genealogy; also subpoena re: Sweeten Auto Company Matter.)
3WI-SWY (SWZ-SX) (includes Gerard Swope, President of General Electric Company; also Alden B. Swift, of Compania Swift De La Plata, Argentina.)
Swift & Company
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM

**Box 1694**

TAN-TAR (includes Eva Tanguay (of the stage)
TAS-TAX (includes Tavannes of America, Inc.)
TAY-TAYLOR, A-E
TAYLOR, F-K
TAYLOR, L-Z - TAZ (TB-TC-TB) (includes Orla B. Taylor)
TEA-TEM (includes Village of Tecumseh, Michigan, re: Killbuck Street Sewer; also re: Brownville School Lease.)

Box 1695

TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG)
THA (THB THD)
THE-THI (THJ THN)
THOA-THOMAS, A-H (includes Elmer Thomas of W. S. Senate.)
THOMAS, I-Z - THOMP
THOMPSON
  A-E
  F-K
  L-Z (THOMR)

Box 1696

THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ (THP-THQ) (includes George H. Thornley of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.)
THR-THY (THZ) (includes Howard Thurston re: Book, "My Life of Magic").
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM (includes Time Inc., Publishers of Fortune Magazine; also HOG. Tildesley Goal Company - Cincinnati.)
TIN-TIZ (TJ-TN)
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
TOM-TOO (includes Dr. Vincent E. Tomlinson re: Universalist Ministers Retreat at Wayside Inn and Owen D. Young.)
TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ (TP-TQ)
TRA (TRB TRD)

Box 1697

TRE (TRF TRH) (includes re: Trevithick Centenary Commemoration.)
TRI (TRJ TRN)
TRO (TRP TRT) (includes Cornelius F. Burns, Mayor of Troy, New York re: Green Island Plant; also Trowbridge, Lewis and Watkins re: Detroit and Southern Pipe Line Company, Right-of-way at Flat Rock.)
TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT)
TUA-TUK
TUL-TURM (includes H.F. Tung, Chairman Board of Directors of Fukien Children's Home, Foochow, China.)
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TUZ (TV) (includes F.D. Patterson, President - Elect of Tuskegee Normal & Industrial Institute.)
TW-TY (TZ)
Box 1698

UNA-UNIN (UNIO)
UNION, only (UNITEC) (includes Union League Club of Chicago; also Union Trust Company of Springfield, Massachusetts.)
UNITED, only (includes United Press Associations.)
UNITED STATES - UNZ (UO) (includes United States Commission for the Celebration of the 200th Anniversary of the Birth of George Washington; also Margaret Anglin (of stage) also 200th Anniversary of City of Savannah, Georgia, also Universalist Minister's Retreat at Wayside Inn.)
United States Government
   Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1933 (includes J. Edgar Hoover, Dept. of Justice
   Collector of Internal Revenue Cotton Tax, 1933
   National Recovery Act, 1933
   NRA and NLRB Union Activities, 1933
   Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1934

Box 1699

United States Post Office - Greenfield Michigan - Reports
   1933
   1934
Universities
   General 1933
   University of Detroit - Co-operative Plan with Ford Motor Company 1933
   General 1934
UP-UR
US-UZ
VAA-VAM
VANA-VANC

Box 1700

VAND-VANS
VANF-VANO
VANF-VANZ (VAO VAQ)
VAR-VAZ (VB-VC-VD)
   Miss Harriet Vaughan

Box 1701

VEA-VEN (VEO-VEQ)
VER-VEZ (VF-VG-VH)
VIA-VIK (includes George Sylvester Viereck (writer)
VIL-VIZ (VL-VN)
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO (includes Baron Gustav Krupp Von Bohlen Und Halbach of Essen-Hogel, Germany.)
VOP-VY (VZ)
WAA-WAF (includes WJR, Radio Station, March 13, 1934 re: Increase in wages from $4.00 to $5.00 per day.)
WAG-WAGNER, A-H
WAGNER, I-Z - WAGZ
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE (includes Sidney D. Waldon, Detroit)

Box 1702
WALF-WALKER, A-H
WALKER, I-Z - WALKZ
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE (WALTF-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ
Waltham. Watch Company
WAM-WAQ
WAR-WARD, only
WARDA-WARM
Frank A. Wardlaw

Box 1703
WARN-WARQ
WARR-WARRE (includes Charles B. Warren, re: History of Parke, Davis & Company.)
WARRI-WARZ
WAS (includes Washington & Lee University, Francis P. Gaines, President.)
WATA-WATE
WATF-WATSON, A-H
WATSON, I-Z - WATZ (includes Robert B. Watson, re: City of Detroit Directories beginning 1837.)
WAU-WAZ (WB-WC-WD)
Wayne County Register of Deeds
Wayne County Treasurer's Office

Box 1704
Wayne County Road Commission
1933
1934

Box 1705
Re-location of Airport Drive #100
Wilcox Dam #85

Box 1706

Wayside Inn
  General, 1933 (includes re: contribution of Parmenter Store lot to Town of Sudbury)
  General, 1934
  Accident Reports, 1933-1934
  Booklet re: Wayside Inn, 1934-1937
  Boys School, 1933-1934
  Cross Reference Folder, 1933
  Delivery Orders and Receiving Memos, 1933-1934
  Investment Accounts, 1933-1934
  Copies of Reports, 1933-1934

Box 1707

  Monthly Statements, 1933
  Monthly Statements, 1934
  Water Supply, 1927-1935
  WEA (WEB A)
  WEBB (includes Louis E. Webb, Mayor Shelbyville, Indiana.)
  WEBE (WEBF-WEBR)
  WEBS-WEC

Box 1708

  WED-WEE (WEF)
  WEG-WEH
  WEIL-WEIM
  WEIN-WEIQ
  WEIR-WEISR
  WEISS-WEK (includes George Lewis Weiss - Packard; also Lewis Allen Weiss - W.J.R. - Radio)
  WELA-WELLE
  WELLF-WELLS, A-H
  WELL, I-Z - WELZ
  WEM-WEN (WEO WEQ)
  WER
  WESA-WEISS

Box 1709

  WEST, only
  WESTA-WESTERM
  WESTERN-WESTEZ
  WESTF-WESZ
  WET-WEZ (WF-WG)
  WHA-WHEELER, A-H 1709
Whaley-Eaton Service Pamphlets
WHEELER, I-Z - WHEZ
WHIA-WHITC (WHTD)
WHITE
A-E (includes Charles H. White, former Detroit Edison employee.)
F-K
L-Z

Box 1710
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
   Whitlock’s Book Store Inc.
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ
WIA-WID (includes Reverend James G. Widdifield, St. Paul's Memorial Church,
   Detroit, re: gift of millionth Model A.)
WIE-WIF
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG (includes Louis Wiley, business manager of The New York Times.)
WILH-WILK

Box 1711
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-WILLIAMS, A-E
WILLIAMS, F-K (includes G. Mennen Williams, December 9, 1932)
   Williams House, 1933
WILLIAMS, L-Z (WILLIAMSOM)
WILLIAMSON-WILLIR
WILLIS-WILLZ (includes John H. Willys, re: visit of Prince and Princess Guy de
   Polignac and Jacques Dupuy
   Willow Run School
WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-N

Box 1712
WILSON, O-Z - WILZ
WIM-WINE (includes Winchester Repeating Arms Company, Edwin Pugsleys
   Vice President, J.M. Olin, Vice President.)
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ (includes W. H. Winterrowd, Vice President of Lima Locomotive
   Works, Inc., New York.)
WIO-WIR
   Wires re: Congratulations on new 1934 Models
WIS
WIT-WIZ (WJ WN)
WOA-WOK
WOL-WOLF, only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC)
WOOD
A-H

Box 1713

I-Z
WOODA-WOODR (includes re: Woodchuck Lodge on John Burroughs Property, Roxbury, New York)
WOODS-WOODZ (WOOE-WOOK)
WOOL-WOOZ (WOP-WOQ)
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)
WRA-WRIGHT, A-H
WRIGHT, I-Z - WRZ
WU (WV-WX)

Box 1714

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
WY-X
YA-YD
"Yankee Jim's" Tavern
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG, A-H
YOUNG, I-Z - YZ (includes Owen D. Young, re: Universalist Minister's Retreat at Wayside Inn; also Dr. A. G. Studer, General Secretary of Detroit Y.M.C. A.)

Box 1715

ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE (ZF-ZG-ZH)
Carl Zeiss, Inc.
ZIA-ZIL (includes Commodore Leopold Ziegenbein, Master North German Lloyd S.S. Bremen.)
ZIM
ZIN-ZIZ (ZJ-ZN)
A.K. Zinn & Company
ZO-ZY (ZZ)
Undecipherable names (empty)
Uncertain as to Spelling of Name (empty)
UNSIGNED.

1935
Box 1716

AA - ABD includes Dr. Wilbur C. Abbott of Harvard University Mr. Ford's letter of thanks for his book, "Adventures in Reputation."

ABE - ABQ


AC includes Wm. Ackerman, Editor of Ackerman's Sportsmen's Guide, commending Ford automobile; also Sir William H. D. Acland of England re: thanks for lunch with Messrs. Henry and Edsel Ford

ADA - Adams, A-H includes George Matthew Adams - including Mr. Ford's letter re: "Today's Talk"

Adams, I-Z - ADB

ADC - ADK

ADL - ADZ

AE - AH includes J. Edward Agenbroad (architect) including radio broadcast re: The Wayside Inn

AI - AK

ALA - ALBD

ALBE - ALBQ

ALBR - ALD

ALE

ALF - ALLEM

Allen

A-H includes re: Edward Allen
I-Z

ALLENA - ALO

ALP - ALZ

Box 1717

AMA - AMER

AMERICAN

A-D

E-L includes E. G. K. Meister, Publisher of American Fruit Grower, re: Maktum dates and Aplets; also Matthew Woll, 3rd Vice President of American Federation of Labor; also American Legion Auxiliary Ragan-Lite Unit No. 13 acknowledging gift of school bus.

American Library Service, 1935

M-R includes Baird H. Markham, Director of American Petroleum Industries, re: blending alcohol and gasoline

S-Z includes Cyril Ainsworth, Assistant Secretary of American Standards Association; also American Trading Company re: soya beans

AMES - AMZ

ANA - Anderson, A-H

Anderson, I-Z - ANDQ includes Bishop Wm. F. Anderson of Bronxville, New York re: contribution of $300 for house repairs, etc.; also Neils Anderson of Minneapolis - Moline Power Implement Company, re: air-cooled motors
Box 1718

ANDR - ANDZ
ANE - ANN
ANO - AO
AP - AQ
  Application Folder
    General
      E. G. Liebold, C.A. Zohnow, H. M. McConnell

Box 1719

Teachers - B. B. Lovett
Dancing Class
ARA - ARL
ARM - ARMSS
ARMST - ARMZ
ARN - ARNR
ARNS - ARZ
  Artisan Company - Operative Industries
AS - ASHL includes John E. Calfee, President of Asheville Normal & Teachers College
ASM - ASZ
ATA - ATK includes S. T. Bledsoe, President of The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Fy. System, inviting Mr. Ford to ride on the preliminary run of the "Super Chief"
ATL - ATZ
AUA - AUL

Box 1720

AUM - AUZ
AV - AZ includes N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. re: letter by Edward C. Jenkins, President of George Williams College of Chicago, about talks of Wm. J. Cameron; also Harry Miller & Preston Tucker re: racing cars
BAA - BAB
BAG
BAD - BAF
BAG - Bailey, A-H
Bailey, IZ - BAJ
BAK - Baker, A-H
Baker, I-Z - BAKZ
  The Baker & Taylor Company (early American dancing)
BAL - BALD
BALE - BALLE
BALLF - BAM
BAN - BAQ
Box 1721

Bank Letters
A-E
F-G
H-K
L-S
T-Z

Dearborn State Bank
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit includes copies of correspondence between Senator Couzens, Comptroller of the Currency O'Connor and John Bellantyne, President of the Bank

Bank Statements
A-J

Box 1722

K-R
S-Z
BARA - BARB
BARC - BARJ
BARK - BARM
BARN - BARNES includes Edward N. Barnard (attorney) re: Henry Ford Hospital
BARNET - BARQ

Box 1723

BARE - BARRH
BARRI - BARS
BARTA - BARTK
BARTL - BARTZ
BARU - BAS
BAT
BATJA - BAUL
BAUM - BAUZ
BAV - BD includes Barter Seminary, Tennessee. re: gift of a tractor
BEAA - BEAQ
BEAR - BEB
BECA - BECK only
BECKA - BECKE
BECKF - BECZ
BED - BEF
BEG - BEK
BEL - BELK
BELL only
BELLA - BEM
Box 1724

BEH - BENE includes Vincent Bendix, President of Bendix Products Corp. re:
National Labor Relations Board, etc.
BENF - BENNES
BENNET - BENR
BENS - BEQ includes Francis D. Benton, New York
BERA - BERGD
BERGOE - BERGZ
BERH - BERM
BERN - BERQ includes request of Herman Bernstein for loan of $5,000 - refused
BERR - BERZ
The Berry Schools, Inc.
  January - June
  July - December
  Suggested activities for revenue purposes
BES - BET
BEU - BE
BIA - BID
BIE - BIF

Box 1725

BIG - BIK
BIL - BIM
BIN - BIQ
BIR
BIS - BK includes re: death of Jasper (Jap) Bisbee, August 9, 1935 (fiddler)
  Walter H. Bishop - Athens, Georgia
BLAA - BLAC
BLAD - BLAM
BLAW - BID

Box 1726

Henry Y. Blaney re: McGuffey - Holmes Farm
BLE - BLN
BLOA - BLOE
BLOF - BLT
BLU - BLUMD
BLUME - BN
BOA - BOD
BOE - BOF
BOG - BOH
BOI - BOLK
BOLL - BOM
BON
BOO - BOQ includes Rabbi Philip David Bookstaber, expressing thanks for loan
  of violin to Grisha Goluboff
**Box 1727**

BORA - BORG  
  Boreham Estate (empty)  
BORH - BORZ  
BOS - BOSS  
BOST - BOSZ includes The Boston Post re: death of J. L. (Jack) Kerrison-Automobile Editor  
  Boston Antique Shop  
BOT - BOV includes G. J. J. Both - Netherlands Dealer  
  Botsford Inn  
  Daily Reports  
BOWA - BOWJ  
BOWK - BOX  
  Boxwood Folder  
BOY - BOYD  
BOYE - BQ  
BRAA - BRADF

**Box 1728**

BRADG - BRADL  
BRADM - BRADZ  
BRAE - BRAM  
BRAN - BRAE  
BRAS - BRD  
  Brazil Correspondence  
BREA - BREI  
BREJ - BREO  
BREP - BRH  
BRIA - BRIF  
BRIG - BRIM includes Walter O. Briggs  
BRIN - BRN  
  Arthur Brisbane  
BROA - BROC

**Box 1729**

BROD - BRON  
BROO - BROOL  
BROOM - BROWM  
Brown  
  A-C  
  D-G  
  Doctors E. D. and A. H. Brown - Dental Surgeons  
  H-J  
  K-R
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S-Z includes Sandford Brown, Vice President of Bakelite Corporation re: his father Kirk Brown; also William E. Brown; also Bishop William Montgomery Brown of Galion, Ohio

BROWA - BET
BROWWILLE SCHOOL - Tecumseh, Mich.
BRU - BRUNH
BRUNI - BRX includes W. A. Brush of The Brush Engineering Ass'n., Detroit
BRY - BT
BUA - BUCJ

Box 1730

BUCK - BUCKE
BUCKF - BUCZ
BUD - BUE
BUF - BUK
BUL
BUM - BUQ
BURA - BURJ
BURK
BURL - BURNNG
BURNH - BURNZ
BURO - BURR
BURS - BURZ
BUS

Box 1731

BUT - BUTS
BUTT - BX
BY - BZ includes Commander Richard E. Byrd
CAA - CAK
CALA - CALK
California Pacific International Exposition
San Diego Exposition
Copies of letters re: Ford Exposition

Box 1732

CALL - CALZ
CAM - CAMO
CAMP - Campbell, A-H
Campbell, I-Z - CAMZ
CANA - CANF includes Canadian Tariff Board
CAP - CAQ
Box 1733

CARA - CARK
CARL - CARM
CARN - CARQ
CARR - Carroll, A-H
Carroll, I-Z - CAR S
CART - CARZ includes Dr. George Washington Carver Of Tuskegee Institute
Cartier, Inc. - P. C. Cartier (Jewelry)- includes The French Ambassador and
Madame de Laboulaye, The Swiss Minister and Madam Marc Peter re:
opening of the Swiss Chalet (Village) Andre Siegfried, member of the
French Institute.

Box 1734

CASA - CASR
CASS - CASZ
CAT - CD
CE - Central, A-L
Centennial School - Tecumseh, Michigan
Central, M-Z - CEZ
A Century of Progress
CHAA - CHAL
CHAM
CHAN - CHAPL includes Roy D. Chapin re: rear engine car
CHAPM - CHAR includes H. C. Chappell re: Mr. Ford's contribution of land to
Lincoln Memorial University; also Joe Mitchell Chapple, author
CHAS - CHD

Box 1735

CHE - CHH
John Cheney, Wayne, Michigan
CHIA - Chicago, A-E
Chicago, F-Q
Chicago, R-Z - CHICZ
CHID - CHQ
CBR - CHT
CHU - CHZ
Mr. and Mrs. Horace A. Chubbuck - European Trip
CI - CK
CLAA - CLAQ

Box 1736

CLAR - Clark, A-E
Clark, F-K
Clark, L-Z - CLARKD
CLARKE - CLARZ
CLAS - CLD
CLE - CLEU
CEEY - CLH
CLI - CLN
   Clinton - Kalamazoo Canal - Clinton River Valley Survey
CLO - CN includes, J. M. Clunan, Tutor of The English Boy Choristers
COA - COB
COC - COE
CUF - Cohen, A-F
Cohen, G-Z - COHM
COHN - COK
COL - Cole only, includes Colby, Berns and Costello re: release of Reversion Clause to Ecorse Township School District # 11

Box 1737

COLEA - COLEZ
COLF - COLLINR
COLLINS - COLLNV
COLLNW - COLT
   Louis Colombo - Colombo, Colombo & Colombo (attorneys)
COLUM - COLZ
   Columbia Casualty Company (insurance)
COM
CONA - CONE
CONF - CONM
CONN
CONO - CONR

Box 1738

CONS
CUNT - CONZ
COO - COOKD
COOKE - COOK includes James Francis Cooke, President of Theodore Presser Company (Music Publishers)
COOP - COOZ
   R. L. Cooper (Georgia Property)
      January - June
      July - December
COP - CORB
CORC - CORM
CORN - CORQ
CORR - CORZ includes Frank P. Corrigan, American Minister to San Salvador, Central America

Box 1739

COS - COT includes S. Kent Costikyan. (Rugs); also Jerry Costello (cartoonist)
COU includes Senator James Couzens
COV - COW
COX - CQ
CRAA - CRAM
CRAN - CRAO
CRAP - CRD
CRE - CRH includes Harris Creech, President of The Cleveland Trust Company
   (Ohio)
CRI - CROC
CROD - CROR
CROS - CROT

Box 1740
CROU - CRT includes Thomas I. Crowell of Thomas I. Crowell Company; also
   Allen B. Crow of Detroit
   Samuel Crowther
CRU - CT
CUA - CUL includes Culver Military Academy
CUM
CUN - CUQ
CUR - CURS
CURT - CURZ
CUS - CZ includes George B. Cutten, President of Colgate University
DAA - DAK
DAL
DAM - DANH includes. W. H. Danforth, Chairman of the Board of Ralston
   Purina Company
   Dance Books and Music Mailed Out (Report of Cash)

Box 1741
DANI - DAQ includes Professor H. Danton re: "German Phrase Book" for
   automobiles
DAB - DAT includes Jay N. Darling, Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey
   Fred R. Dates re: Waterford, Michigan property
DAU - DAVH
DAVI - DA VIR
Davis, A-E
Davis, F-K
Davis, L-Z - DATZ
DAW - DD includes Charles G. Daves, Chairman of City National Bank and
   Trust Company of Chicago; also Joseph P. Day of New York

Box 1742
DEA
Dearborn - City of
   General - includes re: lateral sewers in the J. B. Malony Subdivision,
   Dearborn
Board of Education Henry Ford School District #5
Dearborn Country Club
   Monthly Statements
The Dearborn Inn
   Daily Report
Dearborn Publishing Company
Dearborn Realty & Construction Company
Dearborn State Corp.
   Collections
Dearborn Township
Dearborn Water Works

Box 1743
DEB - DEC
DED - DEF
DEG - DEK includes O. M. Deibler, Commissioner of Fisheries of Pennsylvania
DELA
DELB - DELZ
DEM
DEN - DEO
DEP - DER
DES

Box 1744
DET - DEU
   Detroit - General includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $5,000 to Detroit Symphony and Civic Opera Fund; also Detroit Board of Commerce re: William Hard's "Michigan Miracle" in Red Book; also James A. Moffett, Federal Housing Administration; also Detroit Armory Corp. re: Mr. Ford's honorary membership in the Michigan National Guard
Detroit, City of includes re: sale of City of Detroit Bonds
Detroit Community Fund - Official opening Masonic Auditorium
The Detroit Edison Company
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company
   Time spent on the Fairlane
Detroit Trust Company
DEV
DEW - DH
DIA - DIB
DIC - DID
DIEA - DIEQ
DIER - DIEZ
DIF - DIL
DIM - DIS
Box 1745

DIT - DN
DOA - DOC
DOD - includes Percival Dodge of Grosse Pointe
DOE - DOK
DOL - DOM
DONA - DONN
DONO - DOQ
DORA - DORN
DORO - DOT
DOU - DOV includes Russell Doubleday, Vice President of Doubleday, Doran, & Company re: "My Life and Work" being out of print
DOW includes Alex Vow of Detroit Edison Company
DOX - DQ
DRA - DRD includes William H. Draper, Jr. of the Peace Ship
DRE - DRH includes John Dreier of Cranbrook School
DRI - DT

Box 1746

DUA - DUC
DUD - DUF
DUG - DUM
DUNA - DUND
DUNE - DUNM
DUNN - DUO
DUP - DUR
DUS - DV
DW - DZ
EAA - EAR
EAS - EASTE
EASTF - EAZ
EB
EC includes The Economic Club re: visit of Sir Josiah Stamp, Director of the Bank of England and Chairman of the London, Midland & Scottish Railway

Box 1747

EDA - EDF
EDG - EDS includes re: death of Thomas A. Edison Jr., August 25, 1935; also James Edgar re: trip on ship, etc.
Thomas A. Edison
The Thomas Alva Edison Foundation re: memorial
Edison Botanic Research Corporation
Charles Edison
The Edison Institute
Greenfield Village
Accident Reports
Balance sheet
Copies of letters re: Village
Daily Cash Report
Labor summary of Guides
Lunch Wagon Sales
Operation Reports

Box 1748
Ginger Ale sales
Flour Mill Reports
  January - June
  July - December
Grist Mill Purchase & Delivery Orders

Box 1749
Greenfield Village Schools
  Chapel Program Broadcast
Greenfield Village Daily Journal
  January
  February
  March
  April
  May

Box 1750
  June
  July
  August
  September
  October
  November
  December

Box 1751
  EDT - EDZ
  EE - EG
  EH
  EIA - EIR
  EIS - EK
  ELA - ELE
  ELF - ELK
  ELL - ELLIR
  ELLIS - ELIZ
  ELM - ELZ
  EMA - EML
    Emak Battery Company (re: loan)
EMM - EMZ includes William Allen White, Owner of *The Emporia Gazette* re: subscriptions for Ford Motor Company executives
EN - ENGH
ENGL - ENGZ includes re: English Boy Choristers
EKE - EO
EP - EQ
ERA - ERK
ERL - ERZ includes John Erskine of New York
ES
ET - EU includes Roger F. Etz of Universalist Ministers Retreat at Wayside Inn
EVA - EVD includes Herbert M. Evans of University of California
EVE - EVZ
EW - EZ includes re: Christian Science use of California Pacific International Exposition Ford Music Bowl

FAA - FAH
FAI - FAK
FAL - FAQ
FARA - FARM
FARN - FARZ
FAS - FAU
FAV - FD
FEA - FEG includes letter of appreciation from Federal Housing Administration
FEH - FEK
FEL - FEM
FEN - FEQ
FERA - FERM
FERN - FERZ
FES - FH

FIA - FIE
FIF - FIND includes addresses of Edward A. Filette
FINE - FINM
FINN - FIR includes Russell A. Firestone
    Harvey S. Firestone
FIS - FISG
FISH - Fisher, A-H includes Mrs. Frederick S. Fish, sister of J. M. Studebaker, Jr. of South Bend, Indiana
Fisher, I-Z - FISZ
FIT - FK
FLA - FLD
FLE - FLEL
FLEM - FLH

**Box 1755**

FLI - FLOR Includes re: Dutee W. Flint
FLOS - FN
FOA - FOK
FOL - FOQ
FORA - FORD Includes B. C. Forbes, Editor of *Forbes* Magazine
  Ford - General - Includes Mabel Ford (cousin)
  Edsel B. Ford

**Box 1756**

Mr. Henry Ford
Mr. Henry Ford Birthday
  Congratulatory Messages
  Greetings from children
Mrs. Henry Ford
Henry Ford School - District No. 5
William Ford Tractor Sales (empty)
Henry Ford Farms
  Raymond Dahlinger, Floyd Radford, Fred Wolter
  Harrison, Michigan
  Reports of accidents

**Box 1757**

Delivery Orders
Invoices
Reports of Payments
  Belleville
  October - December
  July - September

**Box 1758**

April - June
January - March
Artisan Co-operative Industries
Lenawee Co-operative Industries
Washtenaw Co-operative Industries
Henry Ford Flour Mills
  Dearborn
  Delivery and Purchase Orders

**Box 1759**

Reports, January - June
Reports, July - December
Box 1760

Dearborn
Cashier's Office
Chemical Laboratory
Engineering
Ford Experimental Laboratory
Johansson Division
Legal (empty)
Printing
Real Estate includes William T. Gregory re: California "Pacific International Exposition
Receiving Department
Requisitions
Secretary - Frank Campsall, H. E. Waddell, C. A. Zahnow,
Secretary - E. G. Liebold
Charles T. Newton
Weekly Medical Reports (empty)
Highland Park
Lincoln
Lincoln Newsletters
Rouge
General includes schedule of retail deliveries, 1926-1935
Accounting Department
Advertising Department
Auditing Department

Box 1761
Chemical & Metallurgical Department
Compensation Department
Disbursement Department
Employment Department
Power and Construction Department
Purchasing Department
Purchase Orders
Sales Department
Sales Department - General
By Products Sales
Office of the President
Secretary's Office includes re: Reissue of Ford Motor Company stock
Service Department
General
Harry Bennett
Harry Bennett (Employment Reports)
Box 1762

Sociological Dept. includes report of activities for year 1934
Stationery Department
Superintendents Office
Trade School includes re: "Henry Ford Trade School German Band"
Traffic Department
Statements - Remittance Advises
   Edison Institute
   Henry

Box 1763

Lenawee Co-operative Industries
Washtenaw Co-operative Industries
Delivery Orders
General Letters
Ford Service Bulletin

Box 1764

Branches - United States - General
Ford Dealers Service Bulletin 1928-1935
Alexandria, Virginia
Atlanta, Georgia
Buffalo, New York
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chester, Pennsylvania
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio includes translations of editorials
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Dearborn Branch
Denver, Colorado
Des Moines, Iowa
Edgewater, New Jersey includes re: Sir William Acland of England
Fargo, North Dakota
Flat Rock, Michigan
Green Island, Kentucky
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Indiana

Box 1765

Iron Mountain, Michigan
Jacksonville, Florida
Kansas City, Missouri
Long Beach, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Memphis, Tennessee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
New Orleans, Louisiana
Norfolk, Virginia
Northville, Michigan
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Omaha, Nebraska
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Richmond, California
St. Louis, Missouri
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Diego, California
Seattle, Washington
Somerville, Massachusetts includes re: The Stanley Motor Carriage Company steam carriages
Twin Cities - St. Paul, Minnesota

Box 1766
Foreign Branches - General
Amsterdam, Holland includes re: Amsterdam attack on unemployment
Berlin, Germany
Canada includes re: Soybean Crops
England (Dagenham - London)
Exports, Inc.
Asnieres, France
Cologne, Germany includes re: E. C. Heine
Japan
Istanbul, Turkey

Box 1767
Henry Ford Hospital
Report of Patients Seen (Daily)
Students' Appointments

Box 1768
Balance Sheets
Daily Reports
January - June
July - December
Henry Ford Convalescent School - Henry Ford Hospital
Fordson Estates Limited - Boreham House

Box 1769
FORE - FORR
FORS - FORZ
FOS - FOSTER, A-H
FOSTER, I-Z - FOV
FOW - FC
FRAA - FRANJ
Frank, A-K
Frank, L-Z - FRANKK
FRANKL - FRAR Includes Dr. Leo M. Franklin re: book, "The International Jew"
FRAS - FRD
FRE - FREEEL
FREEM - EREEZ includes re: gifts of Ford Coupe and sedan to Bishop James E. Freeman of Washington Cathedral, etc.

Box 1770
FREF - FREO
FREP - FEH
FRIA - FRIEDL
FRIEDM - FRIEZ
FRIE - FRN
FRO - FRT includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $2,000 to Frontier Nursing Service
FRU - FUK
FUL - FUM
FUN - FZ
GAA - GAK includes Mrs. Ossip Gabrilowitsch re: husband in Henry Ford Hospital
GAL - GALLAG
GALLAH - GALZ
GAM - GAQ
GARA - GARD
GARE - GARQ

Box 1771
GARR - GARZ
GAS - GAT
GAU - GD
GEA - GEH
GEI - GEL
GEM - GEN includes General Federation of Women's Clubs
General Electric Company
GEO - GEQ
GERA - GERL
GERM - GERZ

Box 1772
GES - GH
GIA - GIB
GIC - GIK
Gift Acknowledgements
GILA - GILK
GILL - includes Frank B. Gill re: Mr. Hungerford, Cartoonist of *The Pittsburgh Post Gazette* (The Pied Piper)
GILM - GILZ
GIM - GK includes re: Gift of Ford Sedan to Girls Friendly Society of Michigan
GLA - GLD includes Jules Glaenzer of New York
GLE - GLN
GLO - GN
GOA - GOD
GOE - GOK

**Box 1773**

GOL - GOLDO
GOLDE - GOLDR
GOLDST - GOLZ includes re: Master Grisha Goluboff (boy violinist) loan of Stradivarius violin
GOM - GOODL
GOODM - GOODR
E. E. Goodno - Florida Property Folder # 7
GOODS - GOOZ
GOP - GOR

**Box 1774**

GOS - GOT
GOU - GQ
GRAA - GRAG
GRAH - GRAM
GRAN - GRAR
GRAS - GRAX
GRAY - GRD includes John Gray of Cedar Rapids, Iowa; also R. H. Grayson, Commander, U. S. Navy, San Diego, California
GREA - GREEM
Green only
Green Light Club, Inc. - H. H. Stockfield re: triplex Safety Glass

**Box 1775**

GREENA - GREENK
Greenfield Village
Green Lane Academy School
GREENL - GREEZ
GREF - GRH
J. F. Gregory (Georgia) W. G. Butler
Accounts
   January
   February

Box 1776
   March
   April

Box 1777
   May
   June

Box 1778
   July
   August

Box 1779
   September
   January - June (includes re: continuation of Clinic at Mr. Ford's expense; continuation of Negro schools at Mr. Ford's expense)
   July - December (includes Mitchell vs. Ford cases)
   Accident Reports
   Delivery Orders - Receiving Memos

Box 1780
   Invoices
   Accounts
   October
   November

Box 1781
   GRIA - GRIE
   GRIF
   GRIG - GRN
   GROA - GROS
   GROSS - GROSZ
   GROT - GRT
   GRU - GT
   GUA - GUH
   GUN - GUR
   GUS - GZ
   HAA
   HAB - HAC
   HAD - HAF
HAG
HAH
HAI - HATC
   Fritz Hailer - German Consulate, Detroit, includes re: Alfred Heusingef Von
   Waldegg of Berlin, Germany

Box 1782
HALA - HALK
Hall
   A-H
   I-Z
HALLA - HALLZ
HALM - HALZ
HAMA - HAMH
HAMI - HAML includes Guy Hamilton of Nashville, Tennessee (Early
   Automobile Plant Manager)
   J. W. Hamilton (archaeology), 1932-1935

Box 1783
HAMM - HAMMN
HAMMO - HAMZ includes Victor F. Hampton re: Description of Electronic
   Hammond Organ, etc.
HANA - HAND
HANE - HANM
HANN - HANR
HANS - HAQ
HARA - HARD
HARE - HARL
HARM - HARQ
HARR - HARRIR
Harris
   A-H
   I-Z
HARRISA - HARRZ
HARS - HART only

Box 1784
HARTA - HARTL
HARTM
HARTN - HARU
HARV - HARU
HASA - HASR
HASS - HASZ
HAT includes Judge Malcolm Hatfield re: an-automatic headlight dimmer for
   automobiles, etc.
HAU
HAV - HAWKH
HAWKI - HAYD includes Perry M. Hayden of Tecumseh, Michigan; also Norval A. Hawkins of Detroit
HAYE - HAYR
HAYS - HD
HEA - HE
HEB - HEC
HED - HEH
HEI - HEIL
HEIM - HEINR

Box 1785
HEINS - HEK
HEL - HELLF
HELLG - HELZ
HEM
HENA - HEND
HENE - HENN
HENO - HENR
HENS - HEQ
HERA - HERL
HERM - HERQ
   The Hermitage Mansion (Savannah, Georgia)
HERR
HERS - HERZ

Box 1786
HES
HET - HEX
HEY - HH
HIA - HIF
HIG - HIK
HILA - HILK
Hill
A-H
I-Z
HILLA - HILLZ
HILM - HIM
HINA - HINJ
HINK - HIQ
HIRA - HIRSG
HIRSH - HN
HOA - HOC
HOD includes Frank Hodson, President of Empire Steel Castings, Inc.
HOE
HOF - Hoffman only - includes John Jacob Hoff of Ain, France
HOFFMANN - HOFZ
HOG - HOK includes Arthur W. Hoge (early Detroiter)
HOLA - HOLK
HOLLA - HOLLH includes George M. Holley of Holley Carburetor Company

Box 1787

HOLLI - HOLLZ
HOLM - HOLS
HOLT - HOLZ includes Willard E. Holt (early neighbor)
HOM - HON
HOO
HOP - HOQ
HORA - HORN
HORO - HORZ
HOS - HOT
HOU - HOV
HOW - HOWC includes H. F. Howard, Plant Manager of Chevrolet Motor Company, Flint, Michigan re: The Edison Institute
HOWD - Howe only

Box 1788

HOWEA - HOX
HOY - HT
HUA - HUBD
HUBE - HUC
HUD - HUF includes Eleanor Willard Hudson of The Willard Family Association (Homestead)
Edward Huff - Mrs. Julia Huff (Frank Campsall)
Mrs. Julia E. Huff
HUG includes Ben C. Hughes re: Parsons-Cass Gang - Mr. Ford's Detroit Edison Employment
HUH - HUL
HUM
HUN - Hunt only
HUNTA - HUNTH
HUNTI - HUQ
HUR
Hurron Mountain Club

Box 1789

HUS
HUT - HX includes Miller Reese Hutchison (Engineer) of New York, Ralph Cooper Hutchison, President of Washington and Jefferson College
HY - HZ
IA - IK
IL - IM
INA - INF
ING - INS includes Edwin D. Starbuck of the University of Southern California
INT - IQ
IR
IS
IT - IZ

Box 1790

JAA - JACKSON, A-G
JACKSON, H-Z - JACN
JACO - JACZ
JAD - JAL
JAM
JAN - JAP
JAQ - JD
JEA - JEM
JEN - JEQ includes V. Clement Jenkins, Vice President of Sixth Avenue Association, Inc., New York
JER - JN
JOA - JOHNSOM
Johnson, A-D
Johnson, E-H

Box 1791

Johnson & Higgins (Insurance) General
Accident Reports A-F
Accident Reports G-J
Accident Reports K-P
Accident Reports R-Z

Box 1792

Johnson, I-M
Johnson, N-Z - JOOTSS
JOHNSTON only
JOHNST - Jones, A-C
Jones, D-H
Jones, I-M
Jones, N-Z - JONZ
JOO - JOR
JOS - JT includes Henry B. Joy of Detroit
JUA - JUM
JUN - JZ
Mamie Dagmar - JYKHA

Box 1793

KAA - KAH
KAI - KAL
KAM - KANH
KANI - KAQ
KAR - KAS
KAT
KAU - KAUF
KAUG - KD
KEA - KED
KEE - KEF
KEG - KEK
KEL - KELLER
KELLES - KELLN
KELLO - KELLX
KELLY - KELZ
  Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc.
    Insurance - General
    Greenfield Village Accident Reports

Box 1794
  A-F
  G-K
  L-R
  S-Z
KEM
KEN -KENNA
KENNE - KENNZ
KENO - KENZ

Box 1795
KEO - KERQ
KERR - KERZ
KES - KET
KEU - KH
  Keystone View Company (School Supplies)
KEA - KIE
KIF - KIL
KIM - KINF

Box 1796
King
  A-H includes Charles B. King of Larchmont, New York
    I-Z
KINGA - KINR
  George Kingston (Florida Property)
KINS - KIQ
KIRA - KIRK
KIRL - KK
KLA - KLD
KLE - Klein, A-H
Klein, I-Z - KLH
KLI - KLN
KLO - KM
KNA - KND
KNE - KNN
KNOA - KNOV
KNOW - KNZ includes Frank Knox, Publisher of *The Chicago Daily News*

**Box 1797**
KOA - KOD
KOE
KOF - KOH
KOI - KOO
KOP - KOR
KOS - KQ
KRAA - KRAL
KRAM - KRAS
KRAT - KRD
KRE - KRH includes D. H. Kress, M.D. of Washington Sanitarium re: Cigarettes
KRI - KRN
KRO - KRT
KRU - KT
KUA - KUF
KUG - KUH
KUI - KUO
KUP - KUR

**Box 1798**
KUS - KZ
LAA - KAC
LAD - LAH
LAI - LAL
LAMA - LAMB
LAMC - LAMZ
LANA - LAND
LANE - LANF
LANG only
LANGA - LANGE
LANGF - LAO
LAP - LAR
LAS - LAT
LAU
LAV - LAWQ
Box 1799

LAWR
LAWS - LD
LEA
LEB - LED
LEE
LEF - LEG
LEH
LEI - LEK
LEL - LEM
LEN
LEO
LEP - LES
LET - LEVH
LEVI - LEVX
   ISIDOR LEVIN (empty)
Levy, A-G
Levy, H-L
Levy, M-Z - LEVZ
LEW - Lewis, A-G
Lewis, H-Z
LEWISA - LH
LIA - LIC includes K. C. Li of Wah Chang Trading Corporation, New York
LID - LIE
   E. G. Liebold

Box 1800

LIF - LIM
LINA - LINDE
LINDF - LINDZ includes Judge Ben B. Lindsey
LINE - LINZ
LIO - LIS
LIT - LIU
LIV - LN
LOA - LOD
LOE
LOF - LOM
LON - Long only
LONGA - LOQ
LOR
LOS - LOT
LOU
   Dr. Louis Ferdinand, Prince of Prussia
LOV includes Luther D. Lovekin, Chief Engineer of the New York Shipbuilding Company
LOW - LOWENR

Box 1801

LOWENS - LT
LUA - LUC
LUD - LUE
LUF - LUM
LUN - LUS
LUT - LX
LYA - Lynch, A-G
Lynch, H-Z - LYNZ
LYO - LZ
MAA - MAB
MACA - MACH includes Pirie MacDonald (photographer) re: photographs of Mr. Ford not satisfactory
MACI - MACK
MACL - MACZ
MAD - MAF
MAG
MAS

Box 1802

MAI - MAK
MAL - MAM
MANA - MANF
MANG - MANM
MANN - MANR
Azel G. Manning
MANS - MAQ includes W. H. Mannss of The Union Stock Yard and Transit Company of Chicago
 Manufacturers and Traders Trust Company of Buffalo, New York re: check dated April 1, 1911 for $7,020 payable to John R. Lee, Treasurer and endorsed by him, payable to Henry Ford (re: John R. Keim Mills)
MARA - MARD
MARE - MARJ
MARK
MARL - MARR
MARS - MARSH only
MARSHA - MARSZ
MART - Martin, A-G
Martin, H-L
Martin, M-Z - MARTH includes T. J. C. Martyn, President of Newsweek

Box 1803

MARU - MARZ
MASA - MASO
MASP - MASZ includes Karl T. Compton, President of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MAT - MATHH
MATHI - MATTHA
MATTHE - MATZ
MAU
MAV - MAX
MAY - MAYD
MAYE - Mayer, A-H
Mayer, I-Z - MAYEZ
MAYF - MB includes Dr. Charles H. Mayo of Rochester, Minnesota
McA - McB
McCAA - McCAQ
McCAR - McCAZ
McCE - McCN

Box 1804
McCOA - McCOQ
McCOR - McCOZ
McCR - McCZ
McDA - McDONA includes Fred J. McDonald of St. Clair, Michigan
McDONE - McDZ
McE - McF
McGA - McGH
McGI - McGO
McGR - McGZ
McGuffey
    General
    Reprints Mailed
    A-B

Box 1805
C-E
F-J
K-O
P-T
U-Z

Box 1806
McH - McJ includes Harris McIntosh of Dura Company
McKa - McKH includes Woodrow McKay of Lexington, North Carolina
McKI - McKZ
McLA - McLD
McLE - McLY
McMA - McME
McMI - McMY includes James McMillan of Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Company
McN - McO
McP - MD
MEA - MEC
MED - MEH
MEI - MEK includes Merrill C. Meigs, General Manager of Chicago American
MEL - MEM includes Andrew W. Mellon of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania

Memorandums

Box 1807

MENA - MENF
MENG - MEQ
MERA - MERQ
MERR
MERS - MES
META - METY
METZ - MEX
MEY - Meyer, A-F
Meyer, G-L
Meyer, M-Z
MEYERA - MH

Box 1808

MIA - MIC includes George M. Welch, President of Michigan Bell Telephone Company
Michigan Central Railroad
Michigan - State of (General)
Michigan - State Highway Department
MID - MIK
MILA - MILK

Box 1809

MILL - Miller, A-B
Miller, C-F
Miller, G-J
Miller, K-R
Miller, S-Z
MILLERA - MILLR
MILLS - MILLZ includes Wilson W. Mills of Detroit Mills School - Macon, Michigan
MILM - MIM includes C. G. Milner, Dealer at Rome, Georgia; also The Milwaukee Journal re: "1881 Saved From Drowning" rumor
MINA - MINM
Jack and Manly F. Miner
Box 1810
MINN - MINZ
   Miscellaneous - Copies of letters
MID - Mitchell, A-E
Mitchell, F-Z - MN
MOA - MOE
MOF - MOK
MOL - MOM
MONA - MONS
MONT - MONZ
MOO - MOORD
Moore, A-F
Moore, G-L
Moore, M-Z - MOQ

Box 1811
MORA - MORF includes Mrs. Paul E. Morf re: Dr. William Savage Pitts' song
   "The Church in the Wildwood"; also J. Bell Moran re: "Independently sprung
   Ford car"
MORG - MORH
MORI - MORRIR
Morris
   A-H
   I-Z
MORRISA - MORRZ includes. T. A. Morross re: "subversive or radical
   activities"
MORS
MORT - MORZ
MOSA - MOSK
MOSL - MOT
MOU - MT
MUA - Mueller, A-H
Mueller, I-Z - MUK
MUL
MUM - MUQ
Mur - MURPHX
Murphy, A-H
Murphy, I-Z - MURQ

Box 1812
MURR - MURZ
MUS - MX includes re: two early acquaintances: George H. Musgrave and Henry
   Penton
MY - MZ
NAA - NAL
NAM - NAS
NAT - National, A-K
National, L-Z - NATS
NATT - ND
NEA - NEE
    A. C. Neale
NEF - NEK includes Judge Henry Neil
NEL

Box 1813

NEM - NET includes Conrad J. Netting of Detroit
NEU - NEV
NEW - NEW B
NEW C - NEW E includes Memo "New Car Registrations-1935- First Six Months"
NEW F - NEW L
NEW M
NEW N - NEW S
NEW T - NEW X
NEW Y - NH
NIA - Nichols includes Governor H. W. Nice of Maryland
NICHOLSA - NICZ
NID - NIE
NIF - NN

Box 1814

NOA - NOK
NOL - NOQ
NORA - NORS
NORT - NORTHD
NORTHE - NORTN
NORTO - NORZ
NOS - NT includes Pierrepont B. Noyes, President of Oneida Ltd. Of Oneida, New York
NU - NZ
O - OBQ
OBR - OBZ
OC includes F. T. O'Connor, Comptroller of the Currency, Washington
OD
OE
OF - OG
OH - OK

Box 1815

OLA - OLE includes Barney Oldfield
OLF - OLR
OLS - OM
ON - OO
OP - OQ
ORA - ORM
ORN - ORZ
OSA - OSH
OSI - OSZ
OT
OU - OV
OW - OZ
PAA PAC includes Alvan Macauley, President of Packard Motor Car Company
PAD - PAK includes Bishop Herman Page of Detroit
PAL includes re: Life Membership in Palestine Lodge No. 357, F. and A. M.

Box 1816

PAM - PAQ
PARA - PARJ
PARK - Parker, A-H
Parker, I-Z - PARKZ
PARL - PARR
PARS - PAS
PATA - PATS
PATT - PATTH
PATTI - PATZ
PAU
PAV - PD
PEA - PEB
PEC - PED
   Pecan Folder
PEE - PEM
PEN - PENNM includes Marion Penn, of the Peace Ship
   Pennington School - Macon, Michigan

Box 1817

PENNO - PENZ
PEO - PEQ
   Historical Names for Pequaming Schools
PERA - PERQ
PERR - PES
PETE - Peters
PETERSA - PETEZ
PETF - PEZ
PF - PG
PHA - PHILI
PHILL
John Phillips
PHILM - PHZ
PI - PID includes Jean and Jeannette Picard (balloonists)

Box 1818

PIE - PIERC
PIERD - PIK includes Harry Lynn Pierson, Jr. of Detroit
PIL - PIN includes A. R. Pinci of New York and Washington
PIO - PIS
PIT - PK includes Dr. Walter B. Pitkin of Columbia University
PLA - PLD includes Mrs. Gaston Plantiff
PLE - PN includes Plymouth, Massachusetts Fire Department
POA - POK
POL
POM - POO
POP - POQ
POR - Porter, A-H
Porter, I-Z - PORZ
POS
POT
POU - POWERQ
POWER - PQ
PRA - PRD

Box 1819

PRE - PRH
PRI - PRID
PRIE - PRN
PRO - PT includes Horace and Grace Prunk
Progress on Parade - Detroit
PUA - PUL
PUM - PUR
PUS - PZ
QA - QUH
QUI - QZ
RAA - RAC includes Max Rabinoff of New York

Box 1820

RAD - RAH
Radio Comments, etc. Thank you letters received
Radio Copies of letters received re: The Village Broadcast
RAI - RAM
RANA - RAND
RANE - RAO
RAP - RAS includes John J. Raskob of New York; also A. J. Rasmussen re:
Growing of cotton
RAT
RAU - RAX
RAY - RD
REA - REB
REC - RED

Box 1821
REE - REED
REEF - REEZ
REF - REH
REIA - REIE
REIF - REIM
REIN - REIR
REIS - REIZ
REL - REO includes Remington Rand Company re: air-conditioning for musical instruments; also Gordon Rentschler, President of The National City Bank of New York
REP - REX

Box 1822
REY - RG
RH
RIA - RICG
RICH - RICHARDSOM
RICHARDSON - RICHD
RICHE - RICJ
RICK - RID
RIE
RIF - RIM includes Frank J. Riley of The New York Times
RIN - RIS includes Charles M Ripley of General Electric Company
RIT - RN
ROA - ROBERTR

Box 1823
Roberts only - ROBERTSOM
ROBERTSON - ROBINS includes A. W. Robertson, Chairman Of Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
Robinson, A-H includes Conway Robinson re: "Metallic Carbon"
Robinson, I-Z - ROBZ
ROCA - ROCJ
ROCK - ROCZ includes Kenneth Chorley of Williamsburg Restoration
ROD
ROE - ROF
ROG - Rogers, A-H
Rogers, I-Z - ROGZ includes re: "Will Rogers Memorials"
ROH - ROK
ROL - ROM

**Box 1824**

RON - ROR
ROSA - ROSENA includes Mrs. Alexander D. Rose re: Stephen C. Foster
ROSENB
ROSENC - ROSENS
ROSENT - ROSR
ROSS - ROSZ
ROT - Roth, only includes Mrs. Samuel P. (Allethaire L.) Rotan of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
ROTHA - ROTZ
ROU - ROV
ROW - ROX includes Lament Rowlands of O'Brien Varnish Company re: Soybeans and Tung Oil, etc.
ROY - RT includes S. W. Royce, President and General Manager of Huntington Hotel, Pasadena, re: Edsel B. Ford; also W. Ormiston Roy (Landscape); also re: life membership in the Royal Automobile Club (England)
RUA - RUC
RUD - RUE
RUF - RUL

**Box 1825**

RUM - RUO includes G. Rungwerth of Ford Motor Company, Germany; also Edward A. Rumely re: death of Professor Hugo Junkers, German Aircraft designer
RUP - RUSSEK
RUSSEL - RUSZ
RUT - RX
RY - RZ
SAA - SAD
SAE - SAK
SAINT, only includes re: gift of Ford truck to Saint Mary College and Academy at Monroe, Michigan; also Francis A. Mackay, Organist of St. Paul's Cathedral, Detroit
St. Louis Basket & Box Company
SAJ - SAL
Saline, Michigan

**Box 1826**

SAM
SANA - SANC
SAND
SANE - SAO includes re: loan of violin to Frances Margaret Sanger of Grosse Pointe
SAP - SAT
SAU
SAV
SAW - SB
SCA - SCG
SCHAA - SCHAE
SCHAF - SCHAO
SCHAP - SCHD
SCHEA - SCHEK
SCHEL - SCHEQ
SCHER - SCHH
SCHIA - SCHIK
SCHIL - SCHK

Box 1827

SCHLA - SCHLH
SCHLI - SCHLZ
SCHMA - SCHMIDS
Schmidt, A-H
Schmidt, I-Z - SCHMIDZ
SCHMIE - SCHMZ
SCHN - Schneider, A-H
Schneider, I-Z - SCHNZ
SCHOA - SCHOE
SCHOF - SCHON
SCHOO - SCHQ
Schools - Henry Ford Schools
SCHRA - SCHN
SCHRO - SCHT
SCHUA - SCHUK
SCHUL - SCHULTY
SCHULTZ - SCHULZ
SCHUM - SCHUR
SCHUS - SCHV
SCHWA - SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ - SCHWARY
SCHWARZ - SCHWD
SCHWE - SCHZ
SCI - SCOTS
Scott, A-H
Scott, I-Z - SCOZ

Box 1828

SCR - SD includes William E. Scripps of The Detroit News
SEA includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $100 to Seamen's Church Institute of America
SEB - SEEK
SEEL - SEH
SEI - SEK
SEL
SEM - SEQ
SER - SEV
SEW - SG
SHAA - SHAM
SHAN - SHAQ
SHAR - SHAV includes Mrs. Harriet B. Shatraw (John Burroughs)
SHAW - SHD
SHEA - SHEE
SHEF - SHEO
SHEP - SHEQ includes Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas
SHER - SHERM
SHERN - SHH includes Sherwood's Inc. (Books, etc.)

Box 1829

SHI - SHN includes Shotaro Shimomora of The Daimaru, Ltd. Department Stores, Osaka, Japan
SHO - SHQ includes remarks of Senator Samuel M. Shortridge at the dedication of the Richmond, California Assembly Plant, August 1, 1931
SHR - SHZ
SIA - SID
SIE - SIF
SIG - SILU
SILV - SILZ
SIMA - SIMN
SIMO
SIMP - SIMZ
SIN
SIO - SJ
SK includes A. D. Skinner, President of Skinner Engine Company

Box 1830

SLA - SLD
SLE - SLZ includes C. Bascom Slemp
SMA - SMITG
Smith
  A-B
  C
  D-E
  F-G includes Gerald L. K. Smith re: Huey Pierce Long
  H.
  I-J
  K-M
  N-S
T-Z

Box 1831

SMITEA - SMZ
SNA - SNN
SNO - SNZ includes Harry A. Snow of Detroit Edison Company re: George Neisler, Dearborn Postmaster
SOA - SOL includes Dr. Boris Sokoloff (author); also re: Societe Anonyme Andre Citroen Receivership
SOM
SON - SOT includes memo re: SORGHUM
SOU - SOUS
SOUT - SOZ
Soybeans - Soya Beans
SPA - SPD
SPEA - SPEM
SPEW - SPH
SPIA - SPIM

Box 1832

SPIN - SPQ
SPRA - SPRH
SPRI - SPRN
SPRO - SS
STAA - STAG St. (Saint) files SAI
STAH - STAM
STAN - Standard, A-K
Standard, L-Z - STANDH
Standard Oil Company
STANDI - STAQ includes Priscilla Staples formerly of The Wayside Inn
STAR - STAS
STAT - STD
STEA - STEC
STED - STEE includes Peter Severin Steenstrup
STEP - STEH
STEI - Stein, only
STEINA - STEING
STEIM - STEM
STEN - STEQ
Stephens - Adamson Manufacturing Company re: Soybean Conveyor Equipment

Box 1833

STER - Stern, A-H
Stern, I-Z - STES
STET - Stevens, A-H
Stevens, I-Z - STEVZ
STEW- STH
STIA - STIK
STIL - STN

**Box 1834**

STOA - STOE
STOF - STOM
STON
STOO - STOR
STOS - STQ includes Mrs. Edward T. Stotesbury of Philadelphia re: a Ford Dealership
Frank Stout re: Fort Myers, Florida Property
STRAA - STRAT
STRAU - STRAD includes re: gift of Ford sedan to Fred Strauss (early employee)
STRE - STRN
STRO - STRT includes Bernhard Stroh, Jr. (Brewery)

**Box 1835**

STRU - STT
STUA - STUI includes Gideon M. Stull of Chester, Pennsylvania
STUM - STZ
SUA - SULLH
SULL1 - SULZ
SUM - SUO
SUP - SUS
SUT - SV
SWA - SWD
SWE - SWH
SWI - SX includes Gerard Strops, President of General Electrical Company; also
G. F. Swift, President of Swift & Company
SY - SZ includes Madam Marguerita Sylva of New York
TAA - TAK
TAL - TA

**Box 1836**

TAN - TAR
TAS - TAX
Taxes
TAY - Taylor, A-E
Taylor, F-K includes F. Chase Taylor (Colonel Stoopnagle)
Taylor, L-Z - TD
TEA - TEM includes K. W. Herrick, President of Tecumseh Products Company
TEN - TER
TES - TG
THA - THD
THE - THN
THOA - Thomas, A-H includes Henry Thomas of The Winchell-Thomas
   Company, Boston - (Publishers)
Thomas, I-Z - THOMP
Thompson, A-E
Thompson, F-K
Thompson, L-Z - THOMR

Box 1837

THOMS - THOMZ
THON - THQ
THR - THZ includes Howard Thurston
TIA - TIK
TIL - TIM includes Edith Phetts Tilton, Educational Director of Detroit
   Symphony Orchestra
TIN - TN
TOA - TOD
TOE - TOL
TOM - TOO
TOP - TOY includes Frank Tours, Musical Director of "The Great Waltz"*1
TOW - TQ
TRA - TRD
TRE - TRH
TRI - TRN
TRO - TRT

Box 1838

TRU - TT includes The James True Associates report of November 30, 1935
TUA - TUK includes Earl W. Tucker of Peace Ship
TUL - TURM
TURN - TURZ
TUB - TV includes Dr. George Washington Carver of Tuskegee Normal and
   Industrial Institute
TW - TZ
UA - UK
UL - UM
UNA - UNIO
Union, only - UNITEC
United, only includes re: Honorary membership in United Horological
   Association of America, Inc.; also United Daughters of the Confederacy re:
   Stratford Hall
United States - UO includes W. A. Irvin, President of U. S. Steel Corporation
   Unsigned receiving memos and delivery orders

Box 1839
U. S. Government - Miscellaneous - includes memo re: National Recovery Act, 1839; also re: Model T Ford 1913 added to United States National Museum Collection
Collector of Internal Revenue - Wheat Processing Returns
Greenfield Village Post Office
Postcards Held
Reports
Weather Bureau Daily Maps

Box 1840
Universities - General - includes re: Northwestern University - 1840 - Proffered Honorary Degree and Stanford University - Autographed Photograph
Colgate University re: Honorary Degree conferred upon Mr. Henry Ford
UP - UR
US - UZ includes S. W. Utley, President of The Detroit Steel Casting Company
VAA - VAM
VANA - VANC
VAND - VANE
VANF - VANO includes Hendrik Willem van Loon (Historian)
VANP - VAQ

Box 1841
VAR - VD
   Harriet Vaughn
VEA - VEQ
VER - VH
VIA - VIK

Box 1842
VIL - VN
   Maurice G. Vince vs. Ford Motor Company - Tractor Accident (empty)
VOA - VOG
VOH - VOM
VON - VOO
   Mrs. Charles Voorhess - Miss Margaret Voorhess - (their tour)
VOP - VZ
WAA - WAF includes The Wadsworth Watch Case Company re: Repairing antique watches
WAG - Wagner, A-H includes Gunther Wagner of Hanover, Germany, re: Pelican Fountain Pens
Wagner, I-Z - WAGZ

Box 1843
WAS - WAK
WAL - WALE
WALF - Walker, A-H
Walker, I-Z - WALKZ
WALL - WALLA includes Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture
WALLB - WALLZ
WALM - WALS
WALT - WALTG
WALTH - WALTZ includes Waltham Watch Company
WAM - WAQ includes Aloha Wanderwell (Wanderwell Expedition)
WAR - Ward, only
WARDA - WARM
WARN - WARQ

Box 1844

WARR - WARRE
WARRI - WARZ
WAS includes Ralph Cooper Hutchison, President of Washington and Jefferson College; also re: Chief Kiutus Tecumseh of the State of Washington
WATA - WATE
Watches - List
Watches - Memo - Watches held in vault
WATF - Watson, A-H
Watson, I-Z - WATZ
WAU - WD
Wayne Comity Register of Deeds Office
Board of Wayne County Road Commissioners
Wayne County Treasurer's Office

Box 1845

Wayside Inn
January - June
July - December
Accident Reports
Delivery orders, receiving memos
Enclosing Diaries
Monthly Statements
Frank Campsall copies

Box 1846

WEA - WEBA
WEBB
WESE - WEBR
WEBS - WEC
WED - WEF
WEG - WEH
WEIA - WEI
Weights and Measures - Standardization of Measures
WEIL - WEIM
WEIL - WEIM
WEIN - WEOQ
WEIR - WEISE includes Ernest T. Weir, Chairman of the National Steel Corporation
WEISS - WEK
WELA - WELLE
WELLF - Wells, A-H
Wells, I-Z - WELZ
WEM - WEQ
WER

Box 1847
WESA - WESS
West only
WESTA - WESTERM
WESTERN - WESTEZ
WESTF - WESZ
WET - WG
WHA - Wheeler, A-H includes two Whaley-Eaton Service Letters
Wheeler, I-Z - WEEZ
WHIA - WHITD
White
A-E
F-K
L-Z
White Star Refining Company
White Star Refining Company re: purchase of property (Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
WHITEA - WHITH

Box 1848
WHITI - WHITM
WHITN - WHITS
WHITT - WHZ
WIA - WID
WIE - WIF
WIG - WILC
WILD - WILG
WILH - WILK
WILL - WILH
WILLIA - Williams, A-E
Williams, F-K
Williams, L-Z - WILLIAMSOM
WILLIAMSON - WILLIE includes Lord and Lady Willingdon of Viceroy's House, Calcutta
Box 1849

WILLIS - WILLZ
   Willow Run School - Belleville, Michigan
WILM - Wilson, A-C
Wilson, D-H
Wilson, I-N
Wilson, O-Z - WILZ
WIM - WISE includes Edwin Pugsley, Vice President of Winchester Repeating
   Arms Company re: soybeans, etc.
WINF - WINK includes "Wings of a Century" Exposition re: parts for a 1906
   Model "N" Ford
WINL - WINS
WINT - WINZ
WIO - WIR
WIS
WIT - WN
WOA - WOK
WOL - Wolf, only
WOLFA - WOLFZ
WOLG - WOOC includes Hans Wollner re: bust of Mr. Henry Ford

Box 1850

Wood
   A-H
   I-Z
WOODA - WOODR
WOODS - WOOK
WOOL - WOQ
WOR - WQ
WRA - Wright, A-H
Wright, I-Z - WRZ

Box 1851

WU - WX
   The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
WY - X
YA - YD
YE - YN
YO - YOUNF
Young, A-H
Young, I-Z - YZ includes George C. Handy, Publisher of The Ypsilanti Daily
   Press; also Owen D. Young
ZA - ZD
ZE - ZH
   Carl Zeiss
ZIA - ZIL
ZIM
ZIN - ZH
ZO - ZZ
Undecipherable Names (empty)
Uncertain as to spelling of name (empty)

1936
Box 1852
A-ABD
ABE - ABQ includes Bishop Hayward S. Ablewhite, of Marquette, Michigan;
also Louis J. Abner re: General Hugh Johnson
ABR - ABZ
AC - ACZ
ADA -Adams, A-H includes George Matthew Adams: (writer)
Adams, I-Z - ADB
ADC - ADK
ADL - ADZ includes: Duncan Hines (Adventures in Good Eating); also Fred
Adolph (Gunsmith)
AE - AH
AI - AK
AL - ALBD
ALBE - ALBQ
ALBR - ALD
ALE
ALF - ALLEM
Allen, A-H includes re: Edward Allen (inventor re: automobile fuel)
Allen, I-Z
ALLENA - ALO
ALP - ALZ

Box 1853
AM - AMER (except American) includes Louis J. Colombo re: derivation of
word "America"
American
A-D
E-L includes Mr. Ford's-60th birthday greetings sent to Louis D. Brandeis,
Supreme Court Justice
American Library Service - New York
M-R
S-Z includes Mr. Ford's recommendation of Honorary membership in The
Society up: Mechanical Engineers for Alex Dow; also American Steam
Automobile Company
American Standards Association
AMES - AMZ
ANA - Anderson, A-H
Anderson, I-Z - ANDQ
ANDR - ANDZ
ANE-ANN

Box 1854
ANO - AO
AP - AQ
Application Folder
General
E. G. Liebold, Hazel McConnell
Teachers
AR - ARL
ARM - ARMSS

Box 1855
ARMST - ARMZ
ARN - ARNR
ARNS - ARZ
AS - ASHL
ASHM - ASZ
AT - ATK
ATL - ATZ
AU - ADL
Mr. and Mrs. Francois Audi (Violet Raymond Audi)
AUM - AUZ
AT - AZ
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. (advertising)

Box 1856
B - BAB
BAC - BACZ
BAD - BAF
BAG - Bailey, A-H
Bailey, I-Z - BAJ
BAK - Baker, A-H
Baker, I-Z - BAKZ
The Baker & Taylor Company (Books)
BAL - BALD
BALE - BALLE
BALLF - BAM
BAN - BAQ

Box 1857
Banks - Hold for Reply - Folder
Bank Letters
A-E
F-G
H-K
L-S

The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
T-Z

Citizens Bank & Trust Company, Savannah, Ga. re: closing of joint account
Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust Company of Chicago re: Time account
Re: closing of joint account
Corn Exchange Bank & Trust Company
First National Bank, Atlanta, Georgia
The First National Bank of the City of New York
Harris Trust and Savings Bank
Imperial Bank of Canada, Windsor
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit, Dearborn, Michigan
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit - Henry Ford Farms Account
Midland Bank, Limited
National Bank of Detroit
National Provincial Bank, Limited

Box 1858

Bank Statements
A-D
F-L
M-N
O-Z

Box 1859

BAR - BARB
BARC - BARJ
BARK - BARM
BARN - BARNES
BARNET - BARQ
BARR - BARRH
BARRI - BARS includes list at those seated at the Speaker's Table of the Edison Banquet, October 21, 1929
BART - BARTK includes Oliver E. Barthel (Consulting Engineer)
BARTL - BARTZ
BARU - BAS
BAT - BATZ
BAU - BAUL
BAUM - BAUZ
BAV - BD
BE - BEAQ
Be Happy Corn Remedy
Box 1860

BEAR - BEB
BEC - BECK includes re: death of James M. Beck (Washington)
BECKA - BECKE
BECKF - BECZ
BED - BEF
BEG - BEK
BEL - BELK
Bell
BELLA - BEM
BEN - BENE includes Vincent Bendix (Bendix brakes, etc)
BENF - BENNES
BENNET - BENR
BENS - BEO
BEK - BERGD includes William J. Hutchins, President of Berea College, Kentucky
BERGE - BERGZ
   Cletus W. Bergen (Savannah Architect)
BERH - BERM
BERN - BERQ
BERR - BERZ
BES - BET
BEU - BH

Box 1861

BT - BID
   The Berry Schools
      January - June
      July - December
Bicycles
BIE - BIF
BIG - BIK
BIL - BIM
BIN - BIQ
BIR - BIRZ

Box 1862

BIS - BK
   Walter Bishop, Athens, Georgia
BL - BLAC
BLAD - BLAM
BLAN - BLD
   Henry Y. and Arthur Blayney - William Holmes McGuffey Farm
BLEE - BLN
BLO - BLOE
BLOF - BLT
BLU - BLUMD
BLUME - BN includes re: death of Dr. Charles Blumenthal
BO - BOD
BOE - BOF
BOG - BOH
BOI - BOLK
BOLL - BOM
BON

Box 1863

BOO - BOQ
BOR - BORG
BORH - BORZ
BOS - BOSS
BOST - BOSZ
  Boston Antique Shop
BOT - BOV
BOW - BOWJ
BOWK - BOX
BOY - BOYD
BOYE - BQ includes re: member of sponsoring committee of the Boys Club of
  Detroit; also Maurice Boyer of Paris, France; also Nap H. Boynton, General
  Sales Manager of General Electric Company
  Botsford Inn
    General
    Daily Reports
    Boys Brotherhood Republic
BRA - BRADF
BRADG - BRADL
BRADM - BRADZ
BRAE - BRAM
BRAN - BRAR

Box 1864

BRAS - BRD
Brazil Correspondence
BRE - BREI
BREJ - BREO
BREP - BRH
BRI - BRIF
BRIG - BRIM includes Walter O. Briggs of Briggs Manufacturing Company
BRIM - BRN includes Arthur Brisbane re: Ford trucks for Italy
BRO - BROC
BROD - BRON
BROO - BROOL
BROOM - BROWN

Box 1865

Brown
A-C
   Doctors E. D. and A. H. Brown (Tecumseh Dentists)
D-G
H-J
K-R
S-Z
   Brownville School - Tecumseh, Michigan
BROWNA - BRT
BRU - BRUNH
   Henrietta Bruce re: Agnes Farrell Land Contract
BRUNI - BRX
BRY - BT
BU - BUCJ includes Dr. Frank Buchman
BUCK - BUCKE includes Glen Buck of Chicago Daily Hews
BUCKF - BUCZ
BUD - BUE includes Edward G. Budd of Philadelphia
BUF - BUK includes The Buffalo Bill Memorial Association

Box 1866

BUL - BULZ
BUM - BUQ
BUR - BURJ
BURK - BURKZ
BURL - BURNG
BURNH - BURNZ
BURO - BURR
BURS - BURZ
BUS - BUSZ
   Statistics of Business - The Detroit Savings Bank
BUT - BUTS
BUTT - BX
BY - BZ includes Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd

Box 1867

C-CAK includes Nicholas Dreystadt, General Manager of Cadillac Motor Car Company; also Sir Andrew Caird of England
CAL - CALK includes re: California Pacific International Exposition at San Diego, also James E. Caldwell of Nashville, Tenn.
CALL - CALZ
CAM - CAMO
   Miss Jean Cameron (letters of introduction to European Branches)
CAMP - Campbell, A-H
Campbell, I-Z - CAMZ includes Campbell Water Wheel Company
CAN - CANF includes Canadian Industries Limited re: well drilled at Dearborn in 1915
CANG - CAO includes Eddie Cantor re: "Traffic" scholarship essay competition
CAP - CAQ
CAR - CARK
CARL - CARM
  Carleton, Michigan Property

**Box 1868**

CAM - CARQ
CARR - Carroll, A-H
Carroll, I-Z - CARS
CART - CARZ includes Mrs. Leslie Carter of Los Angeles
Cartier, Inc. (New York Jewelers)
CAS - CASE
CASS - CASZ
CAT - CD includes George W. Cato (Consulting Engineer)
CE - Central, A-L
Central, M-Z - CEZ includes Dr. Edgar DeWitt Jones of Central Woodward
  Christian Church, Detroit
  Centennial School - Tecumseh, Michigan
CH - CHAL
CHAM - CHAMZ
CHAN - CHAPL
CHAPM - CHAR includes Emile Chartier (Alain - Cartoonist)
CHES- CHD

**Box 1869**

CHE - CHH
CHIA - Chicago, A-E
Chicago, F-Q
Chicago, R-Z - CHICZ
CHID - CHQ
CHR - CHT
CHU - CHZ
CI - CK
CL - CLAQ
CLAR - Clarke, A-E
Clark, F-K
Clark, L-Z - CLARKD includes memo showing distribution of resources of
  National Banks for years 1929-1936; also Sam H. Clark, former editor of "Jim Jam Jems"
CLARKE - CLARZ
Box 1870

CLAS - CLD
CLE - CLEU includes Martin W. Clement, President of Pennsylvania Railroad
CLEV - CLH
   The Cleveland Trust Company re: closing of joint account
CLI - CLN
CLO - CN
CO - COB
COC - COE
COF - Cohen, A-F
Cohen, G-Z - COHM
COHN - COK

Box 1871

COL - COLE
COLEA - COLEZ
COLF - COLLINR includes George Barton Cutten, President of Colgate
   University
COLLINS - COLLINV
COLLINW - COLT
   Colombo, Colombo and Colombo - Louis J. Colombo
COLU - COLZ includes William S. Paley, President of Columbia Broadcasting
   System, Inc.
   Columbia Casualty Insurance Company
COM - COMZ
   Comfort School - Tecumseh, Michigan
CON - CONE
CONF - CONM

Box 1872

CONN - CONNZ
CONO - CONR
CONS - CONSZ
CONT - CONZ
COO - COOKD
COOKE - COON includes James Francis Cooke, President of The Etude Music
   Magazine re: interview
COOP - COOZ includes H. S. Cooper, London, England
   R. L. Cooper re: Georgia Property
   January - June
   July - December, includes re: location of Town of Hardwicke
COP - CORB
CORC - CORM
CORN - CORQ
CORR - CORZ
Box 1873

COS - COT
COU - COUZ
COV - COW
COX - CQ
CR - CRAM includes F. H. Sagebiel, President of Cram's Reports, Inc.
CRAN - CRAO
CRAP - CRD includes Mrs. S. T. Crapo of Tryon, North Carolina
CRE - CRH includes re: reinstatement on payroll of F. Hunter Creech
CRI - CROC
CROD - CROR
CROS - CROT
CROU - CRT
   Samuel Crowther

Box 1874

CRU - CT
CU - CUL
CUM - CUMZ includes Dr. M. Cumming of Halifax, Nova Scotia re: contribution of first Fordson tractor in 1917
CUN - CUQ
CUR - CURS
CURT - CURZ
CUS - CZ includes George B. Cutten, President of Colgate University
D - DAK
DAL
DAM - DANH
   Dance Books and Music - Reports of Sales
   Dancing Class
DANI - DAQ
DAR - DAT
DAU - DAVH

Box 1875

DAVI - DAVIR
Davis, A-l includes Emerson Davis of Detroit Chemical Works
Davis, F-K includes Judge Joe Cabell Davis of Dillon, South Carolina
Davis, L-Z - "DATZ includes Clarence R. Davis of Davis Tool and Engineering Company, Detroit
DAW - DD includes Lewis B. Rock, Publisher of The Dayton Journal, also Joseph P. Day of New York; also General Charles G. Daves of Chicago
DE - DEA

Box 1876

Dearborn
Dearborn, Michigan - City Departments - includes re: Ford Field Park
Dearborn Country Club
   General
   Statement Folder
The Dearborn Inn
   General
   Daily Room Reports
Dearborn Publishing Company
Dearborn Realty & Construction Company
   Financial Statements 1930-1936

Box 1877

Dearborn State Corporation
   General
   Collections
Dearborn Township
Dearborn Water Works
   Flat Rock Water Works Reports
DEB - DEC
DED - DEF
DEG - DEK
DEL - DELA includes J. M. Davis, President of The Delaware, Lackawana & Western Railroad Company
DELB - DELZ
DEM - DEMZ
DEN - DEO
DEP - DER
DES - DESZ

Box 1878

DET - DEU
   Detroit
      General includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $11,000 to The Detroit Community Fund; also re: Detroit Hockey Club, Inc. stock loss
      City of Departments includes re: City of Detroit Bonds purchased by Mr. Ford
Detroit Clubs
   The Detroit Edison Company
   Detroit & Ironton Railroad Company
   Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company
      Time spent on car "Fairlane"
   Detroit Trust Company

Box 1879

DEV - DEVZ
   La Marquisa de Villasante
DEW - DH
Dexter, Michigan Property
DI - DIB
DIC - DID
DIE - DIEQ
DIER - DIEZ
DIF - DIL
DIM - DIS includes re: Mrs. Hazel Dishaw; also re: Judge Harry Dingman at Henry Ford Hospital
Marie Discher re: purchase of Ash Township Property
DIT - DH
DO - DOC
DOD - DODZ
DOE - DOK
Dogs (Newfoundland Dogs)
DOL - DOM
DON - DONN

Box 1880
DONO - DOQ includes John T. Donovan re: incident of Mr. Ford's remark "Get A Horse"
DOR - DORN includes re: Mrs. Helen Gore Doremus
DORO - DOT
DOU - DOV includes Russell Doubleday of Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc.
Dove Cotes
DOW - DOWZ
DOX - DQ
DR - DRD
DRE - DRH
DRI - DT
DU - DUC
DUD - DUF

Box 1881
DUG - DUM
DUN - DUND
Dundee, Michigan Property
DUNE - DUNM
DUNN - DUO
DUP - DUR includes Mrs. Gordon Durst (contribution)
DUS - DV
DW - DZ includes Congressman L. C. Dyer, author of the National Automobile Theft Act; also Raymond K. Dykema of Detroit, re: son John's employment
EA - EAR
EAS - EASTE
EASTF - EAZ includes Clyde D. Eaton, Dealer at Havana, Illinois
EB - EBZ
EC - ECZ includes Thorwald Siegfried, Director of Economic Reconstruction Group, Los Angeles
ED - EHF

Box 1882
EDG - EDS
Edison
Edison Botanic Research Corporation
Rubber Experiments
Orange, New Jersey
Charles Edison
Thomas A. Edison - Thomas A Edison, Inc

Box 1883
Edison Institute
Greenfield Village
General
Accident Reports
Daily Cash Report
Report of Payments
Lunch Wagon and Ginger Ale Sales
January - June
July - August
September - December
Labor Summary of Guides
Operation Reports Monthly
Copies of letters re: Village

Box 1884
Flour Mill Daily Reports
Grist Mill Delivery and Purchase Orders

Box 1885
Village Daily Journal
January - February
March - April
May - June
July - August
September - October
January - December

Box 1886
Schools
General
Accident Reports
Birthdays of the Students
Chapel Broadcasts
Report of Payments

Box 1887
EDT - EDZ Mrs. Allen F. Edwards of Grosse Pointe Farms
EE - EG
EH - EHZ
EI - EIR
EIS - EK
EL - ELE includes Caroline Haslett, Director of The Electrical Association for
Women, London, England
ELF - ELK includes Elgin National Watch Company
ELL - ELLIR
ELLIS - ELLZ
ELM - ELZ includes Richard T. Ely, President of Institute for Economic Research
EM - EML
EMM - EMZ
EN - ENGK includes C. Van H. Engert of United States Legation in Ethiopia re:
Emperor Haile Selassie I.
ENGL - ENGZ
English Boy Choristers
Dan F. English - St. Louis, Missouri
ENH - EO
EP - EQ

Box 1888
ER - ERK
ERL - ERZ
ES - ESZ includes Escuela De Artes Y. Oficos (Chilean Government's Trade
School) re: photograph of Mr. Ford
ET - EU includes Roger F. Etz re: Universalist Ministers Retreat at Wayside Inn:
EY - EOT Includes L. B. Evans' Son Company, Wakefield, Massachusetts
(Maker's of Mr. Henry Ford's shoes)
EVE - EVZ
EW - EZ
F - FAH
FAI - FAK
FAL - FAQ
FAR - FARM includes Farm Journal re: article "What I Know About Henry Ford"
by Clyde L. Herring
Farm Chemurgic Council
Farmers Federation, Inc.

Box 1889
FARN - FARZ
FAS - FAU
FAV - FD
FE - FEG
FEH - FEK
FEL - FEM
FEN - FEQ includes George H. Fenkell, of City of Detroit Department of Water Supply
FER - FERM
FERN - FERZ
FES - FH
FI - FIE
FIF - FIND
FINE - FINM

Box 1890

FINN - FIR includes re: "Harvey S. Firestone began to make and sell rubber tires in Detroit September 24, 1894"
FIS - FISG
FISH - Fisher, A-H
Fisher, I-Z - FISZ
FIT - FK
FL - FLD
FLE - FLEL
FLEM - FLH
FLI - FLOR includes Dutee Wilcox Flint
FLOS - FN includes Sara Flowers, Meridian, Mississippi re: autographed photograph for graduation
FO - FOK
FOL - FOQ

Box 1891

FOR - FORD
Ford - General
Edsel B. Ford (and family)
Ford Exhibit - Steel Pier, Atlantic City
The Ford Foundation
Henry Ford - Personal
Birthday Greetings to Mr. Ford
Letters signed by Mr. Ford
Mrs. Henry Ford - Personal
Henry Ford School District No. 5
E. G. Liebold's Folder
Re: Officer's Salary Check
William Ford Tractor Sales Company
Fordson Estates Limited, Boreham House- England
Box 1892

Henry Ford Hospital
General
Accident Reports
Appointments - Examinations of School Children
Student Appointments
Balance Sheets
Report of Patients Seen Daily

Box 1893

Daily Business Reports
  E. G. Liebold copies
    January - June
    July - December
  Frank Campsall Copies
    January - June
    July - December
Convalescent School
School of Home Arts
  Applications
School of Nursing and Hygiene

Box 1894

Henry Ford Farms
General
Ray Dahlinger, Floyd Radford, Fred Wolter
Delivery Orders
Reports of Accidents
Reports of Payments
Reports of Belleville Rentals
Dbn. Monthly Cash Reports
Roadside Market Cash Reports
Belleville House Rentals and Repairs
Harrison, Michigan
Lenawee Co-operative Industries
Macon Farms Reports

Box 1895

Henry Ford Flour Mill
Reports
Purchase and Delivery Orders

Box 1896

Georgia
  January - June
  July - December
Accident Reports
Cletus W. Bergen - architect
Ways Station Clinic
William Kanaek
Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos, etc.

Box 1897
Cletus W. Bergen Folder of Invoices and Payments
Invoices - Purchase Orders
Payments Made - Jan. -April
Payments Made - May - August
Payments Made - Sept. - December
Rubber Experiments (H. G. Ukkelberg)

Box 1898
Labor Reports
Photographs of Construction Projects
Ford Schools
Store Accounts

Box 1899
W. G. Butler Payroll Account
  December, 1935
  January, 1936

Box 1900
  February, 1936
  March (to the 21st), 1936
  March - April, 1936

Box 1901
Ford Motor Company
  Dearborn
  General
  Cashier's Office
  Educational - B. B. Lovett
  Engineering - General
  Engineering - Chas. Voorhess
  Chemical Laboratory
  Food Laboratory
  Genealogy (Ford)
  Patent - Legal
  Printing Department
  Purchase Requests
  Real Estate
Radio Department includes "Tests of Radio Antennae for Metal Roof Automobiles"
Receiving Department
Books, etc. for Schools
Secretary's Office
Frank Campsall includes re: death of Roy 33. Chapin
E. G. Liebold
Charles T. Newton
L. J. Thompson
Stock Department
Weather Forecasts
Highland Park
Lincoln

Box 1902

Rouge
General
Accounting Department
Auditing Department
Chemical and Metallurgical Department
Compensation Department
Disbursement Department
Disbursement Department - Welfare Projects
Employment Department
Medical Department
Power and Construction
General - includes report of Power Produced for 13 years
O. W. Burke Company re: Greenfield Village Waiting Room
Dodd & Struthers re: Recreation Building Lightning Protection
Flour City Ornamental Iron Company re: Museum
Pam-McFate Company re: Greenfield Village Waiting Room
Wolverine Marble Company re: Museum Check Room

Box 1903

President's Office
Purchasing Department
Purchase Orders
General Sales
General
Advertising
W. C. Cowling - includes Monte Mansfield re: Cactus Candy and Pipitorias
By Product Sales Department
Secretary's Office - includes Report on Dearborn State Bank Building,
Memo re: Assets of Dearborn Publishing Company
Service Department
General
Harry Bennett's Office
Sociological Department
Re: Inkster, Michigan
Stationary (empty)
Superintendent's Office
Trade School
Traffic Department
The Rotunda

**Box 1904**

Delivery Orders
17638-19299
19300
General Letters
January - April
May - December
Inter-Plant Transfers

**Box 1905**

Remittance Advices to The Edison Institute and Henry Ford
January - April
May - August
September - December
Remittance Advice to Henry Ford Farms
Ford Service Bulletin
Branches - American General
Alexandria, Virginia
Atlanta, Georgia
Buffalo, New York
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chester, Pennsylvania
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio

**Box 1906**

Cleveland, Ohio
Dearborn, Michigan
Edgewater, New Jersey
Iron Mountain, Michigan
Long Bench, California
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Somerville, Massachusetts
Exports, Inc.
Foreign Branches - General Folder
Canada
France - Asnieres
Germany - Berlin, Cologne
Holland - Amsterdam
England - Dagenham, London includes re: Importation of English Apple Trees and Fittings from Yacht Brittania

Box 1907
FORE - FORR
FORD - FORZ
FOS - Foster, A-H
Foster, I-Z - FOV
FOW - GQ
FRA - FRANJ includes William J. Francis, M.D. editor of "Roentgen Economist" re: Mr. Ford's article on Thomas A. Edison
Frank, A-K
Frank, L-Z - FRANKK
FRANKL - FRAR
FRAS - FRD includes Jon C. Frazee re: Rotary Engine
FRE - FREEL
FREEM - FREEZ
FREF - FREO
FREP - FRH
FRI - FRIEDL
FRIEDM - FRIEZ
FRIF - FRN
FRO - FRT
FRU - FUK
FUL - FUM

Box 1908
FUN - FZ
Furniture (Garden) Request for Catalogues
GA - GAK includes Mrs. Ossip Gabrilewitscli
GAL - GALLAG
GALLAH - GAIZ
GAM - GAQ
GAR - GARD
GARE - GARQ includes Vice President John N. Garner
GARR - GARZ
GAS - GAT
GAU - GD
GE - GEH
GEI - GEL

Box 1909
GEM - GEN
General Accident Fire & Life Assurance Company
General Electric Company
GEO - GEQ
State of Georgia - Department of Game and Fish re: Gift of 75 acres of land for a Flair Hatchery
GER - GERL
GERM - GERZ includes Dr. Julius Dorpmueller, General Director of the German Railroad Company
GES - GH
GI - GIB
GIC - GIK
Gift Acknowledgements
January - June
July - December
GIL - GILK
GILL - GILLLLZ

Box 1910
GILM - GILZ
GIM - GK includes re: Mrs. Ford's Monthly contribution of $250 to Girls' Service Club
GL - GLD
GLE - GLN
GLO - GN
GO - GOD
GOE - GOK
GOL - GOLDD
GOLDE - GOLDR
GOLDS - GOLDS
GOLDST - GOLZ includes Chandler Goldthwaite - Orchestra Conductor
GOM - GOODL
GOODM - GOODR
GOODS - GOOZ
GOP - GOR
GOS - GOT includes Freeman F. Gosden of "Amos 'N Andy"
GOU - GQ
GR - GRAG
GRAH - GRAM
GRAN - GRAR

Box 1911
GRAS - GRAX
GRAT - GRD includes C. O. Gray, son of late John Gray of Dearborn
GRE - GREEM includes Henry Barr, Editor of Greater America
Great Lakes Exposition: - Cleveland, Ohio - includes: Newton D. Baker and Edward Hungerford

Green
   Green Lane Academy, Tecumseh, Michigan

GEENA - GREENK
GREENL - GREEZ
GREF - GRH includes Mrs. Alta M. Grey re: Genealogy
   J. F. Gregory - Ways Station, Georgia

GRI - GRIE
GRIF - GRIFZ includes Frank Carlos Griffith re: "Sunnycrest"
GRIG - GRN includes Albert A. Grinnell, President of Grinnell Brothers, Detroit
GRO - GROSRS

Box 1912

GROSS - GROSZ
GROT - GRT
GRU - GT
GU - GUH includes letter to Edgar A. Guest signed by Mr. Ford
GUI - GUM
GUN - GUR
GUS - GZ
H - HAA
HAB - HAC
HAD - HAF
HAG - HAGZ
HAH - HAHZ
HAI - HAK includes Henry A. Haigh of Detroit
   Fritz Hailer - German Consulate, Detroit - includes E. G. Liebold re: cable to Kaiser Wilhelm II
HAL - HALK
HALL, A-H
HALL, I-Z
HALLA - HALLZ includes Hughes Hallett of British Consulate, Detroit
HALM - HALZ
HAM - HAMH
HAMI - HAML
   Hamilton Watch Company
HAMM - HAMMN

Box 1913

HAMMO - HAMZ
HAN - HAND
HANE - HANM
HANN - HANR
HANS - HAQ
HAR - HARD
HARE - HARL
HARM - HARQ
HARR - HARRIR

Box 1914
Harris, A-H
Harris, I-Z
HARRISSA - HARRZ
HARS - HART
HARTA - HARTL
HARTM - HARTMZ
HARTN - HARU includes Dr. Henry Hartz of Detroit
HARV - HARZ includes Harvard University re: Mr. Ford's letter to be opened in
the year 2036; also Howard J. Harvey, Editor of Pioneering
HAS - HASR
HASS - HASZ
HAT - HATZ
HAU - HAUZ
HAV - HAWKE includes former Senator Harry B. Hawes
HAWKI - HAYD

Box 1915
HAYE - HAYR
HAYS - HD
HE - HEA includes Porter Heaps (organist)
HEB - HEC
HED - HEH
HEI - HEIL
Heim - HEINR
HEINS - HEK
HEL - HELLF
HELLG - HELZ
HEM - HEMZ
HEN - HEND
HENE - HENN
HENO - HENR
HENS - HEQ
HER - HERL

Box 1916
HERM - HERQ
The Hermitage Mansion
HERR - HERRZ includes Emil Herrmann Rare Violins Ins. re: recordings made
by a Stradivari Quartet
HERS - HERZ
HES - HESZ
HET - HEX
HEY - HH
HI - HIF
HIG - HIK
HIL - HILK
Hill, A-H includes Edwin C. Hill of "The Human Side of the News" re: Henry Ford
Hill, I-Z
HILLA - HILLIZ
HILM - HIM includes John W. Hiltman, Chairman of D. Appleton - Century Company, Inc. (Publishers)
HIN - HINJ
HINK - HIQ
HIR - HIRSG
HIRSH - HN includes Historic Mackinac Travel Contest
HO - HOC
HOD - HODZ
HOE - HODZ
HOF - Hoffman
Hoffmann - HOFZ

Box 1917

HOG - HOK
HOL - HOLK
HOLL - HOLLH
HOLLI - HOLLZ
HOLM - HOLS
HOLT - HOLZ
HOM - HON
HOO - HOOZ
HOP - HOQ
HOR - HORN includes Mrs. H. E. Hornteck re: Poem "The Old Hot Dog Wagon"
by Edgar A. Guest
HORO - HORZ
HOS - HOT includes re: Mr. and Mrs. Ford's attendance at Hotchkiss School graduation

Box 1918

HOU - HOV
HOW - HOWC
HOWD - HOWE
HOWEA - HOX
HOY - HT
HU - HUBD includes Frank W. Hubbard re: Party given in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Ford at the Country Club for the benefit of The Toy Club of Gross Points
HUHE - HUC
HUF - HUF includes re: Mrs. Edward S. Huff re: Patent; also The J. L. Hudson
   Company re: Colleen Moore Doll House
HUG - HUGZ
HUH - HUL
   O. V. Hull, Orange, California
HUM - HUMZ
HUN - HUNT includes Edward Hungerford

Box 1919

HUNTA - HUNTH
HUNTI - HUQ
HUR - HURZ
   Huron Mountain Club
      Receiving Memos, Delivery Orders
HUS - HUSZ
HUT - HX includes Miller Reese Hutchison of New York
HY - HZ
I - IK
IL - IM
IN - INF includes re: Indiana World Peace Committee
   Industrial Control Reports of The James True Associates
ING - INS includes Samuel Insull of Chicago
INT - IQ
   International includes re: Contribution of repair parts to The International
      Grenfell Association, Inc.
IR - IRZ
IS - ISZ
IT - IZ includes Jose Iturbi

Box 1920

JA - Jackson, A-G
Jackson, H-Z - JACN
JACO - JACZ includes Carrie Jacobs-Bond (Composer)
JAD - JAL
JAM - JAMZ includes H. B. James of Australia re: Mr. Ford's radio-telephone
   conversation from a moving Ford automobile to Buenos Aires, Argentina
JAN - JAP
JAQ - JD
JE - JEM
JEN - JEQ includes Jens Jensen (Landscape)
JER - JN
JO - JOHNSOM includes C. E. Johansson (Gauges)

Box 1921

Johnson
A-D
E-H

Johnson & Higgins (Insurance)

General
Accident Reports
A-F
G-L
M-R
S-Z

I-M includes Judge J. C. Johnson of West Memphis, Arkansas

H-Z
JOHNSTON
JOHNST - Jones, A-C
Jones, D-H
Jones, I-M
Jones, N-Z - JONZ

Box 1922

JOO - JOR
JOS - JT includes Henry B. Joy of Detroit
JU - JUM
JUN - JZ
KA - KAH
KAI - KAL
KAM - KANE
KANI - KAQ
KAR - KAS includes John Y. Karr re: Purchase at Hersey Corporation Stock
KAT
KAU - KAUF includes Reginald Wright Kauffman of The Washington Post
KAUG - KD
KE - KED
KEE - KEF
KEG - KEK
KEL - KELLER
KELLES - KELLN
KELLO - KELLEX
KELLY - KEIZ

Box 1923

Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc. (Insurance)

General
Auto Accident - 9 Farm Employees
Accident Reports
A - F
Box 1924

G-L
M-R
S-Z
Village Visitors

Box 1925

KEM - KEMZ
KEN - KENND
KENNE - KENNZ includes William D. Kennedy of J. Walter Thompson Advertising Corporation
KENO - KENZ
KEO - KERQ
KERR - KERZ
KES - KET
KEU - KH includes Ali-Kuli Khan (Persian Art)
KI - KIE
KIF - KIL
KIM - KINF
King
   A-H
   I-Z includes Lucille King (patient at Henry Ford Hospital)
KINGA - KINR
   George Kingston - Florida Property
KINS - KIQ
KIR - KIRK
KIRL - KK
KL - KLD
KLE - Klein, A-H
Klein, I-Z - KLI
KLI - KLN

Box 1926

KLO - KM
KNA - KND
KNE - KNN
KNOA - KNOV
KNOW - KNZ
KO - KOD
KOE - KOEZ
KOF - KOH
KOI - KOO
KOP - KOR
KOS - KQ
KR - KRAL
KRAM - KRAS
KRAT - KRD includes Professor Dr. Krause re: synthetic Caoutchouc made in America
KRE - KRH
KRI - KRN
KRO - KRT
KRU - KY
KU - KUF
KUG - KUH
KUI - KUO
KGP - KUR
KUS - KZ
L - LAC
LAD - LAH
LAI - LAL

Box 1927

LAM - LAMB
LAMC - LAMZ
LAN - LAND
   H. J. Landahl re: Iron Ore Project
   Governor Alfred M. Landau - Visit to Detroit
LANE - LANF
LANG
LANGA - LANGE
LANGF - LAO
LAP - LAR includes Abner E. Lamed of Detroit
LAS - LAT includes Robert Latimer of Dearborn
LAU - LAUZ includes Mrs. Charles T. Laughton
LAV - LAWQ
LAWR - LAWZ
LAWS - LD

Box 1928

LE - LEA
LEB - LED
LEE - LEEZ
LEF - LEG
LEH - LEHZ
LEI - LEK
LEL - LEM includes Wilfred C. Leland of Detroit
LEN - LENZ
LEO - LEOZ
LEP - LES
LET - LEVH
LEV1 - LEVX
Levy, A-G
Levy, H-L
Levy, M-Z - LEVZ
LEW - Lewis, A-G includes Eugene W. Lewis of Saint Simmons Island, Georgia Lewis, H-Z
LEWISA - LH
LI - LIC
LID - LIE

E. G. Liebold Personal Folder includes: John B. Burnham re: Migratory Bird Law of 1913; National Council of Jewish Women; Poultney Bigelow of New York

Box 1929

LIF - LIM
Light's Golden Jubilee Celebration (1929) re: Oil painting to be made of the scene
LIN - LINDE includes Stewart W. McClelland, President of Lincoln Memorial University re: gift of school bus
LINDF - LINDZ includes Judge Ben B. Lindsey of Los Angeles, California
LINE - LINZ
LIO - LIS
LIT - LIU
LIV - LN
LO - LOD includes Stephen T. Lockwood re: fuel for generating combustion engine gas
  Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
LOE - LOEZ

Box 1930

LOF - LOM
LON - LOHG
  Mrs. N. G. Long, Royal Oak, Michigan
LONGA - LOQ
LOR
LOS - LOT
LOU - LOUZ includes Dr. Louis Ferdinand
LOV - LOVZ
LOW - LOWENR
LOWENS - LOZ
LU - LUC includes Lubricity - DeLuxe Company re: lubrication and ventilation
LUD - LUE
LUF - LUM
LUN - LUS
LUT - LX
LYA - Lynch, A-G
Lynch, H-Z - LYNZ
Box 1931

LYO - LZ
M - MAB
MAC - MACH
MACI - MACK
MACL - MACZ
   Macon, Michigan
   Macon - Town School
MAD - MAF
MAG - MAGZ
MAH - MAHZ
MAI - MAK
MAL - MAM
MAN - MANF
   Manchester, Michigan Property
MANG - MANM
MANN - MANR includes re: oil portrait of Mr. Henry Ford, by T. O. Tallmage
MANS - MAQ includes Monte Mansfield, Tucson Ford Dealer, re: cactus candy
   and pipitorias (Mexican)
MAR - MARD

Box 1932

MARE - MARJ
MARK - MARKZ
MARL - MARR
MARS - MARSH
   Marsh & McLennan (Insurance)
   General
   Accident Reports
MARSHA - MARSZ
MART - Martin, A-G Includes Glenn L. Martin of Baltimore
Martin, H-L
Martin, M-Z - MARTZ
MARU - MARZ
MAB - MASO
MASP - MASZ
MAT - MATHE
   Mathushek Piano Manufacturing Company, New York
MATHI - MATTHA

Box 1933

MATTHE - MATZ
MAU - MAUZ
MAV - MAX
MAY - MAYD
MAYE - Mayer, A-H
Mayer, I-Z - MAYEZ
MAIF - MB includes William Benson Mays, of Detroit
McA - McB
McC - McCAQ includes McCann Erickson, Inc. re: "The Story of Thomas Edison"
McCAR - McCB
McCE - McCN
McCO - McCOQ includes Dr. Lee S. McCollester, Dean of Tufts College School of Religion
McCOR - McCQ

Box 1934
McCR - McCZ includes John T. McCutcheon (cartoonist) of Chicago Tribune
McD - McDOND
McDONE - McDZ
McE - McF includes Mrs. Elizabeth McFarlane of Detroit
McG - McGH
McGI - McGQ
McGR - McGZ includes Malcolm Muir, president of McGraw-Hill Publishing Company; also Mrs. Arthur McGraw of Squirrel Island, Maine
McGuffey - General
McGuffey Readers Mailed Folder
A-F

Box 1935
G-L
M-R
S-Z

Box 1936
McH - McJ includes A. Graham: McIntosh re: Model T Ford, 1936 used by Australians in First World War
McK - McKH
McKI - McKZ
McL - McLD
McLE - McLZ
McM - McMH
McMI - McMZ includes James Thayer McMillan of Detroit
McN - McO
McP - MD
ME - MEC includes Dr. J. R. Meader, President of Russell Sage College
MED - MEH
MEI - MEK
MEL - MEM
Memorandums
Memorandums - K. Law - B. B. Lovett
MEN - MENF
MENG - MEQ
MER - MERQ
MERR - MERRZ

Box 1937
MERS - MES
MET - METY
METZ - MEX
MEY - Meyer, A-F
Meyer, G-L
Meyer, M-Z
MEYERA - MH
MI - MIC includes re: Miami University - Offer to confer an honorary degree upon Mr. Henry Ford; also re: McGuffey Centennial
Michigan includes re: Honorary Degree of Doctor of Engineering conferred upon Mr. Henry Ford by Michigan State College, Lansing
Michigan Central Railroad
Michigan - Department Of State
Michigan State College - General

Box 1938
Michigan State Highway Department
Bulletin, January - June
Bulletin, July - December

Box 1939
MID - MIK
MIL - MIIX
Milan, Michigan Property
MILL - Miller, A-B includes Hartley W. Barclay, Editor and Harvey Conover, President, of "Mill and Factory"
Miller, C-F
Miller, G-J includes Barry A. Miller, Inc. re: racing cars; also re: James Martin Miller
Miller, K-R
Miller, S-Z
MILLERA - MILLR
MILLS - MILLZ includes Wilson W. Mills of Detroit
Mills School - Macon, Michigan
MILM - MIM
MIN - MINM
Manly P. Miner and Jack Miner
MINN - MINZ includes Dean H. C. Minnich (Miami University, Oxford, Ohio)
Curator of McGuffey Memorial Museum
Box 1940

MIQ - Mitchell, A-E
   Miscellaneous - Copies of letters
Mitchell, F-Z - MN
MO - MOE- includes Gerard Swope (Mobilization for Suman Needis)
MOF - MOK
MOL - MOM
MON - MONS
MONT - MONZ
MOO - MOORD
Moore, A-T includes Colleen Moore
Moore, G-L
Moore, M-Z - MOQ
MOR - MORF includes George Moran of "Moran and Mack"
MORG - MORH includes Henry Morgan, Secretary - Treasurer of Square D
   Company
   MORI - MORRIR

Box 1941

Morris
   A-H
   I-Z
MORRISA - MORRZ
MORS - MORSZ
MORT - MORZ
MOS - MOSK
MOSL - MOT
MOU - MT includes re: Cutaway Mortar for Mount Herman Schools - David R.
   Porter, Headmaster
   Mount Vernon Memorial (Gift of Fire Engine)
MU - Mueller, A- H
Mueller, I-Z - MUK

Box 1942

MUL
MUM - MUQ
MUR - MURPHX
Murphy, A-H includes Dr. Fred T. Murphy of Grosse Pointe
Murphy, I-Z - MURQ
MURR - MURRZ
MUS -MUZ
MY - MZ

Box 1943

N - NAL
NAM - NAS
NAT - National, A - K
National, L-Z - HATS includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $100 to National Recreation Association; also Merle Thorpe, Editor and Publisher of Nation's Business
NATT - ND
NE - NEE
A. C. Neale, Plainville, Texas
NEF - NEK
NEL - NELZ
NEM - NET includes Conrad J. Netting of Detroit
NEU - NEV

Box 1944

NEW - NEW B
NEW C - NEW E
   New Car Registrations
NEW F - NEW L
NEW M
NEW N - SEW S
   Newspaper Clippings
NEW T - NEW X
NEW Y - NH
NI - NICHOLS
NICHOLSA - NICZ
NID - NIE
NIF - NN
NO - NOK
NOL - NOQ
NOR - NORS
NORT - NORTHD
NORTHE - NORTN
   The Northern Trust Company, Chicago, Illinois
NORTO - NORZ

Box 1945

NOS - NT
NU - NZ
O - OBQ
OBR - OBZ
OC - OCZ
OD - ODZ
OE - OEZ
OF - OG
OH - OK includes re: Okeechobee Flood Control District, Lee and Hendry Counties, Florida
OL - OLE includes Ransom E. Olds, Chairman of Reo Motor Car Company; also

Barney Oldfield

OLF - OLR
OLS - OM
ON - OO
OP - OQ
OR - ORM
ORN - ORZ

Box 1946

OS - OSH
OSI - OSZ
OT - OTZ
OU - OV
OW - OZ
P - PAC
PAD - PAK includes Sarah Winchester Page re: Will McLaughlin, etc.
PAL - PALZ
PAM - PAQ
PAR - PARJ
PARK - Parker, A-H
Parker, I-Z - PARKZ
PARL - PARR

Box 1947

PARS - PAS
PAT - PATS
PATT - PATTH
PATTI - PATZ
PAU - PAUZ
PAV - PD
PE - PEB
Peafowl or Peacocks (White Peafowl)
Pecan Folder
PEC - PED
PEE - PEM
PEN - PENN
Pennington School - Macon, Michigan
PENNO - PENZ
PEO - PEQ
Pequaming, Michigan
PER - PERQ includes re: gift of Ford sedan to George Pape of Limestone, New York (Garage Man)
PERR - PES
Henry Ford Office records
Engineering Laboratory Office records subgroup
Amberg Filing System series
Accession 285

Box 1948

PETE - Peters
PETERSA - PETEZ
PETF - PEZ
PF - PG
PH - PHILK
PHILL - PHILLZ
PHILM - PHZ
PI - PID includes Dr. and Mrs. Jean Piccard (balloonists); also Mary Brooks Pleven re: "Quadrille"
PIE - PIERC
PIERD - PIK
PIL - PIN
Pinkney, Michigan Property
PIO - PIS
PIT - PK

Box 1949

PL - PLD includes Mrs. Gaston Plantiff
PLE - PN
PO - POK
POL - POLZ
POM - POO
POP - POQ
POR - Porter, A-H
Porter, I-Z - PORZ
POS - POSZ
POT
POU - PUWEQ
POWER - PQ
PR - PRD
PRE - PRH
PRI - PRID
PRIE - PRN
PRO - PT
Property Offered
Property Purchased, Deeded or Sold
Horace Prunk
PU - PUL

Box 1950

Pullman-Standard Car Manufacturing Company re: "Private Car Fair Lane
PUM - PUR
PUS - PZ
Q - QUH
QUI - QZ
Quirk Farms
R - RAC
RAD - RAH
  Radio - includes David Sarnoff, President of Radio Corporation of America
  Radio Comments
    Re: Sunday Evening Broadcasts
    Re: Village Chapel Broadcasts
    Re: World Series Baseball Broadcasts

Box 1951
RAI - RAM
  Rainbow Bridge-Monument Valley Expedition
RAN - RAND
RANE - RAO
RAP - RAS includes John J. Raskob
RAT - RATZ
RAU - RAX
  Rawsonville School
RAY - RD
RE - REB
REC - RED includes Halford W. L. Reddish of The Rugby Portland Cement Company, Ltd., England
REE - REED
REEF - REEZ
REF - REH
REI - REIE
  John T. Reid - Lovelock, Nevada
REIF - REIM
REIN - REIR
REIS - REK

Box 1952
REL - REO includes Louis Renault of Paris, France
REP - REX
Republican
REY - RG
RH - RHZ
RI - RICG
RICH - RICHARDSOM
RICHARDSON - RICHD
RICH - RICHJ
RICK - RID
RIE - RIEZ
RIF - RIM
RIN - RIS
RIT - RN
Box 1953

ROBERTSON - ROBINS includes Colonel F. B. Robins of Toronto
Robinson, A-H
Robinsos, I-Z - ROBZ
ROC - ROCS
ROCK - ROCZ
ROD - RODZ
ROE - ROF
ROG - Rogers, A-H
Rogers, I-Z - ROGZ
ROH - ROK
ROL - ROM
RON - ROR

President Roosevelt's Radio Address, October 12, 1937
ROSA - ROSENA
ROSENB
ROSENC - ROSENS
ROSENT - ROSR
ROSS - ROSZ
ROT - ROTH only
ROTHA - ROTZ
ROU - ROV

Box 1954

ROW - ROX includes Lamont Rowlands re: "Southern share-croppers"
ROY - RT
RU - RUC
RUD - RUE
RUF - RUL
RUM - RUO
RUP - RUSSEK
RUSSEL - RUSZ

C. Russell re: Vest pocket Testament
RUT - RX
RY - RZ

Box 1955

S-SAD
SAE - SAJ
SAINT only includes re: contributions to St. Peters Episcopal Church, Tecumseh, Michigan, St. Paul's Memorial Church, Detroit
St. Louis Basket and Box Company, St. Louis, Missouri (empty)
SAJ - SAL Includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $50 to Salvation Army
Saline, Michigan Property
SAM - SAMZ includes Judge George W. Sample of Ann Arbor, Mich.
SAN - SANC
SAND - SANDZ
SANE - SAO
SAP - SAT
SAU - SAUZ
SAV - SAVZ
SAW - SB

Box 1956
SC - SCG
SCH - SCHAE
SCHAF - SCHAO
SCHAP - SCHD includes Dr. Werner T. Schaurte of Germany
SCHE - SCHEK
SCHEL - SCHEQ includes invitation from The Schenectady Chamber of Commerce re: Thomas A. Edison dinner
SCHER - SCHH
SCHI - SCHIK
SCHIL - SCHK
SCHL - SCHLH
SCHLI - SCHLZ
SCHM - SCHMIDS
Schmidt, A-H
Schmidt, I-Z - SCHMIDZ
SCHMIE - SCHMZ
SCHN - Schneider, A-H
Schneider, I-Z - SCHNZ
SCHO - SCHOW
SCHOF - SCHON
SCHOO - SCHQ
SCHRO - SCHRN
SCHU - SCHUK

Box 1957
SCHUL - SCHULTY
SCHULTZ -SCHULZ
SCHUM - SCHUR includes Burlingham Schurr re: Migratory Bird Bill
SCHUS - SCHV
SCHW - SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ - SCHWARY
SCHWARZ - SCHWD
SCHWE - SCHZ includes Rosika Schwimmer (of Peace Ship)
SCI - SCOTS
Scott, A-H
Scott, T-Z - SCOZ
SCR - SD includes William E. Scripps of The Detroit News
SE - SEA includes re: contribution of $50 to Seamen's Church Institute of America - New York
SEB - SEEK includes re: contribution of $10,000 to The Seeing Eye, Inc.
SEEL - SEH
SEI - SEK
SEL - SELZ
SEM - SEQ
SER - SEV
SEW - SG includes J. M. Seymour re: outdoor fans; also Mrs. Marie Leslie Seymour of Detroit re: Tickets for Sunday Evening Broadcast

Box 1958
SH - SHAM
SHAN - SHAQ
SHAR - SHAV
SHAW - SHD
SHE - SHEE
SHEF - SHEO
SHEP - SHEQ
SHER - SHERM
SHERN - SHH Includes Robert Sherwood of New York
SHI - SHN includes Reverend H. D. Shimer re: Dr. Charles Proteus Steinmetz
SHO - SHQ
SHR - SHZ
SI - SID
SIE - SIF

Box 1959
SIG - SILU
SILV - SILZ
SIM - SIMN
SIMO - SIMOZ
SIMP - SIMZ
SIN - SINZ
SIO - SJ
SK - SKZ
SL - SLD
SLE - SLZ, includes M. S. Sloan, Chairman of the Board of Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Company
SM - SMITG includes re: death of 'E. E. Goodno of LaBelle, Florida

Box 1960
Smith
A-B
C includes C. R. Smith, President of American Airlines, Inc.
D-E
T-Q
K
I-J
K-M
N-S includes Lady Sybil Smith of Bicester, Oxfordshire, England; also Oscar W. Smith, President of Parke Davis & Company Detroit
T-Z
SMITHA - SMZ
SN - SNN
SNO - SNZ
SO - SOL
SOM - SOMZ
SON - SOT

Box 1961
SOU - SOUS
SOUT - SOZ
Soybeans
SP - SPD
SPE - SPEM
Homer T. Spear - Toledo, Ohio
SPEN - SPH
SPI - SPI
SPIN - SPQ
SPR - SPRH
SPRI - SPRN
SPRO - SS
STA - STAG includes L. E. Stage re: processing of Soybeans
STAH - STAM
STAN - Standard, A-K
Standard, L-Z - STANDH
STAHD - STAQ
Standard Oil Company
STAR - STAS includes Dr. Edwin Diller Starbuck of Institute of Character Research, Inc., of the University of Southern California

Box 1962
STAT - STD
STE - STEC includes Frederick Sweet Stearns, President of Frederick Stearns & Company of Detroit
STED - STEE
STEF - STEH
STEI - STEIN only
STEINA - STEING
STEINH - STEM
STEN - STEQ
STER - Stern, A-H
Stern, I-Z - STES
STET - Stevens, A-H
Stevens, I-Z - STEVZ
STEW - STH
STI - STIK
STIL - STN
STO - STOE
STOF - STOM
STON - STONZ
STOO - STOR
STOS -STQ
    Frank Stout re: Fort Meyers, Florida Property
STR - STRAT
STRAU - STRD

**Box 1963**

STRE - STRN includes Charles T. Bush, Vice President of The Charles A.
    Strelinger Company - Detroit
STRO - STRT
STRU - STT
STU - STUL includes re: Dr. A. G. Studer (Y.M.C.A.)
STUM - STZ
SU - SULLE
SULLI - SULZ
SUM - SUC
SUP - SUS
SUT - SV
SW - SWD
SWE - SWH
SWI - SX includes Gerard Swope, President of General Electric Company re.:
    Charles Proteus Steinmetz
SY - SZ includes Madam Marguerita Sylva
T - TAK
TAL - TAM

**Box 1964**

TAN - TAR
TAS - TAX
    Tax folder
    Tax Opinions
TAY - Taylor, A-E
Taylor, P-K
Taylor, L-Z - TD
TE - TEM
TEN - TER
TES - TG includes re: commission as Lieutenant-Colonel of The State of Texas
Texas Centennial- Exposition
Weekly Labor Reports
TH - THD

Box 1965
THE - THN
THO - THOMAS, A-H includes Amos W. Thomas - Detroit Edison employee
(1895)
THOMAS, I-Z - THOMPSOM
THOMPSON, A-E
THOMPSON, F-K
THOMPSON, L-Z - THOMR
THOMS - THOMZ
THON - THQ
THR - THZ
TI - TIK
TIL - TIM
TIN - TN
TO - TOD includes Edward H. Todd, President of College of Puget Sound
TOE - TOL
TOM - TOO

Box 1966
TOP - TOV
TOW - TQ
TR - TRD includes John B. Tracy of Hotchkiss School
TRE - TRH includes L. G. Treadway (New England Inns)
TRI - TRN
TRO - TRT
TRU - TT
TU - TUK
TUL - TURM
TURN - TURZ
TUS - TV
TW - TZ
U - UK
UL - UM
UN - UNIO includes A. A. Undt re: visit of Baron Okura of Japan
UNION - UNITD
UNITED only
Box 1967
United States - UO includes re: Universalist Ministers Retreat at Wayside Inn
United States Government
  General
  Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos
Greenfield Village Post Office
  Re: Monthly Reports - Stamps, Cards, etc.
  Re: Insufficient addresses, postage
Universities - General includes Robert M. Hutchins, President of The
  University of Chicago.
University of California re: crops without soil
Unsigned - Delivery orders, Receiving memos
UP - UR

Box 1968
US - UZ
V - VAM
VAN - VANC
VAND - VANE
VANF - VANO
VANP - VAQ
VAR - VD includes re: autographed photograph of President Vargas of Brazil
  Harriet Vaughn
VE - VEQ
VER - VH
VI - VIK

Box 1969
VIL - VN
VO - VOG
VOH - VOM
VON - VOO
VOP - VZ includes Carl Vrooman, Bloomington, Illinois, of Oxford Group
  International Team
W - WAF
WAG - Wagner, A-H
Wagner, I-Z - WAGZ
WAH - WAK
WAL - WALE
WALF - Walker, A-S
Walker, I-Z - WALKZ
WALL - WALLA
WALLB - WALLZ
WALM - WALS
WALT - WALTG
Box 1970

WALTH - WALZ
  Waltham Watch Company
  Walton - Pierce Company
WAM - WAQ
WAR - WARD only
WARDA - WARM includes Fred Waring of New York
  Francis A. Wardlaw - Mrs. Lucy M. Wardlaw re: salary and ins,
  Waring School - Britton, Michigan
WARN - WARQ
WARR - WARRH includes F. B. Warren of Control Corporation of America
WARRI - WARZ
WAS - WASZ
  Washington and Jefferson College - Includes offer of Honorary Degree for
    Mr. Ford
WAT - WATE
  Waterford, Michigan Property
WATF - WATSON, A-H
Watson, I-Z - WATZ

Box 1971

WAU - WAZ
Wayne County
  Register of Deeds Office
  Road Commissioner's Office
  Ambler Pond, Northville, Michigan 1932-1936
  Dedication of P.C. 640, Ecorse Township
  Treasurer's Office
Ways Station, Georgia
Wayside Inn
  January - June
  July - December

Box 1972

Accident Reports
Re: Diaries
Re: Disbursement Statements
Re: Financial Statements
  Financial Statements
    Frank Campsall
Guests of Henry Ford
Receiving Memos, Delivery Orders
  Schools
  Work Being Done, etc
Box 1973

WE - WEBA
WEBB - WEBD
WEBE - WEBR
WEBS - WEC
WED - WEP
WEG - WEH
WEI - WEIK includes Oscar Weidenmueller of Saxony, Germany re: Felix Count Luckner
WEST

Box 1974

WET - WG
WE - Wheeler, A-H
Wheeler, I-Z - WHEZ
WHI - WHITD
White
A-E
F-K
L-Z
White Star Refining Company
WHITEA - WHITH
WHITI - WHITM
WHITN - WHITS Includes re: George R. Whitney (old employees)
WHITT - WHZ
WI - WID includes Reverend James S. Widdifield re: the one millionth Model A
WIE - WIF
WIG - WILC
WILD - WILG
WILH - WILK
WILL - WILLH
Box 1975

WILLIA - Williams, A-E
Williams, F-K
Williams, L-Z - WILLIAMSOM
WILLIAMSON - WILLIR
WILLIS - WILLIR
  Willow Run School - Belleville, Michigan
WILM - Wilson, A-C
Wilson, D-H
Wilson, I-N includes K. R. Wilson (Tools for Ford shops)
Wilson, O-Z - WILZ
WIM - WINE
WINF - WINK
WINL - WINS
WINT - WINZ
WIO - WIR
WIS - WISZ
WIT - WN includes J. H. Wittman, formerly of Kansas City; also Charles
  Whithers (opera)

Box 1976

WO - WOK
WOL - Wolf only
WOLFA - WOLFZ
WOLG - WOOC
Wood, A-H
Wood, I-Z
WOODA - WOODR
  Woodchuck Lodge - John Burroughs Property
WOODS - WOOK
WOOL - WOQ
WOR - WQ
  Works Progress Administration in Ohio
  World Broadcasting System, Inc.
WRA - Wright, A-H includes E. T. Wright of Rockland, Massachusetts (shoe
  manufacturer)
Wright, I-Z - WRZ

Box 1977

WU - WX
  The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company - Rudolph Wurlitzer
WY - X
Y - YO
YE - YN
YO - YOUNF
  Frank York - Maybury Sanatorium, Northville, Michigan
Young, A-H
Young, I-Z - YZ
  Y.M.C.A. - Y.W.C.A.
  Youth, Inc. - re: Castle Gardens
  Ypsilanti, Michigan

Box 1978
ZA - ZD
ZE - ZH
ZI - ZIL includes Commodore Leopold Ziegenbein of North German Lloyd Line
  S.S. Bremer re: gifts of 1935 and 1936 Ford Sedans
ZIM
ZIN - ZN
ZO - ZZ
Undecipherable Names
Uncertain as to spelling

1937

Box 1979
AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC
ADA-ADAMS, A-H (includes George Matthew Adams (author)
ADAMS, I-Z - ADB
ADC-ADK
ADL-ADZ (includes Adrian, Michigan Chamber of Commerce re: reasons for not
  erecting a small plant there; also Julius Ochs Adler, General Manager of the
AS-AH (includes Giovanni Agnelli, President of deela S.A, Fiat)
AI-AK
ALA-ALBA (ALBD)
ALBE-ALBO (AEBQ)
ALBR-ALD
ALE
ALF-ALLEM
ALLEN, A-H
ALLEN, I-Z (includes re: Will Allen (Evangelist)
ALLENA-ALQ (includes Thomas E. Allin re: Sarah Edison property at Vienna,
  Ontario, Canada)
ALP-ALZ (includes Margaret L. Alp re: "The Old Hot Dog Wagon" by Edgar A.
  Guest).

Box 1980
AMA-AMER (except American)
AMERICAN
A-D (includes Henry T. Brown, Secretary of American Book Company, New York)
American Library Service - New York
E-L (includes J. F. Quinlan of American Gas Association)
M-R (includes Williard T. Chevalier, President of American Road Builders Association; also Sumner Blossom, Editor of The American Magazine).
The American News Company - New York
S-Z (includes American Telephone and Telegraph Company re: Easement at Ways Station, Georgia)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers re: The Holley Medal awarded to Mr. Ford.

AMES-AMZ

Box 1981

ANA-ANDERSON, A-H
ANDERSON, I-Z - ANDO-ANDQ (includes Bishop William F. Anderson)
ANDR-ANDZ
Alfred Washington Andersen - Los Angeles, California
ANE-ANN
ANO-ANZ - AO (includes President A. D. Henderson of Antioch College re: Horace Mann, etc,
AP-AQ
Applications
General
Teachers
Liebold
ARA-ARL
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ
ARH-ARNO (ARHP-ARHR)

Box 1982

ARNS-ARZ
AS-ASHL
ASHM-ASZ (includes re. Mr. Ford's membership in Astronomical Society of the Pacific, also appointment of Honorary President of the Judiciary Military Assistance of the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil)
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ
AUA-AUL (AU)
Mr. and Mrs. Francois Audi (Violet Raymond Audi)
AUM-AUZ
AV-AZ

Box 1983

BAA-BAB (includes re: B-HAP-E Corn Remedy Company)
BAC
BAD-BAE (BAF)
BAG-BAILEY, A-H
BAILEY, I-Z (BAJ)
BAK-BAKER, A-H (includes Harry Carlson of Bakelite Corporation)
BAKER, I-Z - BAKZ
  Sarah J. Baker School - Roxbury, Massachusetts - Student Letters
  W. L. Baker - Chowchilla, California
  The Baker & Taylor Company (Publishers)
BAL-BALD
BALE-BALLE
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ

Box 1984

Bank Letters
  A-E
  F-G
  I-K
  L-S
  T-Z
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
Bank Statements
  E. G. Liebold's Copies
  A-B
  C-D
  F

Box 1985

  G-L
  M-N
  O-Z
BARA-BARB (BAR) (includes J. S. Barclay of Gabriel Snubber Sales and
  Service, Buffalo, New York re: poem "HUNKA TIN" etc.)
BARC-BARJ
BARK-BARM
BARN-BARNES
BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ)

Box 1986

BARR-BARRE (BARRF-BARRH)
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK (BART)
BARTL-BARTZ
BARU-BAS
BAT
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ (BEB)
BECA-BECK (only)
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ

Box 1987
BED-BEE (BEF)
BEG-BEI (BEJ-BEK)
BEL-BELK
BELL, only
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BENNER (BENNES)
BENNET-BENR
BENS-BENZ (BEO-BEQ)
BERA-BERGD (BER)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM
BERN-BERQ
BERR-BERZ

The Berry Schools

Box 1988
BES-BET
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
BIA-BID
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ
BIR
BIS-BIZ (BJ-BK)

Walter H. Bishop - Athens, Georgia
BLAA-BLAC
BLAD-BLAK (To BLAM)
BLAN-BLAZ (BLB to BLD)

Arthur and Henry Blayney re: McGuffey-Holmes Farm

Box 1989
BLE-BLI (BLJ to BLN)
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ (BLP to BLT)
BLU-BLUMB (BLUMC-BLUMD)
BLUME-BLZ (BM-BN)
BOA-BOD
   Bodmen, Longley, Bogle, Middleton & Farley (attorneys)
BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK
BOLL-BOM
BON
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
   Boston Antique Shop

**Box 1990**

BOT-BOU (BOV)
   Botsford Inn
      Daily Reports
BOWA-BOWE (BOW BOWJ)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX)
BOY-BOYD
   Boy Scouts of America
BOYE-BOZ (BP-BQ) (includes Maurice Boyer, Director of Banque de Paris et Pays-Bas; also contribution to Boys Club of Detroit - Edgar A. Guest.)
BRAA-BRADF
BRADG-BRADL
BRADM-BRADY (BRADZ)
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR

**Box 1991**

BRAS-BRAZ (BRB BRD)
Brazil Correspondence
BREA-BREI (includes request for loan from Philip Breitmeyer, florist and former Mayor of Detroit)
BREJ-BREN (BREO)
BREP-BREZ (BRE ERE)
BRIA-BRIE (BRIF)
BRIG-BRIM (includes Walter O. Briggs of Detroit)
BRIN-BRIZ (BRJ BRN)
BRO-BROC
BROD-BRON
BROO-BROOK (BROOL)
BROOM-BROWM

BROWN
  A-C
  D-G
    Doctors E.D. and A.H. Brown (Dentists at Tecumseh, Michigan)
  H-J
  K-R
  S-Z

Box 1992

BROWNABROZ (BRP-BRT)
  Brownville School - Tecumseh, Michigan
BRU-BRUNH (includes Wilber M. Brucker of Detroit)
BRUNI-BRUE (BRV-BRX)
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT)
  Bryant - General
BUA-BUCH (BUCI-BUCJ) (includes Frank N. D. Buchman)
BUCK-BUCKE
BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE
BUF-BUK
BUL
BUM-BUQ
BURA-BURJ (BUR)
BURK (includes re: declining request of Senator Edward R. Burke to appear
  before Committee on subject of Supreme Court)
BURL-BURNE (BURNF-BURNG)
BURNH-BURNZ (includes Mrs. Nellie D. Burns re: Dearborn Property)
BURO-BURR (includes The John Burroughs Association, Inc. re: plaster cast of
  John Burroughs hands by C S . Pietro, etc)
BURS-BURZ
BUS
BUT-BUTS
BUTT-BUZ (BV-BX) (includes Reverend J. Butterworth of "Clubland" a Temple

Box 1993

BY-BZ
CAA-CAI (CAJ-CAK)
CALA-CALK (CAL)
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
CAMP-CAMPBELL, A-H
CAMPBELL, I-Z (CAMZ) (includes John Bulow Campbell of Atlanta, Georgia;
  also Malcolm Campbell of London, England)
CANA-CANF (CAN)
CANC-CANZ (CAO)
CAP-CAQ
CARA-CARK (CAR)
CARL-CARM (includes John Carlisle of The Detroit News)
   Carleton, Michigan

Box 1994
CARN-CARP (CARQ)
CARR-CARROLL, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z (CARS)
CART-CARZ (includes Dr. George Washington Carver of Tuskegee Institute)
CASA-CASR
   George W. Case re: Flat Rock Sewer
CASS-CASZ
CAT-CAZ (CB-CC-CD)
CE-CENTRAL, A-L
   Centennial School - Tecumseh, Michigan
CENTRAL, M-Z (CEZ)
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL
CHAPM-CHAR (includes Jules Charbneau - Fair Exhibitor)
CHAS-CHAZ (CKB-CHD)

Box 1995
CHE (CHF-CHH) (includes Willard Chevalier, Vice President of McGraw-Hill
   Publishing Company; also Major General B.F. Cheatham of Stratford,
   Virginia)
CHIA-CHICAGO, A-E (includes Frank Knox of The Chicago Daily News)
CHICAGO, F-Q
CHICAGO, R-Z (CHICZ)
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ)
CHR (CHS-CHT)
CHU-CHY (CHZ)
CI (CJ-CK)
CLAA-CLAP (CIAQ)
CLAR-CLARK, A-E
CLARK, F-K
CLARK, L-Z (CIARKD)
CLARKE-CLARZ

Box 1996
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB to CLD)
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH)
   Cleveland Trust Company (empty)
CLI (CU to CLN)
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CN)
COA-COB (Includes James H. Cobb, Jr., Secretary to the Mayor of Savannah, Georgia - Interview re: Strike)
COC-COE
COF-COHEN, A-F
COHEN, G-Z (COHEO-COHM)
COHN-COK
COL-COLE, only
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLINR (Includes P.F. Collier & Son Corporation re: Mr. Ford eating in the lunch wagon)
COLLINS (COLLINT-COLLINV)
COLLINW-COLT
Colombo, Colombo & Colombo - Louis J. Colombo
COLU-COLZ (Includes Columbia Broadcasting System re: Mr. Ford's tribute to John D. Rockefeller)
Columbia Casualty Company
COM (Includes "Committee for the Nation" (Edward A. Rumely); Also Comite San Cristobal re: Mr. Ford's appointment as Honorary President of Quito Automobile Drivers Union; Also Combustion Engineering Company Inc. re: Article written by W. W. Dulmage on the test of No. 5 Boiler at Rouge Plant)
Comfort School - Tecumseh, Michigan
CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL (CONM)
CONN

Box 1997
CONO-CONR (Includes Conover-Mast Corp. re: "German Industry under Hitler")
CONS
CONT-CONZ
COO-COOK, only (COOKD)
COOKE-COON (Includes Morris Llewellyn Cooke re: "Ford Motor Company Little Industries")
COOP-COOZ
R. L. Cooper - Georgia Property includes re: Re-location of Highway; R. A. Calder re: oyster privileges History of Ford Farms (Georgia)
COP-CORB
CORC-CORM
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ

Box 1998
COS-COT
COU (Includes Frank Couzens, Mayor of Detroit)
COV-COW
COX-COZ (CP-CQ)
CRAA-CRAM (includes J. F. Cramer re: Investment of James Couzens in Ford Motor Company stock)
CRAN (CRAO) (includes Kate Crane-Gartz re: Rozika Schwimmer). CRAP-CRAZ (CRB to CKD) CRE (CRF to CRH) CRI-CROC CROD-CROR CROS-CROT (includes The Crosley Radio Corp. re: Mr. Ford's letter on his 74th birthday to Paul Sullivan of WLW; also Cross & Brown Company of New York, Real Estate Brokers, who negotiated the first lease at 1722 Broadway (1905) CROU-CROZ (CRP-CRT) (includes Allen B. Crow of F. M. Sibley Lumber Company) Samuel Crowther

Box 1999
CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT) (includes Dr. Walter Gray Crump) CUA-CUL CUM CUN-CUP (CUQ) CUR-CURR (CURS) CURT-CURZ (includes Dr. Henry S. Curtis re: Huron Valley Improvement). CUS-CZ DAA-DAK (includes Fladwig Daimler, daughter of Gottlieb Daimler, German Automobile Inventor) Mrs. Ray C. Dahlinger DAL DAM-DANH Dance Books and Music - Report of Cash Received Dancing Class DANI-DANZ (DAO-DAP-DAQ) DAR-DAT DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)

Box 2000
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVTO-DAVTR) DAVIS A-E F-K (includes Judge Joe Cabell Davis of Dillon, South Carolina) L-Z (DAVZ) DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD) DEA Dearborn Dearborn- City Offices
Dearborn Country Club
The Dearborn Inn
    General
    Daily Room Reports
Dearborn Publishing Company (empty)
Dearborn Realty & Construction Company
Dearborn State Corporation
    Collections
Dearborn Township
DEB-DEC

Box 2001
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK
DELA
DELB-DELZ
DEM
DEN-DEO
DEP-DER (includes Paul E. Derrick (Advertising)
DES
DET-DEU
Detroit (includes Detroit Tuberculosis Sanatorium re: purchase of Christmas Seals
1933 to 1937; also James McMillan, President of Detroit and Cleveland
Navigation Company; also The Detroit Council of Churches re: Mrs. Ford's
contribution; also W. E. Anderman, General Manager of Detroit Times re:
"Michigan Centennial Edition"; also Rex G. White of The Detroit News re:
"Michigan's 100 Years of Statehood"; also W. E. Anderman, General Manager
of The Detroit Times re: "Michigan's 100 Years of Statehood"; also Detroit
Symphony Society re: Mrs. Ford's 1936-37 contributions)
Detroit - City Offices - General includes: re: Extension of Tireman Avenue
west of Greenfield Road.

Box 2002
Detroit Clubs (includes Mr. Ford's resignation from the Detroit Athletic Club,
The Detroit Yacht Club and the Detroit Golf Club)
The Detroit Edison Company
    re: Airport Drive Lighting
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company
    General
    re: Time spent on Fairlane
The Detroit Trust Company
DEV
    LaMarquis de Villasante of Spain
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH)
    Dexter, Michigan
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE-DIEQ)
DIER-DIEZ
DIF-DIL
DIM-DIS
DIT-DIZ (DI-DH)
DOA-DOC
DOD
DOE-DOK
DOL-DOM

Box 2003

DONA-DONN (DON)
DONO-DOO (DOP-DOQ)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ)
DRA (DRB DRD)
DRE (DRF DRH)
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT)
DUA-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND (DOT)
   Dundee, Michigan
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ (DUO) (includes Lady Mabel Dunn of England)

Box 2004

DUP-DUR
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DZ) (includes Raymond K. Dykema of Detroit)
EAA-EAR (includes Albert Earley re: Metric System).
EAS-EASTE (includes East Dearborn Rotary Club offer of Honorary Membership
to Mr. Ford)
EASTF-EAZ
EB
EC
EDA-EDE (EDF)
EDG-EDS (includes James Edgar - Sugar)
   Edison
   Edison Botanic Research Corp.
   Charles Edison
   Thomas A. Edison - Thomas A. Edison Inc.
Box 2005
The Edison Institute - Greenfield Village
General
Telegraphic Birthday Greetings 1936-1937
Frank Clark, Phillip Jones, William Tenney, Luther Young (empty)
Edison Institute Farm
Accident Reports
Sales Tax Returns
Mary-Martha Chapel
Daily Cash Reports

Box 2006
Charges to Edison Institute
Labor Summary of Guides
Operating Costs - Monthly Reports
Payments Made
Receiving Memos
Lunch Wagon and Ginger Ale Sales
Village Daily Journal
   January - February
   March - April
   May - June
   July - August
   September - October
   November - December

Box 2007
Loranger Grist Mill
   February - May
   June - September
   October 1937 - January 1938
Schools
   General
   Hold for reply folder
   High School
   Carl Hood, Donald M. Currie
   Chapel Broadcasts Daily Programs
   Accident Reports
   Ann Arbor House (Kindergarten)
   McGuffey School (Grades 1-2)
   Scotch Settlement - Toron Hall Schools
   Receiving Memos
Box 2008
EDT-EDW (EDX to EDZ) (includes Harry Stillwell Edwards of Holly Bluff, Macon, Georgia (Atlanta Journal)
EE-EG
EH
EIA-EIR (El)
EIS-EIZ (EJ-EK)
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK
ELL-ELLIO (ELIP-ELLIR)
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ
EMA-EML
EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGI (ENGS-ENGH)
ENGL-ENGZ (includes re: English Boy Choristers)
   England
   Dan English - St. Louis, Missouri
ENH-ENZ (EO

Box 2009
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-ERZ
ES
ET-EU (includes Roger F. Etz re: Universalist Ministers Retreat at Wayside Inn)
EVA (EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAL-FAQ
   Private Car Fairlane
FAR-AFAR (FAR) (includes re. Mrs. Ford's contributions to Farmers Federation, Inc., 1935 to 1937)
   Farm Chemical Council - Carl Fritsche
   Farmers Educational & Cooperative Union of America

Box 2010
FAR-AFAR
FAS-FAU
FAV-FAZ (FB-FC-FD)
FED-FEG
FEA-FEJ (FEJ-FEK)
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ (includes George H. Fenkell, General Manager of Detroit Board of Water Commissioners)
FERA-FERM (includes Dr. Louis Ferdinand (Prince of Prussia)
FERN-FERZ
FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
FIA-FIE
FIF-FIND
FINE-FINL (FIM)
FINN-FIR
FIS-FISG
FISH-FISHER, A-H
FISHER, I-Z (FISZ)
FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK)
FLA (FLB to FID)
FLE-FLEL

Box 2011
FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
FLI-FLOR (includes Dutee W. Flint)
FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
FOA-FOK
FOL-FOO (FOP-FOQ)
FORA-FORD (FOR)
  Ford - General (includes History of William S. Ford Memorial Church)
  Edsel B. Ford and Family
  Henry Ford
    Personal
    Letters signed by Henry Ford
  Mrs. Henry Ford - Personal
  Henry Ford - Birthday Greetings, Telegrams
  Henry Ford School District lo, 5
    Re: Officers Salary Checks
  Henry Ford Institute of Agricultural Engineering
  Henry Ford Flour Mill
  William Ford Tractor Sales (empty)

Box 2012
The Ford Foundation
  General
  Property deeded by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford
Henry Ford Farms
  General
  Dearborn - Ray Dahlinger
  Belleville Accident Reports
  Dearborn Accident Report
  Macon Accident Reports
Milan Accident Reports
Harrison, Michigan
Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos
Report of Payments
General

Box 2013
Belleville Rents
Macon Invoices
Dearborn
Roadside Market

Box 2014
Georgia
Store Account
January - June
July - December
Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos

Box 2015
General Folder (includes: Paul W. Chapman, Dean of The University of Georgia, College of Agriculture; also re: Purchase of Meat by Commissary Store; also re: White and colored customers of Commissary Store).
Accident Reports
Cletus W. Bergen, Architect
Clinic Reports
Re: Invoices, statements, purchase orders
Payments made
Request for shipping
Rubber Experimental Work

Box 2016
Schools
School matters
School monthly reports
Henry Ford Flour Mill
Delivery & purchase orders
Reports
January - April
May - July
August - October
November 1937 - January 1938

Box 2017
Henry Ford Hospital
General (includes re: Work with Y.M.C.A. of Metropolitan Detroit)
 Accident Reports
 Monthly Balance sheet
 Convalescent School
 School of Home Arts
 School of Nursing and Hygiene
 Re: School children
 Report of Patients seen daily
 Students Hospital Appointments
   January - June
   July - December

Box 2018
 Frank Campbell Copies
   January - June
   July - December
 E.G. Liebold Copies
   January - June
   July - December

Box 2019
 Williams House Account, 1931-1937

Box 2020
 Ford Motor Company
   Dearborn
     General
     Cafeteria
     Cashier's Office
     Educational - Social
     Engineering
       General
       Charles Voorhess
       Radio
     Food Experimental Laboratory
     Genealogy (Ford)
     Library
     Patent - Legal
     Publicity
     Purchase Requests
     Receiving - shipping
     Real Estate
       William T. Gregory
       Charles T. Newton
     Secretary's Office
       Frank Campsell
E.G. Liebold
M. H. Sipple
L. J. Thompson
Service Dept. - William Theisen
Stock - School supplies
Radio Weather Forecast
Highland Park - General
Hydro Plants - General
Lincoln - General

Box 2021
Rouge
Accounting
Advertising
Auditing
Bulletins
Chemical and Metallurgical
Compensation
Disbursement
Disbursement-Welfare Projects
Employment (includes re: "Trade School and Industrial Training for High School Graduates").
Engineering
General Folder
Medical - Hospital
Power and Construction (General)
The Detroit Marble Company - Museum
Haslet Chute and Conveyor Company - Recreation Bldg.
Ford Motor Company
Rouge
President's Office
Purchase Orders
Purchasing Department
General Sales
General
Advertising
Sales
By Product Sales
Service
General
Harry Bennet

Box 2022
Secretary's Office
Sociological
Superintendent's Office
Trade School
Traffic
Translations
Delivery Orders 23200 -
Receiving Memos
    January - June
    July - December

Box 2023
Delivery Orders 20635-23199
Ford Service Bulletin
General Letters
    January - March
    April - June
    July - September
    October - December
Statement and remittance
    The Edison Institute
    Henry Ford
        January - April
        May - August
        September - December
    Henry Ford Farms

Box 2024
Milan, Michigan
Northville, Michigan
Saline, Michigan
    Delivery orders - Receiving Memos
American Branches - General
Alexandria, Virginia
Atlanta, Georgia
Buffalo, New York
Chester, Pennsylvania
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dearborn, Michigan
Denver, Colorado (includes sale of Ford Stanley, inventor of the Stanley Steamer)
    Indianapolis, Indiana
    Edgewater, New Jersey (includes re: "Coffee Crystals").
    Iron Mountain, Michigan
    Jacksonville, Florida
    Long Beach, California
    Louisville, Kentucky
Memphis, Tennessee
New Orleans, Louisiana
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Richmond, California
San Jose, California
Seattle, Washington
Somerville, Massachusetts

Box 2025

Foreign Branches - General
  C.E. Sorenson's European Trip, 1937
Argentina - Buenos Aires (includes re: Articles in "The Dearborn
  Independent").
Brazil - San Paulo, Rio de Janeiro
Canada
China - Shanghai
England
  Dagenham, London (includes re: Customs Matter in Turkey; re:
    Method of fixing piece of Gold and Sterling; re: Gifts of Ford cars
    to the King of Spain in 1927, 1930, 1935 and Lincoln-Zephyr in
    1937)
  Dagenham re: Coronation Numbers of English Magazines
France - Asnieres
Germany - Cologne, Berlin
Holland, Amsterdam
Fordson
Fordson Estates Limited - Boreham, England

Box 2026

FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ
FOS-FOSTER, A-H
FOSTER, I-Z (FGV)
FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
FRAA-FRANC (FRAND-FRANJ)
FRANK, A-K
FRANK, L-Z (FRANKK)
FRANKL-FRAR (includes re: Contribution of $10,000 to Franklin Settlement
  Building Fund)
FRAS-FRAZ (FRB-FRD) (includes E. W. Fraser-Smith, Secretary of North East
  Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, England)
FRE-FREEL
Fred Frederics III, New York
FREEM-FREEZ
FREF-FREN (FREO)
FREP-FREZ (FRF FRH)
FRIA-FRIEDL
FRIEDM-FRIEZ (includes Professor William Fries of Detroit)
FRIF-FRIZ (FRJ FRN)

Box 2027

FRO (FRP FRT)
FRUA-FRY (FUA-FUH) (FUI FUK)
FUL-FUM
FUN-FY (FZ)
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK)
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAN (GAO GAQ)
GARA-GARD (GAR)
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ (includes re: death of Francis P. Garvan of New York)
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ (GB-GC-GD)
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL

Box 2028

GEM-GEN
    General Accident Fire & Life Assurance Corp.
    General Electric Company includes Gerard Swope President re: order for turbine.
    GEO-GEQ
    GERA-GERL
    GERM-GERZ
    GES-GH
    GIA-GIB
    GIC-GIK
    Gift Acknowledgment
        January - June
        July - December
    GILA-GILK
    GILL
    GILM-GILZ (includes re: Storey Lumber Company matter re: freight rates).
    GIH-GIZ (GJ-GK)

Box 2029

GLA (GLB GLD) (includes Senator Carter Glass re: Admiral Byrd)
GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN)
GLO-GLY (GLZ-GM-GN)
GOA-GOD (GO)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOLDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSM (GOLDSN-GOLDSS) 2029
GOLDST-GOLZ (includes Grisha Goluboff-Chandler Goldthwaite)
GOM-GOODL (includes Luman W. Goodenaugh of Detroit)
GOODM-GOODR
GOODS-GOOZ
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOU-GOZ (GP-GQ)
GRAA-GRAG
GRAH-GRAM
GRAN-GRAR (includes Grand Traverse Auto Company Re: Cherry Oil)
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)

Box 2030
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB GRD) (includes Harold Gray, Author of "Little Orphan Annie")
GREA-GREEM
GREEN, only
  Greenhave Academy School, Tecumseh, Michigan
GREENA-GREENI (GREENJ-GREEHK)
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GREZ (GRF-GRH) (includes Sir Wilfred Grenfell)
GRIA-GRIE (includes Walter F. Gries, Warden of Marquette Prison).
GRIF
GRIG-GRIZ (GRJ GBH) (includes Albert A. Grinnell of Detroit)
GROA-GROSIR
GROSS-GROSZ
GROT-GROZ (GRP GRT)
GRU-GRZ (GS-GT)
GUA-GUH
GUI-GUM (includes A. E. Guiness)

Box 2031
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC (includes Fred N. Hackett - early neighbor)
HAD-HAF
HAG (includes John S. Haggerty of Dearborn)
HAI-HAK (includes Henry A. Haigh of Detroit)
  Fritz Hailer - German Consul at Detroit
HALA-HALK
HALL
  A-H
  I-Z
HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH (HAM) 2031
HAMI-HAML
  Hamilton Watch Company
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)

Box 2032

HAMMO-HAMZ
HANA-HAND (HAN)
HANE-HANL (HANM)
HANN-HANR
HANS to HAP (HAQ)
HARA-HARD
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARP (HARQ)
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)
HARRIS
  A-H
  I-Z
HARRISA-HARRZ
HARS-HART, only
HARTA-HARTL
HARTM
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)
HARV-HARZ (includes Harvard University re: Reports on The Edison Institute
  Schools)
HASA-HASR (includes Caroline Haslett, Director of the Electrical Association
HASS-HASZ

Box 2033

HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH)
HAWKI-HAYD
HAYE-HAYN (HAYO-HAYR)
HAYS-HAZ (HB-HD) (includes C. W. Hazelett, Chairman of Hazelett Metals,
  Inc., New York)
HEA (HE) (includes Memo re: James A. Healy Complaint)
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEINR
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)
HEL-HELLE (HELIES-HELLF)
HELLG-HELZ
HEM
HENA-HEND (HEN)
HENE-HENN

Box 2034
HENO-HENR
HENS-HEP (HEQ)
HERA-HERL (HER)
HERM-HERQ
Hermitage Mansion
HERR
HERS-HERZ
HES
HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)
HIA-HIF
HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL
A-H
I-Z (includes Napoleon Hill, author, of New York)
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ (includes Edward N. Hines, President of Speaker-Hines Printing Company, Detroit.)
HINK-HIP (HIQ)

Box 2035
HIRA-HIRSE (HIRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH -HIZ (HJ-HN)
Lusius W. Hitchcock re: Painting of Thomas A. Edison and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford - 1931-1937
HOA-HOG
G. G. Hoag - Haverford, Pennsylvania re: Money Question
HOD
HOE
HOF- HOFFMAN, only
HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH (HOLL) (includes George M. Holley of Detroit)
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS

**Box 2036**

HOLT-HOLZ (includes Dr. C. F. Holton's report on the Malaria situation at Ways, Georgia, etc.)
HOM-HON
HOO (includes Herbert Hoover)
HOP-HOQ (includes Fidelis Hopper (hospital patient)
HORA-HORN
  G.L. Horn School, Philadelphia - Student Letters
HORO-HORZ
HOS-HOT
HOU-HOV
  House of Gabriel - Building Maintenance Operator
HOW-HOWA (HOWS-HOWC)
HOWD-HOWE, only
HOWEA-HOWE

**Box 2037**

HOY-HOZ (HP-HT)
HUA-HUBB (HUBC-HUBD)
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF (includes Julia E. Huff, widow of Edward S. Huff)
HUG (includes Mrs. Mina M. Edison Hughes; also L. C. Hughes-Hallett, Brish Consul at Detroit)
HUH-HUL
HUM (includes re: Robert Hume-Gibbons - his unfinished article about Mrs. Ford and his death, etc.)
HUN-HUNT, only (includes re: Cartoons of Cy Hungerford of Pittsburg Post-Gazette)
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUNTF-HUNTH) (includes Hunters of Chester, England (compliment to Ford cars, etc.)
HUNIT-HUQ
HUR (includes Sidney D. Waldon of Detroit)
  Huron Mountain Club
HUS
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX) (includes Miller Reese Hutchison re: recordings of voices of notable people now departed, etc.; also William J. Hutchins, President of Berea College, Kentucky)
HY (HZ)
IA-IK
IL-IM (includes Importers Guide re: "Two-Way Trade")
INA-IND (INE-INF)
  Industrial Control Reports by the James True Association
Box 2038

ING-INS
INT-IQ
International (includes The International Grenfell Association re: contribution of repair parts)
International Jew
IR
IS
IT-IZ
JAA-JACKSON, A-G
JACKSON, H-Z (JACN)
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM
JAN-JAP
JAO-JAZ (JB-JC-JD)
JEA-JEM (includes Otto K. Jelinek re: plan for Museum of Safety and School of Traffic in Chicago).

Box 2039

JEN-JEQ
JER-JI (JJ to JN)
JOA-JOHNSSGM (includes Richard C. Job re: Georgia oyster situation)
JOHNSON
A-D
E-H
Johnson & Higgins - General (insurance)
Johnson & Higgins - Phillip Matthys Case
I-M
N-Z (JOHNSS)
JOHNSTON, only

Box 2040

JOHNST-JONES, A-C
JONES, D-H
JONES, I-M
JOKES, N-Z (JONZ) includes re: Death of Ralston P. Jones, former Ford Motor Company Branch Manager
JOO-JOR
JOS-JOY (JOZ-JP JT)
JUA-JUM
JUN-JUZ (JV JZ)
Juneau High School - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
KAA-KAH (includes Chokyuro Kadono of Japan Economic Mission)
KAI-KAL
KAM-KANE (KANF-KAHH)
Box 2041
KANI-KAP (KAQ)
KAR-KAS
KAT
KAU-KAUF
KAUG-KAZ
KEA-KED
KEE-KEF
KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
KEL-KELLER
KELLES-KELLN
KELLO-KELLX (includes Rudolph Wurlitzer re: Charles Kellogg; also Dr. John Harvey Kellogg of The Battle Creek Sanitarium)
KELLY-KELZ
Kelly, Halla, Peacock Inc. (insurance)
   General

Box 2042
Accident Reports
   A-B
   C
   D-G
   H-J

Box 2043
   K-M
   N-P
   Q-S
   T-V
   W-Z

Box 2044
KEM
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNY (KENNZ)
KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERN (KEEO-KERQ)
KERR-KERZ
KES-KET
KEU-KEY (KEZ-KF1 KH)
KIA-KIE
KIF-KIL
KIM-KINF
KING
   A-H
I-Z

Box 2045
KINGA-KINR
George Kingston - Fort Myers, Florida Property
KENS-KIP (KEQ)
Kiplinger Washington Letter
KIRA-KIRK
KIWL-KIZ (KJ-KK)
KLA (KLB KID)
KLE-KLNE, A-H
KLEIN, I-Z - KLEZ (KLF-KLH)
KLI (KLI KLN)
KLO-KLU (KLV KLZ-KM)
KNA (KNB KND)
KNE-KNN (KNJ KM)
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-NY (KHZ)
KOAA-KOD
KOE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO

Box 2046
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ) includes re: Centenary Celebration of Knox College
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ (KRB-KRD)
KRE (KRF KRH)
KRI (KRI KRN)
KRO (KRP KRT)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN (KUO)
KUP-KUR (includes Walter C. Kurz of Chicago Tribune re: cartoon "Which One has had the Greatest Influence on Humanity" (Marconi, Edison or Ford) by McCutcheon)
KUS-KY (KZ)
LAAn-LAC

Box 2047
LAD-LAH (includes Elmer R. Lagasse re: Chattel Mortgage on Soybean Corporation)
LAIA-LAL
LAM-LAMB
LAMC-LAMZ
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG, only
LANGA-LANGE
   L. Katharine Langan 1931-1937
LANGF-LANZ (LAO) includes Mrs. Charles D. Lanier, President of Robert E.
   Lee Memorial Foundation, Inc. re: gifts of truck and station wagon
LAP-LAR
LAS-LAT
LAU
LAV-LAWN (LAWO-LAWQ)
LAWR
LAWS-LAZ (LB-LD)

Box 2048

LEA
   Lease Folder
LEB-LED
LEE (includes re: Robert E. Lee Memorial Foundation Inc.; also Bishop Frederick
   Dehand Leete re: John L. Lewis)
LEF-LEG
LEH
LEI-LEK
LEL-LEM
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
LET-LEVE (LEVF-LEVH)
LEV1-LEVX
LEVY
   A-G
   H-L
   M-Z (LEVZ)
LEW-LEWIS, A-G
LEWIS, H-Z
LEWISA-LEZ (LH)
LIA-LIC
LID-LIE

Box 2049

LIF-LIM (includes "Lights Golden Jubilee" re: Painting)
LINA-LINDE
   Lincoln Consolidated Training School-Ypsilanti, Michigan
LINDF-LINDZ
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU (includes Dr. C. C. Little re: Cancer; also B. K. Little re: Life Membership in the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities)
LIV-LL (LM-LN)
LOA-LOD
LOE
LOF-LOM
LONG-LONG, only
LONGA-LOQ

Box 2050
LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT) (includes Loyal Order of Moose-re: life membership)
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ (LV-LW-LX)
LYA-LYNCH, A-G
LYNCH, H-Z LYNZ)
LYO-LYZ (LZ)
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
Macon-Town School - Macon, Michigan

Box 2051
MAD-MAF
MAG
MAH
MAI-MAK
MAL-MAM
MANA-MANF (MAN)
Manchester, Michigan Property
MANG-MANL (MANM)
MANN-MAHR (includes Bishop William T. Manning of New York)
Hiram Mann - New York
MANS-MAP (MAQ)
MARA-MARD
MARE-MARI (MARJ)
MARK
MARL-MARR
MARS-MARSH, only
    Marsh & McLennan (insurance)
    General
    Accident Reports

Box 2052
MARSHA-MARSZ
MART-MARTIN, A-G (includes Glenn L. Martin, President of The Glenn L.
    Martin Company of Baltimore).
MARTIN, H-L
MARTIN, M-Z (MARTZ)
MABU-MARZ
MASA-MASO (includes Masonic International Who's Who 1930-37
    Masonic Home of Georgia
MASP-MASZ
MAT-MATHE (MATSF-MATHH) includes Contribution of $500 to "William G.
    Mateer Scholarship Fund" of Grosse Pointe Country Day School).
MATHI-MATTHA
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD

Box 2053
MAYE-MAYER, A-H
MAYER, I-Z (MAYEZ)
MAYF-MAZ (MB) includes William B. Mayo)
McA-McB
McCAA.-McCAN (McCAQ)
McCAR-McCAZ
McCE-McCL (McCM-McCN)
McCOA-McCOQ
McCOR-McCOZ
McCR-McCU to McCZ
McDA-McDONA
McDONE-McDZ only
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ) (includes Dr. Arthur B. McGraw of Henry Ford Hospital)

Box 2054
McGuffey Readers - Reprints Mailed
    A-B-C
Box 2055

McH-McI (McJ)
McKA-McKE (McKH) (includes Woodrow McKay of Lexington, North Carolina)
McKI-McKY (McKZ)
McLA (McLD)
McLE-McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO
McP-McZ (MD)
MEA-MEC
MED-MEH
MEI-MEK
MEL-MEM
Memorandums
General
B. B. Lovett - K. Law
MENA-MENF (MEN)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MEQ)
C. J. Mennen - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
MERA-MERQ

Box 2056

MERR
MERS-MES
META-METY
METZ-MEX
MEY-MEYER, A-F
MEYER, G-L
MEYER, M-Z
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)
MIA-MIC
Michigan (includes Michigan College of Mining and Technology offer of an Honorary Degree to Mr. Ford)
Michigan Central Railroad
Michigan State - Departments of State - General
Michigan State College
Box 2057

Michigan State Highway Condition Bulletin
  January - June
  July - December
MED-MIK
  Mifflin School - Lincoln Place, Pennsylvania
MILA-MILK
  Milan, Michigan property

Box 2058

MILL-MILLER, A-B (includes "Mill and Factory" magazine re: C.I.O. National Labor Relations Board, etc).
MILLER, C-F
MILLER, G-J
MILLER, K-R
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ (includes Mr. Ford's resignation from Millwood Hunt, Framingham, Massachusetts)
  Mills School - Macon, Michigan
MILM-MILZ (MIM)
MINA-MINM
  Jack Miner - Manly Miner
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E
MITCHELL, F-Z (MIZ MJ-MN)
  Miscellaneous - Copies of letters

Box 2059

MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MONA-MONS (includes Baron Moncheur of Nameche, Belgium)
MONT-MONZ
MOO-MOORD
MOORE
  A-F (includes Frederick Moore, American Advisor to the Japanese Government)
  G-L
M-Z (MOQ)
MORA-MORF
MORG-MORH (includes Henry S. Morgan of Detroit)
MORI-MORRIR
MORRIS
  A-H
I-Z
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK

Box 2060
MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ (MP-MT)
Mount Holyoke College
MUA-MOELLER, A-H
MUeller, I-Z (MUK)
MUL
MUM-MUN (MOO MUQ)
MUR-MURPH (MUSPHX)
MURPEY
A-H
I-Z (MURQ)
MURR-MURZ (includes Arthur B. Murray res China used at Wayside Inn)
MUS-MUZ
MU SIGMA. Pi (industrial Education Fraternity - Wayne University) re:
Honorary Membership

Box 2061
MY (MZ)
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS (includes Floyd Bralliar, Dean of Nashville Agricultural Normal
Institute)
Nankin Mills
School
NAT-NATIONAL, A-K (includes National Broadcasting Company Inc.
National Committee to uphold Constitutional Government (Frank E. Gannett,
Chairman)
NATIONAL, L-Z (NATS)
NATT-NAZ
NEA-NEE

Box 2062
A. C. Neale - Plainview, Texas
NEF-NEK
NEL
NEM-NET (includes Conrad J. Netting)
NEU-NEV
NEW-NEWB
NEWC-NEWE
The Newcomer Society
NEWF-NEWL

Box 2063

NEWM
NEWN-NEWS
   Newspaper Clippings
NEWT-NEWX
NEWY-NEWZ
   New York - Frank Campsell
   New York Central System

Box 2064

NIA-NICQLS, only
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ (NJ-NN)
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ (includes "Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League to Champion Human
   Rights Inc." - Samuel Untermyer, President)
NORA-NORS
NORT-NORTHC (NORTHD) (includes North East Coast Institution of Engineers
   and Shipbuilders, England - E. W. Fraser-Smith, Secretary)
NORTHE-NORTHW (NORTHX-NORTHN)
NORTO-NORZ (includes John D. Norton re: private and public ownership of
   Public Utilities)
NOS-NOZ (NP to NT)
NU-NY (HZ)

Box 2065

O-OBO (OBP-OBQ)
OBR-OBZ (includes John J. O'Brien of Grosse Pointe Farms)
OC
OD
OE
OF-OG (includes Thornwell Jacobs, President of Oglethorpe University)
OH-OK (includes Berhil Ohlin - Swedish Economist)
OLA-OLE (includes "Old Newsboys Goodfellow Fund-Detroit" re: contributions
   1933 - 1937)
OLF-OLR
OLS-OM (includes Eoin O'Mahony of Cork, Ireland)
ON (OO)
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM (includes Eugene Ormandy, orchestra conductor; also re: Life
   Membership in Oregon Trail Memorial Association, Inc.)
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH
OSI-OSZ
OT
OU-OV
OW-OZ (includes Charles E. Angell, machinist, Providence, Rhode Island; also Nancy Newton Oyler re: gift of Ford car)

Box 2066

PAA-PAC
PAD-PAK (includes Bishop Herman Page re: gift of Lincoln Zephyr).
PAL
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI (PARJ) (includes Paramount News re: gift of two sound films featuring Mr. Ford).
PARK-PARKER, A-H
PARKER, I-Z - PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT) (includes Congressman Wright Patman of Texas)
PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH) 2066
PATTI-PATZ
Patton Grade Schools - Curivensville, Pennsylvania

Box 2067

PAU
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
PEA-PEB
PEC-PED
PEE-PEM
PEN-PENNI (PENNJ-PEKM)
Pennington School - Macon, Michigan
PENNO-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
PERA-PERQ
PERR-PES

Box 2068

PETE-PETERS, only
PETERSA-PETERSON, only (PETERSOP-PETEZ)
PETF-PEZ
PF (PG)
PHA-PHILI (includes Fritz J. Philips, son of Dr. Philips, President of Philips
   Glowlampworks, Eindhoven, Holland)
PHILL
PHILM-PHY (PHZ)
PI-PID (includes Dr. and Mrs. Jean Piccard, balloonists; also Heinrich A. Pickert,
   Detroit Police Commissioner)
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN (includes A. R. Pinei of New York re: Trailer Homes, etc)
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)
PLA. (PLB PLD)

Box 2069

PLE-PLY (PLZ-PM-PN) (includes Dr. William Lyon Phelps of Yale University)
   Andrew Plecher - Birmingham, Alabama
POA-POK
POL
POM-POO
POP-POQ
POR-PORTER, A-H (includes Ferdinand Porath of Detroit; also David R. Porter,
   Headmaster of the Northfield Schools, Mount Herman, Massachusetts)
PORTER, I-Z (PORZ)
POS (includes Mary Pos - Dutch writer)
POT
POU-POWEL (POWEM-POWEQ)
POWER-POZ (PP-PQ) (includes Harry K. Powers re: Plans of Yacht Sialia)
PRA (PRB to PRD)
PRE (PRF PRH)
PRI-PRID

Box 2070

PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRN)
PRO-PRY (PRZ-PS-FT)
   Property Offered
   Property deeded, purchased, sold
PUA-PUL
PUM-PUR (includes William A. Pungs, Sr. of Detroit)
PUS-PY (PZ)
QA-QUE (QUF-QUH)
QUI-QZ (includes Daniel L. Quirk Jr. of Ypsilanti)
   Quirk Farms - Ypsilanti Township
RAA-RAC
RAD-RAH
   Radio
   Radio Comments re: Sunday Evening Broadcasts
   Radio Program - Village Program - WJR Station
   Radio Comments
      Greenfield Village Chorus Program, May 2, 1937
      Re: Village Broadcasts
Box 2071

RAI-RAM
RANA-RAND
RANE-RANZ (RAO)
RAP-RAS
RAT
RAU-RAW (RAX)
Rawsonville School - Belleville, Michigan
RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)
REY-REB
REC-RED
REE-REED (includes J. Graham Reese, Director of J. Blake & Company Ltd.,
Liverpool, England Ford Dealer)
REEF-REEZ
REF-REH
REIA-REID (REIE)
REIF-REIM

Box 2072

REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)
REL-REN (REO) (includes Gordon S. Rentschler of New York; also Louis
Renault of France re: Brake Invention)
REP-REX
REY-REZ (RF-BG)
RH
RIA-RICE (RIGF-RICG) (includes Reverend M. S. Rice of Detroit)
RICH-RICHARDS (RICHDSOM)
RICHARDSON (RICHID)
RICHE-RICHZ (RICI-RICJ)
RICK-RID
RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS (includes C. M. Ripley of General Electric Company)
RIT-RIZ (RJ RN)

Box 2073

ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS ONLY (ROBERTSOM)
ROBERTSON - ROBINS (includes A. W. Robertson, Chairman of Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company).
ROBINSON
A-H
I-Z (ROBZ)
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROCJ)
ROCK-ROCZ
ROD
ROE-ROF (includes Joseph W. Roe of New York University and American Society of Mechanical Engineers re: recommending E. P. Bullard (Machine Tool Engineer).
ROG-ROGERS, A-H
ROGERS, I-Z (ROGZ)
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM
RON-ROR

Box 2074
ROSA-ROENA (includes Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Dallas Rose re: Marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Melady in Foster Cottage, Greenfield Village, etc.)
ROSENB
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROSR
ROSS-ROSZ
ROT-ROTH, only
ROTHA-ROTZ
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX
ROY-ROZ (RP RT) (includes W. Ormiston Roy of Montreal; also Elbert Hubbard II, President of the Roycrofters).
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO (includes Dr. Edward A. Rumely of New York)
RUP-RUSSEK

Box 2075
RUSSELL-RUSZ
RUT-RUZ (RV RX)
RY (RZ)
SAA-SAD
SAE-SAI (SAK)
SAINT, only
SAJ-SAL
SAM
SANA-SANC
SAND (includes Elaine G. Sanders re: presentation of World Peace Prize to Rosika Schwimmer)
SANE-SANZ (SAO)
SAP-SAT
SAU
Box 2076

SAV
  Savannah
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SCE (SCF-SCG)
SCHAA-SCHAE
SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO)
SCHAP-SCHAZ (SCHD)
SCEA-SGHEI (SCEK)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCEQ)
SCHER-SOHEZ (SCHF-SCHH)
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ (SCHJ-SGHK)
SCHLA-SCHLE (SCHLH)
SCHLI-SCHLU (SCHLZ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT
  A-H
  I-Z (SCHMIDZ)
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCHN-SCHNEIDER, A-H
SCHNEIDER, I-Z (SCHNZ)
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ (SCHQ)
  Schools - General Folder
SCHRA-SCHRI (SCHRN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCHU)
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULTZ
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ

Box 2077

SCHWA-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ (SCHWARY) (includes Rose Jay Schwartz of National Recreation Association, Inc.)
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
SCHWE-SCHWZ (SCHZ) (includes re: presentation of "World Peace Prize Awards" to Rosika Schwimmer).
SCI-SCOTS (includes Harvey J. Sconce of Resources Corporation International, Chicago re: "Genetic Production of Southern Pine for Special Pulps").
SCOTT
  A-H
I-Z (SCOZ) (includes The L. S. Scott Corp re: "Mirador" - Virginia estate of
Lady Astor).

SCR-SCZ (SD)
SEA
SEB-SEEK
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV (includes Ernest Thompson Seton (author)
SEW-SEZ (SF-SG)
SHAA-SHAM (includes John C. Shaffer, Editor and Publisher of Indianapolis
Star and Muncie Star re: John L. Lewis, and enclosing copy of Lord Thomas
Bobbington McCauley's letter dated May 23, 1857.)

SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ)
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB SHD)

Box 2078

SHEA-SHEE (includes C. R. Sheaffer of W. A. Sheaffer Ben Company)
SHEF-SHEN (SHEO)
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH) (includes "Uncle Bob Sherwood")
SHI-SHN
SHO (SHP-SHQ)
SHR-SHZ
    R. M. Shriver - Washington, D.C.
SIA-SID (includes Harper Sibley, President of Chamber of Commerce of United
    States)
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU (includes L. K. Sillcox, Vice President of The New York Air Brake
    Company)
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMM (SIMN)
SIMO

Box 2079

SIMP-SIMZ
SIN
SIO-SIZ (SJ)
SK
SLA (SLB-SLD)
SLE-SLY (SLZ) (includes G. Bascom Slemp of Virginia; also John E. Sloane of
    New York)
SMA-SMITG
SMITH
A-B
C
D-E
F-G
H
I-J
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ)

Box 2080
SNA-SNI (SNJ-SNN) (includes Louis F. Snedigar, Mayor of City of Miami Beach, Florida)
SNO-SNY (SNZ) (includes re: death of Lord Snowden (England).
SOA-SOL (includes Birdie Solomon re: Rosika Schwimmer).
SOM
SON-SOT
SOU-SOUS
SOUT-SOZ
Soybean
   Re: Yokoten - Mammoth Yellow, Soybean Seed
SPA (SPB-SPD)
SPEA-SPEM (includes Edward N. Hines of Specker-Hines Printing Company,
   Detroit, Michigan)
   Homer T. Spears - Toledo, Ohio
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)

Box 2081
SPIA-SPIL (SEEM)
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)
SPRA-SPRE (SPRH)
SPRI (SPRH)
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)
STAA-STAG ST. (SAINT) files SAI includes Stephen T. Stackpole of Detroit).
STAH-STAM
STAN-STANDARD, A-K
STANDARD, L-Z - STANDE (STANDH)
STANDI-STAP (STAQ)
STAR-STAS
STAT-STAZ (STB STD)
STEA-STEC
STED-STEED
STEF-STEH
STEI-STEIH, only
STEINA-STEING
STEINH-STEM (includes re: Steinmetz Memorial Museum; also Emil J.
   Steinhauser, Secretary to Arthur Brisbane)

Box 2082

STEN-STEP (STEQ)
STER-STERN A-H
STERN, I-Z - STERZ (STES)
STET-STEVE N S, A-H
STEVENS, I-Z - STEVZ
STEW-STEZ (STF STH)
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIZ (STJ STN)
STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STF-STQ)
   Frant Stout - Fort Myers, Florida property

Box 2083

STRAA-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ (STBD)
STRE-STRI (STM)
STRO (STRT)
STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL
STUM-STY (STZ)
SU A-SULLE (SULLE-SULL)
   Subscriptions
   School
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUN (SUO)
SUP-SOS
SUT-SV
SWA (SWB-SWD)

Box 2084

SWE (SWF SWH)
SWI-SWY (SWZ-SX)
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
   Tax Folder
Tax Research Institute of America, Inc.
TAY-TAYLOR, A-E
TAYLOR, F-K
TAYLOR, L-Z - TAZ (TB-TC-TD)

Box 2085
TEA-TEM
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG) (includes Bradford Knapp, President of Texas Technological College)
THA (THB TED)
THE-THI (THJ TEN) (includes re: Leo Theisen)
THOA-THOMAS, A-H
THOMAS, I-Z (THOMP)
THOMPSON
   A-E
   F-K
   L-Z (THOMR)
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ (THP-THQ)
THR-THY (THZ) (includes re: The Three-Score-and-Ten Club, Miami)
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM

Box 2086
TIN-TIZ (TJ-TN)
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
TOM-TOO
TOP-TOV
   Toupalik-Hutchinson European Trip
TOW-TOZ (TP-TQ)
TRA (TRB TRD)
TRE (TRF TRH) (includes George W. Trendle of Detroit)
TRI (TRJ TRN)
TRO (TRP TRT)
TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT)
TUA-TUK
TUL-TURM

Box 2087
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TUZ (TV) (includes Tuskegee Institute - Dr. G. W. Carver)
TW-TY (TZ)
UA-UK
UL-UM
UNA-UNIN (UNIO)
UNION, only (UNITEC)
UNITED, only

Box 2088
UNITED STATES-UNZ (includes re: Universalist Ministers Retreat at Wayside Inn)
United States Government
General
Greenfield Village Post Office
General
Monthly Reports
Re: Insufficient Postage
Veterans Administration - Hospital Site
Universities - General
UP-UR
US-UZ

Box 2089
VAA-VAM
VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ (VAO VAQ)
VAR-VAZ (VB-VC-VD)
VEA-VEN (VEO VEQ)
VER-VEZ (VF-VG-VH) (includes General Frank T. Hines, The Administrator of Veterans Affairs, Washington, D.C.)
VIA-VIK
VIL-VIZ (VL-VN)
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VOK-VOO
VOP-VY (VZ)

Box 2090
WAA-WAF (includes Norman B. Pitcairn, Receiver of Wabash Railway Company)
WAG-WAGNER, A-H
WAGNER, I-Z (WAGZ)
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE (includes Mrs. Sidney D. Waldon of Clarkston, Mich.)
WALF-WALKER, A-H
WALKER, I-Z (WALKZ)
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE (WALTF-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ (includes re: death of Christopher Walz (old-timer) owned brass foundry near Eastern Market

Waltham Watch Company (includes re: Duane Church, early watchmaker who died in 1898)

Walton-Pierce Company, Detroit

WAM-WAQ
WAR-WARD, only
WARDA-WARM

Waring School
WARN-WARQ
WARR-WARRE

Box 2091

WARRI-WARZ

WAS

Washington and Jefferson College - Ralph Cooper Hutchinson, President

WATA-WATE

Waterford, Michigan

WATF-WATSON, A-H

WATSON, I-Z (WATZ)

WAU-WAZ (WB-WC-WD)

Wayne - General Folder

Wayne County Road Commissioners

Re: Relocation of South Dearborn Road

Wayne County Treasurer's Office

Box 2092

Wayside Inn

General Folder (includes re: Commonwealth of Massachusetts check for $1.00 in payment of new road.

Accident Reports

Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos

Disbursement Statement

Enclosing School Diaries

Enclosing Financial Statements, etc.

Guests of Henry Ford

Schools

Monthly Financial Statements

Ways Station, Georgia

WEA (WEBA)

Box 2093

WEBB

WEBE (WEBF-WEBR)
WEBS-WEC
WED-WEE (WEF)
WEG-WEH
WEIA-WEIK (WEI)
WEIL-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELA-WELLE
WELLS, I-Z (WELZ)
WEM-WEN (WEO WEQ)
WEE (includes Jakob Werlin, Director of Daimler-Benz Company of Germany)
WESA-WESS (includes Gerhard Wessel of Berlin, Germany)
WEST, only
WESTA-WESTERM

Box 2094

WESTERN-WESTEZ (includes Western Kentucky State Teachers College re:
"Life of Henry Ford and His Accomplishments")
WESTF-WESZ
WET-WEZ (WF-WG)
WHA-WHEELER, A-H
WHEELER, I-Z (WHEZ)
WHIA-WHITC (IJHITD)
WHITE
A-E
F-K (includes Hugh White, Governor of Mississippi)
WHITE, L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
Whitlock's Inc. (Antiques)
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ (includes "Who's Who in Engineering" re: Henry Ford)
WIA-WID

Box 2095

WIE-WIF
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG
WILH-WILK
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-WILLIAMS, A-E
WILLIAMS, F-K
WILLIAMS, L-Z (WILLIAMSOM)
WILLIAMSON-WILLIR (includes re: Opening of "Williamsburg Inn" April 3, 1937)
WILLIS-WILLZ
Willow Run School - Belleville, Michigan
WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-N
WILSON, O-Z (WILZ)
   R. S. Wilson
WIM-WINE

Box 2096
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WIZ (WJ WN)
WOA-WOK
WOL-WOLF, only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC)
WOOD
   A-H
   I-Z
WOODA-WOODR
   Woodchuck Lodge - John Burrough's Memorial
WOOL-WOQZ (WOP-WOQ)
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)
   World Broadcasting Company - New York City

Box 2097
WRA-WRIGHT, A-H
WRIGHT, I-Z - WRZ (includes Estelle Wrock - dramatic soprano; also Orville Wright re: Village Display)
WU (W-WX)
   The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company - Rudolph Wurlitzer
WY-X
YA-YD
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG
   A-H
I-Z (YZ)
  Y.M.C.A. - Y.W.C.A.
  Ypsilanti

Box 2098

ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE (ZF-ZG-ZH)
ZIA-ZIL (includes re: Retirement of Commodore Leopold Ziegenbein, of North German Lloyd)
ZIM
ZIN-ZIZ (ZJ ZN)
ZO-ZY (ZZ)
Undecipherable Names
Uncertain as to spelling of Name
Unsigned receiving memos
  Unsigned letters

1938

Box 2099

AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC
ADA-ADAMS, A-H (includes George Matthew Adams - writer)
ADAMS, I-Z (ABB)
ADC-ADK
ADL-ADZ (includes Julius Ochs Adler, General Manager of The New York Times)
    AE-AH (includes J. Frederick Ahlborn of Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce)
    AI-AK
    ALA-ALBA (ALBD)
    ALBE-ALBO (ALBQ)
    ALBR-ALD (includes John Alderdyce re: Thesis on the Water Power at Brooklyn, Michigan Dam, 1914)
ALE
ALF-ALLEM

Box 2100

ALLEN
  A-H
  I-Z
ALLENA-ALQ (includes re: gift of Ford Sedan to Allied Youth, Detroit, Michigan)
ALP-ALZ
AMA-AMER (EX. AMERICAN)
AMERICAN
A-D
E-L
   American Library Service
M-R
S-Z
AMES-AMZ

Box 2101
AMA-ANDERSON, A-H (includes Congressman C. Arthur Anderson from Missouri)
ANDERSON, I-Z (AKDO ANDQ) (includes Bishop Wm. F. Anderson of Boston, Massachusetts)
ANDR-ANDZ
ANE-ANN
ANO-ANZ (AO) (includes A. D. Henderson, President of Antioch College re: Thermostat developed by college and used in Ford cars etc.)
AP-AQ
   Application Folder
ARA-ARL (includes Richard W. Archer - Dublin, Ireland Ford Dealer; also Arabian Knights Bowling League of Chicago re: Eddie Cantor Radio Broadcast attack on Henry Ford)
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ
ARN-ARNO (ARNP-ARHR)
ARNS-ARZ (includes Arthur's Flower Shop re: Lansing Ruling re: Sales Tax on telegraphed orders for flowers)
AS-ASHL
ASHM-ASZ
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ

Box 2102
AUA-AUL (AU)
   Francois Audi (Violet Raymond)
AUM-AUZ (includes Lord and Lady Austin)
   Au Sable Trout & Game Club
      Re: Annual Meeting
         1922-1938
AV-AZ
BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAE (BAP)
BAG-BAILEY, A-H
BAILEY, I-Z (BAJ)
Box 2103

William Bailey - Lease of Cape May, New Jersey Property, 1929-1937
BAK-BAKER, A-H
BAKER, I-Z (BAKZ) (includes Walter C. Baker of Cleveland, Ohio; also re:
death of Newton D. Baker of Cleveland, Ohio)
BAL-BALD
BALE-BALLE
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
   Banks - Hold for Reply Folder (empty)
   Bank Letters
       A-E
       F-G
       H-K

Box 2104

L-S
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
T-Z
Bank Statements
   A-B
   C-D
   F
   G-L
   M-N
   O-Z

Box 2105

BARA-BARB (BAR)
BARC-BARJ
BARK-BARM
BARN-BARNES
BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ)
BARR-BARRE (BARRF-BARRH)
   The Barradas League - San Francisco, California
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK (BART) (includes Oliver E. Barthel of Detroit)
BARTL-BARTZ
BARU-BAS
BAT (includes Bertha Waite Batzold - former Henry Ford Hospital Nurse)
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ (BB-BC-BD)

Box 2106

BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ (BEB) (includes Stanley S. Beaubaire re: Douglas Corrigan)
BEC-A-BECK, only
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEE (BEP)
BEG-BEI (BEJ-BEK)
BEL-BELK (includes Belgian Commercial Counselor re: Mr. Ford becoming member of "Sponsorship Committee" for Belgian Participation in the New York World's Fair of 1939)
BELL, only
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BEMER (BENNES) (includes Charles H. Bennett of Plymouth, Mich.)
BENNET-BENR (includes John W. Bennett re: Eddie Cantor Radio Broadcast re: Henry Ford)
BENS-BENZ (BEO-BEQ)
BERA-BERGD (BER)
BERGE-BERGZ
BEKH-BERM
BERN-BERQ

Box 2107

BERR-BERZ (includes re: visit of Crown Prince Bertil and Crown Princess of Sweden; also gift of Lincoln-Zephyr sedan)
The Berry School
BES-BET
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
BIA-BID
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK (includes Poultney Bigelow re: Prince Louis Ferdinand, etc.)
Anita Bigongiari - Toscana, Italy
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ (includes Malcolm Bingay of the Detroit Free Press)
BIR
BIS-BIZ (BJ-BK)
Walter H. Bishop - Athens, Georgia

Box 2108

BLAA-BLAC
BLAD-BLAK to BLAM
BLAN-BLAZ (BLB to BID)
BLE-BLI (BLJ to BLN)
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ (BLP to BLT)
BLU-BLUMB (BLUMC-BLUMD)
BLUME-BLZ (BM-BK)
BOA-BOD
   Boat Schedule - 1937-1938
BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK
BOLL-BOM
   Jesse W. Bellinger - Attorney
BON (includes Mrs. Carrie Jacobs Bond - song writer)

Box 2109

BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
BOT-BOU (BOV)
   Botsford Inn
       Daily Reports
BOWA-BOWE (BOW BOWJ)
   R. D. Bowen - Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union of America
       (empty)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX)
BOY-BOYD
BOYE-BOZ (BP-BQ) (includes Hap A. Boynton, General Sales Manager of
   General Electric Go. Cleveland, Ohio; also re: Boys' Choir of the Holy Cross
   College of Dresden, Germany; also Maurice Boyer, Director of Banque de
   Paris and Des Pays-Bas, Paris, France)
BRAA-BRADF
BRADG-BRADL
BRADM-BRADY (BRADZ)

Box 2110

BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ (BRB BRD)
   Brazil Correspondence
BREA-BREI (includes Philip Breitmeyer of Detroit re: gift of Civic Convention
   Hall at foot of Woodward Ave. etc)
BREJ-BREH (BREO)
BREP-BREZ (BRF-BRH) (includes Congressman Ralph O. Brewster of Maine)
BRIA-BRIE (BRIF)
BRIG-BRIM
BRIN-BRIZ (BRJ-BRI)
BROA-BROC
BROD-BRON
BROO-BROOK (BROOL) (includes re: L. Loring Brooks of Boston; also re:
Brooklyn, Michigan Project)
Brooklyn, Michigan Property

Box 2111

BROOM-BROWM
BROWN
  A-C
  D-G
  H-J
  K-H (includes Lewis H. Brown, President of Johns-Manville Corporation)
  S-Z
BROWNNA-BROZ (BRP-BRT)
BRU-BRUNH
BRUNI-BRUZ (BRV-BBX)
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT)
BUA-BUCH (BUCI-BUCJ) (includes Frank Buehman of Moral Rearmament)
BUCK-BUCKE
BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE
BUF-BUK
BUL
BUM-BUQ

Box 2112

BURA-BURJ (BUR) (includes re: Mr. Ford's attendance at dinner of Bureau of
Advertising of American Newspaper Publishers Association)
BURK
  Luther Burbank's Dog "Bonita"
  Burke's Landed Gentry (re: Henry Ford Family History)
BURL-BURNE (BURNF-BURNG)
BURM-BURNZ (includes Edward W. Burnshaw Jr. re: autographed copy of
souvenir program of Light's Golden Jubilee presented to Professor Albert
Einstein)
  Cornelius F. Burns (Mayor of Troy, New York) includes re: Mr. Ford's visit
during Mr. Burn's last illness
BURO-BURR
BURS-BURZ
BUS (includes Willard Chevalier, Publisher of Business Week; also Joseph F.
Busha of Statler Hotel, Detroit re: Dr. George Washington Carver of
Tuskegee Institute)
BUT-BUTS
BUTT-BUZ (BV-BX)
BY-BZ
Box 2113

CAA-CAI (CAJ-CAK)
  Mrs. Ed Cain re: Addison Ford picture
CALA-CALK (CAL)
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
CAMP-CAMPBELL, A-H
  Camp Legion
  Letters
CAMPBELL, I-Z (CAMZ) (includes Sir Malcolm Campbell of England; also
  Margaret K. Campbell - author)
CANA-CANF (CAN)
CANG-CANZ (CAO)
CAP-CAQ
  Cape May, New Jersey property (sale to Philip Singer)

Box 2114

CARA-CARK (CAR)
CARL-CARM (includes John Carlisle of The Detroit News)
CARN-CARP (CARQ)
CARR-CARROLL, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z (CARS)
CART-CARZ (includes Cartier, Inc. re: Mrs. Ford's Jewelry)
  Dr. George Washington Carver of Tuskegee Institute
CASA-CASR
CASS-CASZ

Box 2115

CAT-CAZ (CB-CC-CD)
  Catalogues
CE-CENTRAL, A-L
  Centennial School - Tecumseh, Michigan (empty)
  Central Inspection and Weighing Bureau 1932-1938

Box 2116

CENTRAL, M-Z (CEZ)
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CRAPL
CHAPM-CHAR
CHAS-CHAZ (CHB-CHD)
CHE (CHF-CHH)
CHIA-CHICAGO., A-E
CHICAGO, F-Q
CHICAGO, R-Z (CHICZ)
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ)
CHR (CHS-CHT)
CHU-CHY (CHZ)
CI (CJ-CK)

Box 2117

CLAA-CLAP (CLAQ)
CLAR-CLARK, A-E
CLARK, F-K
CLARK, L-Z (CLARKD)
CLARKE-CLARZ
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB to CLD)
Dr. W. T. Claxton - Britton, Michigan
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH) (includes request to The Cleveland Trust Company for currency in large denominations)
CLI (CLJ to CUT)
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CN)
COA-COB (includes James H. Cobb Jr., Secretary to the Mayor of Savannah, Georgia)
COC-COE
COF-COHEN, A-F
COHEN, G-Z (COHEO-COHM)
COHN-COK
COL-COLE, only

Box 2118

COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLINR
COLLINS (COLLINT-COLLINV)
COLLINW-COLT
COLU-COLZ
COM
Russell Common - Los Angeles, California
CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL (COM)
CONN
CONO-CONR

Box 2119

CONS
CONT-COHZ
Continental Ford Companies (stockholders), 1930-1938
COO-COOK, only (COOKD)
COOKE-COON
CQOP-COOZ
R. L. Cooper - Savannah, Georgia (includes re: conveyance of 144,798 acres of land to State Highway Board of Georgia for Highway #17 Savannah to Jacksonville)

COP-CORB
CORC-CORM
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ (includes Douglas Corrigan - Aviator)
COS-COT

Box 2120

COU (includes re: Golden Wedding Anniversary gift of Triptych from George Courtney, Teaneck, New Jersey; also Rev. Charles E. Coughlin of Royal Oak, Michigan; also Mrs. James Couzens of Birmingham, Mich.)

COV-COW
COX-COZ (CP-CQ)
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN (CRAO) (includes Dr. George W. Crane (Psychologist and Writer) of Northwestern University, Chicago; also Robert T. Hatt, Director of Cranbrook Institute of Science re: Glass working, etc.)

Crane Research laboratories
CRAP-CRAZ (CRB to CRD)
CRE (CRF to CRH)
CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
CROS-CROT
CROU-CROZ (CRP CRT)
CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT)
CUA-COL
CUM

Box 2121

CUN-CUP (CUQ)
CUR-CURR (CURS)
CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
DAA-DAK
DAL
DAM-DANH
Dance Books and Orchestrations
Dance Music - Cash Reports, 1929-1938
DANI-DANZ (DAO-DAP-DAQ)

Box 2122

DAR-DAT
DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVIO-DAVIR)
DAVIS
A-E
F-K (includes Judge Joe Cabell Davis of Dillon, South Carolina)
L-Z (DAVZ)
DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD)
DEA (includes Hugh Dean of Detroit; also Henry R. Dearlove enclosing "Profit-sharing Letter" dated April 26, 1915)

Box 2123
Dearborn
Dearborn Aviation Park Subdivision - Robert Herndon 1928-1938
Dearborn Michigan property owned by Henry Ford includes re: lands conveyed to Ford Motor Company
Dearborn Michigan City Departments
City of Dearborn - Proposed Park Conveyance
Dearborn Board of Education
District No. 5 Henry Ford School
Re: Trustee's salary
Dearborn Country Club - General
The Dearborn Inn
Daily Room Reports

Box 2124
Dearborn Realty and Construction Company
Dearborn State Corporation
Dearborn State Corporation re: Dearborn Realty Collections
Dearborn Township
DEB-DEC
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK (includes Conde de Guell, a director of the Spanish Ford Company)
DEIA (includes Jose Delacruz, Lieutenant in Pancho Viela's Army in 1911, re: Ford car formerly in the possession of Pancho Villa)
DELB-DELZ
DEM
DEN-DEO (includes Harry M. Denyes of Birmingham, Michigan; also Dean Raimundo de Ovies of Atlanta, Georgia)
DEP-DER

Box 2125
DES
DET-DEU
Detroit - General (includes John Carlisle of The Detroit News; also re: Mrs. Ford's subscription of $5,000- to the Detroit Symphony Society; also E.XD. Stair, President of The Detroit Free Press)
The Detroit Edison Company
Detroit, Michigan City Departments (includes re: 75th birthday celebration tendered Mr. Ford)
Detroit, Toledo and Ironton Railroad
General
Fairlane Charges
Detroit Trust Company (includes redemption)
DEV
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH)
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE DIEQ)
DIER-DIEZ
DIF-DIL
DIM-DIS (includes The Disabled American Veterans (tribute, etc.)
DIT-DIZ (DJ-DN)

**Box 2126**

DOA-DOC (includes J. B. Doan, Chairman of The American Tool Works Company of Cincinnati; also Abner Doble (Doble Steam Automobile)
DOD (includes Percival Dodge re: Dr. Harold W. Close of American University of Beirut, re: Soybeans)
DOE-DOK
DOL-DOM
DONA-DONN (DON)
DONO-DOO (DOP-DOQ)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ)
DRA-DRB-DRD
DRE-DRF-DRH
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT)

**Box 2127**

DUA-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND (DUN)
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ (DUO) (includes lady Mabel Dunn of England)
DUP-DUR (includes re: death of Charles E. Duryea, pioneer automobile manufacturer)
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DZ)
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ
EB
EC
EDA-EDE (EDF)

**Box 2128**

EDG-EDS
   Edison (includes Charles Edison, Assistant Secretary of The Navy; also re:
   Edison Memorial Park)
   Edison Botanic Research Corp. (dissolution)
   The Edison Institute
   Greenfield Village - General
   Students Birthday Greetings, 1937-1938
   Delivery Orders
   Receiving Memos, April - December
   Educational - B.B. Lovett
   Schools - General
EDT-EDW (EDX to EDZ)
   Harry Stillwell Edwards (Georgia author) includes re: gift of Ford Sedan; 83rd
   Birthday; Death; Memorial.
   Newspaper clippings

**Box 2129**

EE-EG
EH
EIA-EIR (El)
EIS-EIZ (EJ-EK)
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK
ELL-ELLIO (ELLIP-ELLIR)
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ
EMA-EML
EMM-EMZ (includes Harold H. Emmons Jr. of Detroit)
EN-ENGI (EIGJ-EHGH)
ENGL-EHGZ
ENH-ENZ (EO)
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK

**Box 2130**

ERL-ERZ
ES
ET-EU
EVA (EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ (includes Barney Everitt of Sampson Rubber Products Company)
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
  Fairlane - Private Railroad Car
    General (includes re: "SATCO" lined bearings made by Magnus Metal Corp.)
    Repairs and Painting includes Wabash Railway Company re: Journal Box Waste.
    Changes in roof, 1932-1938
FAL-FAQ

Box 2131
FARA-FARM (FAR) (includes Farmers Federation, Inc. of Asheville, North Carolina re: Contributions, etc; also Edward P. Farley re: German Dirigibles)
  Farm Chemurgic Council (National)
FARN-FARZ (includes Merton E. Farr of Detroit re: Painting "Historical Tug Champion Tow of Lake Sail Vessels" - Golden Wedding Reception)
FAS-FAU
FAV-FAZ (FB-FC-FD)
FEA-FEG
FEH-FEI (FEJ-FEK
FEL-FEM
FEH-FEQ (includes George H. Fenkell of Detroit)
FERA-FERM
FERN-FERZ
FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
FIA-FIE
FIF-FIHD
FUB-FIHL (FINM)

Box 2132
FINN-FIR (includes Harvey S. Firestone, Jr.; also A.V. Moninger, President of First National Bank Building Company)
FIS-FISG
FISH-FISHER, A-H
FISHER, I-Z (FISZ)
FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK) (includes Reverend Frank Fitt of The Grosse Pointe Memorial Church)
FLA-FLB to FLD
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
FLI-FLOR
FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
  Lucille Flowers - St. Louis, Missouri
FOA-FOK
FOL- FOO (FOP- FOQ)

Box 2133

FORA- FORD (FOR) (includes B.C. Forbes of Forbes Magazine)
  Henry Ford - Letters signed by Henry Ford
  Ford - General A-Z
  Edsel B. Ford Family
  Henry Ford (includes  re: 75th Birthday Dinner at Masonic Temple)
  Henry Ford - Letters re: his trip to White House (Washington D.C.)
  Mrs. Henry Ford
  Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford - Golden Wedding Anniversary Telegrams
  Henry Ford - 75th Birthday Telegrams

Box 2134

Henry Ford Farms - Ways, Georgia - See Richmond Hill Plantation
  General
  Dearborn - Ray Dahlinger
  Harrison, Michigan
  Macon, Michigan
  Macon, Michigan - Report of employees
  Belleville - Accident Reports
  Dearborn - Accident Reports
  Macon - Accident Reports
  Milan - Accident Reports
  Sharon Hollow - Accident Reports
  General - Report of Payments
  Roadside Market - Report of Payments
  Belleville - Report of Payments
  Dearborn - Report of Payments (Monthly)
  Macon - Report of Payments
  Sharon Hollow - Report of Payments
  Macon - Boy's Garden Project
  Macon - Soybeans to Saline, Michigan
  Ford Motor Company Invoices

Box 2135

  Macon - Invoices
  Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos
  Henry Ford Flour Mills
  General
  Purchase Orders
  Delivery and Purchase Orders
  Daily Reports
    February - April
    May - August
    September - December
Box 2136

Henry Ford Hospital
  Accident Reports
  Daily Business Report - Frank Campsall
  Daily Business Report - E. G. Liebold
  Re: monthly balance sheet
  Report of patients seen daily
  School of Home Arts
  Williams House Account

Henry Ford Institute of Agricultural Engineering
Ford Motor Company
  Dearborn
    General
    Cashier's Office
    Engineering
      General
      Charles Voorhess
      Charles W. Thomas
    Experimental Laboratory
    Library
    Ford News
    Patent - Legal
    Publicity
    Purchase Requests
    Real Estate
      William T. Gregory
      Charles T. Newton
    Receiving and Shipping
    Secretary's Office
      Frank Campsall
      E. G. Liebold
      L. J. Thompson
    Weather Forecast for Detroit - Radio

Box 2137

Hydro Plants - General
Saline, Michigan
Rouge
  General
  Accounting includes re: Destruction of Henry Ford's Personal correspondence files 1924 to 1928, answered by form letters.
  Advertising
  Apprentice School
  Auditing
  Chemical & Metallurgical
Compensation
Delivery Orders
Disbursement
Employment
Engineering
Genealogy (Henry Ford)

Box 2138

General Letters
   January - June
   July - December
Disbursement re: Welfare Projects
Invoices
Medical - Hospital
Power includes photograph of some of the older men in Power Department
Power and Construction
President's Office
Purchasing
Purchase Orders

Box 2139

Receiving Memos
   January - March
   April - June
   July - September
   October - December

Box 2140

Sales
   General
   Advertising
      J. R. Davis, C. C. Cheadle
By-Products Sales
Secretary's Office
Service
   Harry Bennett
Ford Service Bulletin
Sociological
Statements and Remittances
   Henry Ford
   Henry Ford Farms
Superintendent's Office-C.E. Sorenson
Trade School
Traffic
Translations
Vice President - P.E. Martin

Box 2141

American Branches - General
Alexandria, Virginia
Atlanta, Georgia
Boston, Massachusetts
Chester, Pennsylvania
Chicago, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio includes translation of foreign language newspapers re:
   White House Conferences, etc.
Dallas, Texas
Dearborn, Michigan
Denver, Colorado
Edgewater, New Jersey
Green Island, New York.
Highland Park, - General
Indianapolis, Indiana
Iron Mountain, Michigan
Jacksonville, Florida
Kansas City, Missouri
Lincoln - General
Long Beach, California
Norfolk, Virginia
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Portland, Oregon
Richmond, California
Seattle, Washington
Somerville, Massachusetts
Ypsilanti, Michigan
Foreign Branches - General includes re: Ford Mutual Society, a social club
   of employees of Buenos Aires Branch.
Exports, Inc.
Canada - Windsor
Denmark - Copenhagen
Dagenham, London includes details of German Irrigation and Drainage
   Machine; also re: Indian girl and reincarnation.
France
   Charles E. Sorenson File re: Meeting May 2, 1938.
   Asnieres
   Germany - Cologne
   India
   Japan
Box 2142

Fordson - General
Fordson Secondary Schools
Fordson Estates - Limited - England
FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ
FOS-FOSTER, A-H
FOSTER, I-Z (FOV)
FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
FRAA-FRANC (FRAND-FRANJ)
FRANK, A-K
FRANK, L-Z (FRAMK)
FRANKL-FRAR
FRAS-FRAZ
FRE-FREEEL
Fred Fredericks - New York City

Box 2143

FREEM-FREEZ
FREF-FREN (FREO)
FREP-FREZ (FRF-FRH)
FRIA-FRIEDL
FRIEDM-FRIEZ (includes Edwin S. Friendly, Business Manager of "The Sun"
New York)
FRIF-FRIZ (FRJ-FRH)
FRO (FRP FRT)
FRU-FRY (FUA-FXJH) (Fill FUK)
FUL-FUM
FUN-FY (FZ)
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK) (includes Mrs. Ossip Gabrielowitch)
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAN (GAO-GAQ) (includes Sir Percy Bates, Chairman and John Gammie
of Cunard White Star Limited)
GARA-GARD (GAR)
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT

Box 2144

GAU-GAZ (GB-GC-GD) (includes Mrs. Fred A. Gauss- early neighbor and
bakery operator
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN (includes General Electric Company (Detroit) re: Power Station
Development at Rouge and Northville Plants, and Arthur Raphael Smith -
engineer; also Gerard Swope, President of General Electric Company; also
General Mills Inc. re: Betty Crocker Radio Broadcast on Wayside Inn)
General Accident Fire & Life Assurance Corp
   General
   Accident Reports A-G
   Accident Reports H-Z
Georgia
   Department of Industrial Relations

Box 2145
GEO-GEQ
GERA-GERL
GERM-GERZ
   Letters re: Acceptance of German Decoration (2 folders) (RESTRICTED)
GES-GH
GIA- GIB (includes Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson of New York)
GIC-GIK (includes Richard B. Gifford of New York World Telegram)
   Gift acknowledgments Jan.-June
   Gift acknowledgments July-Dec.

Box 2146
GILA-GILK
GILL
GILM-GILZ
GIM-GIZ (GJ-GK)
GLA (GLB GLD)
GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN)
GLO-GLY (GLZ-GM-GN)
GOA-GOD (GO)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOLDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSM (GOLDSN-GOLDSS)
GOLDST-GOLZ (includes Grisha Goluboff re: loan of violin; also Chandler
   Goldthwaite)
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GOODR
GOODS-GOOZ

Box 2147
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOU-GOZ (GP-GQ)
GRAA-GRAG (includes Hans Graetz of Berlin, Germany)
GRAH-GRAM (includes Joseph B. Graham of Graham-Paige Motors
   Corporation)
GRAN-GRAR
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB-GRD)
GREA-GREEM (includes G. B. Trumbull, Vice President of Great Lakes Engineering Works, Ecorse)
GREEN, only
   Green Lane Academy - Tecumseh, Michigan (empty)
GREENA-GREENI (GREENJ-GREENK)
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GREZ (GRF-GRH)
GRIA-GRXE
GRIF

Box 2148
GRIG-GRIZ (GRJ GRN) (includes Lloyd G. Grinnell, of Grinnell Brothers Detroit, Michigan; also Norman Robert Grimshaw of Standard Oil Company of Chicago)
GROA-GROSZ (includes re: Conveyance of Grosse Isle Property to Harry H. Bennett.)
GROT-GROZ (GRP GRT)
GRU-GRZ (GS-GT) (includes Alfred R. Grundel re: gift of cup and saucer to Dr. George Washington Carver)
GUA-GUH
GUI-GUM
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC
HAD-HAF
HAG

Box 2149
HAH
   Anna Marie Hahn re: her death in electric chair
HAI-HAK
   Fritz Hailer - German Consul (RESTRICTED)
HAIA-HALK
HALL, A-H
HALL, I-Z
HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH (HAM)
HAMI-HAML (includes Waring Hamilton re: specifications of Ford "A" 1903 model)
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)
HAMMO-HAMZ
HANA-HAND (HAH)
HANE-HANL (HAKM) (includes S. T. Hankey re: Hydraulic Brakes)

Box 2150
HANN-HANR
HANS to HAP (HAQ)
HARA-HARD (includes Hardwick Stove Company of Cleveland, Tennessee)
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARP (HARQ)
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)
HARRIS
   A-H (includes Harris Trust & Savings Bank - Chicago)
   I-Z
HARRISA-HARRZ
HARS-HART, only
HARTA-HARTL

Box 2151
HARTM
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)
HARV-HARZ
HASA-HASR
HASS-HASZ
HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH)
HAWKI-HAYD
HAYE-HAYN (HAYO-HAYR)
HAYS-HAZ (HB-HD) (includes Will H. Hayes of Motion Picture Producers)
HEA (HE) (includes Father Charles W. Heath of Grosse Pointe)
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEINR
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)
HEL-HELLE (HELLES-HELLF)
HELLG-HELZ
HEM
HEMA-HEHD (HEN) (includes H. N. Henderson re: Birds imported from
   England)

Box 2152
HENE-HENN
HENO-HENR
HENS-HEP (HBQ)
HERA-HERL (HER)
HERM-HERQ
    Hermitage Mansion
HERR
HERS-HERZ (includes John W. Hershey (tree top consultant)
HES
HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)
HIA-HIF
HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL
    A-H
    I-Z

Box 2153
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM (includes Israel Himelhoch of Detroit)
HINA-HINJ
HINK-HIP (HIQ)
HIRA-HIRSC (HIRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH-HIZ (HJ-HN)
HOA-HOC
HOD
HOE
HOP-HOFFMAN, only (includes Joseph Hoffman re: Green Island Plant)
HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH (HOLL) (includes Holley Carburetor Company re: Huron River
    Project, etc)
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS

Box 2154
HOLT-HOLZ
    Dr. C. F. Holton - Savannah, Georgia
HOM-HON
HOO
HOP-HOQ
HORA-HORN
HORO-HORZ
HOS-HOT
HOU-HOV
HOW-HOWA (HOWB-HOWC)
HOWD-HOWE, only
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ (HP-HT)
HUA-HUBB (HUBC-HUBD) (includes Albert Hubbard II of The Roycrofters -
Publishers)
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF
   Mrs. Edward S. Huff (Julia Huff)

Box 2155
HUG (includes Ben C. Hughes re: Horace A. Rackham Estate; also Charles A.
   Hughes of Detroit Athletic Club)
HUH-HUL
HUM
HOT-HUNT, only (includes Edward Hungerford of New York)
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUNTF-HUNTH)
HUNTI-HUQ
HUR
   Huron Mountain Club - (includes re: gift of school bus to Powell Township)
   Huron Mountain Club - Land Study
HUS
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX) (includes Dr. Ralph Cooper Hutchison, President of
   Washington and Jefferson College)

Box 2156
HY (HZ)
IA-IK
IL-IM
INA-IND (INE-INF)
ING-INS
INT-IQ (includes The International Grenfell Association re: gift of repair parts)
IR
IS
IT-IZ
JAA-JACKSON, A-G
JACKSON, H-Z (JACN)
JACO-JACZ

Box 2157
JAD-JAL
JAM
JAN-JAP
JAQ-JAZ (JB-JC-JD)
JEA-JEM
JEN-JEQ
JER-JI (JJ to JN)
JOA-JOHNSON (includes C. E. Johansson re: Carboloy gauge blocks)
JOHNSON
  A-D
  E-H
  Johnson & Higgins (insurance)
  I-M

Box 2158
  N-Z (JOHNSS)
  JOHNSTON, only
  JOHNST-JONES, A-G
  JONES, D-H
  JONES, I-M (includes Jesse H. Jones, Chairman of Reconstruction Finance Corp)
  JONES, N-Z (JONZ)
  JOO-JOR
  JOS-JOY (JOZ-JP JT)
  JUA-JUM
  JUN-JUZ (JY JZ)
  KAA-KAH (includes Albert Kahn of Detroit)
  KAI-KAL

Box 2159
  KAM-KANE (KANF-KANH)
  KANI-KAP (KAQ)
  KAR-KAS
  KAT
  KAU-KAUF
  KAUG-KAZ (KB-KD)
  KEA-KED
  KEE-KEF
  KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
  KEL-KELLER (includes K. T. Keller of Detroit; also Reverend James G. Keller of Maryknoll)
  KELLES-KELLN
  KELLO-KELLX

Box 2160
  KELLY-KELZ
    Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc.
    General (insurance)
    Accident Reports
    A
    Ba-Bh
    Bi-Bz
Box 2161

C
D-F
G
H-I-J

Box 2162

K-L
M
N-O-P

Box 2163

Q-R
SA-SL
SM-SZ
T-U-V
W-X-Y-Z

Box 2164

KEM
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNY (KEMZ)
KENO-KENZ (includes Governor A. B. Chandler of Kentucky)
KEO-KERN (KERO-KERQ)
KERR-KERZ
KES-KET (includes Dick Kettlewell - early employee)
KEU-KEY (KEZ-KF KH)
KIA-KIE
KIF-KIL
KIM-KINF
KING
  A-H (includes Bettie King re: Greenfield Village Chapel)
  I-Z
KINGA-KINR
    George Kingston - Fort Myers, Florida property
KINS-KIP (KEQ)
KIRA-KIRK
KIRL-KIZ (KJ-KK) (includes Mrs. Betzy KJelsberg of Oslo, Norway)
KIA-KLB-KLD

Box 2165

KLE-KLEIN, A-H
KLEIN, 1-Z (KIEZ KLF-KLH)
KLI-KLJ-KLN
KLO-KLU KLV (KLZ-KM)
KNA-KNB-KND
KNE-KNI (KNJ-KHN)
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY (KBZ)
KOA-KOD
KOE
KOF-KOH
Kohler Company (lighting plants)
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ)
KRAA-KRAL

Box 2166
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ (KRB-KRD)
KRE (KRF-KRH)
KBI (KBJ-KRN)
KRO (KRP-KRT)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN (KUO)
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY (KZ)
LAA-LAC
Labor-Union Letters

Box 2167
LAD-LAH
LAI-LAL
LAMA-LAMB
LAMC-LAMZ (includes Lamson & Hubbard re: Captain William Hempel of the Oscar II and Mink lined coat; also Thomas William Lamont re: Mr. Ford calling on Mr. Morgan)
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG, only (includes re: death of Anton Lang - Passion Play Christ)
LANGA-LANGE
LANGF-LANZ (LAO)
LAP-LAR
LAS-LAT

Box 2168
LAU
LAV-LAWN (IAWO-LAWQ)
LAWR
LAWS-LAZ (LB-LD)
LEA
   Lease Folder
LEB-LED
LEE
   Robert E. Lee Memorial Foundation Inc. - Stratford Hall
LEF-LEG (includes Helen A. Legate of Concord, Massachusetts)
LEH
LEI-LEK
LEL-LEM
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
LET-LEVE (LEVF-LEVH)
LEVI-LEVX
LEYV
   A-G
   H-L
   M-Z (LEVZ)

Box 2169
LEW-LEWIS, A-G
LEWIS, H-Z
LEWISA-LEZ (LH)
LIA-LIC
LID-LIE
   E. G. Liebold - Personal
LIF-LIM
LINA-LIHDE (includes Lincoln Memorial University re: Soybeans, etc.)
LINDF-LINDZ
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU
LIV-LL (LM-LH)

Box 2170
LOA-LOD (includes re: R. M. Lockwood - New York Export Manager - 1904;
   also Joseph E. Lockwood - Detroit friend - 1902)
LOE
LOF-LOM
LON-LOHG, only
LONGA-LOQ
LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU
Dr. Louis Ferdinand
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT) (includes Life Certificate of Loyal Order of Moose)
LUA-LUC

Box 2171
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ (LV-LW-LX)
LYA-LYNCH, A-G
LYNCH, H-Z (LYNZ)
LYO-LYZ (LZ)
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ (includes John Macrae, President of E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc.)
MAD-MAF
MAG
MAH
MAI-MAK
Mailing list for future literature on Decentralization, etc.
MAL-MAM (includes Mrs. Alice Malcomson - Mrs. A. Y.)

Box 2172
MANA-MANF (MAN)
MANG-MANL (MANM) (includes Carl Mangard of Sweden - Editor)
MANN-MANR (includes Bishop William T. Manning re: the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York)
MANS-MAP (MAQ)
MARA-MARD
MARE-MARI (MARj)
MARK (includes Major Edwin M. Markham - U. S. Engineer's Office)
MARL MARR
MARS-MARSH, only
Marsh and McLennan (insurance)
MARSHA-MARSZ
MART-MARTIN, A-G
MARTIN, H-L
MARTIN, M-Z (MARTZ)

Box 2173
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO (includes Randolph Mason re: Roycroft Inn)
MASP-MASZ
MAT-MATHE (MATHF-MATHH)
MATHI-MATTHA)  
E.E.C. Mathis re: Matford Company Agreement
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD
MAYE-MAYER, A-H
MAYER, I-Z (MAYEZ)
MAYF-MAZ (MB)
McA-McB
McCAA-McCAN (McCAQ)
McCAR-McCAZ

Box 2174
McCE-McCL (McCM-McCN)
McCOA-MeCOQ (includes Dr. Lee S. McCollester of Tufts College)
McCOR-McCOZ
McCR-McCU to McCZ
McDA-McDONA
McDONE-McDZ only
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ)
McGuffey Readers - Reprints Mailed

Box 2175
McH-McI (McJ)
McKA-McKe (McKH) (includes Woodrow McKay)
McKI-McKY (McKZ)
McLA-McLD
McLE-McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO (includes re: Walter McNeill lease of Cape May, New Jersey Farm)
McP-McZ (MD)
MEA-MEC
MED-MEH
MEI-MEK
MEL-MEM
Memorandums
MENA-MENF (MEN)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MEQ)
MERA-MERQ
MERR
MERS-MES
META-METY

Box 2176

METZ-MEX
MEY-MEYER, A-F
MEYER, G-L
MEYER, M-Z
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)
MIA-MIC
Michigan - General
Michigan Central Railroad
Michigan State - Departments of State (includes: Secretary of State re: Mr. Ford's Honorary Membership of the Michigan Dept. of State)
MID-MIK
MILA-MILK

Box 2177

MILL-MILLER, A-B
MILLER, C-F
MILLER, G-J
MILLER, K-R
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ
MILM-MILZ (MIM) (includes C. G. Milner - Rome, Georgia Dealer)
MINA-MINM
Jack Miner - Manly F. Miner
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E

Box 2178

MITCHELL, F-Z (MIZ MJ-MN) (includes W. Ledyard Mitchell of Detroit)
MOA-MOE
MOF-MGK (includes C. M. Mohler re: Year 1902)
MOL-MOM
Steve Molnar (claims he loaned Mr. Ford $40 in 1883)
MONA-MONS
MONT-MONZ
MOO-MOORD (includes Archbishop Edward Mooney of Detroit)
MOORE
A-F
G-L
Box 2179

George Moore - Bosler, Wyoming
M-Z (MOQ)
MORA-MORF (includes E. Foster Moreton - Moreton Truck Company - re: loan)
MORG-MORH (includes J. P. Morgan)
MORI-MORRIR
MORRIS
A-H
I-Z
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK
MOSL-MOT (includes early advertisement for Mack Avenue Ford)

Box 2180

MOU-MOZ (MP-MT)
MUA-MUELLER, A-H (includes Adolph Mueller, President of Mueller
Company of Decatur, Illinois re: Automobiles of 1895-1897)
MUELLER, I-Z (MUK)
MUL (includes Robert R. Mullen of The Christian Science Monitor)
MUM-MUN (MUO MUQ)
MUR-MURPH (MURPHX) (includes Hopson Owen Murfee re: Harry Stillwell
Edwards writing about Henry Ford, etc.)
MURPHY
A-H
I-Z (MURQ)
MURR-MURZ
MUS-MUZ (MV-MW-MX)
MU-SIGMA-PI - Industrial Education Fraternity - Wayne University; Mr.
Ford's Honorary Membership, 1937
MY (MZ)
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS

Box 2181

NAT-NATIONAL, A-K (includes The National Cyclopedia of American
Biography re: Biography of Henry Ford)
National Farm Chemurgic Council
NATIONAL, L-Z (NATS) (includes National Recreation Association re: Ford
Motor Company Gardens Project)
NATT-NAZ (NB-ND)
NEA-NEE
A.C. Neale - Plainview, Texas
NEF-NEK
NEL
NEM-NET (includes Netherlands Consulate re: Visit of JHR. H.M. VanHaersma de With, Netherlands Minister; also Conrad J. Netting of Detroit)

NEU-NEV
NEW-NEWB

Box 2182
Newburg, Michigan Property
NEWC-NEWE
The Newcomen Society
NEWF-NEWL
NEWM
NEWN-NEWS
NEWT-NEWX (includes James Newton)
NEWY-NEWZ (NEX-NH)

Box 2183
The New York Central Railroad Company
New York World's Fair
New York Zoological Society
NIA-NICHOLS, only
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ (NJ-NN)
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ
NORA-NORS
NORT-NORHC (NORTHD)
NORTHE-NORTHW (NORTHX-NORTN)
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ (NP to NT)

Box 2184
NU-NY (NZ)
O-OBO (OBP-OBQ)
OBR-OBZ
OC
OD
W. Lee O'Daniel - Governor-elect of Texas
Re: Appointment with Mr. Ford
E. G. Liebold's Correspondence
OE

Box 2185
OF-OG
OH-OK (includes Baron Okura of Tokyo)
OLA-OLE
OLF-OLR
OLS-OM (includes Francis O'Malley re: Block "E" of J. B. Molony Subdivision, Dearborn)
ON (OO)
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM (includes Alfonso Orleans of Spain; also Eugene Ormandy - Conductor; also Matt O'Reilly - early acquaintance)
Order of The Crown of Charlemagne - Grand Dignitary granted to Mr. Henry Ford
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH (includes Chase S. Osborn)
OSI-OSZ
OT (includes John K. Ottley, Chairman of the Board of the First National Bank, Atlanta, Georgia; also re: Warren Otis (early friend)

Box 2186
OU-OV
OW-OZ
PAA-PAC
PAD-PAK (includes Bishop Herman Page of Detroit)
PAL
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI (PARJ) (includes Charles A. Parcells of Detroit; also Lawrence A. Pardee - Nephew)
PARK-PARKER, A-H
PARKER, I-Z PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)

Box 2187
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT)
PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH)
PATTI-PATZ (includes Jack Patton (cartoonist)
PAU (includes J. Robertson Paul - Charleston, South Carolina Dealer)
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
Darwin Kellog Pavey - New Orleans, Louisiana
PEA-PEB
PEC-PED
PEE-PEM
PEN-PENNI (PENN-PENNM)
PENNO-PENZ (includes The Pennsylvania Railroad re: Soybean Exhibit Car)
PEO-PEQ
Pequaming Schools
PERA-PERQ
Box 2188

PERR-PES
  Clayton A. Perry (Violinist)
PETS-PETERS, only
PETERSA-PETERSON, only (PETERSOP-PETEZ)
PETF-PEZ (includes Howard Pew, President of Sun Oil Company; also
  Congressman Samuel B. Pettengill (Indiana) re: Ford Motor Company
  Neighboring small plants)
PF (HJ) (includes Dr. Ehrenfried Pfeiffer of Switzerland re: Photosensin, etc.)
PHA-PHILI (includes Dr. A. F. Phillips of Eindhoven, Holland; also re: Election
  to Membership in the BETA Chapter of PHI ALPHA THETA - declined)
PHILL (includes S. J. Phillips of Tuskegee Institute re: Sales to Negroes)
  E. G. Phillips - Denver, Colorado
PHILM-PHY (PHZ)

Box 2189

PI-PID (includes re: Autograph and autographed photograph of Mr. Henry Ford
  sent to Mary Pickford)
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN (includes Amos R. E. Pinchot of New York; also A. R. Pinci of Hew
  York and Washington)
  Pinckney, Michigan Property
  Village of Pinckney, Michigan
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)
PLA-PLB-PLD
PLE PLY (PLZ-PM-PK)
  Andrew Flecher - Birmingham, Alabama.
POA-POK
POL
POM-POO
POP-POQ

Box 2190

POR-PORTER, A-H
PORTER, I-Z (PORZ)
POS
POT
POU-POWE1 (POWEM-POWEQ)
POWER-POZ (PP-PQ)
PRA (PRB to PRD)
PRE (PRF to PRH)
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRW)
PRO-PRY (PRZ-PS-PT)
Box 2191

Property deeded, sold, purchased, offered for sale
PUA-PUL
PUM-PUR
PUS-PY (PZ) (includes Nina Wilcox Putnam)
QA-QUE (QW-QUH)
QUI-QZ
RAA-RAC
RAD-RAH (includes William T. Radcliffe of Ferry-Morse Seed Company)
   Radio - General
RAI-RAM
RANA-RAND

Box 2192

RANE-RANZ (RAO)
RAP-RAS
RAT
RAU-RAW (RAX)
RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)
REA-REB
REC-RED
Receiving Memos (Henry Ford)
REE-REED
REEF-REEZ
REF-REH
REIA-REID (REIE) (includes Walter E. Reid re: Vancluse Mine - Virginia; also Charles F. Reid, President of Wells Petroleum Company; also Mrs. Ogden Reid, Vice-President of *New York Herald Tribune*)
REIF-REIM
REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)

Box 2193

REL-REN (REG) (includes Roy D. Renton re: School Problem)
REP-REX
REY-REZ (RF-RG)
RH (includes re: Honorary Membership in Rhode Island Horological Association)
RIA-RICE (RICF-RICG)
RICH-RICHARDS, RICHARDSOM
RICHARDSON, RICHD

Box 2194

RICHE-RICHZ (RICI-BICJ)
   Richmond Hill Plantation
      General
January - June (includes re: outstanding school bonds; also magazine article by James H. Cobb Jr., Secretary to the Mayor of Savannah; also Dr. C. F. Helton's report re: "Malaria Situation")
July - December (includes re: exchange of Court House site; also re: Floor stain contributed by George W. Carver)

Accident Reports
Payments Made

Box 2195

Invoices, Purchase Orders, Statements
January - June
July - December
Delivery Orders
Experimental - Rubber, Soybean
Weekly Bids for Commissary Meats

Box 2196

Commissary Store Accounts
January - July
July - January
Clinic Reports
Photographs sent in
Receiving Memos
Request for shipping orders

Box 2197

RICK-RID
RIE (includes re: Leni Riefenstahl, German film actress)
RIF-RIM (includes Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg)
  Rifle Range
RIN-RIS (includes C. M. Ripley of General Electric Company re: small automobiles)
RIT-RIZ (RJ RN)
ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS, only ROBERTSOM
ROBERTSON (ROBINS)
ROBINSON, A-H (includes Elsie Robinson - writer)

Box 2198

ROBINSON, I-Z (ROBZ) (includes James D. Robinson, President of the First National Bank, Atlanta, Georgia)
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROGJ)
ROCK-ROCZ
ROD
ROE-ROF
ROG-ROGERS, A-H
ROGERS, I-Z (RQGZ) (includes Jesse H. Jones, Treasurer of Will Rogers Memorial Commission)
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM
RON-ROR (includes re: Lunch with President Roosevelt April 27, 1938)
ROSA-ROSENA
ROSENB
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROSZR

Box 2199
ROSS-ROSZ
ROT-ROTH, only
ROTHA-ROTZ
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX (includes Lamont Rowlands of O'Brien Varnish Company - Tung Oil)
ROY-ROZ (RP RT) (includes W. Ormiston Roy re: John Burroughs property)
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO (includes Edward A. Rumely of New York)
RUP-RUSSEK
RUSSEL-RUSZ
RUT-RUZ (RV RX)
RY RZ (includes Ryan School of Aeronautics of San Diego, California re: Advertising)

Box 2200
SAA-SAD
SAE-SAI (SAK)
SAINT, only
SAJ-SAL (includes Frank O. Salisbury - English Portrait Painter)
SAM (includes Judge George W. Sample of Ann Arbor, Mich.)
SANA-SANC
SAND
SANE-SANZ (SAO) (includes Henry A. Sanger, President of The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit)

Box 2201
SAP-SAT
SAU
SAV
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SCE (SCF-SCG)
SCHAA-SCHAE
SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO)
SCHAP-SCHAZ (SCHD)
SCHEA-SCHEI (SOHEK)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCHEQ)
SCHER-SCHEZ (SCHF-SCHH) (includes H. Scherbak of Baden-Baden, Germany re: hydraulic device, sewable paper, international relations, etc.; also James Schermerhorn of Detroit)
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ (SCHJ-SCHK)
SCHILA-SCHLE (SCHLH)
SCHLI-SCHLU (SCHLZ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT
   A-H
   I-Z (SCHMIDZ)
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCOT-SCHNEIDER, A-H
SCHNEIDER, I-Z (SCHNZ)
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON

Box 2202

SCHOO-SCHOZ (SCHQ)
SCHRA-SCHRRI (SCHRN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCOT)
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ (SCHV)
SCHWA-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ (SCHWARY) (includes Rose Jay Schwartz of National Recreation Association)
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
SCHWE-SCHWZ (SCHZ) (includes Rosika Schwimmer of Peace ship)
SCI-SCOTS
SCOTT
   A-H
   I-Z (SCOZ)
SCR-SCZ (SD)
SEA
SEB-SEEK
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL
Box 2203

SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV
SEW-SEZ (SF-SG) (includes Glenn L. Martin, President of The Glenn L. Martin Company of Baltimore re: Henry A. Seyffardt, their Netherlands Representative)
SHAA-SHAM (includes Claude Shafer, Cartoonist of Cincinnati Times-Star)
SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ) (includes Shapiro, Bernstein & Company Inc., New York, Music Publishers)
SHAR-SHAV (includes Nathan D. Shapiro of Brooklyn, New York)
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB SHD) (includes A. S. Shaw, President of Denison University, Granville, Ohio)
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEN (SHEO)
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH)
SHI-SHN (includes William W. Shigley re: Ford Liberty Motors installed in the N.C.4 on Trans-Atlantic Flight in 1919)
SHO-SHP-SHQ

Box 2204

SHR-SHZ
   R. M. Shriver - Washington, D.C.
SIA-SID
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMM (SIMN)
SIMO (includes Mrs. Ida Randall Simpneau)
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN
SID-SIZ (SJ)
SK (includes Madame Yvonne Jules-Simon re: her journey across Sahara Desert in a Ford car)
SLA (SLB-SLD)
SLE-SLY (SLZ) (includes Madeleine Evelyn Sloane - Mrs. John Eyre Sloane)

Box 2205

SMA-SMITG
SMITH
   A-B
   C
   D-E
   F-G
   H (includes Howard B. Smith re: his Mother at Macon, Michigan)
I-J
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ)
SNA-SNI (SIJ-SNI)
SNO-SNY (SNZ)
SOA-SOL
SOM
SON-SOT
SOU-SOUS

Box 2206
SOUT-SOZ
SPA (SPB-SPD)
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)
SPIA-SPIL (SPIM)
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)
SPRA-SPRE (SPRH)
SPRI (SFRN)
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)
STAA-STAG (ST./SAINT files SA1)
STAH-STAM (includes Sir Josiah Stamp, Chairman and Sir Harold Hartley, Vice
President, of London, Midland and Scottish Railway)
STAN-STANDARD, A-K
STANDARD, L-Z (STANDE-STANDH)
   Standard Oil Company
   Standardization of Measurements, 1929-1938
STANDI-STAP (STAQ) (includes Mrs. Florence W. Stanley (tribute)

Box 2207
STAR-STAS
STAT-STAZ (STB STD) (includes Mr. Allan Forkes, President of State Street
   Trust Company, Boston, Massachusetts)
STEA-TEC (includes Steam Motors, Inc. re: Steam Cars)
STED-STE
STEP-STEH
STEI-STEIN, only
STEINA-STEING
STEINH-STEM
STEN-STEP (STEQ)
STER-STERN, A-H
STERN, I-Z (STERZ STES)
STET-STEVENS, A-H
STEVENS, I-Z (STEVZ) (includes Mark C. Stevens of Detroit Trust Company; also Frank L. Stevenson re: William Deering)
STEW-STEZ (STF STH)
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIZ (STJ STN)
STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL (STOM)

Box 2208
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STP-STQ) (includes re: death of Edward T. Stotesbury; also Stowarzyszenie Kosciuszkowskie re: conferring on Mr. Ford the Royal & Sovereign Order of Piast - Poland)
Frank M. Stout re: Fort Myers, Florida Property
STRAA-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ (STRD)
STRE-STR (STRN) (includes Robert Stricland, President of Trust Company of Georgia)
STRO (STRT) (includes Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Stroh Jr. of Grosse Pointe)
STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL (includes Dr. A. G. Studer, General Secretary of Y.M.C.A., Detroit; also Colonel George M. Studebaker of South Bend, Indiana)
STUM-STY (STZ)
SUA-SULLE (SULLF-SULLH)
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUN (SUO) (includes Miss Billie Batchelder of The Detroit News Sunshine Letter Club also Edwin S. Friendly, Business Manager of The New York Sun)
SUP-SUS

Box 2209
SUT-SV
SWA-SWB-SWD
SWE (SWF-SWH)
    Sweden - Swedish (includes Prince Bertil of Sweden re: his visit, his portrait, and gift of Zephyr Car to him)
    Dr. Norman Sweet, of Human Relations, Inc.
SWI-SWY (SWZ-SX)
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX (includes Sam Tate, President of The Georgia Marble Company - tribute)
    Tax Folder
    Taxes re: Dix-Horger & LeBlanc Drain Taxes in Ecorse Township
Tax Relief Association of California - N.D. Alper
Tax Research Institute of America, Inc.
TAX-TAYLOR, A-E

Box 2210

TAYLOR, F-K
TAYLOR, L-Z (TAZ) (TB-TC-TD) (includes Orl a B. Taylor, of Detroit)
TEA-TEM
Tecumseh (General)
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG)
THA (THB TED)
THE-THI (THJ-THI)
THOA-THOMAS, A-H (includes Bert R. Thomas, Cartoonist, and John Carlisle, of The Detroit News)
THOMAS, I-Z THOMP

Box 2211

THOMPSON, A-E
THOMPSON, F-K
THOMPSON, L-Z - THOMR
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ (THP-THQ)
THR-THY (THZ)
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM
TIN-TIZ (TJ-TI)
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
TOM-TOO
TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ (TP-TQ)
TRA (TRB-TKD)

Box 2212

TRE (TRF-TRH)
TRI (TRJ-TRN)
TRO (TRP-TRT)
TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT)
TUA-TUK
TUL-TURM
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TUZ (TV)
TW-TY (TZ)
UA-UK
UL-UM
UNA-UNIN (DHIO)
UNION (OTI3BC)
UNITED

Box 2213

UNITED STATES-UNZ (UO)
United States Government
    General Folder
Collector of Internal Revenue- Corn Processing Returns
    Universities - General
UP-UR
US-UZ
VAA-VAM
VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ (YAQ-VAQ)
VAR-VAZ

Box 2214

VEA-VEN (VEO-VEQ)
VER-VEZ (VF-VG-VH)
VIA-VIK
VIL-VIZ (VL-VN)
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO
VOP-VY (VZ)
WAA-WAF
    Walton-Pierce Company
    Waltham Watch Company
WAG-WAGNER, A-H
WAGNER, I-Z - WAGZ
WAH-WAK

Box 2215

WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER, A-H
WALKER, I-Z - WALKZ
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE (WALT-F-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ
WAM-WAQ
WAR-WARD
WARDA-WARM
WARN-WARQ
WARR-WARRE
WARRI-WARZ
WAS
  Washington & Jefferson College

Box 2216
WATF-WATSON, A-H
WATSON, I - Z - WATZ
WAU-WAZ (WB-WD)
  Wayne County - County Departments
  Ways, Georgia
  Wayside Inn
    General Folder
    Damage done by hurricane, September 21, 1938

Box 2217
  Monthly Statements (L.J. Thompson's Copies)
  Trees at Wayside Inn (The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company)
  Mr. L. Loring Brooks - Rental of property to him and re: property he
    wishes to sell to Mr. Ford - Correspondence, 1930-1938
  Delivery orders - Receiving memos
  Re: Rooms to be restored as when the Inn was new
  Disbursement statements - Monthly (Framingham National Bank)
  Ford Investment Accounts
  Financial statements - Monthly (Trial Balance of Accounts Receivable)
  Accident Reports
  Enclosing Diaries of Wayside Inn Schools
  Guests of Henry Ford

WEA

Box 2218
WEBB
WEBE (WEBF-WEBR)
WEBS-WEC
WED-WEE (WEF)
WEG-WEH
WEIA-WEIK
WEIL-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELLA-WELLE
WELLF-WELLS, A-H
WELLS, I-Z - WELZ
WEM-WEN (WEO-WEQ)
WEE
WESA-WESS
WEST
WESTA-WESTERM
WESTERN-WESTERZ
WESTF-WESZ

Box 2219
WET-WEZ (WF-WG)
WHA-WHEELER, A-I
WHEELER, I-Z - WHEZ
WHIA-WHITG (WHITD)
WHITE
A-E
F-K
L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
WHITN-WHITM
WHITT-WHZ
WIA-WID
WIE-WIF
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG
WILH-WILK
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-WILLIAMS, A-E

Box 2220
WILLIAMS, F-K
WILLIAMS, L-Z (WILLIAMSOM)
WILLIAMSON (WILLIR)
WILLIS-WILLZ
WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-N
WILSON, O-Z - WILZ
    R. S. Wilson
WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WIZ (WJ-WH)
WOA-WOK
WOL (WOLF)

Box 2221

WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC)
WOOD
  A-H
  I - Z
WOODA-WOODE
  Woodchuck Lodge (John Burroughs' Memorial - Grave) Roxbury, New York
WOODS-WOODZ (WOOE-WOOK)
WOOL-WOOZ (WOP-WOQ)
  Work Orders
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)
  World Broadcasting System, Inc.
WRA-WRIGHT, A-H

Box 2222

WRIGHT, I-Z - WRZ
WU (WV-WX)
  Rudolph Wurlitzer
WY-X
YA-YD
  Jacob Samuel Yager (Vernon, British Columbia, Canada)
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG
  A-H
  I-Z (YZ)

Box 2223

ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE (ZF-ZG-ZH)
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM
  Edward Nims Zimmerman, 1937-1938
ZIN-ZIZ (ZJ-ZN)
ZO-ZY (ZZ)
Missing from files
Missing from Files
Unsigned - Receiving memos
1939-1940

Box 2224
AA-ABD (includes autographed photographs to R. S. Abbott, Alexandria, Louisiana Dealer - with Ford Motor Company 30 years.)

ABE-ABQ (includes American Committee for Christian German Refugees, also re: resignation of the Right Reverend Hayward S. Ablewhite, Bishop of Diocese of Northern Michigan)

ABR-ABZ
AC

ADA-ADAMS, A-H (includes personal letters to George Matthew Adams, also his article re: Wayside Inn; also personal letter to Miss Alroeda C. Adams of Cleveland, Ohio.)

ADAMS, I-Z - ADB

ADC-ADK

ADL-ADZ (includes re: autographed photograph to P. B. Advani, Director of Industries, Bombay, India.)

AE-AH (includes personal letter to Preg Mosignor Senator G. Agnelli, of Torino, Italy.)

AI-AK

Box 2225
ALA-ALBA ALBD
ALBE-ALBO ALBQ
ALBR-ALD
ALE

ALF-ALLEM
ALLEN, A-H

ALLEN, I-Z

ALLENA-ALO (includes re: gift of sedan to Allied Youth, Inc.)

ALP-ALZ

Box 2226
AMA-AMER EX AMERICAN
AMERICAN, A-D

AMERICAN, E-L

America First Committee (Defend America First), 1940

American Forum for Democracy

Box 2227
American Legion (includes letters of thanks for: furnishing transportation during 1939 and 1940 conventions, gift of Mercury car to Milo J. Warner, National Commander; also Mr. Ford's letter of thanks to American Legion re: Resolution; also re: Mr. Ford's appearance on platform of 1939 Convention at Chicago; also letter of commendation from Ellis C. Vander Pyl, Merchandising Manager of The WGAR Broadcasting Company of Cleveland, Ohio; also Mr. Ford's letter dated October 3, 1939 to National
Commander; also re: interview with High School reporters at Natchez, Mississippi
American Legion (Comments re: Mr. Ford's article re: American Legion and War) 1940
AMERICAN, M-R (includes re: autographed photograph to The (American Red Cross, Detroit)
   American News Company, Inc.
AMERICAN, S-Z
   American Youth Commission 1939

**Box 2228**

AMES-AMZ
ANA-ANDERSON, A-H (includes personal letter to Don Anderson of The Wisconsin State Journal)
ANDERSON, I-Z - ANDO ANDQ
ANDR-ANDZ
   Alfred Washington Anderson, Los Angeles, 1939
ANE-ANN
ANO-ANZ-AO

**Box 2229**

AP-AQ
   Applications Folder
ARA-ARL
   Ardmore, Oklahoma School Children - letter to Henry Ford, March 17, 1939
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ
ARN-ARNO
ARNS-ARZ

**Box 2230**

AS-ASHL
ASHM-ASZ
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ
AUA-AUL AV
AUM-AUZ (includes Lord Austin re: test of Austin Engine which Ford Motor Company fitted with steel liners - Harry Ferguson and Mr. Sorensen are mentioned, also "Automotive Merchandising" re: Ford Car Model "C")
AV-AZ
   N.W. Ayer & Son

**Box 2231**

BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAE-BAF
BAG-BAILEY, A-H
BAILEY, I-Z BAJ
BAK-BAKER, A-H
BAKER, I-Z - BAKZ
   Baker & Taylor Company
BAL-BALD
BALE-BALLE
   Whitney W. Ballentine re: Sale of Superior Township Land, 1940

Box 2232

BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
   Bank Statements
      ABC, 1939
      ABC, 1940
      DE, 1939
      DE, 1940
      F, 1939
      F, 1940

Box 2233

GL, 1939
GL, 1940
MN, 1939
MN, 1940
OZ, 1939
OZ, 1940
   Bank Letters
      AF
      GE

Box 2234

JZ
   Banks - The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
      BARA-BARB BAR
      BARC-BARJ
      BARK-BARM
      BARN-BARNES
      BARNET-BARO BARP-BARQ

Box 2235

BARR-BARRE BARRF-BARRH
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK BART
BARTL-BARTZ
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BARU-BAS
BAT (includes Thomas L. Battle - Plastic Surgery Case - (personal letter from Mr. Ford)
BAUA-BAUL BAU
BAUM-BAUZ

Box 2236

BAV-BAZ BB-BC-BD
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ BEB
BECA-BECK only
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEE BEF
BEG-BEI BEJ-BEK
BEL-BELK
BEL, only

Box 2237

BELLA-BEM (includes George A. Bellamy of The Hiram House, Cleveland, Ohio - A social settlement) (interview)
BEN-BENE (includes Dr. Edward Benes, Former President of Czechoslovakia - interview; also Ben Hill County Training School, Fitzgerald, Georgia re: Inkster problem in 1932-1933)
BENF-BENNER BENNES
BENNET-BENR
BENS-BENZ BEO-BBQ
BERA-BERGD BER (includes Frank E. Beresford, of The Hall Studio, England re: pictures of The King and Queen)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM
BERN-BERQ (includes Estelle Bernadotte of Sweden)

Box 2238

BERR-BERZ (includes copy of "Talk by HRH. Prince Bertil of Sweden"
(conducted through Greenfield Village by Mr. Ford.)
The Berry schools
General
Re: checks from Mr. and Mrs. Ford for operating expenses
Re: Flour shipped to the Berry Schools
Re: Sulphate of Ammonia shipped to the Berry Schools
Re: Sound Equipment for Talking Pictures
Re: Statement of Gifts (monthly) 1937-1939

Box 2239

BES-BET
BEU-BEZ BF-BG-BH
BIA-BID
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ (includes re: Biographical Encyclopedia of America, also Malcolm Bingay re: persimmons)
BIR
BIS-BIZ BJ-BK
Walter H. Bishop - Athens, Georgia

Box 2240
BLAA-BLAC
BLAD-BLAK to BLAM
BLAN-BLAZ BLB to BLD
Henrietta Holmes Blayney, Estate - Purchase of William Holmes McGuffey Farm in West Finley Township, Pennsylvania 1936-1939
BLE-BLI BLJ to BLN (includes Charles G. Bleasdale - (helped to build the "999")
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ BLP to BLT
BLU-BLUMB BLUMC-BLUMD
BLUME-BLZ BM-BN
Frederick Blumenstein - New York City
BOA-SOD
Boat Schedule 1939
Boat Schedule 1940

Box 2241
BOE-BOF (includes John Boettiger of Seattle Post-Intelligencer.)
BOG-BOH (includes Rev. Albert M. Boggs of Nellore District, India)
BOI-BOLK (includes autographed photograph to James A. Boland, Nenagh Company, Tipperary, Eire.)
BOLL-BOM
J. W. Bollinger - Attorney
BON (includes James Bone, Editor of The Manchester Guardian (England); also Carrie Jacobs-Bond re: The Secret of Happiness)
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
The Boston Music Company
BOT-BOV
Box 2242

Botsford Inn
General
Daily Reports
1940
1939

BOWA-BOWE BOW BOWJ (includes Major Edward Bowes re: Ms commencement address to the June 1939 class of Villanova College)
BOWK-BOWZ BOX
BOY - BOYD

Box 2243

BOYE-BOZ BP-BQ (includes re: gift of Ford Truck to Boys' Club of Chester, Pennsylvania; also N. H. Boynton, General Sales Manager of General Electric Company of Cleveland, Ohio, re: McGuffey Readers sent to Frank T. Post, Chairman of the Board of the Washington Water Power Company at Spokane.)
Robert Boyer re: Purchase of Dearborn Lots, 1939
BRAA-BRADF
BRADG-BRADL (includes John M. Bradley re: Ford Family Tree)
BRADM-BRADY BRADZ
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ BRB BRD
BREA-BREI (includes re: autographed photograph to Morehead State Teachers College, Morehead, Kentucky)

Box 2244

BREJ-BREN BREO (includes birthday wishes from Judge John V. Brennan of Recorder's Court, Detroit)
BREP-BREZ BRF BRH
BRIA-BRIE BRIF
BRIG-BRIM
BRIN-BRIZ BRJ BRN
BROA-BROC
BROD-BRON
BROO-BROOK BROOL
Brooklyn, Michigan Property

Box 2245

John Brookbank - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
BROOM-BROWN (includes Norton Brotherton re: William J. Cameron)
BROWN
A-C
D-G
H-J (includes Harry Brown of Bamsley, England (boy) re: seeing without
glasses)
K-R (includes Otis N. Brown, Commander-in-chief of Veterans of Foreign
Wars (thanks for interview)

Box 2246

S-Z 2246 (includes V. K. Brown, Director of Recreation, Chicago, re:
Benjamin B. Lovett and Early American Dancing; also W. H. Brown re:
data on Model S Ford built in 1908)
BROWNA-BROZ BRP-BRT
BRU-BRUNH (includes J. George Brudi of Fort Wayne, Indiana, Builder of a
"horseless buggy").
BRUNI-BRUZ BRV-BRX
BRY-BRZ BS-BT
BUA-BUCH BUCX-BUCJ
   Frank Buchman, California (Oxford Group)
BUCK-BUCKE (includes autographed photograph to Gene Buck, President,
   American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers)
BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE (includes Edward G. Budd, President of Edward G. Budd
   Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia - Railroad Equipment)
BUF-BUK
BUL
BUM-BUQ

Box 2247

BURA-BURJ BUR
BURK
BURL-BURNE BURNF-BURNG
BURNH-BURNZ (includes re: gift of Ford Sedan to Miss Sara E. Burnham.)
BURO-BURR
   Burroughs
BURNS-BURZ
BUS
BUT-BUTS
BU TT-BUZ BV-BX
BY-BZ (includes J. Harold Byers re: Selden Patent Suit)

Box 2248

CAA-CAI CAJ-CAK
CALA-CALK CAL (includes R. H. Calkins, Commander, Veterans of Foreign
   Wars re: Thanks for interview)
   Calendars - E.G. Liebold's folder, 1939
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
Mr. Logan Cameron, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 1940
CAMP-Campbell, A-H
Campbell, I-Z - CAMZ
CANA-CANF CAN
CANG-CANZ CAO

Box 2249
CAP-CAQ
CARA-CARK CAR
CARL-CARM
   Carleton, Michigan (Real Estate)
CARN-CARP CARQ
   Duncan W. Carpenter (Rent of Clarkston, Michigan House), 1939-1940
CARR-Carroll, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z - CARS
CART-CARZ (includes Cartier Inc. (New York Jewelers); also Irene A. Carty re:
   'Mr. Ford took up bookkeeping at night school.')

Box 2250
George Washington Carver (Tuskegee Institute, Alabama) (includes personal
   letters from Mr. Ford)
Captain Oberlin M. Carter - Justice for Carter Committee, 1940
CASA-CASR (includes Dr. A.E. Cash re Mr. Ford's cablegram to London Daily Mail
   re: War Work)
CASS-CASZ
CAT-CAZ CB-CC-CD (includes Henry Cave re: Selden Patent)
   Nicholas Cavallucci Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1929-1940
CE- CENTRAL, A-L
CENTRAL, M-Z - CEZ
CHAA-CHAL

Box 2251
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL
CHAPM-CHAR
CHAS-CHAZ CHB-CHD
CHE CHF-CHH
CHIA-Chicago, A-E
Chicago, F-Q (includes re: interview with Merrill C. Meigs and Mr. Runyon of
   Chicago Herald American.)
Chicago, R-Z CHICZ
CHID-CHO CHD-CHQ
   Chillicothe Business College, Chillicothe, Missouri 1940
CHR CHS-CHT
Box 2252

Christmas Greetings
Christmas Greetings Telegrams - Copies to the Residence
CHU-CHY CHZ
CI CJ-CK
Cider Making, 1939-1940
CLAA-CLAP CLAQ
CLAR-CLARK, A-E
CLARK, F-K
CLARK, L-Z CLARKD
CLARKE-CLARZ (includes personal letter of congratulation to Harriet Clarke of Ways, Georgia, selected as Queen of the Coastal Empire Festival)

Box 2253

Clarkston, Michigan Property
CLAS-CLAZ CLB to CLD (includes Augusta Stuart Clay, Director of Kate Baldwin Free Kindergarten of Savannah, Georgia, re: Gift of Lumber.)
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ CLF-CLH
CLI CLJ to CLN (includes Clipper Line, Inc., purchasers of Mr. Ford's yacht Sialia and renamed "Yankee Clipper")
CLO-CLY CLZ-CM
COA-COB (includes re: interview with James H. Cobb, Jr. Secretary to the Mayor of Savannah, Georgia; also Coakley & Higgins re: disposition of Yacht Sialia; also re: gift of 2 bicycles to daughters of Erby W. Cobb of Roswell, Georgia.)
COC-COE
COF-COHEN, A-F (includes re: Christmas Candle from Howard Coffin of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.)
COHEN, G-Z COHEO-COHM
COHN-COK
COL-COLE, only (includes Grady Cole of WBT, Charlotte, North Carolina re: autographed photograph and National Farm Youth Foundation.)

Box 2254

COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLIN (includes re: Entertaining Colgate University Band, also James C. Colgate of New York)
COLLINS COLLINT-COLLINV (includes CARR P. COLLINS, Chairman of the Board of Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company, Dallas, Texas)
COLLINW-COLT
COLU-COLZ (includes 1939 Annual Report of Columbus Broadcasting System, Inc.)
COM (includes John B. Kennedy of "The Commentator " New York Commercial Milling Company, Detroit
Box 2255

CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL CONM
CONN
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ
    Contacts Alley Cats of Hollywood, 1939
COO-COOK, only COOKD (includes Robert Lawrence Cooke re: date of first
    Ford Automobile)
COOKE-COOK

Box 2256

    Miles Roy Coon - Bible Tabernacle -Toledo, Ohio 1940
COOP-COOZ
    R. L. Cooper Savannah, Georgia - General Folder
COP-CORB
CORR-CORM
CORN-CORQ (includes William H. Long re: Ford "Weather Tunnel")
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
    COTE - Henry Ford Hospital Accounts 1932-1939
COV (includes personal Christmas Greetings to Reverend Charles E. Coughlin,
    etc.; also F. R. Coudert, New York - Selden Patent case)

Box 2257

COV-COW (includes personal letter of appreciation to Raymond H. Cowing,
    Mayor of Westfield, Massachusetts)
COX-COZ CP-CQ
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN CRAO
CRAP-CRAZ CRB to CRD
CRE CRF to CRH
CRI-CROC

Box 2258

CROD-CROR
CROS-CROT
CROU-CROZ CRP CRT
    Samuel Crowther
CRU-CRY CRZ-CS-CT
CUA-CUL
CUM
CUN-CUP CUQ (includes Harold Cunyngham re: "History is bunk?")
CUR-CURR CURS
CURT-CRUZ
CUS-CZ
DAA-DAK (includes Telegram to Daily Mail, London, England, re: Military Production.)

Box 2259

Soren Dahl, Round Mountain, California, 1939
DAL
DAM-DANH
  Dancing Classes, 1940
  Dance Books and Music
DANI-DANZ DAO-DAP-DAQ
DAR-DAT
DAU-DAVE DAVF-DAVH
DAVI-DAVIN DAVIO-DAVIR
DAVIS, A-E

Box 2260

DAVIS, F-K (includes congratulatory letter from and a personal letter to Senator James J. Davis, formerly Secretary of Labor; also re: death of Judge Joe Cabell Davis, Dillon, South Carolina)
DAVIS, L-Z - DAVZ
  Davis Tool & Engineering Company Sale of Land (Detroit) 1940
DAW-DAZ DB-DC-DD (includes Charles G. Dawes, Chairman of the Board City National Bank & Trust Company, Chicago, re: The Infante Don Alfonso)
DEA
  Dearborn General
  Dearborn, Michigan City Departments - General, 1939

Box 2261

Dearborn Board of Education, 1939
City of Dearborn - Property Conveyed for Military Ave Extension 1939
Dearborn Country Club, General Folder
Dearborn Inn
  General
  Daily Report, 1940
  Daily Room Reports, 1940
  Daily Room Reports, 1939

Box 2262

Dearborn Realty & Construction Company - General
Dearborn State Corporation
  Dearborn Realty Collections Daily
  General Folder
Dearborn Township - Henry Ford School District No. 5 1940
DEB-DEC
  Dr. St. Julian de Caradeuc (Georgia)
DED-DEF (includes Colonel E. A. Deeds, President and Chairman of the Board of The National Cash Register Company re: Wright Brothers Monument at Dayton, Ohio.)

DEG-DEK
DELA
DELB-DELZ
DEM

Box 2263

DEN-DEO (includes re: Honorary Membership from The Norwegian Royal University Chorus - American Tour, 1939)

DEP-DER (includes letter to Derby Temperance Society, England, re: Prohibition)

DES
DET-DEU

Detroit - General Folder (includes contribution of $25.00 to The Detroit News Sunshine Club Christmas Party; also contribution of $12,500 to Detroit Symphony society; also re: Detroit Engineering Society Second Mortgage Bonds)

Detroit, Michigan - Property owned by Henry Ford

Detroit Edison Company - General

Detroit Club, Detroit Athletic Club, Detroit Boat Club

Box 2264

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company - General Folder

Detroit Trust Company - General Folder

Detroit, Michigan - City Offices - General Folder

Detroit, Michigan - Department of Street Railways re: Tracks on Warren Avenue and Schaefer Road 1926-1939

272 DEV
273 DEW-DEZ DF-DG-DH
274 DIA-DIB
275 DIC-DID
276 DJEA-DIEP DIE DIEQ
277 DIER-DIEZ

Box 2265

DIF-DIL (includes Murray B. Dilley Jr., President of Dilley Aircraft Corporation, Kansas City, re: cost of Greenfield Village.)

Digest of the Deaf, 1938-1940

DIM-DIS (includes re: inscribed saw from Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.)


DIT-DIZ DJ-DN
DOA-DOC
DOD
DOE-DOK
DOL-DOM

Box 2266

DONA-DONN DON (includes R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company - The Lakeside Press - re: "The Bark-Covered House")
DONO-DOO DOP-DOQ (includes Edward Doorly of Fairchild Publications, New York - wearing apparel industry)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV (includes Walter Douglas, Chairman of the Board of southern Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico re: Garbanzo Beans - Chickpeas)
DOW (includes Alex Dow re: 2 autographed photographs, etc.)
DOX-DOZ DP-DQ
DRA DRB DRD
Dr. Robert Drane (Savannah, Georgia)
DRE DRF DRH

Box 2267

DRI-DRY DRZ-DS-DT
DUA-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND DUN
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ DUO
DUP-DUR

Box 2268

DUS-DUZ DV
DW-DY DZ
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ (includes letters re: war efforts, from Cyress S. Eston of Cleveland, Ohio.)
EB
EC
EDA-EDE EDF
EDG-EDS
Edison- General
Edison Institute - Greenfield Village - General

Box 2269

Edison Pioneers - General
Thomas A. Edison
Thomas A. Edison Inc. - General
The Thomas Alva Edison Foundation re: Memorial 1936-1939 (includes re:
Mr. Ford's subscription of $10,000)
Edison Institute
Boys' Trip, 1940
Greenfield Village - Carl Hood - General, 1939-1940
Statements, 1937-1940
Statements, 1940
Receiving Memos Covering Lumber January 1, 1939 to May 31, 1939

Box 2270

Birthday Greetings to Students from Henry Ford
EDT-EDW EDX to EDZ
Re: Harry Stillwell Edwards (Georgia Author), 1939
EE-EG
EH
EIA-EIR EI
EIS-EIZ EJ-EK
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK
ELL-ELLIO ELLIP-ELLIR
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ (includes John Elting of General Motors Overseas Operations - New
York)
EMA-EML

Box 2271

EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGI ENGJ-ENGK
ENGL-ENGZ (includes re: English-Speaking Union Special Reception for Mr.
and Mrs. Ford at New York June 15, 1939)
ENH-ENZ EO
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-ERZ
ES (includes Eskilstuna-Kuriren, Sweden re: Mr. Ford's tribute to C.E. Johansson
on his 75th birthday)
ET-EU
EVA EVB-EVD
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
Box 2272

Private Car Fairlane
    Schedule, March 1939
    Schedule, 1940
FAL-FAQ
FARA-FARM FAR
    1935 Census of Farms in United States, 1939; Estimate of Tractors on Farms
    as of April 1, 1939
FARN-FARZ (includes Mrs. Percy J. Farrell re: payment of loan secured by land
contract of Henrietta Bruce)

Box 2273

FAS-FAU
FAV-FAZ FB-FC-FD
FEA-FEG
    Federation of McGuffey Societies re: Certificate of Honorary Membership
    bestowed upon Henry Ford, 1940
FEH-FEI FEJ-FEK
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ
FERA-FERM
FERN-FERZ (includes Ferry - Morse Seed Company re: "June Pink Tomato"
    plants)
    Andres Pardillo Fernandez - Elgalo De Moron - Cuba
FES-FEZ FF-FG-FH
FIA-FIE
HF-FIND
FINE-FINL FINM (includes re: autographed photograph to George R, Fink of
    Great Lakes Steel Corporation Ecorse; also Dr. K. T. Jutila, Commissioner
    General of Finland)
FINN-FIR (includes letter by Mr. Ford re: "money" addressed to The First Church
    in Albany, New York)

Box 2274

FIS-FISG
    Carl Fischer Inc. New York-Chicago, 1940
FISH - Fisher, A-H (includes Congressman Hamilton Fish of New York, also
Fisher, I-Z FISZ
FIT-FIZ FJ-FK
FLA FLB to FLD (includes disbursements re: purchase of Flat Rock, Michigan
    property)
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLEZ FLF-FLH
FLI-FLOR
    Florida Drainage, 1924-1940
Box 2275

FLOS-FLY FLZ-FN (includes John G. Clynn of Mt. Vernon, New York re: experimental nursery for World Wide Fruits)

FOA-FOK

FOL-FOO FOP-FOQ (includes acceptance of invitation of Mark Foote for dinner of The Gridiron Club at Washington, D. C. April 13, 1940)

FORA-FORD FOR (includes re: Articles in Forbes Magazine)
  Ford - General A-Z
  Edsel B. Ford Family
  Ford Good Drivers League 1940
  William Ford Tractor Sales
  The Ford Foundation
  Mrs. Henry Ford

Box 2276

Mrs. Henry Ford
  Payments made, 1940
  Rose Gardens - visiting groups, 1940

Henry Ford - Letters signed by Mr. Ford (includes Louis B. Mayer of Metco-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures, also Courtland Smith of I-R System, Inc., New York)

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford - 52nd Wedding Anniversary 4-11-1940
  Congratulation Telegrams; also Mrs. Henry Ford's birthday

Henry Ford - Birthday Telegrams

International Hopewell Boys' Club of Windsor, Ontario - CKLW Broadcast in honor of Mr. Ford's 76th birthday, July 30, 1939

Henry Ford

Henry Ford - Ford Genealogy - Ray Laird

Henry Ford Institute of Agricultural Engineering of England - General Folder

Fordson Estates Limited - General

Henry Ford Farms
  General
  Payments Made

Box 2277

Camp Legion, Camp Willow Run Colby Farm, etc.

Washtenaw County Operative Industries Collections, 1935-1940

Belleville, Michigan
  Accident Reports
  Payments made

Dearborn (Ray Dahlinger, Fred Walters)
  Accident Reports
  Payments Made
Box 2278

Payments Made 1939
Roadside Market sales - Payments Made 1939
Harrison
   Accident Reports
   Payments Made
Macon (includes Ed Clark, Walter Morden)
   Inventory
   Accident Reports
   Invoices
   Material Shipped to Macon
   Material Shipped from Macon
      Sawmill, 1940
      Boy's Farming Project

Box 2279

Invoices from Macon, 1940
Invoices from Macon, 1939
Payments Made
   1940

Box 2280

1939
   Rent
Henry Ford Flour Mill
   R. Shackleton
   Delivery and Purchase Orders
      January - June 1940

Box 2281

June - December 1940
Daily Reports
   January - June 1940

Box 2282

July - December 1940
Delivery and Purchase Orders 1939 (2 folders)

Box 2283

Daily Reports
   January - March 1939
   April - May 1939
   June - August 1939
   September - December 1939
Box 2284

Henry Ford Hospital
General (includes Report of Audit October 31, 1940; also Evaluation of twelve years experience with St. Vincent de Paul Children; also Report on Undulant Fever; also Report of First Symposium - April 14/15, 1939)
Home Arts schools
Williams House Account
1939
1940
Accident Reports
Balance Sheets
Cost Summary, 1937-1940
Reports of patients seen daily

Box 2285

Ford Motor Company
American Branches - General
Branches Organization Chart Address
Alexandria, Virginia
Atlanta, Georgia
Brooklyn, Michigan
Buffalo, New York
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chester, Pennsylvania (includes report on Owen Wister, famous for his western writings and grandson of Fannie Kemble, famous English Actress)
Chicago, Illinois
Dallas, Texas
Dearborn, Michigan
Denver, Colorado
Des Monies, Iowa
Dundee, Michigan
Edgewater, New Jersey (includes re: acquisition of books on reincarnation.)
Highland Park, Michigan
Indianapolis, Indiana
Iron Mountain, Michigan
Jacksonville, Florida
Lincoln Plant
Long Beach, California
Long Island, New York (includes report on Long Island City Building)
Marquette, Michigan
Milan, Michigan
Nankin Mills, Michigan
New Orleans, Louisiana (includes Re: Mr. Ford at Meridan, Mississippi)
Norfolk, Virginia
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Phoenix, Michigan
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Richmond, California (includes re: State of California and purchase of Ford cars.)
Seattle, Washington
Sharon Hollow, Michigan
Somerville, Massachusetts
Twin Branch, West Virginia (includes Valuation of property)

Box 2286

Ypsilanti, Michigan
Exports, Inc.
Foreign Branches - General Folder (includes Conde de Ruisenada, Director, Barcelona, Spain; also re: Coffee from Havana, Cuba for Mrs. Ford)
Australia
Brazil, (includes re: Coffee for Mrs. Ford - not satisfactory; also re: Ford Schools in Brazil)
Canada
England - Dagenham and London (includes re: English Treatment of Soya Beans; also re: entertaining "Associated Country Women of the World" - Mrs. Ford's request; also re: seed wheat from England; also re: Water Wheel at Seacroft, Leeds.)
Ford Motor Company - France - Asnieres
Germany - Cologne
Japan
Mexico
Romania
Dearborn
General Folder

Box 2287

Airport Wind Tunnel
Fred Black, Eric Hagelthorn, H. H. Ryan
Cashier's Office - L.F. Becker (includes report-fTDearborn Plant employees by ages
Engineering
General
Charles Voorhess, Al Newman
Radio - C.W. Thomas, H.A. Chubbuck, William Gassett, Robinson R. H. Mills
First Aid - Robert Pointer
Food Experimental Laboratory - Dr. E. A. Ruddian
Ford News - W.A. Simonds, W.A. Scotten
Library - Rachel MacDonald
Patent Department - E. L. Davis, E.C. McRae
Photographic - George Ebling
Publicity - W.J. Cameron, J.C. Gilbert
Purchase Request
Real Estate - Wm. T. Gregory
Receiving - S. M. Buckberry
Secretary's Office
Frank Campsall, H.R. Waddell, C. A. Zahnow
E. G. Liebold, Hazel McConnell
M. H. Sipple
Charles T. Newton
L. J. Thompson
Receiving Memos - Delivery Orders
Weather Forecasts for Detroit and vicinity (radio)

Box 2288

Rouge
General Folder (includes "Industrial Training for High School Graduates")
Advertising
Accounting
Auditing - Attorney (H. L. Moekle, E. J. Matz, John Lang)
Chemical and Metallurgical - R. H. McCarroll
Compensation
Disbursements
Disbursements (Ned Fuller - Inkster, Garden City and Dearborn Township Welfare Projects - Bank Accounts)
Employment
Genealogy - Henry Ford

Box 2289

Medical, 1940
Medical, 1939
Power - General
Power and Construction (H. B. Hanson, H.H. Ormond)
President's Office (Edsel B. Ford, A.J. Lepine, J. Crawford, A. G. Coulton)
Production - Report on Passengers, Commercial and Trucks, 1939
Purchasing - H. D. Lucas, A.M. Wibel
Purchase Orders
Sales
Box 2290
By-Product Sales
Secretary's Office (B. J. Craig, F. A. Thomson)
Service
   Harry Bennett's Office
   General
   Monthly Reports of Car and Truck Complaints by all Branches
Car Complaints
Sociological - E. D. Brown
Superintendent - (C. E. Sorensen, F. C. Gnaau)
Trade School (F. E. Searle)
Traffic (J. P. Gilligan, A.F. Burstrom, J.W. Whitnore)
Translations - Vic Fellner
Vice President P. E. Martin
Invoices
Statements - Henry Ford - Consignment Accounts, 1939
Statements and Remittances
   Henry Ford Farms, 1940

Box 2291
   Henry Ford Farms, 1939
   Henry Ford, 1940
   Henry Ford, 1939

Box 2292
   Statements - Consignment Accounts - Henry Ford
   Production - Daily Report of Cars and Trucks Assembled
   Delivery Orders, 1940

Box 2293
   Receiving Memos, 1940

Box 2294
   Receiving Memos, 1939
   General Advertising Copy, 1940
   Engineering - General
   General Letters
      January - March, 1939

Box 2295
   April - June, 1939
   July - September, 1939
   October - December, 1939

Box 2296
   January - March, 1940
April - June, 1940
July - September, 1940
October - December, 1940

Box 2297

Fordson - General Folder
Fordson Estates Ltd., re: construction of Employee's Houses Boreham Estate, etc.; also Transfer of Stock - Loan, 1931-1940
FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ
FOS-Foster, A-H

Box 2298

Foster, I-Z - FOV
FOW-FOZ FP-FQ
FRAA-FRAN FRANJ
FRANK, A-K
FRANK, L-Z - FRANKK
FRANKL-FRAR
FRAS-FRAZ FRB-FRD

Box 2299

FRE-FREEL (includes re: Crown Prince Frederik and Crown Princess Ingrid of Denmark and Iceland - visit to Rouge Plant and gift of Mercury Fordor Sedan)
Fred Fredericks New York, New York
FREEM-FREEZ (includes personal letters from Bishop James E. Freeman, of Washington Cathedral)
FREF-FREN FREO
FREP-FREZ FRF-FRH
FRIA-FRIEDL
Friday Inc. (Magazine), 1940
FRIEDM-FRIEZ (includes John M. Fries re: Francis L. Sttsvenson, (old schoolmaster of Mr. Ford)
FRIF-FRIZ FRJ FRN
Frischkorn Brothers Real Estate Company (purchase of Detroit Real Estate) 1940

Box 2300

FRO FRP FRT (includes autographed photograph to William J. Froberg of Michigan State Highway Department)
FRU-FRY FVA-FUH FUI-FUK
FUL-FUM
FUN-FY FZ
GAA-GAI GAJ-GAK
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAN GAO-GAQ

Box 2301

Mrs. Eugenia Cristiani Gambaccini - New Haven, Connecticut
GARA-GARD GAR
GARE-GARQ (includes death of Hamlin Garland, March 5, 1940)
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ GB-GR-GD
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN (includes invitations of Alfred P. Sloan Jr. of General Motors Corporation)

Box 2302

General Accident Fire & Life Assurance Corporation, Ltd. 2302
General Folder
Accident Reports
A-L
M-Z
GEO-GEQ
Georgia- General
Georgia State Department of Industrial Relations
GERA-GERL
GERM-GERZ (includes re: gift of Ford Truck to German Protestant Home for Orphans and Old People - Detroit)

Box 2303

GES-GH
GIA-GIB
GIC-GIK
Gift Folder
1939
1940
GILA-GILK

Box 2304

GILL
GILM-GILZ
GIM-GIZ GJ-GK (includes re: Mrs. Ford's Monthly Contributions to the Girls Service Club, Detroit, 1937-1940; also Lillian Gish and D. W. Griffith re: Movies)
GLA GLB-GLD
GLE-GLI GLJ-GLN
GLO-GLY GLZ-GM-GN
GOA-GOD GO
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB GOLDC-GOLDD

Box 2305
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSM GOLDSN-GOLDSS
GOLDST-GOLZ
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GOODR
GOODS-GO0Z
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOV-GOZ GP-GQ
GRAA-GRAG
GRAH-GRAM (includes John C. Graham re: Sale of Charles Schwab Estate)

Box 2306
GRAN-GRAR (includes L.P. Graner re: Phillips Auto Radio - Holland etc./
GRAS-GRAW GRAX
GRAY-GRAZ GRB-GRD
GREA-GREEEM
GREEN, only
GREENA-GREENI GREENJ-GREENK
GREENL-GREEZ

Box 2307
GREF-GREZ GRF-GRH (includes Mrs. Alta M. Grey (relative)
GRIA-GRIE (includes re: guest of honor at dinner of The Gridiron Club)
   Washington, D. C. on April 13, 1940)
GRIF
GRIG-GRIZ GRJ-GRN
GROA-GROS R
GROSS GROSZ
GROT-GROZ GRP-GRT
GRU-GRZ GS-GT

Box 2308
GUA-GUH
GUI-GUM
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY GZ
HAA
HAB-HAC
HAD-HAF
Box 2309

HAG
HAH
HAI-HAK (includes Henry A. Haigh re: Early Dearborn History - The Haigh Homestead)
  Fritz Hailer - German Consul, Detroit, Michigan
HALA-HALK
HALL
  A-H
  I-Z
HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH HAM
HAMI-HAML (includes A. J. Hamlitt re: Henry Ford as guest of honor, English-Speaking Union Banquet June 15, 1939 in New York)

Box 2310

HAMM-HAMMI HAMMJ-HAMMN
  Dr. H.H. Hammel (Compensation Cases)
HAMMO-HAMZ
HANA-HAND HAN
  D. R. HANAWALT of Akron, Ohio
HANE-HANL HANM (includes R. W. Hanington's "The Ford Motor-Wagon"
  written December 28, 1898)
HANN-HANR
HANS-HAP HAQ
HARA-HARD
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARP HARQ

Box 2311

HARR-HARRIN HARRIO-HARRIR
Harris
  A-H
  I-Z (includes William B. Harris, Savannah re: Pictures of "Old Hermitage")
HARRISA-HARRZ (includes Opal Harrison re: autographed copy of song
  "Oklahoma I love You")
HARS-HART, only
HARTA-HARTL
HARTM
HARTN-HARTZ HARU
HARV-HARZ

Box 2312

HASA-HASR
Box 2313

HEA HE (includes birthday greetings from William Randolph Hearst, also re:
   Damon Runyon "Peace Interview" - in longhand)
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL (includes letter of appreciation from Julius P. Heil, Governor of
   Wisconsin)
HEIM-HEINR (includes re: Edward C. Heine passport)
HEINS-HEIZ HEJ-HEK
   Heinze Rapid Transit System, 1940
HEL-HELLEN HELLES-HELLF
HELLG-HELZ
   Dr. R. F. Helzerman (compensation cases)
HEM
HENA-HEND HEN
HENE-HENN

Box 2314

HENO-HENR
HENS-HEP HEQ
HERA-HERL HER
HERM-HERQ
   Hermitage Mansion
HERR
HERS-HERZ
HES
HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ HF-HG-HH
HIA-HIF

Box 2315

HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL
   A-H
   I-Z
HILLA-HILLZ
F. Hills & Son Ltd. - W.R. Chown Managing Director re: small Biplane
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ (includes Arthur Hinds, Author and publisher of "The Complete
Sayings of Jesus").
HINK-HIP HQ
HIRA-HIRSC HIRSD-HIRSG
HIRSH-HIZ HJ-HN

Box 2316
HOA-HOC
HOD
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN, only
HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HDLK (includes various correspondence with James S. Holden (Detroit)
HOLLLA-HOLLH HDLL (includes George M. Holley, Chairman of the Board of
Holley Carburetor Company re: Pass, etc.)
The Holland Society of New York re: presentation of Gold Medal of Merit
etc. November 14, 1940

Box 2317
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS
HOLT-HOLZ (includes gift of V-8 cut-away Ford Engine to Holy Cross College,
Worcester, Massachusetts)
Dr. C.F. Holton Savannah
1940
1939
HOM-HON
HOO
HOP-HOQ (includes Grace and Fidelies Hopper)
HORA-HORN

Box 2318
Mrs. Anna Horger, 1939
HORO-HORZ (includes Byrne J. Horton re: endorsing Mr. Ford for Nobel Peace
Prize sponsored by Edward A. Filene)
HOS-HOT
HOU-HOV (includes House & Garden re: article on master residence at
Richmond Hill Plantation.)
House of The Good Shepherd re: Gift of Dearborn Property
HOW-HOWA HOWB-HOWC
HOWD-HOWE, only (includes B. R. Howe, Manager of Hotel Ponce de Leon of
St. Augustine, Florida re: stay of Mr. and Mrs. Ford.)
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ -HP-HT

Box 2319
HUA-HUBB HUBC-HUBD
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF (includes autographed photograph to Maybelle Hudgins of Harris
Memorial Methodist Hospital, Fort Worth, Texas.)
   I.V. Huffman Los Angeles, California, 1939
HUG
HUH-HUL
HUM

Box 2320
HUN- Hunt, only
HUNTA-HUNTE HUNTF-HUNTH
HUNTI-HUQ
HUR
   Huron Mountain Club
HUS
HUT-HUZ HV-HW-HX
HY HZ
IA-IK
IL-IM
INA-IND INE-INF

Box 2321
ING-INS (includes certificate of Esteem from Institute of Negro Economics,
   Chicago)
   Inkster, Michigan - General
INT-IQ (includes article by James L. Kilgallen (I.N.S) November 16, 1940; also
   The International Grenfell Association re: gift of Ford Truck Past.)
   Inter-Lakes Refining Company - re: Land Contract, 1936-1940

Box 2322
IR
IS
IT-IZ
JA A-Jackson, A-G
   Jackson, H-Z JACN
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM
JAN-JAP
JAQ-JAZ JB-JC-JD (includes Woodie Jarvis re: Architectural work of Henry
   Ford Hospital)
Box 2323

JE - JEM
JEN - JEQ
JER - JJ to JN
JOA-JOHNOM
Johnson
   A - D
   E - H

Box 2324

   Johnson & Higgins Insurance
   I - M
   N - Z (JOHNS)
Johnston, only
Jones
   A - C
   D - H
   I - M

Box 2325

   N - Z (JONZ)
JOO - JOR
JOS-JOY VOZ - JP JT
   George F. Joyer, 1937-1939
JUA - JUM
JUN - JUZ JV JZ (includes offer to sell Jules Jurgenson Corporation Manufacturers of Chronometers and Watches)
KAA - KAH Christmas Greetings (1940) from Albert Kahn
KAI - KAL (includes H. V. Kaltenborn re: Airplane Production.)
KAM - KANE KANF - KANH

Box 2326

KANI - KAP KAQ
KAR - KAS
KAT
KAU - KAUF
KAUG - KAZ KB - KD
KEA - KED
KEE - KEF
   Helen E. Keep - Detroit
KEG - KEI KEJ - KEK

Box 2327

KEL - KELLER
KELLES - KELLN
KELLO-KELLX
Kelly-KELZ
Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc. Insurance
General Folder
1939

Box 2328
1940
Accident Reports
A
BA-BN

Box 2329
BO-BZ
C
D
E

Box 2330
F
G
H

Box 2331
I-J
K
L
M

Box 2332
N-O
P
Q-R

Box 2333
SA-SI
SI-SZ
T
U-V

Box 2334
W
X-Y-Z
KEM
Robert Kemp, Troy, New York
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNY KENNZ
KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERN KERO-KERQ (includes Jane Kerkhof re: schools at Pequaming and Dearborn)
KERR-KERZ (includes re: Glenn Robert Kershner (author)
KES-KET

Box 2335

KEU-KEY KEZ-KF KH
KIA-KIE
KIE-KIL
KIM-KINF
KING
A-H
  Charles Brady King - Larchmont, New York
I-Z
  King-Trendle Broadcasting Corporation re: purchase of property at Joy & Greenfield Roads, Detroit, 1934-1940
KINGA-KINR

Box 2336

George Kingston (re: Florida Property)
KINS-KIP KIQ
KIRA-KIRK
  Kirk Farms Company re: Purchase of Farm lands, 1931-1939

Box 2337

KIRL-KIZ KJ-KK
KLA KLB-KLD
KLE-KLEIN. A-H
KLEIN, I-Z KLEZ KLF-KLH
KLI KLJ-KLN
KLO-KLU KLV KLZ-KM
KNA KNB-KND
Richard Knaust re: Henry Ford for President, 1940
KNE-KNI KNJ-KNN
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY KNZ (includes Colonel Frank Knox of The Chicago Daily News; also re: gift of Mercury Sedan to Prince Knud of Denmark)
KOA-KOD

Box 2338

KOE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ KP-KQ (includes personal letter addressed to Mrs. Andre Kostelanetz - Lily Pons)
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ KRB-KRD
KRE KRF-KRH
KRI KRJ-KRN
KRO KRP-KRT
KRU-KRZ KS-KT
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH

**Box 2339**
KUI-KUN KUD
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY KZ
LAA-LAC
LAD-LAH
LAI-LAL
LAMA-LAMB
LAMC-LAMZ

**Box 2340**
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG, only
LANGA-LANGE
LANGF-LANZ LAO
LAP-LAR
LAS-LAT
LAU
LAV-LAWN LAWO-LAWQ
LAWR
LAWS-LAZ LB-LD

**Box 2341**
LEA
  Lease, 1939
LEB-LED
LEE (includes Robert E. Lee - Memorial - Stratford Hall)
  General Folder, 1939-1940 (includes gifts of 1932, 1936, 1937, 1939 and 1940 Station Wagon and 1937 and 1940 Truck - including repairs)
  The General's Diary
LEF-LEG
Box 2342

LEH
LEI-LEK (includes Sociological Department Case of Mrs. Josephine Le Jeune)
LEL-LEM (includes personal letter to Professor Harvey B. Lemon of University of Chicago)
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
LET-LEV X LEVF-LEVH
  Mrs. Fanny Levenson Brooklyn, New York, 1940
LEVI LEVX (includes Gordon H. Levin re: Long Island City Building)

Box 2343

Levy, A-G
Levy, H-L
Levy, M-Z - LEVZ
LEW-Lewis, A-G
Lewis, H-Z
LEWISA-LEZ LH
LIA-LIC (includes Liberty Magazine re: studies of magazines read by new car buyers, 1938 and 1940)
LID-LIE (includes Harris Trust & Savings Bank of Chicago re: proposed personal account of E. G. Liebold)
LIF-LIM
LINA-LINDE (includes gift of Mercury Sedan to Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh; also Edmond E. Lincoln, Economist of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Company re: War)

Box 2344

LINDF-LINDZ
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU
LIV-LL LM-LN
LOA-LOD
LOE

Box 2345

LOF-LOM
LON-LONG, only
LONGA-LOQ (includes Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Dana, re: Wayside Inn.)
LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU (includes Prince Louis Ferdinand re: birth of second son)
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
Box 2346
LOWENS-LOZ LP-LT
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company re: Insurance on Huron Mountain Bungalow, December 15, 1939
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ LV-LW-LX (includes Delia T. Lutes (author) ("Guest" at Henry Ford Hospital)
LYA-Lynch, A-G
Lynch, H-Z LYNZ
LYO-LYZ LZ

Box 2347
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
MAD-MAF
MAG
   Magnolia Gold Mining Company, Alma, Colorado, 1935-1939
MAH

Box 2348
MAI-MAK
MAL-MAM
MANA-MANF MAN
MANG-MANL MANM
MANN-MANR
MANS-MAP MAQ
MARA-MARD
MARE-MARI MARJ

Box 2349
MARK
MARL-MARR
MARS-MARSH, only
   Dr. R.G. B. Marsh (compensation cases)
   Marsh & McLennan (Insurance)
MARSHA-MARSZ
MART-MARTIN, A-G
MARTIN, H-L
MARTIN, M-Z - MARTZ
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO

Box 2350
MASP-MASZ
MAT-MATHE MATHF-MATHH
MATHI-MATTHA
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD
Victor May (Canton Township Property)
MAYE-MAYER, A-H
MAYER, I-Z MAYEZ (includes personal correspondence with Louis B. Mayer of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
MAYF-MAZ MB
McA-McB (includes Malcolm McAvoy re: The Cincinnati Times - Star editorial "Finland was singing")

Box 2351
McCAA-McCAN McCAQ
McCann-Erickson Inc. (Advertising - includes re: Bob Sherwood and Wilkie campaign)
McCAR-McCAZ
McCE-McCL McCM-McCN
McCOA - McCOQ
McCOR - McCOZ
McCCR-McCU to McCZ
McDA-McDONA

Box 2352
McDONE-McDZ only
McE-McF
Mrs. Emma McFarlane - Ontacio, California
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU McGZ
McGuffey Readers
General
Reprints Mailed
AD
EK

Box 2353
LM
NR
SZ
MILLER, C-F
MILLER, G-J
MILLER, K-R (includes Lewis J. Miller re: Award of German Medal)
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ (includes Wilson W. Mills re: Senator Vandenberg)

Box 2358
MILM-MILZ MIM
MINA-MINM
   Jack Miner - Manly F. Miner, Kingsville, Ontario
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E
MITCHELL, F-Z
MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM

Box 2359
MONA-MONS (includes personal greetings to Baron Ludovic Monchevr,
   Director of Ford Motor Company of Belgium)
MONT-MONZ
MOO-MOORD (includes re: gift of Mercury Automobile to Archbishop Edward
   Mooney of Detroit)
MOORE, A-F
MOORE, G-L
   George Moore - Bosler, Wyoming
MOORE, M-Z - MOQ
MORA-MORF
MORG-MORH (includes letter of appreciation from Junius S. Morgan of New
   York)
MORI-MORRIR

Box 2360
MORRIS
   A-H
   I-Z
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK
MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ MP-MT
MUA-MUELLER, A-H
   Mu Sigma Pi (Industrial Education Fraternity - Wayne University)
MUELLER, I-Z MUK
MUL
MUM-MUN MUO-MUQ
MUR-MURPH MURPHX

Box 2361
MURPHEY, A-H
MURPHEY, I-Z - MURQ
   J. Adam Murphy (loss of luggage at Wayside Inn)
MURR-MURZ
MUS-MUZ MV-MW-MX
MY MZ
   Ernest Myer Chama, New Mexico
   John J. Mylchreest, Middletown, Connecticut
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS

Box 2362
NAT-NATIONAL, A-K
   Natchez, Mississippi (Tractor Distributing Site)
   National Association of Manufacturers (award)
   National Broadcasting Company Inc. (Parade of Progress Programs)
   National Farm Youth Foundation (Plowing Champions)

Box 2363
NATIONA, L-Z (includes National Society of New England Women (medal)
   National Recreation Association
NAS
NATT-NAZ NB-ND
NEA-NEE
   A.C. Neale Plainview, Texas
NEF-NEK (includes Negaunee Motor Sales re: gift of tractor and equipment to
   Huron Mountain Club)
NEL

Box 2364
NEM-NET (includes Professor George N. Nettleton, Professor of English, Yale
   University - visit to Village)
NEU-NEV
   Neutrality Question - Favorable
   Neutrality Question - Unfavorable
NEW-NEW B
NEW C - NEW E
   Newcomen Society, 1939

Box 2365
   Newcomen Society, 1940
"The New Day" (Father Divine's Magazine)
NEW F-NEW L
NEW M
NEW N-NEW S
NEW I - NEW X (includes rough draft of a letter (not written) addressed to Dr. Joseph Fort Newton re Germany)

Box 2366
NEW Y-NEW Z NEX-NH (includes M. H. Aylesworth, Publisher of the New York World-Telegram)
New York Central System
New York Museum of Science and Industry
World's Fair - New York
  General Folder (includes Presentation of American Flag to Mr. Ford, "The Ford Exposition ranks first in volume of newspaper mentions")
  Attendance
  Dance
  Invitations
  Photographs, Newspaper Clippings

Box 2367
Pictures, Clippings
NIA-NICHOLS, only
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ NJ-NN
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ
NORA-NORS

Box 2368
NORT-NORHTC NORTHD (includes re: gift of a model of Ford car to the North Caiblina Historical Commission)
NORTHE-NORTHW NORTX-NORTN
NORTHO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ NP to NT
NU-NY NZ
O-OBO OBP-OBQ
OBR-OBZ
OC
OD
  W. Lee O'Daniel - Governor of Texas (includes gift of Mercury Sedan to the Governor; also McGuffey Readers to Pat M. Neff, President of Baylor University and Carr P. Collins, Chairman of The Board of Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company)
  Re: Samples of Lead, Copper Ore, Coal, etc.
Re: Clippings from *Fort Worth Star-Telegram*

**Box 2369**

OE
OF-OG (includes gift of oil painting of Mr. Ford to Hopper Peace Foundation of Oglethorpe University)
OH-OK
OLA-OLE (includes gift of Mercury Sedan to Crown Price Olav of Norway)
OLF-OLR
OLS-OM

**Box 2370**

ON OO
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM (includes Prince Nicholas W. Orloff; also Major C. B. Qrmerod of The British Press Service)
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH (includes Governor Chase S. Osborn)
OSI-OSZ
OT
OU-OV
OW-OZ
  Oxford Movement General Folder

**Box 2371**

Oxford Movement re: Henry Ford's message for their meeting in California
PAA-PAC
PAD-PAK (includes Bishop Herman Page re: contributions and gift of Mercury Automobile; also William Howard Paine re: Greene Automatic Cut-off Engine)
PAL
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI PARJ
PARK-PARKER, A-H (includes Grace E. Parker re: Selden Patent Case)
PARKER, I-Z PARKT-PARKZ (includes Lyman S. Parker, re: Method of measuring horse power developed by water power installation)

**Box 2372**

PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS PAT (includes Pashabhai Patel re: Manatma Gandhi)
PATT-PATTE PATTF-PATTH
PATTI-PATZ
PAU
PAV-PAZ PB-PC-PD
PEA-PEB
Box 2373
PEC-PED
PEE-PEM
PEN PENNI PENNJ-PENNM
  Pennington School - Macon
  William Penn School - Minneapolis, Minnesota
PENNO-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
  Pequaming, Michigan
PERA-PERQ
  Perfecdo Company (Sale of Flour)
PERR-PES

Box 2374
PETE-PETERS, only
PETERSA-PETERSON, only PETERSOP-PETEZ
PETF-PEZ (includes Emile Petti of New York re: Early American Dance Music)
PF PG
PHA-PHILI (includes Dr. William Lyon Pelps re: visit to The Berry Schools, Georgia, etc.)
PHILL
  Frank Phillips (Phillips Petroleum Company) re: 27,000,000th Ford car, luncheon at Dearborn, etc.
PHILM-PHY PHZ (includes Editor of The Phoenix re: German Medal, etc.)
PI-PID
  Pianos - Catalogues

Box 2375
PIE-PIERC (includes re: Collection of note of Henrietta W. K. Pierce)
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN
Pinckney, Michigan
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ PJ-PK
PLA PLB-PLD (includes Mrs. Gaston Plantiff - Ellen S.)
  Mrs. Gaston Plantiff re: Thomas A. Edison
  P. M. (New York Daily) - Friday
  W.J. Cameron's replies
  Re: Articles about Mr. Ford and W.J. Cameron
PLE-PLY PLZ-PM-PM
POA-POK

Box 2376
POL
POM-POO
POPOQ
POR-PORTER, A-H
PORTER, I-Z PORZ
POS
POT
POU-POWEL POWEM-POWEQ (includes autographed photograph to Dick Powell and Joan Blondell)
POWER-POZ PP-PQ
PRA PRB to PRD
PRE PRF-KIH
PRI-PRID

Box 2377
PRIE-PRIZ PRJ-PRN (includes re: Priscilla Inn)
PRO-PRY PRZ-PS-PT (includes Horace W. Prunk re: Fort McAllister at Richmond Hill, Georgia)
Property deeded or sold, purchased, offered for sale
PUA-PDL
PUM-PUR
PUS-PY PZ
QA-QUE QUF-QOH
QUI-QZ
RAA-RAC

Box 2378
RAD-RAH (includes Mina Ford Radford - Cousin; also Radcliffe College contribution of $10,000 in 1931)
Radio
Sunday Evening Hour Broadcast Programs
Summer Sunday Evening Hour Programs
Sunday Evening Hour - Cancellation of Program on WIBX
RAI-RAM
RANA-RAND
RANE-RANZ RAO (includes J. E. Ranney (Lincoln, Illinois Property)
RAP-RAS

Box 2379
RAT
RAU-RAW RAX
RAY-RAZ RB-RC-RD
REA-REB
REC-RED
REE-REEED
REEF-REEEZ
REF-REH
Box 2380
REIA-REID REIE
REIF-REIM (includes re: gift of Tractor to Mrs. Francis King of South Hartford, New York)
REM-REIR
REIS-REIZ REJ-REK
REL-REN RED (includes re: Gordon Rentschler)
REP-REX
REY-REZ RF-RG
RH
RIA-RICE RICF-RICG (includes Reverend M. S. Rice (Birthday Greetings)

Box 2381
RICH-RICHARDS, RICHARDSOM
RICHARDSON - RICHD
RICHE-RICHZ RICI-RICJ
Richmond Hill Plantation
General Folder
1939 (includes recipe for Scuppernong Grape Wine; also Calvary Baptist Church; also Report of work done by Clinic; also dedication of George Washington Carver School; also Information re: Fort McAllister)
1940

Box 2382
Accident Reports
Itemized Cash Statement
Invoices, Statements, Purchase Orders
1939
1940
Payments Made
Payrolls
Store Account
January - June, 1939
July - December, 1939

Box 2383
January - June, 1940
July - December, 1940
Martha-Mary Chapel

Box 2384
Martha-Mary Chapel
Clinic Reports
Commissary Statements
Delivery Orders
Health Association Report
Meat Quotations
Pictures
Receiving Memos
Request for Shipping Orders
Report of Experimental Work
Socks made from sawdust

**Box 2385**

RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS (includes General Electric Company re: Ford Motor Company approx. distribution of Electrical Power, 1939; also re: Death of J. F. Quinlan (quotes matter of two cent stamp paid for by Mr. Ford's two-cent check)
RIT-RIZ RJ-RN
ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS, only - ROBERTSOM
ROBERTSON, ROBINS (includes Dr. Tom Howard Robertson re: no elevator in Highland Park Y.M.C.A. Building contributed by Mr. Ford)

**Box 2386**

ROBINSON, A-H
ROBINSON, I-Z - ROBZ
ROCA-ROCH ROCI-ROCJ
ROCK-ROCZ
ROD
ROE-ROF
ROG-ROGERS, A-H (includes E. H. Rogers re: Frank E. Kirby)
ROGERS, I-Z ROGZ (includes Mrs. Will Rogers re: photograph)
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM
   Rollins College
   Rolls-Royce Inc. re: Merlin Engine

**Box 2387**

RON-ROR (includes re: gift of Lincoln Zephyr Continental Cabriolet and autographed photograph to Mickey Rooney)
   Jimmy Rooney re: 28,000,000th Ford Car Tour
ROSS-ROSEN
ROSEN
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROS
ROSS-ROSZ
ROT-ROTH, only
ROTHA-ROTHZ
ROU-ROV

Box 2388

ROW-ROX
ROY-ROZ RP-RT (includes W. Ormlston Roy - Landscape Architect)
  Mrs. Mary Spencer Royall
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO (includes Edward. A, Rumely - Publishen)
RUP-RUSSEK
RUSSEL-RUSZ

Box 2389

RUT-RUZ RV-RX
  Gauri V. Rutschow
RY RZ
SAA-SAD (includes Cesare Sacerdoti, Dott, Ing., Genoa, Italy)
SAE-SAI SAK (includes letter of appreciation from the Maharana Saheb of
  Dharampur State, India)
SAINT, only
  St. Anne's Preventorium - Mission Home, Virginia (includes gift of station
  wagon, 1931)
SAJ-SAL (includes re: visit of the Duke of Saxe-Coburg, President of German
  Red Cross and President of Automobile Club of Germany)
  Salomon Brothers & Hutzler - Chicago Bond Brokers

Box 2390

SAM (includes Judge George W. Sample of Ann Arbor)
SANA-SANC
SAND
SANE-SANZ SAO
  San Francisco World Fair (includes data re: 27 Millionth Ford car.)
SAP-SAT
SAU
SAV
SAW-SAZ SB

Box 2391

SCA-SCE SCF-SCG
SCHAA-SCHAE
SCHAF-SCHAN SCHAO
SCHAP-SCHAZ SCHD
SCHEA-SCHEI SCHEK
SCHEL-SCHEP SCHEQ
SCHER-SCHEZ SCHF-SCHH
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ SCHI-SCHK
  G. Schirmer Music stores Inc. Los Angeles
  G. Schirmer Inc. New York
SCHLA-SCHLE SCHLH
  E. N. Schlessman Chicago, Illinois
SCHLI-SCHLU SCHLZ
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT, A-H

Box 2392

SCHMIDT, I-Z - SCHMIDZ
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCHN-SCHNEIDER, A-H
SCHNEIDER, I-Z SCHNZ
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ SCHQ
  School Garden Association of America Paul H. Jones, President
SCHRA-SCHRI SCHRN
SCHRO-SCHRZ SCHT
SCHUA-SCHUK SCHU
SCHUL-SCHDLTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ (includes Leo J. Schultz re: Mr. Ford's sleeping habits)
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ SCHV
SCHWA-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ-SCHWARY
SCHWARA-SCHWAZ SCHWD
SCHWE-SCHWZ SCHZ

Box 2393

SCI-SCOTS (includes Harvey J. Sconce re: Soybean Products, etc.)
SCOTT, A-H
SCOTT, I-Z - SCOZ
SCR-SCZ SD
SEA (includes General R. E. Wood, chairman of the Board of Sears, Roebuck &
  Company re: sale of Ford tractors and equipment)
SEB-SEEK (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $1000. to The Seeing Eye,
  Inc., December 15, 1941; also Mr. Ford's contribution of $10, 000 (12-2-36)
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL

Box 2394

Elizabeth Sellers - Land Contract
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV
SEW-SEZ SF-SG
SHAA-SHAM

Box 2395
SHAN-SHAP SHAQ
SHAR-SHAV
Sharon Hollow Michigan Property
SHAW-SHAZ SHB-SHD
SHEA-SHEE (includes Right Reverend Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen re: Wedding
exhortation at Catherine and Peter Sullivan's Nuptials; also C.R. Sheaffer,
President of W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company)
SHEF-SHEN SHEO
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM

Box 2396
SHERN-SHEZ SHF-SHH (includes Robert E. Sherwood)
SHI-SHN

Box 2397
SHO SHP-SHQ
SHR-SHZ (includes Dr. Burt R. Shurly re: Soybean Bread, etc.)
R. M. Shriver Washington, D. C
SIA-SID (includes Frances W. Sibley)
SIE-SIF

Box 2398
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMM SIMN
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN
SIO-SIZ SJ
SK
SLA SLB-SLD

Box 2399
SLE-SLY SLZ (includes invitations of Alfred P. Sloan Jr., Chariman, General
Motors Corporation)
SMA-SMITG
Henry D. Small Dearborn, Michigan
SMITH
A-B
C (includes Courtland Smith, President of Pathe News, Inc., and I-R System Inc., son of Orlando Jay Smith - author)
D-E
F-G

Box 2400
H
I-J
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY SMZ
SNA-SNI SNJ-SNN
SNO-SNY SNZ

Box 2401
SOA-SOL
SOM
SON-SOT
SOU-SOUS
SOUT-SOZ
Soybean
    General Folder
    Re: Yokoten Soybean Seed (Folder #1)
SPA SPB-SPD (includes Harry G. Sparks re: 50th anniversary dinner for C. B. Hayes of the Hayes Wheel Company)
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ SPF-SPH

Box 2402
SPIA-SPIL SPIM
SPIN-SPO SPP-SPQ
SPRA-SPRE SPRH
SPRI SPRN
SPRO-SQ SR-SS
STAA-STAG ST. (Saint) files SAI
STAH-STAM
STAN-STANDARD, A-K
    Standard Accident Insurance Company
    General Folder
    Accident Reports
STANDARD, L-Z - STANDE STANDH
    Standard Oil Company
    Hydraulic Brake Oil
STANDI-STAP STAQ
Box 2403

STAR-STAS (includes re: Colonel E. W. Starling of U. S. Secret Service, in connection, with visit of President Hoover to Dearborn during the Edison Celebration October 21, 1929; also request of Governor Harold E. Stassen for interview - not convenient); also re: contributions to Starr Commonwealth for Boys.)

STAT-STAZ STB-STD
STEA-STECE
STED-STEKE
STEF-STEHE
STEI-STEIN, only (includes re: 40th anniversary of Judge Christopher E. Stein of The Recorder's Court - Detroit)

STEINA-STEING

STEINH-STEM (includes Peter S. Steenstrup of Buick Motor Division, Formerly with Hyatt Roller Bearing Company)

STEN-STEP STEQ

STER-STERZ, A-H

STEIN, I-Z STERZ STES

Box 2404

STET-STEVEENS, A-H

STEVEENS, I-Z STEVZ (includes offer of Honorary degree from Stevens Institute of Technology; also letter of introduction to Lord Perry of England for Frank L. Stevenson of Chicago)

STEW-STEZ STF STH

STIA-STIK

STIL-STIZ STJ STN

STOA-STOE

STOF-STOL STOM

STON

Box 2405

STOO-STOR (includes note from Governor Ronald Storrs (Jerusalem)

STOS-STOZ STP-STQ (includes William B. Stout re: Ford Plane Specifications, etc.)

STRAA-STRAT

STRAU-STRAZ STRD

STRE-STRI STRN (includes note to L. E. Strickland, barber at Waycross, Georgia)

STRO STRT (includes Edward G. Strobach re: Reincarnation)

STRU-STRZ STS-STT

STUA-STUL

STUM-STY STZ

Susie Sturtevant Property (Earl W. Ford)

SUA-SULLE SULLF-SULLH
Box 2406

Mrs. Henry Ford's Magazine subscriptions
  1940
  1926-1939
SULLI-SULZ
  C. E. Sullivan (phonograph record)
SUM-SUN SUO
SUP-SUS
SUT-SV
SWA SWB-SWD

Box 2407

SWE SWF-SWH
SWI-SWY SWZ-SX
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK (includes F. Wallace Taber of University of Michigan, Ann Arbor)
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
  Tax Folder - General

Box 2408

TAY-TAYLOY, A-E
TAYLOR, F-K
TAYLOR, L-Z - TAZ TB-TC-TD
TEA-TEM
  Tecumseh Hospital (Compensation cases)
TEN-TER (includes Ray Tennes Motor Company re: compliment to Henry Ford
  from Coca-Color Bottling Company, Chicago)
TES-TEZ TF-TG
THA THB-THD
THE-THI THJ THN

Box 2409

THOA-THOMAS, A-H
THOMAS, I-Z - THOMP
THOMPSON, A-E
THOMPSON, F-K
THOMPSON, L-Z - THOMR
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ THP-THQ
THR-THY THZ
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM
Box 2410

TIN-TIZ TJ-TN
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
TOM-TOO (includes Mrs. Agnes L. Houee Tontarski re: Wayside Inn, also Reverend Vincent J. Toole)
TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ TP-TQ
TRA TRB TRD
TRE TRF TRH

Box 2411

Trenton, Michigan
Brownstown and Monguagon Townships Property
Van Horn Road Property
TRI TRJ TRN
TRO TRP TRT
TRU-TRY TRZ-TS-TT
The James True Associates - Industrial Control Reports
Maurice Tuflou - France
TUA-TUK (includes Tufts College - offers of "Honorary Degrees to Mr. Henry Ford and to Mr. Edsel B. Ford, declined; also August H. Tuechter, President of the Cincinnati Bickford Tool Company - letters of commendation.)
TUL-TURM
TURN-TURZ

Box 2412

TUS-TUZ TV (includes Tuskegee Institute (George Washington Carver)
TW-TY TZ (includes Edmond V. Tyne, of Irvington Varnish and Insulator Company, re: interview on plastic automobile bodies; also World's Fair Typical American Families.)
Twenty Mile Team (to New York World Fair)
UA-UK
UL-UM
UNA-UNIN UNIO
UNION, only UNITEC
UNITED, only
UNITED STATES - UNZ UO
United States Government
General Folder
1939 (includes letter dated March 30, 1939 addressed to Bureau of Internal Revenue, signed by Henry Ford, which includes the following sentence: "I have always conducted my farming operations with the intention of making a profit.")
1940 (includes letters of appreciation from high ranking officers of Army and Navy)
Box 2413

Department of the Interior re: Agricultural Education
Population in 1930
Post Office - Registered Articles, 1935-1939
Wheat Processing, Returns, 1935-1939
University - General
Unsigned
UP-UR
US-UZ
VAA-VAM

Box 2414

VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ VAO VAQ
VAR-VAZ VB-VC-VD
VEA-VEN VEO VEQ
VER-VEZ VF-VG-VH
Veterans of Foreign Wars National Home - Eaton Rapids, Michigan (letters of thanks)
VIA-VIK

Box 2415

VIL-VTZ VL-VN
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO (includes Ralph Shainwald-Von Ahlefeldt re: Dr. Frederick A. Cook -
Cook Artie Club Inc.)
VOP-VY VZ
WAA-WAF
WAG-WAGNER, A-H
WAGNER, I-Z WAGZ
WAH-WAK (includes New Year's Greetings to Lord & Lady Wakefield of England)
WAL-WALE

Box 2416

WALF-WALKER, A-H
WALKER, I-Z WALKZ
WALL-WALLA
William J. Wallace, Sydney, Australia
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE WALT-F-WALTG
WALTH-WALZ (includes Waltham Watch Company)  
Walton-Pierce Company (note to Mrs. Ford), 1925-1940

Box 2417

WAM-WAQ  
WAR-WARD, only  
War General Folder  
WARDA-WARM  
WARN-WARQ (includes Fay Warner re: Ford V-8 engines used at camps.)  
WARR-WARRE  
WARRI-WARZ  
WAS (includes Washtenaw County re: discrepancy in description of land in section 34, Superior Township)  
Washington and Jefferson College - General Folder  
WATA-WATE  
WATF-WATSON, A-H

Box 2418

WATSON, I-Z WATZ  
WAU-WAZ WB-WC-WD  
Wayne County  
General Folder  
Widening Ann Arbor Trail  
Middle Rouge Parkway  
Widening Southfield Road  
Wayside Inn  
General Folder  
1939

Box 2419

1940 (includes Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Dana)  
Accident Reports  
Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos  
Diaries  
Disbursement Statement  
Financial Statement, etc,  
Monthly Statement

Box 2420

Guests  
Re: Land conveyed to State for Highway  
Boys School Staff - photograph  
"Ole Bull"" Violin  
WEA WEBA  
WEBB  
WEBF-WEBR
WEBS - WEC (includes note of appreciation from Judge Arthur Webster, of the Circuit Court for Detroit)
WED-WEF WEF
WEG-WEH (includes Dwight S. Wegener re: Why the automobile industry located in Detroit and the development of the Ford Motor Company)
WEIA-WEIK WEI
WEIL-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK

Box 2421
WELA-WELLE
   Well H. R. Ford Well, Dearborn; also J. Sivan Well, Grosse Isle
WELLF-WELLS, A-H
WELLS, I-Z WELZ
WEM-WEN WEO WEQ
WER
WESA-WESS
WEST, only
WESTA-WESTERM
WESTERN-WESTEZ
WESTF-WESZ (includes G. A. Westrick of Berlin, Germany (interview) also A. W. Robertson, chairman of the Board, and Ralph Kelly, Vice President of Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company re: interview)
WET-WEZ WF-WG

Box 2422
WHA-WHEELER, A-H
What's new in Home Economics - William E. Coats
WHEELER, I-Z WHEZ
WHIA-WHITC WHITD
WHITE
   A-E (includes Bert H. White, Vice President of Liberty Bank of Buffalo, New York, re: Mr. Ford's citation "Modern Pioneer Award" by National Association of Manufacturers.)
   White Cliff School - Ketchikan, Alaska
   F-K
   L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM

Box 2423
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ
WIA-WID
WIE-WIF
WIG-WILL
WILD-WILG (includes Senator Alexander Wiley re: Casein
WILH-WILK
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-WILLIAMS, A-E
WILLIAMS, F-K

Box 2424
WILLIAMS, L-Z - WILLIAMSOM
WILLIAMSON, WILLIR
WILLIS-WILLZ
WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-N
WILSON, O-Z - WILZ
WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK

Box 2425
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WIZ WJ WN
WOA-WOK
WOL-WOLF, only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON WOAO-WOOC
Woman's National Farm & Garden Association, Inc.
WOOD
A-H
I-Z
WOODA-WOODR
Woodchuck Lodge - John Burroughs Memorial - Grave

Box 2426
WOODS-WOODZ WOEO-WOOK
WOOL-WOOG WOP-WOQ
WOR-WOZ WP-WQ
Work Orders
Works Progress Administration
WRA-WRIGHT, A-H
WRIGHT, I-Z WRZ (includes re: Orville Wright)
WU WV-WX
Rudolph Wurlitzer - The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
Box 2427
WY-X
YA-YD
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG, A-H
YOUNG, I-Z - YZ (includes re: Luncheon with (Miss) Mignon Bushel, Editor of "You").
  Young Men's Christian Association
  Young Women's Christian Association

Box 2428
ZA ZB-ZC-ZD
ZE ZF-ZG-ZH
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM
ZIN-ZIZ ZJ ZN
  Mrs. John S. Zink (Swannie Smith Zink)
ZO-ZY ZZ

1941-1942
Box 2429
A-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC ACZ
ADA-Adams, A-H (includes George Matthew Adams re: Dr. George Washington Carver, etc.)
Adams, I-Z ADB
ADC-ADK
ADL-ADZ
  City of Adrian, Michigan - Park Commission re: White Mill Property
AE-AH
AI-AK (includes re: Ford Motor Company’s First Airplane)
  Airplane - V-8 Engine
ALA ALBD

Box 2430
ALBE ALBQ
ALBR-ALD
ALE ALEZ
ALF-ALLEM
Allen
  A-H
  I-Z
ALLENA-ALO (includes Mrs. Ford's contribution of $50.00 to Allied Youth, Inc.; also Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company re: water wheels for Boulder Dam.)

ALP-ALZ
AMA-AMER EX American

Box 2431
American
A-D
E-L
America First Committee
American Forum of Democracy
The American Legion
American Institute of Decorators - Honorary Membership

Box 2432
M-R
The American News - Good Morning Books
S-Z
The American-Scandinavian Foundation
AMES-AMZ
ANA -Anderson, A-H
Anderson. I-Z ANDO ANDQ (includes Mrs. Ford's contribution of $25.00 to Boys' Clubs of America, Inc.; also Bishop William F. Anderson of Winter Park, Florida.)

Box 2433
ANDR-ANDZ
ANE-ANN (includes Anita Louise who made "Mary's Little Lamb" at Wayside Inn.)
ANO-ANZ AO (includes Doron K. Antrim re: "Locksley Hall" by Tennyson, attracting Mr. Ford's attention)
AP-AQ
Apples - "How to keep apples the year around"
Application Folder
ARA-ARL
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ (includes re: token of appreciation from Army and Navy Legion of Valor.)
ARN-ARNO ARNP-ARNR (includes birthday greetings from Major General H. H. Arnold, Deputy Chief of Staff for Air, United States Army - personal acknowledgment by Mr. Ford)

Box 2434
ARNS-ARZ
AS-ASHL
ASHM-ASZ
Captain Edward Astley re: The War in Europe
AT-ATK
ATL-ATZ
ATL-ATZ
AU-AUL
AUM-AUZ (includes death of Lord Austin - Austin Automobile Manufacturer,
May 23, 1941)
Mrs. Harold J. Aurand (Request for autograph)

Box 2435
AV-AZ
B-BAB
BAG BACZ (includes Standish Backers re: toast at dinner preceding wedding of
Benson Ford.)
BAD-BAE
BAG-Bailey, A-H
Bailey, I-Z BAJ
BAK-Baker, A-H
Baker, I-Z BAKZ
The Baker & Taylor Company (Dance Books)
BAL-BALD

Box 2436
Mary Baldwin College
BALE-BALLE
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
Bank Letters
A-F
G-I
J-Z

Box 2437
Guardian Depositors Corporation
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
Bank Statements
A-B-C
D-E
F
G-L

Box 2438
M-N
O-Z
BAR-BARB
BARC-BARJ
BARK-BARM
BARN-BARNES (includes Harry Barnard re: biography of James Couzens.)
BARNET BARQ
BARR BARRH
BARRI-BARS
BART-BARTK

Box 2439
BARTL-BARZ
BAS BASZ
BAT BATZ
BAU-BAUL
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ BD
   Bay Cliff Health Camp (Northern Michigan)
BE-BEAQ
BEAR BEB
BEC-Beck, only
BECKA-BECKE

Box 2440
BECKF-BECZ
BED BEF
BEG BEK
BEL-BELK
Bell, only
BELLA-BEM (includes Thomas L. Beman re: biographical sketch of Dr. George
   Washington Carver; also memo dated June 11, 1941 by E. G. Liebold re:
   church bells)
BEN-BENE
BENF BENNES
BENNET-BENR (includes Whitman Bennett, author of a book on the life of John
   Greenleaf Whittier.)
BENS BEQ
BERA BER
BERGE-BERGZ (includes Ernest J. Berggren - Menlo Park Edison Pioneer)
BERH-BERM
BERN-BERQ
BERR-BERZ

Box 2441
The Berry Schools General Folder
1941
1942
1931-1942 (Miss Martha Berry died February 27, 1942)
BES-BET
BEU BH
BI-BID

Box 2442

Bible - Passages from the Holy Bible
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ
BIR BIRZ
  Birthday Folder - The Edison Institute Schools
  New Students
BIS BK
  Walter H. Bishop - Athens, Georgia
BL-BLAC
BLAD-BLAM
BLAN BLD
  Juan J. Blasini "La Defensa"

Box 2443

BLE BLN
BLO-BLOE
BLOF BLT
BLU BLUMD
  Blue Mountain College
BLUME BN
  Frederick Blumenstein New York City
BO-BOD (includes The Bobbs-Merrill Company re: "No fee to Bacon for
  illustrations used on Mr. Cameron's book").
Boats (Ford)
  Miscellaneous
  Schedule - Passenger Accommodations
  Schedule of Freighters
BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK (includes Ford Motor Company Ltd., London, England re: Anne
  Boleyn's Cottage)
BOLL-BOM (includes Jesse W. Bellinger re: sayings of Mr. Ford)
BON

Box 2444

BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
  Boston Music Company Dance Books
BOT-BOU BOV
  Botsford Inn
    General Folder
    Daily Reports
    1941
    1942

Box 2445
BOWA BOWJ (includes letter of thanks from H. G. Bowen, Rear Admiral, USN
  Director of Naval Research Laboratory)
BOWK BOX
BOY-BOYD
BOYE BQ
BRAA-BRADF
BRADG-BRADL
BRADM BRADZ
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR

Box 2446
BRAS BRD
BREA-BREI
BREJ BREO
BREP BRH
BRI BRIF
BRIG-BRIM
BRIN BRN (includes numerous letters from and to members of the British
  Government and Military)
  Dr. Aage Emil Brix - Song "United States for Me"
BRO-BROC
BROD-BRON

Box 2447
BROO BROOL
Brooklyn, Michigan
BROOM-BROWN
Brown
  A-C
  D-G (includes David A. Brown - brother-in-law of Albert Kahn, architect)
  H-J
K-R
S-Z
BROWNA BRT
BRU-BRUM
BRUN BRX
BRY BT
BU BUCJ
Dr. Frank N. D. Buchman (Moral Rearmament)
BUCK-BUCKE

Box 2448

BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE
BUF-BUK
BUL BULZ
BUM-BUQ
BUR-BURJ
  Frank B. Burch - Akron, Ohio
BURK BURKZ (includes Billie Burke (Ziegfeld))
BURL-BURNE BURNG
BURNH-BURNZ

Box 2449

BURO-BURR (includes death of John C. Burroughs, December 22, 1942)
Walter F. Burrows - American Commonwealth Federation
BURS-BURZ
BUS BUSZ
The Business Executive
BUT-BUTS
BUTT BX (includes Eulalia S. Buttelman re: death of Ms. Delia Thompson Lutes, author, August 6, 1942
BY-BZ (includes J. Harold Byers re: Selden Patent)
C CAK
CAL-CALK

Box 2450

CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
CAMP-Campbell, A-H (includes Sir Gerald Campbell, Director General of the British Information Service)
  Camp Legion - Camp Willow Run
  1941
  1938-1942
Campbell, I-Z CAMZ
CAN-CANF
CANG CAO
Box 2451

CAP-CAQ
CAR-CARK
   Cards - Business and Social Cards
CARL-CARM
   Carleton, Michigan
      General Folder (Real Estate)
      Virgil Cochenour
      Edward Coif
      Joseph Erdelyi
      Henry Feole
      O. F. Hamilton

Box 2452

Don Hause
Earl Heiss
Walter Kuzewski
Maude Lempke
John Lyons
William S. McLaren
Frank and Joe Solik
John H. Wotring

CARN CARQ (includes re: Dale Carnegie's presentation of the 2 millionth copy
   of his book "How to Win Friends and Influence People" to Mr. Ford.)
CARR-Carroll, A-H
Carroll, I-Z CARS
CART-CARZ

Box 2453

Dr. George Washington Carver
   Tuskegee Institute
   1938-1942
CAS-CASR

Box 2454

CASS-CASZ
CAT CD (includes Henry Cave re: First Ford Car)
   Nicholas Cavallucci - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
CE-Central, A-L
Central, M-Z CEZ
CH-CHAL
CHAM CHAMZ
CHAN-CHAPL
CHAPM-CHAR
Box 2455

CHAS CHD
CHE CHH
Chicago-CHICZ (3 folders; includes The Chicago Tribune - Apology of Robert R. McCormick)
CHID CHQ
CHR CHT
    Christ Church (Episcopal) Dearborn, Michigan (site)
CHU-CHY CHZ

Box 2456

CI CK (includes re: election as honorary member of The Civitan Club of Washington, D. C.)
CL CLAQ
CLAR-Clark, A-E
Clark, F-K (includes re: Interview with Gregory Clark, feature writer for the Toronto Star)
    James R. Clark - The Lone Ranger Chicago
Clark, L-Z CLARKD
CLARKE-CLARZ
    Clarkston, Michigan - General Folder
CLAS CLD
CLE-CLEU
    Willard Cleary Family
CLEV CLH
    O. K. CLEAVELAND - Santa Rosa, California
CLI CLN
CLO CN

Box 2457

CO-COB
COC-COE
COF-Cohen, A-F
Cohen, G-Z COHEO-COHM
COHN-COK
COL-Cole, only
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLINR (includes re: retirement dinner to Dr. George B. Cutten, President of Colgate University)
COLLINS COLLINT-COLLINV (includes Ray Collins re: "What Henry Ford has done for Aviation")
COLLINW-COLT

Box 2458

COLU-COLZ
COM COMZ
Commercial Milling Company
CONA-CONE
CONF CONM
C. I. O. Congress Industrial Organization
CONN CONNZ
CONO-CONR
CONS CONSZ
Consolidated Aircraft Corporation
CONT-CONZ

Box 2459
COO-Cook, only
COOKA COOO
COOP-COÖZ (includes Co-operative Permanent Building Society re: Plastics)
R. L. Cooper Savannah Georgia (Real Estate)
COP-CORB (includes John S. Coppin re: Portrait of Mr. Ford, also The Corbin
Screw Corporation re: Decentralization.)
CORC-CORM
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COU COUZ
Council for Democracy - Ellsworth Bunker

Box 2460
COV-COW
COX CQ
CR-CRAM
CRAN-CRAO
CRAP CRD
CRE CRH
CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
CROS-CROT
CROV CRT

Box 2461
CRU CT
CU-CUL
CUM CUMZ
CUN CUQ
CUR-CURS
CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
D-DAK
Box 2462
Mrs. Emma Dahlinger (re: Property deeded)
DAL
DAM-DANH
  Dance - Miscellaneous, 1941-1942
  Dance Music Cash Reports, 1941
  Dance Records
    General Folder, 1941
    Sales Reports, 1942
    Cash Sales Reports, 1941
    Cash Sales Reports, 1942
    Daily Stock Report, 1941
    Daily Stock Report, 1942
  Dance Books
    Daily Reports of Sales, 1942
    Weekly Stock Reports, 1942

Box 2463
  Dance Book Reports, 1941
  Dance Record Reports, 1941
  Dance Book Statements, 1942
  Dance Records Statements, 1942
DANI-DANZ DAQ

Box 2464
DAR-DAT (includes Dr. Edgar Dewitt Jones re: Clarence Darrow)
DAU DAVH
DAVI-DAVIR
Davis, A-E
  Eugene Davis Alton, Illinois
Davis, F-K
Davis, L-Z DAVZ
  Utopia Davis Winnsboro, South Carolina

Box 2465
DAW-DAZ (includes complimentary letter to Congressman Stephen A. Day re:
  Gerald L. K. Smith)
DE-DEA
  Dearborn, Michigan
    General Folder
    Property - Gully Road - Verlin E. Doonan
    City Departments
    Greenfield Road Sidewalk
    School District No. 5
      General Folder
Box 2466

Coal Specifications
Financial Data
Board of Education District No. 5
Consolidation
Dr. Leonard B. Wheat
Dearborn Inn
General
Daily Reports
1941
January - June, 1942
July - December, 1942

Box 2467

Dearborn Realty & Construction Company
Dearborn State Corporation
General Folder
Dearborn Realty Collections
DEB-DEC
Dr. St. Julian R. De Caradevc (compensation Cases)
DED-DEF
Defense - General
Defense Program - Ford Motor Company
DEG-DEK
DELA
DELB-DELZ
Delta Omicron - National Musical Sorority, 1938-1942
DEM DEMZ

Box 2468

DEN-DEO
DEP-DER (includes autographed photograph to Grace Moore)
DES DESZ
DET-DEU
Detroit
General Folders - (includes The Detroit News re: "Oscar II" (Steamship)
Property sold to Homer Martin (former Mary E. Hanssen Property)

Box 2469

Grand River and Greenfield Property sold to Bert Baker Inc. & Great
Western Finance Company
The Detroit Edison Company
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company
Detroit Trust Company
Detroit, Michigan - City Departments
Detroit Public School Principals to visit Dearborn and Rouge
Detroit Board of Commerce "The Detroler"

DEV DEVZ
DEW DH
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIE DIEQ

Box 2470
DIER-DIEZ
DIF-DIL
DIM-DIS
DIT-DN
   Dixie Mirror Inc., Savannah, Georgia
DO-DOC
   W. D. Dobbins (Milk Distribution Plan)
DOD-DODZ includes T. Leonard Burke re: Horace and John Dodge
DOE-DOK

Box 2471
DOL-DOM
DON-DONN
DONO DOQ
DOR-DORN
   Misses Darlene and Margie Doran, Bradford, Illinois re: Their trips with their
   1926 Model T Ford
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW DOWZ includes rear admiral John Downes, Commandant, ninth Naval
   District, Great Lakes, Illinois
DOX DQ
DR-DRD

Box 2472
Dr. Robert Drane Compensation Cases
DRE-DRH
   William E. Dreyer - Newark, New Jersey
DRI-DT
DU-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM
DUN-DUND
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUO
Box 2473

William J. Dunn "The Five Great Encyclicals"
DUP-DUR
DUS-DV
DW-DZ
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ
EB-EBZ
EC-ECZ
ED-EDF

Box 2474

EDG-EDS
Edison General Folder
Thomas A. Edison
Edison Institute Greenfield Village includes re: The United States Junior
Chamber of Commerce Distinguished Service Award to Robert A. Bayer,
1940
The Edison Institute-statements and invoices
EDT-EDZ
EE-EG
EH-EHZ
EI-EIR
EIS-EK
EL-ELE

Box 2475

ELF-ELK
ELL-ELLIR
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ
EM-EML
EMM-EMZ
Emmanuel Missionary College - Berrien Springs, Michigan
EN-ENGK
ENGL-ENGZ

Box 2476

ENH-EO
EP-EQ
ER-ERK
ERL ERZ
ES-ESZ
ET-EU
EV-EVD
Box 2477

Fairlane Private Railroad Car
Lubrication, 1938-1941
FAL-FAQ
FAR-FARM
FARN -FARZ
FAS-FAU
FAV-FD
FE-FEG

Box 2478

FEH-FEK
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ
FER-FERM
FERN-FERZ
   Mrs. S.W. Ferrell Sr. - Opelika, Alabama (Edna Henderson Ferrell)
FES-FH
FIA FIE
   Fiesta De San Jacinto Association, San Antonio, Texas
FIF-FIND
FINE-FINM
FINN-FIR

Box 2479

FIS-FISG
   Care Fisher Inc. Dana Books
FISH-Fisher, A-H
Fisher, I-Z - FISZ
   Lee C. Fisher
FIT-FK
FL-FLD
   Flat Rods Property (purchased from Grace Vreeland)
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLM
FLI-FLOR
FLOS-FN
   Flygjutningen Malmo, Sweden
Box 2480

FO-FOK
FOL-FOQ
FOR-FORD
B. C. Forbes, Editor, *Forbes* magazine
Henry Ford - An interview with B. C. Forbes
Ford General A-Z
  1941
  1942
Ford Emergency Food Vans, Frust England
  Letters of appreciation
  Articles re: same
  Memorandum and articles of association, minutes of First Meeting
Clyde M. Ford - Land Contract, 1938-1941

Box 2481

Edsel Ford Family
Ford Good Drivers League
The Ford Foundation - General
Henry Ford
  Re: Club Memberships, 1937-1942
  Re: Birthday Greetings on 79th Birthday, July 30, 1942
  78th Birthday, July 30, 1941
  Re: Birthday Telegrams (copies), 1941
  Genealogy - Ray Laird
  Letters signed by Henry Ford
  Residence Laboratory
Mrs. Henry Ford

Box 2482

Mrs. Henry Ford - Payments Made
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford - 53rd Wedding Congratulations, 1941
Henry Ford Farms
  General Folder
  Payments Made - general folder
Camp Legion
  Belleville, Michigan
    Roadside Market Sales - Payments Made
  Accident Reports
  Payments Made
    1941
    1942
Dearborn
  General folder
  Accident Reports
  Ray Dahlinger - Fred Walters
Payments Made, Credits
1941

Box 2483

1942
Harrison, Michigan
Payments Made, Credits, 1941
General, 1942
Payments Made, Credits, 1942
Ford Farms, Macon
Ed Clark, Walter Morden
Accident Reports
Martha Mary Chapel
Invoices
Material shipped from Macon Farms

Box 2484

Grocery Reports, 1942
Payments Made, Credits
1942
January - June, 1942

Box 2485

July - December, 1942
Rent Payments Made
Invoices Material Shipped from Sawmill, 1941
Boys Farming Project, 1941
Invoices from Macon
1941
1942
Manchester
Milan Boy's Camp
Sharon Hollow
General
Accident reports
Payments Made, Credit
Tecumseh

Box 2486

Ford Motor Company Storage Beans
1940-1941
1941-1942

Box 2487

Henry Ford Hospital
General Folder
Accident Report
Activities Report
Balance sheets
Notice of Annual Meetings
Reports of Patients seen daily
   1941
   1942
Williams House Account

Box 2488
Rio De Janiero, Brazil
Henry Ford Flour Mill
R. E. Shackleton
Daily Reports
   January - June, 1941
   July - December, 1941

Box 2489
Delivery Orders
   January - June, 1941
   July - December, 1941
Daily Reports
   January - June, 1942

Box 2490
   July - December, 1942
   Delivery Orders - January - October, 1942

Box 2491
Henry Ford Institute of Agricultural Engineering - England
Ford Motor Company Branches - Organization Chart
   American Branches - General Folder
   Alexandria, Virginia
   Atlanta, Georgia
   Buffalo, New York
   Charlotte, North Carolina
   Chester, Pennsylvania
   Chicago, Illinois
   Cincinnati, Ohio
   Cleveland, Ohio
   Dearborn, Michigan
   Des Moines, Iowa
   Dundee, Michigan
   Edgewater, New Jersey
   Highland Park - General
   Indianapolis, Indiana
Iron Mountain, Michigan
Iron Mountain (JHouses)
Jacksonville, Florida
Lincoln - General Folder
Long Beach, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Milan, Michigan
New Orleans, Louisiana
Phoenix, Michigan
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Richmond, California (includes IMBERT Gas Generator - Combustion Device)
Seattle, Washington
Somerville, Massachusetts
Washington, D.C.
Willow Run Bomber Plant

**Box 3067 (oversize)**

- Map of Willow Run Bomber Plant

**Box 2492**

- Ypsilanti, Michigan

Foreign Branches - General Folder
Exports, Inc.
Brazil
Canada - Includes report of strike, dated November 30, 1942; also contributions of tractors and farm equipment to Indian Reservation on Walpole Island
England - Includes letter dated November 23, 1942 re: 16,000 Fords used in South Africa for war purposes; also L. Davies of the Sunday Dispatch; also Smelling Salts for Mrs. Ford; also re: "Frozen" Bank Funds.
England - Directors Fees and Income Tax
"Save the Children"Fund
France
Japan
Mexico

Dearborn
- General Folder
- Aviation
- Fred Black, Eric Hagelthorn

**Box 2493**

Cashier "s Office L. F. Becker
Engineering
  General
  Charles Voorhess, Al Newman
  Radio, Charles W. Thomas
First Aid
  General - Robert Pointer
  Monthly Medical Reports
    Henry Ford Farms
    Dearborn Total
Food Laboratory - Dr. E. A. Ruddiman
Ford News
  Johansson Gage Blocks
Library - Rachel MacDonald
Patent Department - E. C. McRae
Publicity - W. J. Cameron
Purchase Request - Material Requisitions
Receiving and Shipping - S. M. Bucksberry
Secretary's Office
  Frank Campsall, H. Waddell, C.A. Zahnow
  E. G. Liebold, Hazel McConnell
  Chas. T. Newton
  M. H. Sipple
  L. J. Thompson
  Stock- George Jordan
Receiving Memos, Delivery orders

Box 2494

Rouge
  Receiving Memos, 1942
  General Folder
  Accounting
  Advertising
  Auditing - Attorney
  Chemical and Metallurgical - R. H. McCarroll
  Compensation
  Disbursements
    Welfare Project re: Inkster, Garden City, Dearborn Township
Engineering - General
  Employment

Box 2495

Ford News Bureau
  Medical
  Personnel, Harry Bennett, Stan Fay
  Power - General
  Power and Construction - H. B. Hanson, H. H. Qrmond
Purchasing
Purchase Orders
Sales
   General
   Advertising

Box 2496

By-Products Sales
Secretary's Office - B.J. Craig, F. Thomson, R. H. Powell, H. L. Mocksle
Service - General
Sociological - T. D. Brown
Superintendent - C. E. Sorenson, R. Gnau
Traffic- J. P. Gilligan, A. F. Burstrom
Translations - Vic Fellver
Vice President - P.E. Martin, E.E. Sorenson, R. Gnau, A.M. Wibal
Delivery Orders
Invoices
Statements - Consignment Accounts
Statements and Remittances
   Henry Ford
      1941
      1942

Box 2497

Henry Ford Farms
   1941
   1942
General Advertising Copy
Delivery Orders, 1942
Receiving Memos
   1941
   1942
Fordson - General Folder
Fordson Board of Education - Horticultural Gardens
Fordson Estate Limited- Fordson Estates Inc.
FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ
   Fortune Magazine
FOS - Foster, A-H
Foster I-Z - FOV
FOW-FOZ FP-FQ
FRAA-FRANC FRAND-FRANS
Frank, A-K
Frank, L-Z - FRANKK
FRANKL-FRAR

Box 2498
FRAS- FRD
FRE-FREEL (Includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $25.00 to Free Press Fresh Air Fund, Inc.)
FREEM-FREEZ
FREF-FREO
FREP-FRH
FRIA-FRIEDL
FRIEDM-FRIEZ (includes Edwin S. Friendly, General Manager of the New York Sun)
FRIF-FRN
FRO FRP FRT (includes Harvey C. Fruehauf, President of Fruehauf Trailer Company)
FRU-FUK
FUL-FUM
FUN-FY FZ
GAA - GAK

Box 2499
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAQ
GAR-GARD
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
Mrs. C. B. Garvin Magazine “Signs of the Times” California
GAS-GAT
GAV-GAZ GD
Mrs. Carl R. Gay, Harbor Beach, Mich. (Requests for help)
GE-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN

Box 2500
General Accident, Fire & Life Assurance Corporation - Accident Reports
General Electric Company (includes Nap H. Boynton, General Sales Manager)
GEO_GEQ
General D. W. George, Crookston, Minnesota
Georgia - General
Georgia State Department of Industrial Relations (Compensation cases)
GER-GERL
GERM-GERZ
GES-GEZ GH
GIA - GIB

Box 2501
GIC-GIK
Gift
1941
1942
GIL-GILK
GILL-GILLZ
GILM-GILZ
GIM-GK
GL-GLD
GLE-GLN

Box 2502
GLO-GN
GO-GOD
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDD
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSS
GOLDST-GOLZ
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GOODR
GOODS-GOOZ
"Good Morning" Dance Book
General Folder
1941
1942
Re: Advertisements, 1941
Re: Gifts to Libraries, 1941
Re: Gifts to Physical Training Instructors, 1941

Box 2503
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOV-GQ
GR-GRAG
GRAH-GRAM
GRAN-GRAR
Ruth M. Granere (story dedicated to her mother)

Box 2504
GRAS-GRAX
GRAY-GRD
GRE-GREEM
GREEN only
GREENA-GREENK
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GRH
GRI-GRIE
GRIF
GRIG-GRN
Grinnell Brothers (Music)

**Box 2505**

GROA-GROSR
GROSS-GROSZ
GROT-GRT
GRU-GT
GU-GUH
GUI GUM
GUN-GUR
GUS-GZ
H-HAA
HAB-HAC

**Box 2506**

HAD-HAF
HAG-HAGZ
HAH-HAHZ
HAI-HAK
  Fritz Hailer - German Consul - Detroit
  John C. Haines - Birthday Greetings
HAL-HALK (includes letter of thanks from Lord Halifax)
Hall
  A-H
  I-Z
HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAM-HAMH
HAMI-HAML (includes W. Ross Atkinson, Vice President of Hamilton Watch Company)
HAMM-HAMMN

**Box 2507**

DR. H. H. Hammel (Compensation Cases)
  Romy Hammes - Kankakee, Illinois (Ford Dealer)
HAMMO-HAMZ
HAN-HAND
  D.R. Hanawalt - Akron, Ohio
HANE-HANM
HANN-HANR
HANS-HAQ
HAR-HARD
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARQ
HARR-HARRIR
Harris
  A-H

Box 2508

  I-Z
HARRISA-HARRZ
  Horace Harrison re: Mica Production
HARS-HART only
HARTA-HARTL
HARTM-HARTMZ
HARTN- HARTW
HARV-HARZ (includes Frederic T. Harward, Attorney, whose name appears on
  the original Ford Motor Company Articles of Association
HAS-HASR
HASS-HASZ
HAT-HARZ
HAV-HAVZ

Box 2509

HAV-HAWKH
HAWKI-HAYD
  Hayden Mill - Tecumseh, Michigan
HAYE-HAYR
HAYS-HD
HE-HEA
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEINR
HEINS-HER
HEL-HELLF
HELLG-HELZ
  Dr. R. F. Helzerman (Compensation Cases)

Box 2510

HEM-HEMZ
HEN-HEND
HENE-HENN
HENO-HENR
HENS-HEQ
HER-HERL
HERM-HERQ
Hermitage Mansion
HERR-HERZ (includes birthday greetings, etc. from A. W. Herrington, President of Marrnon-Herrington Company, Inc.)
HERS-HERZ
HES-HESZ
HET-HEX
HEY-HH
HI-HIF
HIG-HIK
John Edward Higgins

Box 2511
HIL-HILK
HILL
A-H
I-Z
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ
HINK-HIQ
HIRA-HIRSG
HIRSH-HN (includes Mrs. Walter A. Hixenbaugh Jr. - On peace ship)
HO-HOC
George S. Hocknoll re: Parole
HOD-HODZ
HOE-HOEZ
HOF-HOFFM
HOFFN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK

Box 2512
HOL-HOLK
HOLL-HOLLH
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS
Lyman Holmes - Romeo Foundry re: "T" Model cylinders and heads
HOLT-HOLZ (includes letter of appreciation from Henry Holt of "Who's Who")
Dr. C. J. Holton (Compensation Cases)
HOM-HON
HOO-HOOS (includes former President Herbert Hoover)
HOP-HOQ
HOR-HORN
HORO-HORZ
Box 2513

HOS-HOT
HOU-HOV
HOW-HO WC
HOWD-HOWE
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HT
HU-HU BD
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF

Box 2514

Hudson Mills property
General Folder
Edward V. Horton
HUG-HUGZ
HUH-HUHL
HUM-HUMZ
HUN-HUNT
HUNTA-HUNTH
HUNTI-HUQ
HUR-HURZ (includes E. N. Hurley of Electric Household Utilities Corporation
re: Longhand letter from Mr. Edison re: Mr. Ford
The Huron-Clinton Metropolitan Authority
Huron Mountain Club
HUS-HUSZ
Wilber B. Huston (1929 Edison Scholarship Winner)
HUT-HX
HY-HZ

Box 2515

I-IK
IL-IM (includes death of Lord Illingworth)
IN-INF
"In Fact" News Leaflet
ING-INS
Compensation Insurance, April 16, 1939 to May 1, 1932
Inkster, Michigan
General Folder

Box 2516

Village Property - Morton Farm Subdivision
School Site File Number 2, 1937-1941
INT-IQ (includes Nathan H. Seidman. President of the Inter-Racial Press of
America, Inc.; also re: Contribution of repair parts to The International
Grenfell Association; also re: Honorary Membership in International Friendship Gardens; also re: International News Service re: James L. Killgallen's interview with Mr. Ford.)
International Correspondence Schools Victrola Recording
Inventory of Items stored in Dearborn Engineering Laboratory second floor, center room.

Box 2517
IR-IRZ (includes Fanny Irish - Clarkston, Michigan)
IS-ISZ
IT-IZ includes re: "Italian Tribune of America"
JAA - Jackson, A-G
Jackson, H-Z - JACN
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM-JAMZ
JAN-JAP
JAQ-JD
JE-JEM (includes William Jeffers, President of Union Pacific Railroad re: "Men and Management in America"
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Jehl (Julia) - Death of Mr. Jehl, February 9, 1941
JEN-JEQ

Box 2518
JER-JN
JO-JOHNSSOM
Johnson, A-E
Mrs. August Johnson, Otsego, Michigan
Johnson F-K (includes Mr. Ford's letter of congratulations addressed to George W. Johnson, President of Endicott Johnson Corporation - shoes)
Johnson & Higgins (Insurance)
Johnson, L-Z - JOHNSS
JOHNST-JOHZ
Johnston, only
JOI-JONER

Box 2519
Jones
A-E
F-K
L-Z
JONESA-JONZ
JOO-JOR
JOS-JT
JU-JUM
JUN-JZ
KAA-KAH (includes personal greetings of Albert Kahn and Mrs. Ford)
KAI-KAL
KAM-KANH

Box 2520
KANI-KAQ
William J. Kanack - Clawson, Michigan, re: Mortgage
KAR-KAS
KAT-KARZ
KAV-KAUZ
KAV-KD
KE-KED
KEE-KEF
Miss Helen Keep - Detroit Real Estate
KEG-KEK
KEL-KELLE
KELLF-KELLEX
KELLY- KELLZ

Box 2521
Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc. (Insurance)
General Folder
1941
1942
Accident Reports
BA-BE
BF-BQ

Box 2522
BR-BZ
C
D
E

Box 2523
F
G
H
I-J
K

Box 2524
L
M
N-O
P
Box 2525

Q-R
S
T
U-V

Box 2526

W-X-Y-Z
KELM-KELZ
KEM
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNZ
KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERN KERO-KERQ
KERR-KERZ
KES-KET
   Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kossis, New York City
KEV-KEY KH
KI-KIE
KIF-KEM (includes W. John Killoch re: Disbarment of Aaron L. Sapiro)

Box 2527

KIN-KINF
King
   A-H
   I-Z
KINGA-KINR
   Mabel B. Kingery, 1938-1942
   George Kingston
       Florida property

Box 2528

Sale to J. B. Hendry
Sale to Walter N. Munroe
Re: Personal finances
KINS-KIP KIQ
   The Kiplinger Washington Letter
       Frank Campsall
       E. G. Lichold
KIR-KIRK
KIRL-KIZ KJ-KK
KL-KLA KLD
KLE-Klein, A-H
Klein, I-Z - KLEZ KIF-KLH
KLI KLJ KLN
Box 2529

KLO-KLU KLV KLZ-KM
KNA KNB KND
KNE-KNI KNJ KNN
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY KNZ (includes Mr. Ford's personal letter to Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy Commending Commander E. S. Stoker of Rouge Navy School)
KO-KOD
KOE KOEZ
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ KQ
KR-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ KRD
KRE-KRH
KRI-KRN
KRO-KRT

Box 2530

KRU-KRZ KT
KR-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN KUO
KUP-KUR
KUS-KZ
LAA-LAC
LAD-LAH
   Juan Enrique Lagarrigue (re: peace)
LAI-LAL
LAM-LAMB
LAMC-LAMZ (includes letter of appreciation from Thomas W. Lamont.)
LAN-LAND

Box 2531

LANE-LANF
LANG only
LANGA-LANGE
   John Francis Langan - Louis Langan
LANGF-LANZ LAO
LAP-LAR (includes Charles E. Lapham - Friend)
LAS-LAT (includes The Honorable Mrs. Francis J. Lascelles - Switzerland)
   LaSalle College Civic and Social College - Medal awarded Mr. Ford
Box 2532

LAV-LAUZ
LAV-LAWN LAWQ
LAWR LAWRZ
LAWS-LAZ LD
LEA
LEB-LED
LEE LEEZ
  Robert E. Lee Jonesboro, Tennessee (Descendant)
  General Robert E. Lee - Memorial - Stratford Hall
LEF-LEG
LEH LEHZ
LEI-LEK

Box 2533

LEL-LEM
LEN LENZ
LEO LEOZ
LEP-LES
LET-LEVE LEVH
LEVI-LEVX
LEY, A-K
LEY, L-Z - LEVZ
LEW-LEWIR
LEWIS
  A-H
  I-Z
  J. J. Lewis "Good Will Year Book of Georgia"
LEWISA-LEZ LH
LI-LIC
  "Liberty" Magazine

Box 2534

LID-LIE
LIF-LIM ((includes A. S. Limpert re: Planetary valueless compressor and plastic refrigerator.
LIN-LINDE (includes Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh)
LINDF-LINDZ
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS (includes Mrs. Lamar Rutherford Lipscomb re: Harry Stillwell Edwards
  - Georgia author)
LIT-LIU (includes re: Contributions of station Wagon to the Little Sisters of the Poor - Somerville, Massachusetts, December 1938. Replaced May 1941)
  Arthur I. Little Inc. - Industrial Bulletin
LIV-LL LM-LN (includes Mrs. Lola Maverick Lloyd of "Peace Ship")
Box 2535
LO-LOD (includes Mr. Ford's greetings to John C. Lodge on his 31st birthday)
LOE-LOEZ
LOF-LOM (includes letter of appreciation from E. A. Lofquest, Captain, U.S.
    Navy, Chief of Staff. Great Lakes, Illinois)
LON-LONF
LONG-LONZ
LOO-LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU LOUZ (includes invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Ford to Dr. Alexander Loudon
    - Netherlands Minister - and Mrs. Loudon to lunch)
LOV LOVZ
LOW-LOWE
LOWF-LOZ LT
LU-LUC

Box 2536
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ LX
LYZ- Lynch, A-G
Lynch, H-Z LYNZ
LYO-LYZ LZ
M-MAB
MAC-MACH

Box 2537
Flora MacDonald College
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
    Macon - General
MAD-MAF
MAG MAGZ
MAH MAHZ

Box 2538
MAI-MAK
MAL-MAM
MAN-MANF
MANB-MANL MANM
MANN-MANK
MANS-MAP MAQ
MAR-MARD
    Charles Maram (Braile Edition of "American-English speech")
MARE-MARI MARJ
MARK MARKZ
MARS - Marsh only

Box 2539

MARL-MARR (includes letter of appreciation from A. W. Herrington, President of Marmon-Herrington Company, Inc.)
Marsh & McLennan (Insurance)
MARSHA-MARSZ Includes A. C. Marshall re: death of Alex Dow 3-22-42
MART - Martin, A-G
Martin, H-L
Martin, M-Z-MARTZ (includes re: Mary Lou Martin of Richmond Hill, Georgia - Crippled Child)
MARU-MARZ
MAS-MASO
Masonic Order
General Folder

Box 2540

Thirty Third Degree (3 Folders)
MASP-MASZ
MAT-MATHE MATHF-MATHH
MATTHE-MATZ
MATHI-MATTHA
MAU-MAUZ
MAV-MAX
   Maxon, Inc. Advertising
MAY-MAYEQ
Mayer
   A-H
   I-Z
MAYERA-MAZ MB
McA-McB

Box 2541

McC-McCAN McCAQ
   McCann - Erickson Inc. (Advertising)
McCAR-McCAZ McCD
McCE-McCL McCN
   Dr. Roy D. McClure (Of Henry Ford Hospital) re: Illness at New York

Box 2542

McCO-McCOQ
McCOR-McCOZ McCQ
McCR-McCU McCZ
McDA-McDONA
McDONE-McDZ only
McE-McF
McG-McGH
McGI McGU McG
McG-McGU McGZ
    McGuffey Readers
    Reprints - Quotations - Industry

Box 2543

Reprints Mailed
    A-D
    E-K
    L-M
    N-Z
McH-McI McJ
McK-McKE McKH

Box 2544

McKI-McKY McKZ
McL-McLA McLD
McLE-McLY McLZ
McM-McME McMH
McMI-McMY McMZ (includes James T. McMillan, Detroit re: "How to Fit a Gun", etc)
McN-McO (includes Lynn McNaughton re: Photograph of Christ Church Choir Camp at Straits Lake about 1893; also Charles N. McNaughton re: ditto)
McP-McZ MD
    Miss Elizabeth McRee - Mrs. W. S. McRee - Mrs. Mary McRee - Vallosfa, Georgia
ME-MEC

Box 2545

MED-MEH
MEI-MEK (includes Mr. Ford's complimentary letter to Merrill C. Meigs, Deputy Director of Aircraft Division, War Production Board, Washington, D. C., etc)
MEL-MEM
    Memorandum
MEN-MENF
MENG-MENZ MEQ
MER-MERQ
MERR-MERRZ
MERS-MES
META-METY (includes "Metal Progress" re: Allday steels)
METZ-MEX
MEY-Meyer, A-F
Meyer, G-L (includes Rev. Harry L. Meyer re: Copy of the prayer from the wedding ceremony of Muriel DeMille at Wayside Inn.)
Meyer, M-Z
MERERA-MEZ MH
MI-MIC

Box 2546
Michigan
General (includes Michigan State College re: Banana potatoes)
State Department of Government - Miscellaneous (includes complimentary letter from Mr. B. McPherson, Chairman, Michigan State Tax Commission re: payment of taxes; also claims for the fund of gasoline tax paid.)
Sales Tax Returns - 1933 to June 1942

Box 2547
Use Tax Returns - 1937 to June 1942
MID-MIK
MILA-MILK
MILL-Miller, A-B
Miller, C-F
Miller, G-J
Miller, K-R

Box 2548
Miller, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ
MILM-MILZ MIM (includes C. G. Milner, Rome, Georgia Dealer)
MIN-MINM
MINN-MINZ
MIO- Mitchell, A-E
Mitchell, F-Z MJ-MN
MO-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MON-MONS

Box 2549
MONT-MONZ
Mariano E. MontaPerto New York City
MOO-MOORD (includes Holiday Greetings to Archbishop Edward Mooney of Detroit.)
Moore, A-F
Moore, G-L
Moore, M-Z MOQ
MOR-MORF
   Moral Rearmament
MORG-MORH
MORI-MORRIR
Morris
   A-H
   I-Z

Box 2550
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS-MORSZ
MORT-MORZ (includes Herbert Morton, Manchester, England)
MOS-MOSK
MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ MT
MUA-Mueller, A-H
   MU Sigma Pi Fraternity
Mueller, I-Z MUK
MUL-MULZ

Box 2551
MUM-MUN MUQ
MUR- MURO
Murphy, A-H (includes re: Charles R. Murphy Grosse Pointe Home)
Murphy, I-Z MURQ
MURR-MURZ
MUS-MUS MV-MW-MX

Box 2552
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS
   Napkins - Paper Napkins used in Village, etc. - restaurants
NAT - National A-K
   National Catholic Community Service - United Service Organization Clubs
   National Farm Youth Foundation
   National Junior Town Hall Foundation, Inc.

Box 2553
National L-Z - NATS
   National Recreation Association
NATT-NAZ NB-ND
NE-NEE
   A.C. Neale - Plainview, Texas
NEF-NEK
NEL-NELZ
Box 2554

NEW-NEWB
    New Boston Mineral Water Richard H. Stecker
NEW C- NEW E
    The Newcomer Society
    1941
    1942
NEW F- NEW L
NEW M
NEW N-NEW S
NEW T-NEW X
NEW Y-NEW Z NEX-NH
    New York Central System
    New York Museum of Science and Industry (Empty)

Box 2555

NIA - Nichols only
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ NN (includes Mr. Ford's letter of appreciation, addressed to Rear Admiral C. W. Nimitz.)
NO-NOK
NOL-NOQ
NORA-NORS
NORT-NORTHC NORTHD
NORTHE-NORTHW NORTHX-NORTN
    Northrop Aircraft, Inc. re: Butt-welded alloys
    Northwestern University - Souvenir Booklet
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ NT
NU-NY NZ
    Thorwald Nyholm - Racine, Wisconsin

Box 2556

O-OBO OBQ
OBR-OBZ
OC-OCZ
OD ODZ (includes Senator W. Lee O'Daniel from Texas)
OE OEZ
    Frederick Oehlschlegel - Cleveland, Ohio
OF-OG
OH-OK (includes The Ohio State University re: Holley Carburetor on Ford Engine)
OL-OLE (includes Mrs. Ford's contributions to Old Mariners' church; also
Ransom E. Olds re: Lincoln Cars, etc.)
OLF-OLR

Box 2557

OLS-OM (includes Olsen and Johnson of Hellzapoppin)
Cyrus B. Olson - Chicago, Illinois
ON-OO
OP-OQ
   Optomist Club of Dearborn
OR-ORM (includes Eugene Ormandy of the Philadelphia Orchestra)
ORN-ORZ
OS-OSH (includes Chase S. Osborn)
OSI-OSZ
OT-OTZ
OU-OV
OW-OZ

Box 2558

P-PAC
   PM (New York Daily)
PAD-PAK (includes re: Contribution of $5000 to Bishop Herman Page, etc.; also
   re: Paint)
PAL-PALZ
PAM-PAQ
PAR-PARI PARJ
PARK-Parker A-H

Box 2559

Parker I-Z Parks PARKT-PARKZ
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PAT-PATS
   The Patriot (A Discussion Paper for American Citizens)
PATT-PATTE PATTH
PATTI-PATZ
PAU PAUZ
   Mr. and Mrs. John M. Pausus
PAV-PAZ PD

Box 2560

PE-PEB
PEC-PED (includes re: death of Captain Andrew Pederson of MS Benson Ford,
    July 3, 1942)
PEE-PEM (includes Westbrook Pegler)
PEN-PENNI PENN
PENNO-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
   Pequaming, Michigan
       Northern Michigan Sawmill Operations
PER-PERQ
   PERFEKSO Company (Sale of Flour)
PERR-PES (includes re: Visit of Manuel Prado, President of Peru)
PETE- Peters only
PETERSA-PETERSZ PETEZ

Box 2561
PETF-PEZ
PF PG
PH-PHI PHILK
PHILL PHILLZ
PHILM-PHY PHZ
PI-PID
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $188.50 to Piney Woods
       Country Life School, Mississippi)
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ PK

Box 2562
PL-PLA PLD
   Plants - Month in which they flower
PLE-PLY PN
       Andrew Plecher - Birmingham, Alabama
PO-POK
POL POLZ
POM-POO
POP- POQ
POR-Porter A-H
Porter I-Z PORZ
POS POSZ
POT
   Potatoes - Chippewa Potatoes
POU-POWEL POWEM-POWEQ
POWER-POZ PQ
PR-PRA PRD

Box 2563
PRE PRH
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRIZ PRN
PRO-PRY PT
   Property - Deeded, sold, purchased, offered for sale.
PU-PUL
   PUCK (The Comic Weekly) re: KLEENEX
   PUM-PUR

Box 2564

PUS-PY
   Q-QUE QUH (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $100 to Queen Charlotte's
   Maternity Hospital, London, England)
QUI-QZ
   The Quick Farms
R-RAC
RAD-RAH
   Radio
      General
         Ford Sunday Evening Hour - Programs, 1940-1941
         Ford Summer Sunday Evening Hour Programs
RAI-RAM (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $1000 to Baroness Dagmar
   Ramsey of Helsinki, Finland)
   Railway Express Agency
   RAN-RAND

Box 2565

RANE-RANZ RAO
RAP-RAS
RAT-RATZ
RAU-RAW RAX
RAY-RAZ RD
RE-REB
REC-RED
REE-REED (includes Leslie M. Reed re: Soybean Milk.)
REEF-REEZ
REF-REH
REI-REID REIE
   John T. Reid - Mayan Mathematics, 1939-1942

Box 2566

REIF-REIM
REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ REK
REL-REO (includes Gordon S. Rentschler, Chairman of the Board of the National
   City Bank of New York.)
REP-REX
REY-REZ RG
RH RHZ
RI-RICE RICG (includes Rev. M. S. Rice - Metropolitan Methodist Church)
E. O. Rice Los Angeles, California

Box 2567
Rich - Richards RICHARDSOM
Richardson RICHD (includes Memo re: William Painter Richart, owner of
Richart Wagon and Repair shop in Macon, Michigan)
RICHE-RICHZ RICI-RICV
Richmond Hill Plantation
   General Folder
      1941
      1942
   Audit, 1941

Box 2568
Camp Stewart
   James B. Copps Employment
   Furniture for Residence
   Purchase of Property, 1930-1942
   Accident Reports

Box 2569
   Itemized Cash statements
   Chapel Programs
   Clinic Reports
   Delivery orders, Receiving Memos, Shipping Requests
   Meat Quotations
   Payrolls
   Salary Checks
      J. F. Gregory
      Harry S. Ukkelberg
   Invoices, statements, Purchase orders
      January - June, 1941
      July - December, 1941
      1942

Box 2570
Commissary Store Reports
   January - April, 1941
   May - September, 1941

Box 2571
   October - December, 1941
   January - April, 1942
Box 2572

April - June, 1942
July - September, 1942
RICK-RIO
RIE
RIF-RIM

Box 2573

RIN-RIS
RIT-RIZ RN
ROA-ROBERTR
Roberts only ROBERTSOM
Robertson, Robins
Robinson A-H
Robinson I-Z - ROBZ
ROC-ROCH ROCJ
ROCK-ROCZ
ROD-RODZ

Box 2574

ROE-ROF
ROG-Rogers A-H
Rogers I-Z - ROGZ
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM
RON-ROR (includes copy of letter from President Franklin D. Roosevelt addressed to Charles E. Sorenson re: Model plane.)
ROS-ROSEM
ROSEN-ROSENB
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROSZ
ROSS-ROSZ
ROT-Roth only
ROTHA-ROTZ

Box 2575

ROU-ROV
F. Rovai - Oakland, Calif.
ROW-ROX
ROY-ROZ RT (includes W. Orminton Roy - Landscape)
RU-RUC
RUD-RUE (includes resignation of Dr. Edsel A. Ruddiman)
Mrs. Margaret Ruddiman re: Book - "Romantic Days in Old Boston"
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO (includes Edward A. Rumely - New York)
RUP-Russek
Russek - RUSZ
RUT-RUZ RX
RY-RZ (includes Everett D. Graff, President, Joseph T. Tyerson & Son, Inc.)
S-SAD (includes Israel Sack - Antiques)

Box 2576

SEA-SAINS
SAINT-SAIZ SAJ
SAK-SAL
SAM SAMZ
SAN-SANC
SAND SANDZ
  Fred Sanders - Detroit
SANE-SANZ SAO (includes Henry H. Sanger, President of THE Manufacturers
  National Bank of Detroit)
SAP-SAT
SAU-SAUZ

Box 2577

SAV SAVZ
SAW-SAZ SB
SC-SCE SCG
SCHAFF-SCHAN SCHAO (includes personal letter to Sergeant Gerber D.
  Schaefer, of St. Joseph's Hospital, Reading, Pennsylvania)
SCHAP-SCHAZ SCHD
SCHE-SCHEN SCHEK
SCHEL-SCHEP SCHEQ
SCHER-SCHEZ SCHH
SCHI-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ SCHK
  G. Schirmer Inc. - G. Schirmer Music stores Inc.
SCHL-SCHLE SCHLH
SCHLI-SCHLZ
SCHM-SCHMIDS
Schmidt
  A-H
  I-Z

Box 2578

SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCHN-Schneider A-H
Schneider I-Z SCHNZ
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ SCHQ
SCHR-SCHRISCHRN
SCHRO-SCHRZ SCHT
SCHU-SCHUK
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ
SCHYM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SJTHUZ SCHV
SCHW-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ-SCHWARY
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ SCHWD
SCHWE-SCHWZ SCHWD
SCI-SCOTS
   Harvey J. Sconce (Radio Program)
Scott A-H
Scott I-Z SCOZ

Box 2579

Dr. W. Scott Pittsfield, New Hampshire
SCR-SCZ SD (includes W. E. Scripps of the Evening News Assoc. -Detroit
Scranton Redord Company - Dance Records)
SE-SEA (includes Mrs. Ford's contribution of $100 to Seamen's Church Institute
of America)
SEB-SEEK
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL SELZ
   Elizabeth Sellers - Cass County, Michigan Property - Folder #2

Box 2580

SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV
SEW-SEZ SG
SH-SHAM
SHAN-SHAP SHAQ
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ SHD
SHE-SHEE (includes Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen)
SHEF-SHEN SHEO
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM

Box 2581

SHERN-SHEZ SHH
SHI-SHN
SHO SHQ
   Mrs. J. L. Shook - Hickory, North Carolina
SHR-SHZ
SI-SID
SIE SIF
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIM-SIMM SIMN
SIMO SIMOZ
SIMP-SIMZ (includes Frederick R. Simms, English Engineer re: Brochures on early automobile matter.)

**Box 2582**

Simple Simon Foods (Sale of flour)
SIN SINZ
SIO-SIZ SH
SK SKZ
SL-SLA SLD
SLE-SLY SLZ
SMA-SMITG
Smith
A-B
C
D-E
F-G
Gerald L. K. Smith (Committee of 1,000,000)
H

**Box 2583**

Smith, Hinchman & Gylls, Inc. (Catalogue)
I-J
John R. Smith's Sons re: Jew's Harps, 1931-1942
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY SMZ
SN-SNI SNN
SNO-SNY SNZ (includes Mrs. D. L. Snodgrass Jr. re: Howe Genealogy - Wayside Inn)
SO-SOL (includes Society of Automotive Engineers re: Exhibit "War Production of Aircraft", etc.)

**Box 2584**

SOM SOMZ
SON-SOT
SOU-SOUS
SOUT-SOZ
SP-SPA SPD
SPE-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ SPH
SPI-SPIL SPIM
SPIN-SPO SPQ
SPR-SPRE SPRH
SPRI SPRN
SPRO-SPZ SQ SS
STA-STAG

Box 2585

STAH-STAM
STAN- Standard A-K
  Standard Accident Insurance Company
  General Folder
  Accident Reports
Standard L-Z STANDE STANKH
STANDI-STAP STAQ
STAR-STAS
  Wallace Rolland Stark - New York City

Box 2586

STAT-STAZ STD
STE-STECH
STED-STEEL
STEF-STEH
STEI- Stein only.
STEINA-STEING
STEING-STEM
STEN-STEP STEQ (includes James M. Wood, President of Stephens College,
  Columbia, Missouri)
STER-Stern A-H
Stern I-Z STERZ STES
STET-Stevens A-H
Stevens I-Z - STEVZ
STEW-STEZ STH
STI-STIK

Box 2587

STIL-STIZ STN
STO-STOE
STOF-STOL STOM
STON STONZ
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ STQ
STR-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ STRD
STRE-STRI STRN
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Box 2588
STRO STRT
STRU-STRZ STT
STU-STUL
STUM-STY STZ
SUA-SULLE SULLF-SULLH
  Magazine Subscriptions
    1941
    1942
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUN SUO
SUP-SUS
SUT-SUZ SV
SW-SWA SWD
SWE SWH

Box 2589
SWI-SWY SX (includes Gerald Swope - New York; also G. F. Swift, Vice
  Chairman of Board, Swift & Company)
SY-SZ
T-TAK
  Honorable Robert A. Taft
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
  Tax Folder General
Taylor A-E
Taylor F-K
Taylor L-Z - TD (includes Richard W. Taylor re: Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
  Railroad)
TE-TEM

Box 2590
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ TG
TH-OHA THD
THE-THI THN
THOA - Thomas A-H
Thomas I-Z THOMP
Thompson A-E
Thompson F-K
Thompson L-Z THOMR
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ THQ

Box 2591
THR-THY THZ
TI-TIK
TIL-TIM
TIN-TIZ TN
TO-TOD
TOE-TOL (includes Toledo Industrial Union Concil re: Union Label on Ford cars.)
TOM-TOO
TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ TQ
TR-TRA TRD
TRE TRH

Box 2592
TRI TRN
TRO TRT
TRU-TRY TT
The James True Associates - Industrial Control Reports (empty)
TU-TUK (includes Dr. Lewis N. Tupper - Practiced in Redford about 1900)
TUL-TURM
TURN-TRUZ
TUS-TUZ TV
Tuskegee Institute General Folder

Box 2593
TW-TY TZ
U-UK
UL-UM
UNA - UNIN UNIO
UNION UNITEC
United only
United Service Organizations - General Folder
United states - UNZ UO
Unsigned etc., 1941
Unsigned Letters, 1942
Unsigned Receiving Memos
United States Government - General Folder, 1941

Box 2594
United States Government
General Folder, 1942
Congressional Record for July 30, 1941
Post Office - Phonograph record claims.
Federal Tax on Phonograph Records
Purchase of Bonds
Federal Rental Registrations
Amy Department
    Fort Jackson, South Carolina
Navy Department

Box 2595

Naval Training School - Rouge (includes 4 boys invited to Christmas dinner at Mr. Ford's home - 1942; also personal letter by Mr. Ford to Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy, Commending Commander E. S. Stoker.)
War Department
United States Senate - W. Lee O'Daniel (Texas) re: "Freedom to Work"
The Universal Religious Fellowship, Inc.
Universities - General
    1941
    1942
UP-UR

Box 2596

US-UZ
V-VAM
VAN-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ VAG
VAR-VAZ VD
VE-VEN VEQ
VER-VEZ VH
VI-VIK
    Victory-Builders Division (War Production Folders, etc.)

Box 2597

VIL-VIZ VN
VO-VOGO
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO
VOP-VY VZ
    G. B. Vough (Copy of Play)
W-WAF
WAG-Wagner A-H
Wagner I-Z WAGZ
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER A-H
Box 2598

Walker I-Z WALKZ
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE WALTG
WALTH-WALZ (includes Walthan Watch Company)
WAM-WAQ
WAR-Ward only
  War - General Folder
WARDA-WARM
WARN-WARQ

Box 2599

WARR-WARRE WARRH
WARRI-WARZ
WAS WASZ (includes Washington & Jefferson College)
  Washington & Jefferson College (Glee Club to Dearborn)
  Washington Review (Periodical)

Box 2600

Mrs. Agnes Waters - Washington, D.C.
WATF-Watson A-H
Watson I-Z WATZ
WAU-WAZ WB-WC-WD
  Wayne County - County Department - General
  Wayne County Road Commissioners - Middle Rouge Parkway

Box 2601

Wayside Inn
  General Folder
  1941
  1942
  Accident Reports
  Chapel
  Delivery orders, Receiving Memos
  Diaries (enclosing)
  Governor's Conference, 1941

Box 2602

Graduation Exercises
Guests
Redstone School Tablets
Ralph J. Sennott (Salary checks)
Monthly Statements
1940

**Box 2603**

1941
1942
Statements and Invoices
1941
1942
Disbursement Statements - Monthly
Financial Statements - Monthly
Widening Sudbury and White Pond Roads
1215 WE-WER WEBA

**Box 2604**

WEBB WEBD
WEBE WEBR
WEBS-WEC (includes Judge Clyde I. Webster - Detroit)
WED-WEE WEP
WEG - WEH
WEI-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
NELA- WELLE
WELF-Wells A-H
Wells I-Z WELZ
   Linton Wells (Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.)
WEM-WEN WEQ
WER WERZ
WES-WESS

**Box 2605**

West only
WESTA-WESTERM
WESTERN-WESTEZ
WESTF-/WESE
WET-WEZ WG
WHA-Wheeler A-H
   Whaley-Eaton Service (Foreign Letter)
   Wheat Experiments - Dr. Ruddiman, 1926-1942
   Thomas F. Wheatley - Brooklyn, New York
Wheeler I-Z WHEZ
WHIA-WHITC WHITD
White
   A-E
Box 2606

F-K
L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ
WI-WID
WIE-WIF
WLG-WILC
WILD-WILG

Box 2607

WILH-WILK
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-Williams A-E
Williams F-K
Williams L-Z
WILLIAMSA-WILLIE
WILLIS-WILLZ
   Willow Run - General
   Willow Run Bomber Plant - Property
WILM-Wilson A-C
Wilson D-H

Box 2608

Wilson I-N
   Lawrence Wilson re: Manuscript
Wilson O-Z WILZ (includes complimentary message to Thomas E. Witon,
   Chairman of the Board of Wilson & Company Inc., Chicago)
   Rufus S. Wilson (Purchase of Real Estate)

Box 2609

WIM-WINE (includes Memo re: visit of the Duke of Windsor on October 30,
   1941; also Tea at Fair Lane)
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS WISZ
WIT-WIZ WN
WO-WOK
WOL-WOLF only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON WOOC (includes re: W.C.T.U. roadside sign; also re: Woman’s National Farm & Garden Association convention; also re: "Woman Citizen Corporation - New York)
Wood
A-H
I-Z

Box 2610
WOODA-WOODR
Woodchuck Lodge - John Burrough's Memorial, 1936-1942
WOODS-WOODZ WOOK (includes Fred B. Woodward re: Rubber)
WOOL-WOOZ WOQ
WOR-WOZ WQ

Box 2611
Work orders
World Alliance News Letter
WRA-Wright A-H
Wright I-Z WRZ
WU WV-WX
Rudolph Wurlitzer - The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
WY-X
YA-YD
J.A. Yavdynsky - New York City
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF

Box 2612
Young A-H
Young I-Z - YZ
Y. M.C.A. - Y.W.C.A. (includes re: gift of 1940 Station Wagon to Y.W.C.A. in Manila.)
Ypsilanti - General
ZA ZB-ZC-ZD
ZE (includes complimentary letters from Fred M. Zeder, Vice Chairman of Chrysler Corporation)
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM

Box 2613
The Otto Zimmerman & Son Company re: Dance Manuals
1940-1941
Second order 1941
ZIN-ZIZ ZV ZN
ZO-ZY ZZ
1943-1944

Box 2614
AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC
ADA-ADAMS, A-H (includes George Matthew Adams)
ADAMS, I-Z (ADB)
ADC-ADK
ADL-ADZ
Adrian, Michigan - Red Mill Property
Advertisements - Ford Motor and Lincoln Motor
AE-AH
AI-AK
ALA-ALBA (ALBD)
ALBE-ALBO (ALBQ)

Box 2615
ALBR-ALD
ALE
ALF-ALLEM
ALLEN
 A-H
 I-Z
ALLENA-ALO (includes Mrs. Ford's contribution of $50 to Allied Youth, Inc.)
ALP-ALZ
AMA-AMER ex. AMERICAN
AMERICAN
 A-D
 American Airlines Inc.

Box 2616
American Council of Christian Churches
E-L
American Foundation for the Blind, Inc. re: Award of Miguel Medal to Mr. Ford
American Friends of Czechoslovakia
American Institute of Decorators
The American Legion
 General
Civilian Defense Blood Bank at Henry Ford Hospital
Re: Award of Distinguished Service Medal to Mr. Ford
M-R
The American News Company Inc. (Dance Books)
American Red Cross
Box 2617

S-Z
  American Society of Mechanical Engineers
  The American Weekly
  American Wildlife Institute
AMES-AMZ
  Amos N' Andy re: Christmas Broadcast re: Lord's Prayer - 1942; also gift of
their two watches.
ANANDERSON, A-H
ANDERSON, I-Z (ANDO ANDQ) (includes Bishop Wm. F. Anderson (Florida)
ANDR-ANDZ
ANE-ANN
  Anheuser-Busch Inc. (booklet)
ANO-ANZ (AO)

Box 2618

AP-AQ
ARA-ARL
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ (includes R. G. Armstrong, Commander, U.S.N. U.S. Naval Air
  Station, Grosse Isle, Michigan)
ARN-ARNO (ARNP-ARNR)
ARNS-AKZ
AS-ASHL
  Edward Ashley - Norfolk, England
ASHM-ASZ
  Astrological Interpretations
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ

Box 2619

AUA-AUL (AU)
AUM-AUZ
  Automobile - Automotive - General
AV-AZ
  Axelrod - Music (Dance Books)
BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAE (BAF)
BAG-BAILEY, A-H
BAILEY, I-Z (BAJ)
BAK-BAKER, A-H
BAKER, I-Z (BAKZ)
Box 2620
BAL-BALD
BALE-BALLE
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
Edwin P. Banta - New York 1936-1941
Banks
Power of Attorney, Frank Campsall
Time Deposit Open Accounts
Bank Letters
A-F

Box 2621
G-I
J-Z
Adrian State Savings Bank re: Certificate of Deposit
The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
The Union Trust Company of Pittsburgh - The Union Savings Bank of
Pittsburgh
Bank Statements
A-B-C

Box 2622
D-E
F
G-L
M-N
O-Z
BARA-BARB (BAR)
BARC-BARJ
BARK-BARM
BARN-BARNES

Box 2623
BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ) (includes Bishop Middleton S. Barnwell,
Savannah, Georgia)
BARR-BARRE (BARRF-BARRH)
BARRI-BARS
ARTA-BARTK (BART)
BARTL-BARTZ
BARU-BAS
BAT
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ (BB-BC-BD)
Vernon A. Baxter - Rental Payments
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ (BEB)
BECA-BECK, only

Box 2624

BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEE (BEF)
BEG-BEI (BEJ-BEK)
BEL-BELK
BELL, only
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BEHE (includes Memo re: Bendix Starter Drive)
BEHF-BEHUER (BEHNES)
BEMBET-BEHR
   Harlow E. Bennett re: lease Trenton, Michigan, property
BENS-BENZ (BEO-BEQ)
BERA-BERGD (BER)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM
BERN-BERQ

Box 2625

BERR-BERZ
   The Berry Schools
   General Folder (includes statement of contributions - cost of buildings contributed)
   Re: Pictures
BES-BET
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
BIA-BID
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK
   Big Bay, Michigan - General
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ (includes re: 60th Birthday of Malcolm W. Bingay)
BIR
   Birkel-Richardson Company (Dance Records)
   Birthday Folder - The Edison Institute Schools
   1942-1943
   1943-1944

Box 2626

BIS-BIZ (BJ-BK)
   Bishop, Hammond & Company
   Walter H. Bishop
BIAA-BLAC
BLAD-BLAK to BLAM
BLAN-BIAZ (BLB to BID)
    Dr. M. R. Blanden (Compensation Cases)
BLE-BLI (BLJ to BLN)
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ (BLP to BLT)
BLU-BLUMB (BLlMC-BLUMD)
BLUME-BLZ (BM-BN)
    Frederick Blumenstein III
BOA-BOD (includes Memo of data re: Boats - Fleet)
    Boat Schedule
BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH

Box 2627

BOI-BOLK
BOLL-BOM (includes C. E. Bollinger re:.Dulcimer; also Mell A. Bolton re:
    "Detroit Edison Years"
BON
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BGRG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
    Anthony Bosnian re: Lease Trenton, Michigan, property
BOST-BOSZ
    Boston Music Company (Dance Books)
    Boston University (includes offer of an honorary degree)
BOT-BOU (BOV)
    Botsford Inn - General Folder
    Bouve-Boston School of Physical Education (Dance Books)

Box 2628

BOWA-BOWE (BOW BOWJ) (includes W. Bower re: Occupational
    Rehabilitation of Veterans)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX)
BOY-BOYD
    Boys Scouts - of America - of England
BOYE-BGZ (BP-BQ) (includes Mrs. Ford's contributions to Boys Clubs of
    America, Inc.; also Mr Ford's "Big Brother" Membership; also E. H. Boynton
    re: Orchestra instruments; also Herbert Hoover re: Boys Clubs of America,
    Inc.)
BRAA-BRABF
    Bradford's (Dance Books and Records)
BRADG-BRADL
BRADM-BRADY (BRADZ)
BRAE-BRAM  
BRAN-BRAR  
Braniff Airways

Box 2629

BRAS-BRAZ (BRB-BRD)  
BREA-BREI  
BREJ-BREN (BREO)  
BREP-BREZ (BRF-BRH)  
BRIA-BRIE (BRIF)  
BRIG-BRIM (includes Eugene H. Briggs re: Banquet Meeting of August 12, 1896 and names of some who attended)  
BRIN-BRIZ (BRJ-BRN)  
British - General Folder  
BROA-BROC  
BROD-BRON  
BROO-BROOK (BROOL) (includes re: Bishop Arthur W. Brooks forecast)  
BROOM-BROWN  
Virginia M. Broun

Box 2630

BROWN  
A-G  
D-G  
H-J  
K-R  
S-Z  
BROWNNA-BROZ (BRP-BRT)  
BRU-BRUNH (includes note of appreciation from Governor John Bricker of Ohio; also memo re: Otto Brullhard, General Manager of Bulova Watch Company)  
BRUNI-BRUIZ (BRV-BRX)  
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT)  
BUA-BUCH (BUGI-BUCJ)  
BUCK-BUCKE  
Buckeye Pipe Line Company - General  
BUCKF-BUCZ  
BUD-BUE  
BUF-BUK  
BUL

Box 2631

BIM-BUQ  
URA-BURJ (BUR)  
A. A. Burden ret Biblical Revelations  
BURK
BURL-BURNE (BURHF-BURNG)
BURNH-BUKNZ (includes re: Repairs to car of Sara Burnham)
BURO-BURR
BURS-BURZ
  Burton Abstract Company
BUS
  Business (Publications)
BUT-BUTS
BUZZ-BUZ (BV-BX)

Box 2632

BY-BZ (includes Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd; also Senator Harry F. Byrd)
CAA-CAI (CAJ-CAK)
CAIA-CALK (CAL)
  Mrs. Clarence Crittenden Calhoun
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
CAMP-CAMPBELL, A-H
  Camp Legion
    General Folder
    Chapel Service
CAMPBELL, I-Z CAMZ
  Campbell Music House (Dance Books and Records)

Box 2633

CANA-CANF (CAN)
  Dominion of Canada
  Canadian Music Sales Corporation Ltd. (Dance Books)
CANG-CANZ (CAO)
CAP-CAQ
  I. A. Capizzi (Attorney)
CARA-CARK (CAR)
CARL-CARM
  Carleton, Michigan
    General (Real Estate)
    William Bondie
    August Clavier
    Virgil Cochenour
    Frank DiStefano and Minnie DiStefano

Box 2634

Minnie DiStefano
Joseph Erdelyi
Hubert Johnson
Alphonse Leiven (2 folders)
Ben McLaughlin (2 folders)
Frank and Joseph Solik
Leon A. Stein
Steve Vayde
Steve Vayde
CARN-CARP (CARQ) (includes Rear Admiral Arthur S. Carpender)

Box 2635

CARR-CARROLL, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z (CARS)
CART-CARZ
George Washington Carver - General (includes Mr. Ford's acceptance as
member of the Trustee Board of The George Washington Carver
Foundation; also re: Funeral of Dr. Carver (died January 1, 1946) Senator
Harry S. Truman re: Memorial)
CASA-CASR
CASS-CASZ
CAT-CAZ (CB-CC-CD) (includes visit to Dearborn of George W. Cato - Edison;
also Rev. John J. Cavanaugh, Vice President of Notre Dame University)
CE-CENTRAL, A-L
Central of Georgia Ry Hospital (Compensation Cases)
CENTRAL, M-Z (CEZ)

Box 2636

Century Calendar Company
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL
CHAPM-CHAR
CHAS-CHAZ (CHB-CHD)
CHE (CHF-CHH)
Chesbro Music Company (Dance Books)
CHIA-CHICAGO, A-E
CHICAGO, F-Q
CHICAGO, R-Z (CHICZ)
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ) (includes memo re: chlorophyll)
The Children's Foundation

Box 2637

Chinese National Association of the Mass Educational Movement
CHR (CHS-CHT)
Christian Herald
Christmas Cards (sent to Ford Dealers & Fleet owners)
Christmas Dinner Guests (from U. S. Navy School - Rouge)
CHU-CHY (GHZ)
Miles A. Churchill - Birmingham, Alabama
CI-CJ-CK
Box 2638

CLARKE-CLARZ
   Clarkston - General
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB to CLD)
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH)
CLI (CLJ to CLN)
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CN)
COA-COB
COC-COE
COF-COHEN, A-F (includes letter of thanks from Commander A. M. Cohan of
   Naval Training School - Rouge)
COHEN, G-Z (COHEP-COHM)
COHN-COK
COL-COLE, only
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLINR

Box 2639

COLLINS (COLLINT-COLLINV)
COLLINW-COLT
COLUM-COLZ
COM
   The Commercial and Financial Chronicle
   Committee of Americans, Inc.
CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL (CONM)
CONN
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ

Box 2640

COO-COOK, only (COOKD)
COOKE-COON
   Coon Mill Property (Dearborn)
COOP-COOZ
   R. L. Cooper re: Bank Account Shortage
COP-CORB
CORC-CORM
Box 2641

CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COU
  Country Club of Detroit
COV-COW
COX-COZ (CP-CQ)
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN
CRAP-CRAZ (CRB to CRD)

Box 2642

Mrs. Arthur Crary - New York 1939-1944
CRE CRF-CRH
CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
CROS-CROT
CROU-CROZ (CRP-CRT)
CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT)
CUA-CUL
CUM
CUN-CUP (CUQ)
CUR-CURR (CURS)

Box 2643

CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
  Czechoslovakia - General
DAA-DAK
  Raymond C. Dahlinger re: Dearborn Twp. Property
  The Daily Mail - London and New York
DAL
DAM-DANH
  Dance - General
  Dance Books and Records - offer to music dealers
  Dance Books - Daily Report of Sales
  Dance Records - Daily Report of Sales (2 folders)

Box 2644

Dance Books - Weekly Stock Department Reports
Dance Records - Daily Stock Department Reports
Dance Books and Record Requisitions
Dance Books - Daily Sales Reports
Dance Records - Daily Sales Reports
Dance Books - Weekly Stock Department Reports
DANI-DANZ (DAO-DAP-DAQ)
DAE-DAT

Box 2645

DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVIO-DAVIR)
DAVIS, A-E
  Bert Davis - Los Angeles, Calif.
DAVIS, F-K
DAVIS, L-Z (DAVISA-DAVZ) (includes C. Bascom Slemp, Secretary to
  President Calvin Coolidge)
  Utopia Davis
DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD)
DEA
  Dearborn - General

Box 2646

City of Dearborn
  General Folder
  Consolidation of school districts
  Opening and Widening Donaldson
  Widening of Elmdale
  Widening of Gildow Avenue
  Wilson Avenue Sidewalk specifications
Dearborn Country Club
Dearborn Inn
  Daily Reports
    January - June, 1943
    July - December, 1943

Box 2647

       General
  Daily Reports
    January - June, 1944
    July - December, 1944
Dearborn Music Shop (Dance Records)
Dearborn Realty and Construction Company
  Liquidation
Dearborn Realty Company
Dearborn State Corporation

Box 2648

Dearborn State Corporation - Collections
Dearborn Trailer Camp
DEB-DEC
  Dr. St. Julian R. deCaradeuc (Compensation Cases)
J. A. Decio (Porter Twp. Property)
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK
   Dehydration
   General
   Foods
DELA
DELB-DELZ
DEM
DEN-DEO
   J. M. Dent & Sons - Review of World Affairs
DEP-DER
DES

Box 2649

DET-DEU
   Robert Dettman - Robert Dittman
   Detroit
   General (includes Mrs. Ford's contribution of $50 to the Detroit Council of Churches; also memo of contributions to Detroit Community Fund 1921 to 1936)
   Board of Commerce
   Clubs
   Civic Center
   General
   Department of Street Railways
   Widening Faust and Kirkwood Avenues

Box 2650

The Detroit Edison Company
Detroit Suburban Newspapers
Detroit Trust Company
DEV
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH)
   Dexter
   Property conveyed to Ford Motor Company and to Carl Hood
   General
DIA-DIB (includes Ray E. Blick re: Diamonds
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE-DIEQ)
DIER-DIEZ
   Dietze Music House (Dance Books)

Box 2651

DIF-DIL (includes re: visit of Field Marshall Sir John Dill of British Army Staff)
DIM-DIS
DIT-DIZ (DJ-DN)
DOA-DOC
DOD
DOE-DOK
DOL-DOM
DONA-DOM (DON)
   Reverend Leo Charles Donnelly - Westminster Community Church, Detroit
   R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company (The Lakeside Press)
DONO-DOO (DOP-DOQ)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW (includes letter of appreciation addressed to Rear Admiral John Downes,
   U.S. Navy, Great Lakes, Illinois)

Box 2652
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ)
   Lucius J. Doyle
DRA DRB DRD
   Dr. Robert Drane (Compensation Cases)
DRE (DRF-DRH)
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT)
E. F. Droop & Sons Company (Dance Book & Records)
DUU-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM (includes statement of Edwin F. Baxter, dulcimer player in Early
         American Dance Orchestra)
         Duluth Board of Education (Dance Books & Records)
DUNA-DUND (DUN)
DUNE-DUNM
DUOT-DUNZ (DUO)
DUP-DUR

Box 2653
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DZ)
   Dynamic Kernels - Tecumseh Demonstration
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ
EB
EC
EDA-EDE (EDF)
EDG-EDS
Edison - General (includes Governor Charles Edison of New Jersey; also Memo re: Scene at Edison Illuminating Companies Dinner at Brooklyn, New York, August 11, 1896; also re: death of William S. Barstow December 26, 1943) The Edison Institute
Greenfield Village

Box 2654

Invoices Statements
Edison Pioneers (includes Biography Form of Henry Ford)
Thomas A. Edison
EDT-EDW (EDX to EDZ)
EE-EG
EH
EIA-EIR (EI)

Box 2655

EIS-EIZ (EJ-EK)
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK
ELL-ELLIO (ELLIP-ELLIR)
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ
   Elon College - North Carolina
EMA-EML
EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGI (ENGJ-ENGH)
ENGL-ENGZ (includes re: Contributions to English-Speaking Union)
ENH-ENZ (EO)
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-ERZ

Box 2656

ES
ET-EU
EVA (EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
FAL-FAQ
FARA-FARM (FAR) (includes James A. Farley, Chairman of the Board of the Coca-Cola Export Sales Company New York; also Mrs. Ford's contributions to Farmers Federation, Inc)
Farm Bureau Consumers Cooperative, Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
Box 2657

FARU-FARZ
   Mrs. Albert D. Farwell, Lake Forest, Illinois
FAS-FAU
FAV-FAZ (FB-FC-FD)
FEA-FEG (includes J. Edgar Hoover re: Earl Godwin Broadcast)
   Federal Union, Inc., Washington, D.C.
FEH-FEI (FEJ-FEK)
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ
FERA-FERM (includes letter to Senator Homer Ferguson re: Osteopathy in
   connection with the Armed Forces)
FERN-FERZ
FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
FIA-FIE

Box 2658

FIF-FIND
FINE-FIHL (FIHM)
FIOT-FIR
   The Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
FIS-FISG
   Carl Fischer, Inc. (Dance Books)
FISH-FISHER, A-H
FISHER, I-Z (FISZ) (includes Birthday wishes from the Fisher Brothers)
FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK)
FLA (FLB to FLD)

Box 2659

Village of Flat Rock - Water Agreements (2 folders)
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
FLI-FLOR (includes Dutee W. Flint res Dr. Norman Vincent Peale's sermon
   "Your Life can be a Great Experience")
FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
FOA-FOK
FOL-FOO (FOP-FOQ)

Box 2660

Foote, Cone & Belding re: Ford Motor Company re: Tooling
FORA-FORD (FOR) (includes sale of Ford Island, Traverse City, Mich.
   Ford - General
      A-H (includes re: English Ford Emergency Food Service; also re: Ford
      Motor Company, Exports, Inc.)
      I-Z
   Benson Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Edsel B. Ford (includes re: Funeral Services, tributes, etc.)
Edsel B. Ford - Sympathy Letters
  A
  B

Box 2661
  C
  D
  E
  F
  G
  H

Box 2662
  I-J
  K
  L
  M
  N-O
  P-Q
  R

Box 2663
  S
  T
  U-V
  W
  X-Y-Z

Box 2664
Edsel B. Ford - Sympathy Telegrams
The Ford Foundation
Henry Ford - General (includes: memo re: Residences 1892-1914)
Henry Ford II
Henry Ford
Letters signed by Mr. Ford
Birthday Telegrams
Genealogy
Mrs. Henry Ford
General

Box 2665
Payments Made
Memorandums
Henry Ford Institute of Agricultural Engineering (England)
Sale of Henry Ford Lands to Ford Motor Company, 1944-1945
Henry Ford Lands deeded to Henry Ford Trade School
Sale of Henry Ford Farms Personal Property to Ford Motor Company
Ford Farms
   Belleville
      General
      Accident Reports
      Payments Made, Credits
   Cherry Hill
   Dearborn
      General
      Accident and Examination Reports
      Invoices

Box 2666
   Monthly Expense Accounts
   Sales, Credits
   Sales of Crops
   Roadside Market Sales
Harrison
   General Folder
   Sales
Macon
   General Folder
   Accident Reports

Box 2667
   Martha-Mary Chapel
   Delivery Orders
   Invoices
   Material shipped from Macon-General
   Crops shipped from Macon-General
   Rentals Received

Box 2668
   Sales, Credits
   Grocery Reports
      January - June, 1943

Box 2669
   July - December, 1943
   1944
   General Folder
   Reports to Frank Campsall
Randville (Iron Mountain)
Sharon Hollow
   General Folder
Accident Reports
Receipts, Sales

Box 2670

Henry Ford Flour Mill
General
Delivery and Purchase Orders, 1943
Delivery Orders, July - December 1943
Daily Reports, January - June 1943

Box 2671

Daily Reports, July - December 1943
Delivery and Purchase Orders, 1943
Daily Reports, January - June 1944

Box 2672

Ford Motor Company
Branches-General
Atlanta, Georgia
Big Bay, Michigan
Re: Hospital care, Prison Labor, Lumber sales.
Brooklyn, Michigan
Buffalo, New York
Chester, Pennsylvania
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Edgewater, New Jersey
Hayden Mill, Michigan
Highland Park, Michigan
Michigan Dealers
Indianapolis, Indiana
Iron Mountain, Michigan
Iron Mountain, Michigan re: Property
Kansas City, Missouri
Lincoln Plant
Los Angeles, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Milford, Michigan
Richmond, California
Richmond, Virginia
Somerville, Massachusetts
Twin City Branch
Washington, D.C.
Ypsilanti, Michigan
Box 2673

Willow Run
  General
  Bomber Plant Data
  Original Equipage Report
  H. H. Bennett's Office

Foreign Branches - General
  Brazil
    Re: Health and Hospital Conditions
  Canada (includes re: Meeting of the Board of Directors at Grosse Pointe Shores, Michigan on April 26, 1943)
  England
  France
  Mexico (includes re: "Hot Climate Corn")

Henry Ford Hospital
  General Folder

Box 2674

Accident Reports
Balance Sheets
Reports of Patients seen daily
Monthly Report of Activities
Special Reports, 1935-1944
Notices of Special Meetings
Re: Soybean Milk

Box 2675

Williams House Account
Ford Motor Company
  Dearborn
    General Folder
    Cashier's Office - L.F. Becker
  Engineering
    General
    Automotive Engineering Department
    Radio
    Charles Voorhess
  First Aid Monthly Reports (2 folders)
  Food Laboratory
  Garden Educational Service
  Johansson Gage Blocks
  Library - Rachel MacDonald
  Patent Department - E.C. McRae
  Publicity - W.J. Cameron
  Purchase Requests
Receiving and Shipping
Secretary
  Frank Campsall
  E. G. Liebold
  Charles T. Newton

Box 2676
  L. J. Thompson
Stock Department - George Jordon
Invoices
Receiving Memos - Delivery Orders
Rouge
  General Folder
Accounting
Auditing
  Attorney
  Fair Labor Standards Act
  48 Hour Minimum Wartime Work Week
  Stabilization of Wages and Salaries
John S. Bugas
Chemical and Metallurgical
Compensation
Disbursement
Employment
Engineering
Industrial Training for High School Graduates
Medical

Box 2677
Parts, Accessories, Service
Personnel-Harry Bennett and Stan Fay
Plant Engineering
Power - General
Public Relations
  Ford News Bureau
Purchasing - H. D. Lucas
Purchase Orders
Sales
  General Sales
  By-Product Sales
  Re: Regional Meetings

Box 2678
Executive Offices
  1943
  1944
Service
Sociological
Office of C. E. Sorenson
Superintendent's Office
Henry Ford Trade School
  F. E. Searle
    "Training Youth for Industry"
Traffic
Translations
Delivery Orders
Invoices

Box 2679
Receiving Memos
Statements, Remittances - Henry Ford
  1943
  1944

Box 2680
Henry Ford Farms
Consignment Statements
Work Stoppages, Unauthorized
  1943
  1944
Fordson
  General
  Board of Education re: Horticultural Garden Reports

Box 2681
The Henry Ford Institute of Agricultural Engineering 1937 - 1940
Fordson Estates, Limited
  General
  Report on Boreham Estate
    1932
    1933-1934
    1935
    1936
  Pictorial Plan of Estate, 1936
  Results for 1937

Box 2682
Ford Schools in England, 1938
Boreham House, 1939
Development, Investment, Results, 1935-1938
Operations
  1939
1940
1942
General
FORE-FORR
Form Letters
FORS-FORZ
Fort Dearborn Hiking Club (Chicago)
Fortune (Magazine)
FOS-FOSTER, A-H (includes Annie Ward Foster; also Collier's re: list of books
written about Mr. Ford)
FOSTER, I-Z (FOV)

Box 2683

Foundation for Homoeopathic Research, Inc.
FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
FRAA-FRANC (FRAND FRANJ)
FRANK, A-K
FRANK, L-Z (FRANKK)
FRAML-FRAR
FRAS-FRAZ (FRB-FRD)
FRE-FREEL
FREEM-FREEZ
FREF-FREN (FREO)
FREP-FREZ (FRF-FRH)
FRIA-FRIEDL
FRIEDM-FRIEZ (includes Edwin S. Friendly, General Manager of The New York
Sun)

Box 2684

FRIF-FRIZ (FRJ FRN)
FRO (FRP FRT)
FRU-FRY
FUA-FUH (FUI-FUK)
FUL-FUM
FUN-FY (FZ)
Robert Torrington Furman
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK)
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAN (GAO-GAQ)
Gamble Hinged Music Company (Dance Books)
GARA-GARD (GAR)
Gardens
Requests for Booklets on Bulletins
Box 2685

GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
    Mrs. C. R. Garvin "Signs of the Times"
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ (GB-GC-GD)
GEA-GEH
GEL-GEL
GEM-GEN
    The General Detroit Corporation
          General Electric Company (includes Gerard Swope, President)
    GEO-GEQ

Box 2686

    Arthur George, Seattle, Washington
    Georgia State Department of Industrial Relations (Compensation Cases)
GERA-GERL
GERM-GERZ
GES-GH
GIA-GIB
GIC-GIK
    Gift Acknowledgements
GILA-GILK
GILL
    The J. K. Gill Company (Dance Books and Records)
GILM-GILZ
GIM-GIZ (GJ-GK) (includes Girl Scouts - Detroit re: Contribution of
          reconditioning their camp bus, etc.)

Box 2687

GLA (GLB-GLD)
GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN)
    Glen Bros. Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
GLO-GLY (GLZ-GM-GN)
GOA-GOD (GO) (includes Earl Godwin re: Ford Motor Company radio
          programs)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOLDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSM (GOLDSN-GOLDSS)
GOLDST-GOLZ (includes Chandler Goldthwaite (organist)
GOM-GOODL
    Good Housekeeping Shop (Dance Books and Records)
GOODM-GOODR
GOODS-GOOZ
GOP-GOR
GOS-GOT
GOU-GOZ (GP-GQ)
GRAA-GRAG

Box 2688
GRAH-GRAM
GRAN-GRAR (includes Philip Granger - early thresher)
   Art D. Grant - Toledo, Ohio
   Harry L. Grant Service (Lessons from WWI)
   Heleer J. Grant (Mormon Leader)
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB-GRD)

Box 2689
GREA-GREEM
GREEN, only
GREENA-GREENI
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GREZ (GRF-GRH)
GRIA-GRIE
GRIF
GRIG-GRIZ
   Grinnell Brothers (Dance Books and Records)
GROA-GROSR
GROSS-GROSZ

Box 2690
GROT-GROZ (GRP-GRT)
GRU-GRZ (GS-GT)
GUA-GUH (includes re: Monthly contribution of $100 to Mrs. Elsie Gunther of
   Ann Arbor)
GUI-GUM
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC
HAD-HAF
HAG
   Ashley Haggard "Ideas for Peace"
HAH
HAI-HAK
HAIA-HALK (includes Memo re: Viscount Halifax, British Ambassador to
   United States)
HALL
   A-H
I-Z

Box 2691

HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH (HAM)
HAMI-HAML
  Young T. Hamilton (Henry Ford Hospital-Skin Disease)
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)
HAMMO-HAMZ
HAKA-HAHD (HAN)
HAME-HANL (HAHM)
HAM-HANR
HAHS-HAP (HAQ)

Box 2692

HARA-HARD
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARP (HARQ)
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)
HARRIS
  A-H
  I-Z
HARRISA-HARRZ
HARS-HART, only
HARTA-HARTL
HARTM
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)
  Clarence Hartsig (Carleton, Michigan Real Estate)
HARV-HARZ

Box 2693

The Harvester Mission
HASA-HASR
HASS-HASZ
HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH)
HAWKE-HAYD (includes Perry Hayden of Hayden Flour Mills, Inc.)
  Hayden Mill
    General
    Re: Conveyance to Ford Motor Company
    Daily Report on Progress of building
HAYE-HAYN (HAYO-HAYR)
HAYS-HAZ (HB-HD)
HEA (HE)
HEB-HEC

Box 2694

HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEIMR
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)
   Heintzman & Company Ltd. (Dance Books)
HEL-HELLER (HELLES-HELLF)
HELLG-EELZ
HEM
HEWA-HEND (HEN)
HEME-HENN
HENO-HEHR
HENS-HEP (HEQ)
HERA-HERL (HER)
HERM-HERQ
HERR
HERS-HERZ
HES
HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)

Box 2695

HIA-HIF
HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL
   A-H
   I-Z
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ
HINK-HIP (HIQ)
   Robert Hinks S.J. (formerly of The Edison Institute Staff)
HIRA-HIRSC (HIRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH-HIZ (HJ-HN)
HOA-HOC
HOD
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN, only

Box 2696

HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH (HOLL) (includes George M. Holley, Chairman of the Board of Holley Carburetor Company)  
The Holland Society of New York
HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS
HOLT-HOLZ
   Dr. C F. Holton (Compensation Cases)
HOM-HON
   Charles W. Homeyer & Company Inc. (Dance Books & Records)
HOO (includes Herbert Hoover; also Ann Hood re: Simond's book)

**Box 2697**
Hoover Medal Board of Award (awarded Henry Ford)
HOP-HOQ (includes Robert C. Hopkins re: Water Wheel Advertisement)
HORA-HORN
HORO-HORZ
HOS-HOT (includes re: Mr. and Mrs. Ford guests of Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, March 21, 1944)
HOU-HOV
   Houston (Texas) Independent School District - (Dance Books and Records)
HOW-HOWA (HOWB-HOWE)

**Box 2698**
HOWD-HOWE, only
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ (HP-HT)
HUA-HUBB (HUBC-HUBD)
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF
HUG (includes Lieutenant John D. Hughes, USNR, Great Lakes, Illinois, re: Visit of Mr. and Mrs. Ford, June, 1943)
HUH-HUL
HUM
HUN-HUNT, only
   Mrs. Mona L. Hungerford - Pontiac, Michigan
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUNTF-HUNTH)
HUNTI-HUQ
HUR
   Huron Mountain Club
HUS
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX)

**Box 2699**
HY (HZ)
IA-IK
IL-IM
INA-IND (INB-IKF)
"In Fact"

ING-INS
Ingleside Club - Reorganization
Inkster, Michigan
Re: Banking Conditions, etc.
Re: Property
Boyd Innes - Denver, Colorado
The Institute of Mechanical Engineers - The James Watt Medal and Life Membership, bestowed upon Mr. Henry Ford (folder 1)

Box 2700
The Institute of Mechanical Engineers - The James Watt Medal & Life Membership, bestowed upon Mr. Henry Ford - (folders 2 and 3) No. 2 Compensation Insurance
May 1, 1942 to April 30, 1943
May 1, 1943 to April 30, 1944

INT-IQ

Box 2701
International - General Folder (includes re: contribution of repair parts to International Grenfell Association; also International Aviation Fraternity Honorary Life Membership)
IR (includes Mrs. E. L. Irwin re: Dance Orchestra Instruments)
IS
IT-IZ
JACKSON, A-G (JA-JACKR)
  Jack and Heintz Inc.
  The JWB (Tropical) Agricultural Research
JACKSON, H-Z (JACN)
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM

Box 2702
JAW-JAP
JAQ-JAZ (JB-JC-JD)
  Reverend James Alexander Jarvis - "My Valedictory to Johnstown, Pennsylvania."
JEAL-JEM
JEN-JEQ (includes H. V. Jenkins, President of The Morning News-Evening Press of Savannah, Georgia re: Mrs. Ford's call at his office)
  Jenkins Music Company (Dance Books)
JER-JI (JJ to JN) (includes Mrs. Harry M. Jewett re: Mr. Ford's refusal to autograph "Henry Ford, His Life, His Work, His Genius" by William A. Simonds NOTE: personally signed letter)
JOA-JOHNSOM
  C. E. Johansson re: 75th and 79th Birthday
JOHNSON
  A-D
  E-H
    Johnson & Higgins - General
  I-M
  H-Z (JOHNSS-JOO)

Box 2703

JOHNSTON-JOHNSTONE (includes Erie A. Johnston, President of Chamber of Commerce of The United States, Washington, re: Marshall Stalin, etc.)
JONES
  A-C
  D-H
  I-M
  N-Z (JONZ)
JOO-JOR
  JOS-JOV (JOZ-JP) (JT) (includes Birthday greetings from Mrs. Richard P. Joy, Sr.)
    Irwin S. Joseph - City Stores Mercantile Company Inc.
    Frank C. Joyce - Toronto, Canada
JUA-JUM
JUN-JUZ (JV-JZ)
    Junior Filmslide Commission - Mrs. Ella M. Robinson
KAA-KAH (includes re: Mrs. Albert Kahn retaining her husband's Ford Factory Pass)
KAI-KAL

Box 2704

KAM-KANE (KMJF-KAMi)
    Kamin Dance Bookshop (Dance Books)
    Private Elmer Kangas
KANI-KAP (KAQ)
KAR-KAS
KAT
KAU-KAUF
KAUG-KAZ (KB-KD)
KEA-KED
KEE-KEF
    Miss Helen E. Keep - Detroit (Real Estate)
KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
KEL-KELLER
KELLES-KELLN
KELLO-KELLX (includes Dr. John Harvey Kellogg of The Battle Creek Sanitarium (deceased December 15, 1943)
KELLY-KELZ
  Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc. (insurance)
  General Folder
  1943

Box 2705
  1944
  Accident Reports
  A
  Ba-Be
  Bf-Bz
  D
  D
  E-G

Box 2706
  H
  I-K
  L
  M
  N-O
  P
  Q-R
  Sa-Sl

Box 2707
  Sm-Sz
  T
  U-Z
  KEM
  KEN-KENNA
  KENNE-KENNY (KENNZ)
  KENO-KENZ
  KEO-KERN (KERO-KERQ)
  KERR-KERZ
  KES-KET
  KEU-KEY (KEZ-KF KH) (includes Chart "Distance vs. Fuel")
  KEA-KIE

Box 2708
  KIP-KIL
  KIM-KINF
    W. W. Kimball Company (Dance Records)
  KING
    A-H
    I-Z
KINGA-KINR
  George Kingston
  Florida Property
  Fort Myers, Florida Statements
KENS-KIP (KEQ)
  The Kiplinger Washington Letters
  Frank Campsall
  E. G. Liebold

Box 2709
KERA-KIRK
KIRL-KEZ (KJ-KK)
KLA (KLB to KLD)
KLE-KLEIN, A-H
KLEIN, I-Z (KLEZ KLF-KLH)
  C. F. Kleinknecht - Washington, D.C.
KLI (KLJ-KLN)
KLO-KLU KLV (KLZ-KM)
KNA (KNB-KKD)
KNE-KNI (KNJ-KNN)
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY (KHZ)
KOA-KOD
KOE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR

Box 2710
Donald M. Kordis - Air Land Inc. of America
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ)
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KEAZ (KEB-KED)
KRE (KRF-KRH)
KRI (KRJ-KRK)
KRO (KRP-KRT)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN (KUO)
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY (KZ)
LAA-IAC
Box 2711

LAD-LAH
IAI-IAL (includes Lake Shore Engineering Company of Marquette, Michigan re: photograph of Mr. Ford.)
LAMA-LAMB
LAMC-LAMZ
Paul D. Lamson - Vanderbilt University
LANA-LAKD
LAME-LAMF
LANG, only
LANGA-LANGE (includes Senator William Langer re: shipment of Ford Motor Company Tire Manufacturing Plant to Russia)
LANGF-LANZ (IAO)
LAP-LAR (includes Charles P. Larned re: Mr. Ford's Father and Mother)

Box 2712

LAS-LAT
LAU
J. D. Laux - Milkweed Products
LAV-LAWN (LAWO-LAWQ)
Joseph Lavenschack - lease of Trenton, Michigan Property 1934-1944
LAWR
LAWS-LAZ (LB-LD)
The F. and R. Lazarus & Company (Dance Books and Records)
LEA
LEB-LED

Box 2713

LEE
Haiang Kai Lee re: China
Robert E. Lee Memorial - Stratford, Virginia
LEF-LEG
LEH
LEI-LEK
LEL-LEM
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
LET-LEVE (IEVF-LEVH)
Letters (acknowledging Mr. Henry Ford's January 6, 1944 letter)
LEVI-LEVX
Levis Music Store (Dance Books)
LEVY
A-G
H-L
M-Z (LEVZ)
LEW-LEWIS, A-G

Box 2714
LEWIS, H-Z
LEWISA-LEZ (LH)
LIA-LIC
LID-LIE
LIF-LIM
LINA-LINDE
LIWDF-LIHDMZ
LINE-LIKZ
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU
Arthur D. Little, Inc. - Industrial Bulletin

Box 2715
LIV-LL (LM-LN)
LOA-LOD
LOE
LOF-LOM
LON-LONG, only
LONGA-LOQ
LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT)

Box 2716
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LOT-LUZ (LV-LW-LX)
LYA-LYNCH, A-G
LYNCH, H-Z (LYNZ)
LYO-LYZ (LZ)
MM-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
Macon, Michigan
General Folder
Property Conveyed to The Edison Institute
### Box 2717

- MAD-MAF
- MAG
- MAH
- MAI-MAK
- MAL-MAM
- MANA-MANF (MAM)
- MANG-MANL (MANM)
- MANN-MANR
- MANS-MAP (MAQ)
- MARA-MARD (includes "retirement letter" to Gilman P. Mara)
- MARE-MARI (MARJ)
- MARK
- MARL-MARR
- MARS-MARSH, only
  - Marsh & McLennan (insurance)
- MARSHA-MARSZ (includes John Marshall College re: offer of an Honorary Degree)
- MART-MARTIN, A-G

### Box 2718

- MARTIN, H-L
- MARTIN, M-Z (MARTZ) (includes Aimar Martin - Richmond Hill, Georgia)
- MARU-MARZ
- MASA-MASO
  - Masonic Order
- MASP-MASZ
- MAT-MATHE (MATHF-MATHH)
  - Albert Mather - Detroit
- MATHI-MATTHA
- MATTHE-MATZ
- MAU

### Box 2719

- MAV-MAX
- MAY-MAYD
- MAYE-MAYER, A-H
- MAYER, I-Z (MAYEZ)
- MAYF-MA.Z (MB)
- McA-McB
- McCAA-McCAN (McCAQ)
- McCAR-McCAZ
- McCE-McCL (McCM-McCN)
  - A. G. McClurg & Company (Dance Books)
- McCOA-McCOQ
McCOR-McCOZ (includes Colonel Robert R. McCormick, Editor and Publisher of The Chicago Tribune - includes copy of his apology dated July 30, 1941)
McCCR-McCU to McCZ
McDA-McDONA (includes E. F. McDonald Jr., President of Zenith Radio Corporation of Chicago)
McDONE-McDZ, only
McE-McF

Box 2720
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ)
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company
General Folder
Production for Victory Bulletin
McGuffey Readers - Reprints Mailed
A-D
E-K
L-M

Box 2721
N-Z
McH-McI (McJ)
McKA-McKE (McKH)
McKI-McKY (McKZ)
McIA-McLD
McLE-McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO
McP-McZ (MD)
MEA-MEC
MED-MEH
Dr. Arthur Y. Meeker - New York
MEI-MEK (includes Merrill C. Meigs, Vice President of The Hearst Corporation, Chicago)
MEL-MEM

Box 2722
Memorandums
MENA-MENF (MEN)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MEQ)
John F. Menge (Lee County, Florida Property Loan)
MERA-MERQ
Merchants Wholesale Bakery, Marquette, Michigan (Baked Goods)
MERR
MERS-MES
META-METY
   The Methodist Publishing House (Dance Books)
METZ-MEX
MEY-MEYER
   A-F
       Ernest Meyer - Bayfield, Colorado
   G-L
   M-Z

Box 2723
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)
MIA-MIC
   Michigan - General
   Michigan Central Railroad Company
   The Michigan Railfan - Michigan Railroad Club
   Michigan - State - General
   Michigan State College re: gift of Canning Equipment
   Michigan State Highway Dept. re: Detroit Industrial Expressway
   General Folder
   Re: hand conveyed by Mr. and Mrs. Ford
   Michigan - Secretary of State - Refund of Gas Tax Paid
      1943
      1944

Box 2724
MID-MIK
MILA-MILK
MILL-MILLER, A-B
MILLER, C-F
MILLER, G-J (includes re: death of James Martin Miller)
MILLER, K-R
   Miller Music Company (Dance books and records)
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ
   R. A. Mills re: The Townsend Plan
MILM-MILZ (MIM)
MINA-MIHM
   Jack Miner - Many F. Miner

Box 2725
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E
   Miscellaneous - Copies of Letters
MITCHELL, F-Z (MIZ-MJ-MN)
MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MONA-MOKS
MONT-MONZ
   Mariano E. Montaperto - New York
   Montgomery, Ward & Company (Dance Books and Records)
MOO-MOORD
MOORE
   A-F
   G-L

Box 2726
   George Moore
   M-Z (MOQ)
MORA-MORF
   Edward A. Moree (Economists National Committee on Monetary Policy)
MORG-MORH (includes George Whitney, President of J. P. Morgan and
   Company, Inc.)
MORI-MORRIR
MORRIS
   A-H
   I-Z
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK
   Mosher Music Company Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ (MP-MT)

Box 2727
MUA-MUELLER, A-H
   MU SIGMA PI
MUELLER, I-Z (MUK)
MUL
MUM-MOT (MUO-MOQ)
MUR-MURPH (MURPHX)
MURPHY
   A-H
   I-Z (MURQ)
MURR-MURZ
MUS-MUZ (My-MW-MX)
   Music - General
   Music Dealers Service Inc. (Dance Books)
MY
NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS
NAT-NATIONAL, A-K (includes David E. Finley, Director, National Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution)

Box 2728

National Association of Manufacturers
National Committee on Boys and Girls Club Work (Dance Books and Records)
National Foundation for Education in American Citizenship
The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
NATIONAL, L-Z (NATS)
National Recreation Association, Inc.
Nation's Business
NATT-NAZ (NB-ND)
NEA-NEE
A. C. Neale - Chicago
NEF-NEK
NEL

Box 2729

NEM-NET
NEU-NEV
NEW-NEWB (includes Birthday greetings to Truman H. Newberry)
NEWC-NEWE
The Newcomen Society
The New E. and W. Laundry - Savannah
NEWF-NEWL
NEWM
NEWN-NEWS
NEWT-NEWX
NEWY-NEWZ (NEX-NH)

Box 2730

New York - General
The New York Sun
New York Central System
New York University - (includes Book Store)
NIA-NICHOLS, only
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ (NJ-NN)
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ
Nollar Farm Subdivision
NORA-NORS
Box 2731

NORT-NOETHC (NORTHD)
   North Congregational Church - Detroit
NORTHE-NORTHW (NORTHX-NORTN)
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ (HP to NT)
NU-NY (NZ)
   William L. Nutting, Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
O-OBO (OBP-OBQ) (includes re: Contribution of $100 to "Dogs for Defense"
   Fund)
   Oakland Public Schools (Dance Books and Records)
OBR-OBZ (includes Seumas O'Brien re: "Aherne Genealogy")
OC
OD
OE
OF-OG
OH-OK

Box 2732

Ohio County Board of Education - Wheeling, West Virginia (Dance Books &
   Records)
OIA-OLE (includes re: 80th Birthday of Ransom E. Olds; also Barney Oldfield)
   The Old Club
OLF-OLR
   Edward Frasier Olmstead - Toronto, Canada
OLS-OM
   The Olympian Society, Inc.
ON-OO
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM (includes Eugene Ormandy, Director of Philadelphia Orchestra
   Association)

Box 2733

ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH
OSI-OSZ
OT
OU-OV
   Our Sunday Visitor - Article "America's Soundest Bulwark"
OW-OZ (includes Percy Owen, President of Michigan Bakeries, Inc. re: Orrin A.
   Purvis (spastic paralysis employee)
PAA-PAC
   Walter W. Pace of Illinois Central System
   Pacific Coast Music Jobbers, Inc. (Dance Books)
   Pacific Record Exchange (Dance Records)
PAD-PAK
  Reverend Herman Page - Diocese of Northern Michigan
PAL
PAM-PAQ

Box 2734
PARA-PARI (PARJ)
PARK-PARKER, A-H
PARKER, I-Z PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT)
PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH)
PATTI-PATZ
PAU
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
  Darwin Kellogg Pavey - New Orleans, Louisiana
PEA-PEB
  Peace Now Movement

Box 2735
  Drew Pearson (Journalist)
PEC-PED
PEE-PEM
  William Dudley Pelley - Fellowship Press 1933-1944
PEN-PEMI (PEMJ-PENM)
PENNO-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
PERA-PERQ
PERR-PES
PETE-PETERS, only
PETERSA-PETerson, only (PETERSOP-PETEZ)

Box 2736
PETF-PEZ
PF (PG)
PHA-PHILI
PHILL
  Phillips Petroleum Company
PHILM-PHY (PHZ)
PI-PID
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN (includes Mrs. Ford's Contribution of $100 to The Piney Woods School)
  Pinckney, Michigan Property
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)
PIA (PLB-PLD)

Box 2737

PIE-PLY (PLZ-PM-PN)
POA-POK
POL
POM-POO
POP-POQ
POR-PORTER, A-H
PORTER, I-Z (PORZ)
POS
POT
POU-POWEL (POWEM-POWEQ)
Powell Township, Michigan Property
POWER-POZ (PP-PQ)

Box 2738

PRA (PRB to PRD)
PRE (PRF-PRH) (includes Contribution of $100 to President's Birthday Ball)
Presbrey-Leland Studios (Mausoleums)
Presidential Campaign, 1944
Theodore Presser Company (Dance Books and Records)
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRW)

Box 2739

PRO-PRY (PRZ-PS-PT) (includes Mrs. Ford's Contribution of $25 to Protestant Children's Home Camp)
Proctor & Gamble - book "Into a Second Century with Proctor & Gamble."
Horace W. Prunk
PUA-PUL (includes Puck, The Comic Weekly re: Figurines)
PUM-PUR
PUS-PY (PZ)
QA-QUE (QUF-QUH) (includes Mrs. Ford's Contributions of $100 each to Queen Charlotte's Maternity Hospital, London, England)
QUI-QZ
The Quirk Farms - General
RAA-RAC

Box 2740

RAD-RAH
Radio
General
Sunday Evening Broadcast from Macon, Richmond Hill Plantation, Wayside Inn
Early American Dance Orchestra Saturday Evenings
Complaints
Guests
Programs - Mr. and Mrs. Ford's Copies
Programs - Stars of the Future
"Watch the World Go By" June 16, Program (40th Anniversary)
Sales
RAI-RAM
Railway Express Agency
Raisin Township Property
Ed D. L. Ramsey - Little Rock, Arkansas
RANA-RAND
RAHE-RANZ (RAO)
RAP-RAS
RAT

Box 2741
RAU-RAW (RAX)
RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)
REA-REB
REC-RED
The Record Shop (Dance Records)
REE-REED
REEF-REEZ
REF-REH
REIA-REID (REIE)
REIF-REIM
REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)

Box 2742
REL-REN (REO)
Private Sam L. Rensi "Army Life in Hawaii"
REP-REX
REY-REZ (RF-RG)
RH
RIA-RICE (RICF-RICG)
Reverend E. O. Rice, Editor of Guide to Holiness
RICH-RICHAEDS (RICHARDSON)
RICHARDSON-RICHD
RICHE-RICHZ (RICI-RICJ)

Box 2743
Richmond Hill Plantation
General Folder
1943
1944
Accident Reports
1941 Audit
Blueprints (of Cemeteries)

Box 2744
Cash Statements
Martha-Mary Chapel
Clinic
Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos, Shipping Requests
Invoices, Statements, Purchase Orders
Commissary Store Statements
   October 3, 1942 to January 2, 1943

Box 2745
January 9, 1943 to March 27, 1943
April 3, 1943 to July 31, 1943

Box 2746
August 7, 1943 to October 30, 1943
November 6, 1943 to December 31, 1943
January 8, 1943 to April 1, 1943

Box 2747
April 8, 1944 to July 1, 1944
July 8, 1944 to September 30, 1944
October 7, 1944 to December 30, 1944

Box 2748
Pay Roll Account, 1941-1943
Schools
George Washington Carver School
Weekly Report Adult Evening School
   December 1941 to June 1943
   September 1943 to May 1944
Report of Farm Products Produced
RICK-RID
   Captain Eddie Rickenbacker
   General Folder
   Addresses (3 folders)

Box 2749
RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS
RIT-RIZ (RJ-RW)
ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS, only ROBERTSM
    A. J. Arney and E. E. Roberts - Dearborn Trailer Camp Lease
ROBERTSON-ROBINS
ROBINSON
    A-H
    I-Z (ROBZ)
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROCJ)
ROCK-ROCZ (includes John D. Rockefeller Jr. re: "Aid to Negroes"; also
    Frederic Rockelman - Sketch of Ford Motor Company Employment)

Box 2750

ROD
ROE-ROF
ROG-ROGERS, A-H
    Dr. Burton R. Rogers (Veterinarian) Long Beach, California
ROGERS, I-Z (ROGZ)
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM
RON-ROR
ROSA-ROSENA
ROSENB
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROSR
ROSS-ROSZ
ROT-ROTH, only
ROTHA-ROTZ
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX
ROY-ROZ (RP-RT)
    The Royal Norwegian Information Service

Box 2751

RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUUO
    Edward A. Rumely - New York
RUP-RUSSEK
RUHSEL-RUSZ
RUT-RIZ (RV-RX)
RY-RZ
SAA-SAD
    Sacramento Chamber of Commerce
SAE-SAI (SAK)
SAINT, only
Box 2752
SAJ-SAL
   Saline, Michigan School
   Salomon Brothers and Hutzler (Securities)
SAM
   Sampson Industries Inc. "Industrial Introverts"
SANA-SANC
SAND
SANE-SANZ (SAO) (includes Henry H. Sanger re: Industrial Relations)
   Santee-Cooper (project) Columbia, South Carolina
SAP-SAT
   The Sather Gate Book Shop (Dance Books)

Box 2753
SAU
SAV
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SCE (SCF-SCG)
SCHAA-SCHAE
SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO)
SCHAP-SCHAZ (SCHD)
SCHEA-SCHEI (SCEK)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCEQ) (includes Erwin H. Schell of Massachusetts Institute
   of Technology)
SCHER-SCHEZ (SCHF-SCHH)
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ (SCHJ-SCHK)
   G. Schirmer, Inc. (Dance Books)
SCHIA-SCHLE (SCHLH)
SCHLI-SCHLU (SCHLZ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT
   A-H

Box 2754
I-Z (SCHMIDZ)
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
SCHN-SCHHEIDER, A-H
SCHHEIDER, I-Z (SCHNZ)
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ (SCHQ)
SCHRA-SCHRI (SCHHN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCHU)
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR (includes Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, Inc. re: August
Imgard and First Christmas Tree)
SCHUS-SCHUZ (SCHV)
SCHWA-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ-SCHWARY
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
SCHWE-SCHWZ (SCHZ)
SCI-SCOTS
SCOTT
A-H
I-Z (SCOZ)
SCR-SCZ (SD)
Scranton Record Company (Dance Records)

Box 2755
SEA (includes Walter H. Sears re: Dulcimer)
SEB-SEEK
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV
SEW-SEZ (SF-SG)
SHAA-SHAM
SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ)
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB-SHD)
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEN (SHEO) (includes Alexander Fraser, President of Shell Oil
Company, Inc.)
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM

Box 2756
Sherman Clay & Company (Dance Books)
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH)
SHI-SHN
Hugh F. Shields - Dexter, Michigan Property
SHO (SHP-SHQ)
SHR-SHZ
SIA-SID
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
Silver Burdett Company re: Book "New Music Horizons"
SIMA-SIMM (SIMN)
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN

Box 2757
SIO-SIZ (SJ)
SK
SIA (SLB-SLD)
SLE-SLY (SLZ)
SMA-SMITG
SMITH
   A-B
   G
   D-E
   F-G (includes Gerald L. K. Smith)
   H
       H. Royer Smith Company (Dance Books and Records)
I-J (includes J. L. Smith re: Jefferson Bible (lost?)
   K-M

Box 2758
   N-S
       Roscoe Smith - Land Contract
   T-Z
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ)
SNA-SNI (SNJ-SNN)
SNO-SNY (SNZ)
SOA-SOL
   Society - General
   Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.
SOM
SON-SOT (includes re: Good Citizenship Medal awarded by Philadelphia
   Chapter, Sons of The American Revolution)

Box 2759
SOU-SOUS
SOUTA-SOUTHZ SOUTI-SOZ
   Contains Memos re: Soybean Food Products
   Southern Pacific Company
SPA (SPB-SPD)
   Spanish Music Center (Dance Books and Records)
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)
SPIA-SPIL (SEEM)
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)
SPRA-SPRE (SPRH)
SPRI (SPRN)
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)

Box 2760
STAA-STAG ST.(SAINT) files SAI
STAH-STAM (includes letter of appreciation from Staines Preparatory School, of
Staines, England re: Ford Food Vans)
STAN-STANDARD, A-K
    Standard Accident Insurance Company
        General Folder
        Accident Reports
STANDARD, L-Z (STANDE-STANDH)
STANDI-STAP (STAQ)
STAR-STAS
STAT-STATZ (STB-STD)
STEA-TEC
STED-STE #
STEE-STEH
STEI-STEIN, only
STEINA-STEING
    M. Steinart & Sons (Dance Books and Records)

Box 2761
STEINH-STEM
STEN-STEP (STEQ) (includes letter of appreciation from James M. Wood,
        President of Stephens College)
STER-STERN, A-H
STERN, I-Z STERZ-STES
STEP-STEVEN, A-H
STEVENS, I-Z STEVZ (includes Frank L. Stevenson of Chicago)
    Celia A. Stevenson (Real Estate), 1923-1943
STEW-STEZ (STF-STH)
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIZ (STJ-STN) (includes Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of War re: Moral
        Re-Armament)
STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL (STOM)
STON (includes Harlan J. Stone, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the
    United States re: book "Forty Years.")

Box 2762
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STP-STQ)
STRAA-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ (STRD)
STRE-STRI (STRN)
STRO (STRT)
STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL (includes Alexander J. Stuart - an old neighbor)
   Prince Charles Louis Phillippe J. Stuart
   Mrs. Louis Stuehmeyer - Mrs. Belle Stuehmeyer
STUM-STY (STZ)
SUA-SULLE (SULLF-SULLH) (includes memo re: sugar)
   Subscriptions
      Magazines
      Newspapers - Ford Motor Company
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUN (SOU) (includes memo re: The Sun; also Edwin S. Friendly, General
   Manager of The Sun - New York re: Mr. Henry Ford's visit)
   Clayton F. Summy Company (Dance Books)

Box 2763
SUP-SUS (includes re: Superior Twp. Property acquired from Harry H. Bennett)
SUT-SV
SWA (SWB-SWD)
SWE (SWF-SWH)
SWI-SWY (SWZ-SX) (includes Gerard Swope of New York re: Massachusetts
   Institute of Technology, etc.)
   Swift and Company
SY-SZ
   Syracuse University Book Store (Dance Books)
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
   Tax - General

Box 2764
   Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Company (200th Anniversary)
TEA-TEM
   Tecumseh - General Folder
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG)
THA (THB-THD)
THE-THI (THJ-THN)
   Theatre Tickets
THOA-THOMAS, A-H
THOMAS, I-Z (THOMP) (includes Lowell Thomas at Willow Run)
Box 2765

THOMPSON
A-E
F-K
  J. Walter Thompson Company
   General
   Re: list of newspapers contemplated to be used
L-Z (THOMR)
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ (THP-THQ)
THR-THY (THZ)
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM
TIN-TIZ (TJ-TN)
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
TOM-TOO

Box 2766

TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ (TP-TQ)
TRA (TRB-TRD)
   Transcontinental & Western Air Inc.
TRE (TRF-TRH)
   Trenton, Michigan
   Property
   Property sold to Socony-Vacuum Oil Company and White Star Refining
   Company
   Village Planning Commission
TRI (TRJ-TRN)

Box 2767

TRO (TRP-TRT)
TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT)
TUA-TUK
  Florence B. Tuck "Production for Use"
TUL-TURM
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TUZ (TV) includes Mr. Ford's letter to Dr. F.D. Patterson, resident of
   Tuskegee Institute, on the death of Dr. Carver)
TW-TY (TZ)
UA-UK
UL-UM
UNA-UNIN (UNIO)
UNION, only (UNITEC)
UNITED, only

Box 2768

United Service Organization Clubs
  1943
  1944
UNITED STATES-UNZ (UO)
  The United States News
  United States Government
    General Folder
      1943
      1944

Box 2769

Department of Agriculture
  Army
  U.S. Army Air Show, June 1944
  Congressional Record, July 1, 1943 re: Tribute to Henry Ford for his 80th Birthday
  Navy (includes re: Mr. and Mrs. Ford's visit to Great Lakes Naval Training Station, June 15, 1943)
  Navy Medical Corps re: Osteopathic Doctors
  Naval Training School
    Dearborn
    Dearborn Navy News
  Navy - Steam Yacht Truant
  Post Office
  Office of Price Administration
  Rental Registrations
  Treasury Department re: Bonds, etc.

Box 2770

War Department
  Universities - General
  Unsigned Letters
  UP-UR
  US-UZ
  VM-VAM
    Valley Farm Boys
  VANA-VANC
  VAND-VANE
  VANF-VANO
    The Vanguard Press re: Book "Plan for an Age Movement"

Box 2771

VANP-VANZ (VAO-VAQ)
VAR-VAZ (VB-VC-VD)
VEA-VEN (VEO-VEQ)
VER-VEZ (VF-VG-VH) (includes James Melton re: offered Honorary Membership in Veteran Motor Car Club of America; also Mr. Ford's letter to Brigadier-General Frank T. Hines of United States Veterans Bureau re: Hiring of servicemen returning from the war)
VIA-VIK
VIL-VIZ (VL-VN)
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO
VOP-VY (VZ)
WAA-WAF
WAG-WAGNER, A-H

**Box 2772**

WAGNER, I-Z (WAGZ)
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER, A-H
WALKER, I-Z (WALKZ)
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE (WALTF-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ
  Walton-Pierce Company (Dressmakers, etc.)
WAM-WAQ
WAR-WARD, only
  War
WARDA-WARM
WARN-WARQ

**Box 2773**

WAER-WARRE
  Mrs. E. J. Warren re: Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs
WARRI-WAEZ
WAS
  Washington - General (includes Ralph Cooper Hutchinson, President of Washington & Jefferson College)
  Washington Review - Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.
  Washtenaw - General
WATA-WATE
WATF-WATSON, A-H
WATSON, I-Z (WATZ)
WAU-WAZ (WB-WC-WD)
Wayne County Departments
Wayne County Road Commissioners re: Middle Rouge Parkway
Wayne University

Box 2774
Wayside Inn
   General Folder
      1943
      1944
Frank Campsall's Special Folder, 1941 (includes re: Wedding of Muriel deMille - Hostess)
   Accident Reports
   Articles re: Animals at Wayside Inn
   Martha-Mary Chapel
   Delivery Orders-Receiving Memos

Box 2775
Enclosing Diaries
Copies of Diaries 1941-1943
Disbursement Statements - Monthly Guests
Monthly Statements (financial)
   1943
   1944

Box 2776
Statements and Invoices
Property purchased by War Department, 1942-1943
Purchase of Property, 1929-1944
Boys School Reports, 1941-1942-1943
Redstone School Reports, 1941-42-43
Southwest School Reports, 1941-42-43
   WEA (WEBA)
   WEBB

Box 2777
Mason Webb
WEBE (WEBF-WEBR)
   Mrs. Clara C. Weber-"Grandma Storybook Club"
   WEBS-WEC
   WED-WEE (MEF)
   WEG-WEH
   WEIA-WEIK (WEI)
   WEIL-WEIM
   WEIN-WEIQ
   WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELA-WELLE
WELLF-WELLS, A-H
WELLS, I-Z (WELZ)
   The Charles E. Wells Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
   H. G. Wells - "Socialism Only Cure for Chaos"

**Box 2778**

Helen Wells - The Wells' Thought-Extension Library
WEM-WEN (WEO-WEQ)
WER
WESA-WESS
WEST, only
WESTA-WESTERM
WESTERN-WESTEZ
WESTF-WESZ
WET-WEZ (WF-WG)

**Box 2779**

Whaley-Eaton Service
   1943
   1944
   "What Germans Have Contributed to World Progress"
WHELER, I-Z (WHEZ)
WHIA-WHITC (WHITD)
WHITE
   A-E
   Charles E. White-Tribute to Edward C. Hammond

**Box 2780**

F-K
L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ (includes "Who's Who" - London, England; also "Who's Who in the Western Hemisphere.")
WIA-W2D
WIE-WIF
   Mrs. Helen Langstaff Wiedmann (Mental)
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG (includes Henry Wilder re: overpayment of wages)
WILH-WILK
Box 2781

WILL-WILLH
   Earl F. Willett, Advertising Manager of New Idea, Inc. (farm equipment) re:
      Soybeans
WILLIA-WILLIAMS, A-E
WILLIAMS, F-K
WILLIAMS, L-Z (WILLIAMSOM) (includes Major General L. H. Williams,
      Controller of Ordinance Services, London, England)
WILLIAMSON, WILLIE
WILLIS-WILLZ
      Willis Music Company (Dance Books & Records)
      Willow Run - General Folder

Box 2782

Willow Run - Bomber Plant Site
WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-N
WILSON, 0-Z (WILZ)
WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK
      The Wings Club, Inc. - New York

Box 2783

WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WIZ (WJ-WN)
WOA-WOK (includes Katherine Woeckel re: Dance Orchestra Instruments)
WOL-WOLF, only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC
WOOD
   A-H
   I-Z
WOODA-WOODR
WOODS-WOODZ (WOOE-WOOK)
WOOL-WOOZ (WOP-WOQ)
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)
      Work Orders

Box 2784

WRA-WRIGHT, A-H
WRIGHT, I-Z (WRZ)
WU (WV-WX)
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company - Rudolph Wurlitzer
WY-X
YA-YD
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG
A-H  
Mrs. David W. Young 1932-1943
I-Z (YZ)

Box 2785
YMCA-Young Men's Christian Association and YWCA-Young Women's Christian Association
Ypsilanti - General Folder
ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE (ZF-ZG-ZH)
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM
Delia Zimmerman re: Vegetables and Health
Edward Nirams Zimmerman - Edward W. Nimms

Box 2786
The Otto Zimmerman & Son Company Inc. (Dance Books)
ZIN-ZIZ (ZJ-ZN)
ZO-ZY (ZZ) (includes Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein)

1945-1946
Box 2787
AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC
ADA-ADAMS, A-H (includes George Matthew Adams)
ADAMS, I-Z (ADB)
ADC-ADK
ADL-ADZ
AE-AH
AI-AK
ALA-ALBA (ALBD)
ALBE-ALBO
ALBR-ALD
ALE
ALF-ALLEM
ALLEN
A-H
I-Z
Box 2788
ALLENA-ALO (includes re: death of Fred Allison - Engineer)
ALP-ALZ
AHA-AMER (except American)
AMERICAN
   A-D
   E-L
       American Friends of Czechoslovakia
       American Institute of Decorators
       American Legion
       American Legion Blood Bank
   M-R (includes re: Award of American Petroleum Institute)

Box 2789
American Museum of Natural History re; membership
American News Company, Inc. (Dance Books)
American Red Cross - General
S-Z
   American Society of Mechanical Engineers
   The American-Swedish News Exchange, Isic
AMES-AMZ
ANA-AHDERSON, A-H
AHDERSON, I-Z- AHDO (ANDQ)
   Otto Andersen re: "The Story of Alaska"
ANDR-ANDZ
ANE-AKN

Box 2790
ANO-ANZ (AO)
AP-AQ
ARA-ARL
    David P. Arios
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ABMZ
ARN-ARNO (ARNP-ARNR)
ARNS-ARZ
AS-ASHL
ASHM-ASZ (includes Lady Nancy Astor)
ATA-ATK
ATL-ATZ
AUA-AUL (AH)
ADM-AUZ

Box 2791
Automobile Old Timers Inc re: Life Membership, etc.
Automotive Industry Golden Jubilee - General Folder
AV-AZ
  Axelrod - Music (Dance Books and Records)
BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAE (BAF)
BAG-BALEY, A-H
BALEY, I-Z (BAJ)
BAKER, I-Z - BAKZ

Box 2792

BAL-BALD
BALE-BALLE
BALLF-BAM
BAN-BAQ
  Banks - Power of Attorney
    Clara J. Ford
    Henry Ford
  Bank Letters
    A-F
      First National Bank in Detroit - First Liquidating Corporation
    G-I

Box 2793

J-Z
  The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
Bank Statements
  A-G
  D-E
  F
  G-L

Box 2794

M-N
O-Z
BARA-BARB (BAR)
BARC-BARJ
  Walter W, Bardell Family
BARK-BARM
BARN-BARNES
BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ)
BARR-BARRE (§ARRF-BARRH)
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK (BART) (includes "Who's Who" re: Oliver Edward Barthel)
Box 2795

BARTL-BARTZ (includes W. B. Bartram of England re: Flax)
BARU-BAS
BAT
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ (BB-BR-BD) (includes Baylor University re: Offer of Honorary Degree to Mr. Ford.)
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ (BEB)
BECA-BECK (only)
BECKA-BECKE

Box 2796

BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEE (BEF)
BEG-BEI (BSJ-BEK)
BEL-BELK
BELL, only
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BENNER (BENNES)
BENNET-BENR
BENS-BEKZ (BEO-BEQ)
BERA-BERGD (BER)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM

Box 2797

BERN-BERQ
BERR-BERZ
The Berry Schools, Inc.
   General (2 folders)
      Re: Early American Dances
Re: Vocational Training in Auto Mechanics
BES-BET
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
BIA-BID
BIE-BIF

Box 2798

BIG-BIK
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ (includes Malcolm W. Bingay of The Detroit Free Press)
BIR
   Birkel-Riehardson Company (Dance Books and Records)
Birthday List
Executives, 1944-1946
Discontinued, April 9, 1946
Edison Institute Schools - New Students
1944-1945
1945-1946
Birthday Messages-Girl Graduates of Edison Institute High School
April 27, 1941 to June 30, 1942
July 1, 1942 to June 30, 1943
July 1, 1943 to June 30, 1944
July 1, 1944 to June 30, 1945
July 1, 1945 to June 30, 1946
Birthday Telegrams
April 27, 1941 to date
Birthday Telegrams to Henry Ford
1945
1946

Box 2799
BIS-BIZ (BJ-BK)
BLAA-BLAG
BLAD-BLAK (to BLAM)
BLAN-BLAZ (BLB to BLD)
BLE-BLI (BLJ to BLN)
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ (BLP to BLT)
BLU-BLUMB (BLUMC to BLUMD)
BLUME-BLZ (BM to BN)
BOA-BOD
- Boats - Schedule of Lake Freighters
  1945
  1946
BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK
BOLL-BOM
BON

Box 2800
BOO-BOR
BORA-BOM
BORS-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BOSZ
BOT-BOU (BOV)
- Botsford Tavern - General Folder
BOWA-BOWE (BOW-BOWJ)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX) (includes birthday messages sent to Miss Annie J. Bowman 1940 to 1945)
BOY-BOYD
BOYE-BOZ (BP-BQ) (includes re: Contribution to Boys' Athletic League, Inc.; also Contributions to Boys' Club of America)
Georgia E. Boyer re: Dearborn Property
BRAA-BRADF
BRADG-BRADL
BRADM-BRADY (BRADZ)

Box 2801
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ (BRB-BRD)
BREA-BREI
BREJ-BREN (BREO)
Brentano's (Dance Bookes)
BREP-BREZ (BRF-BRH)
BRIA-BRIE (BRIF) (includes John W. Bricker - Governor of Ohio)
BRIG-BRIM
BRIN-BRIZ (BRJ-BRM)
Wesley G. Bristow (re: Grand River-Greenfield Property)
BROA-BROC
BROD-BRON (includes Louis Bromfield)
BROO-BROOK (BROOL)

Box 2802
BROOM-BROWM
BROWN
A-C
D-G (includes Frederick A. Brown re: Genealogy)
H-J
K-R
S-Z
BROWNNA-BROZ (BRP-BRT)
BRU-BRUNH
BRUNI-BRUZ (BRV-BRX)
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT)
Fred H. Bryant - Clarkston, Michigan, Property
BUA-BUCH (BUCI-BUCJ) (includes Dr. Frank N.C. Buchman of Moral Re-Armament)
BUCK-BUCKE (includes Pearl S. Buck)
BUCKF-BUGZ
BUD-BUE
BUF-BUK
BUL

Box 2803
BUM-BUQ (includes John W. Bunting, M.D. - commendation)
BURA-BURJ (BUR)
BURK
BURL-BURNE (BURNF-BURHG)
BURNH-BURNZ
BURO-BURR
   John Burroughs Property - Roxbury, New York
BURS-BURZ
BUS (includes George E. Bushnell, Michigan Supreme Court Justice)
BUT-BUTS
BUSS-BUZ (BV-BX) (includes Fred M. Butzel)

Box 2804
BY-BZ
CAAg-CAI (CAJ-CAK)
CALA-CALK (CAL)
CALL-CALZ (includes Mrs. Annie Callahan and her son, Father James A.
   Callahan)
CAM-CAMQ
CAMP-CAMPBELL, A-H (includes Harvey Campbell - Detroit Board of
   Commerce)
   Camp Legion
   General
   Students
   Chapel Services
CAMPBELL, I-Z (CAMZ)
   Campbell Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
   Frank Canpsall (re: death)

Box 2805
CANA-CANF (CAN) (includes farewell letter to Cyril H. Cane, C.B.E., British
   Consul General at Detroit)
   Canadian Music Sales Corp. Ltd. (Dance Books and Records)
CANG-CANZ (CAO)
CAP-CAQ
CARA-CARK (CAR)
CARL-CARM
CAM-CARP (CARQ)
CARR-CARROLL, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z (CARS)
CART-CARZ
   Alfred H. Garter
CASA-CASR
CASS-CASZ

Box 2806

CAT-CAZ (CB-CC-CD) (includes George W. Cato)
CE-CENTRAL, A-L
CENTRAL, M-Z (CEZ)
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL
Allan W. Chapel re: Purchase of Ypsilanti Property
CHAPM-CHAR
CHAS-CHAZ (CHB-CHD)
Mrs. Oliver S. Chatfield (Ruth Hall Ghatfield) 1938-1945
CHE (CHF-CHH)
The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
Chesbro Music Company (Dance Books)
Commission for the Port of Chester, Pennsylvania

Box 2807

CHIA-CHICAGO, A-E
CHICAGO, F-Q
CHICAGO, R-Z (CHICZ)
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ)
Children's Letters to Mr. Ford, 1934-1945
CHR (CHS-CHT)

Box 2808

Christ Church of Dearborn re: Gift of Property
Christian Action
CHU-CHY (CHZ)
CI (CJ-CK)
CLAA-CLAP (CLAQ)
CLAR-CLARK, A-E
CLARK, F-K
CLARK, L-Z (CLARKD)
Clark Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
CLARKE-CLARZ
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB to CLD)
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH)
CLI (CLJ to CLN)
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CN)

Box 2809

COA-COB (includes James Gobb - Georgia Writer)
COC-COE
COF-COHEN, A-F
COHEN, G-Z (COHEO-COHM)
COHN-COK
COL-COLE (only)
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLINR
COLLINS (COLLINT-COLLINV) (includes Mrs. Emilie C. Collins, formerly
    Miss. Emilie Nardin, Teacher in Scotch Settlement School)
COLLINW-COLT (includes list of African-American churches in Detroit)
COLUM-COLZ
Columbia Broadcasting Company
COM

Box 2810

Committee for Constitutional Government - Edward A. Rumely
Committee of Americans
CONA-CONE
CONP-CONL (COM)
COM
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ (includes re: Contribution of 37.5 acres of land to Convent of the
    Good Shepherd)
COO-COOK (only) (GOOKD)
COOKE-COON (includes memo re: City of Dearborn Garbage Disposal)
COOP-COOZ
COP-CORB
CORC-CORM
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COU

Box 2811

Country Club of Detroit
The Country Dance Society Inc. (Dance Books)
COV-COW
COX-COZ (CP-CQ)
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN-CRAO
CRAP-CRAZ (CRB to CRD)
CRE (CRF to CRH) (includes Frank W. Creighton, Episcopal Bishop of
    Michigan)
CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
CROS-CRQT
CROU-CROZ (CRP-CRT)
The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company
"The Story of Selling"

Box 2812

CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT)
CUA-CUL
CUM
CUN-CUP (CUQ)
CUR-CURR (CURS)
CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
Czechoslovakia National Council of America
DAA-DAK
DAL
DAM-DANH
  Dance - General
  Dance Books
    Daily Reports of Sales
      Hazel McConnell
      L. J. Thompson
    Weekly Stock Department Reports
      L.J. Thompson

Box 2813

Hazel McConnell
Dance Records
  Dealers
    1943-1945
    1946
  Daily Stock Report
  Daily Reports of Sales
    Hazel McConnell
    L.J. Thompson
  Dance Books and Records Requisitions
    1945
    1946

Box 2814

DAM-DANZ (DAO-DAP-DAQ)
DAR-DAT
DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVIO-DAVIR)
DAVIS
  A-E
  F-K
L-Z (DAVZ)
DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD)
DEA
Dearborn
   General includes re: Early History of Dearborn; also re: Dearborn Masonic
   Temple Bonds
   City Departmens, includes Birthday Resolution from City Council July 17, 1945
Dearborn Country Club
   Re: Sale to Seaboard Properties Company
Dearborn Inn

Box 2815

Daily Reports
   January - June, 1945
   July - December, 1945
   January - June, 1946
Dearborn Realty Company
Dearborn State Corporation
DEB-DEC
DED-DEF
DEG-DEK
   E.M. Dekonza
DEAA

Box 2816

DELB-DLZ
   Delta Oraicron (Music Sorority)
DEM
DEN-DEO
DEP-DER
DES
DET-DEU
   Detroit - General (includes memo re: Detroit University School Stock
   Certificate dated March 31, 1911; also re: honorary membership in
   Michigan National Guard)
Detroit Board of Commerce
Detroit City Departments (includes Common Council Birthday Resolution
   July 30, 1946; also re: Surety Bond given by E. G. Liebold to City of
   Detroit re: Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company and Mackie
   Street Spur)

Box 2817

Detroit Clubs
The Detroit Edison Company
The Detroit Free Press
Detroit Trust Company
Re: Stockholders’ Contingent Trust Fund
DEV
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH) (includes William T. Dewart Jr., President of the New York Sun)
DIA-DIB
DIC-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE-DIEQ)

Box 2818
DIER-DIEZ
DIF-DIL
DM-DIS (includes re: Dirigold tableware)
DIT-DIZ (DJ-DN)
DOA-DOG
DOD
DOE-DOK
DOL-DOM
DONA-DONN (DON)
DONO-DOO (DOP-DOQ)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
DOW
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ)

Box 2819
DRA (DRB-DRD)
DRE (DRF-DRH)
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT)
   The Bishop Drumm Home (Des Moines, Iowa)
DUA-DUC
DUD-DUF
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND (DUN)
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ (DUO)
DUP-DUR (includes William C. Durant of General Motors)
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DV)
   Dynamite - Industrial and Farm Uses

Box 2820
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
   The East Indies Institute of America
EASTF-EAZ
EB
EC
The Economic Club of Detroit
EDA-EDE-EDF
EDG-EDS
Edison - General (includes Charles Edison)
The Edison Institute
Thomas A. Edison Centennial Celebration, February 11, 1947
EDT-EDW (EDX to EDZ)
EE-EG
EH

Box 2821
EIA-EIR (EI)
EIS-EIZ (BJ-BK)
ELA-ELE
ELF-ELK
"El Gato" The Cat (Booklet)
ELL-ELLIO (ELLIP-ELLIR)
Albert E. Elliott
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ
EMA-EML
EMM-EMZ
EN-ENGI (ENGJ-ENGH)
ENGL-ENGZ
ENH-ENZ (EO)
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-EEZ

Box 2822
ES
ET-EU
EVA-(EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
FAL-FAQ
FARA-FARM (FAR)
FARN-FARZ

Box 2823
FAS-FAU
Edward H. Faulkner, Elyria, Ohio
FAV-FAZ (FB-FC-ED)
FEA-FEG
   Federation of McGuffey Societies
FEH-FI (FEJ-FEK)
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ
FERA-FERM
   Harry Ferguson Inc. (Marker only)
FERN-FERZ
FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
   Fessenden Academy, Martin, Florida
FIA-FIE
FIF-FIND
   Harold W. Finch (alleged Plant Injury)
FINE-FINL (FINM)
FINN-FIR
FIS-FISG
   Carl Fisher, Inc. (Dance Books)
FISH-FISHER, A-H

Box 2824

Mrs. Daisy Fisher, Niagara Falls, New York
FISHER, I-Z (FISZ) (includes report of Neomah Fisher, multiple sclerosis patient
   at Henry Ford Hospital)
FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK)
FLA (FLB to FLD)
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
FLI-FLOR
FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
FOA-FOK
FOL-FOO (FOP-FOQ)
FORA-FORD (FOR)
   Fords General (includes report of coke contributed to Ford Republic)
   Ford Genealogy
   Edsel B. Ford - Mrs. Edsel B. Ford
   The Ford Foundation
      Contributions to December 31, 1946

Box 2825

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford II
Mrs. Henry Ford, General
Henry Ford's 83rd Birthday Celebration, July 30, 1946 (2 folders)
Henry Ford - Letters signed by Mr. Henry Ford
Mrs. Henry Ford
General
Blueprints
Memos from Mrs. Ford
Payments made
Henry Ford Farms
General Folder
Belleville
Dearborn
Lenawee County, Operative Industries, 1935-1945

Box 2826
Macon
   Chapel Weddings
Henry Ford Flour Mill
Henry Ford School of Vocational Guidance in Agriculture and Industry - formerly Camp Legion
Henry Ford Trade School
Henry Ford Hospital
   General Folder
   Receiving Memos, Delivery Orders
   Reports of Patients seen daily
      1945
      1946
   Report of Activities - Monthly
   School of Nursing and Hygiene
   Williams Hansen Account
Ford Motor Company
   American Branches - General
      Atlanta, Georgia
      Big Bay, Michigan
      Buffalo, New York
      Chester, Pennsylvania
      Chicago, Illinois
      Cincinnati, Ohio
      Cleveland, Ohio
      Dallas, Texas
      Dearborn, Michigan

Box 2827
Denver, Colorado
Edgewater, New Jersey
Highland Park
   Highland Park Michigan, Parts and Accessories
Houston, Texas
Ford Hydro-Electric Company
Indianapolis, Indiana
Iron Mountain, Michigan
   Re: Big Bay Property
Kansas City, Missouri
L'Anse, Michigan
Lincoln-Mercury
   General
   News Bureau
   Parts and Service
   Sales
   Sales-Advertising
Long Beach, California
Los Angeles, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Memphis, Tennessee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Munising, Michigan
New Orleans, Louisiana
Oklahoma, City, Oklahoma
Omaha, Nebraska
Richmond, California
Richmond, Virginia
Salt Lake City, Utah
Seattle, Washington
Somerville, Massachusetts
St. Paul, Minnesota
Washington, D. C.

Foreign Branches General Folder
Exports, Inc.
Brazil
Canada

Box 2828

England (includes re: Ford Emergency Food Vans; also re: Knighthood conferred on Stanford Cooper, Managing Director.)
France
Cork, Ireland
Mexico

Dearborn
   General Folder
   W. J. Cameron
   Cashier's Office
   Engineering-General
   Automotive Engineering
Meetings
Work Reports
New Cars
First Aid Reports
Food Laboratory
Garden Educational Service
Johansson Gage Blocks
Office of A. J. Lepine
Library
Mailing List

Box 2829
Medical Department
Patent Department (includes "Contributions by Ford's to the Modern Automobile of this country")
Purchase Requests
Power, Electrical, Telephone
Radio and Sound Recording
Receiving and Shipping
Secretary's Office
  Frank Campsall
  Hazel McConnell
  Charles T. Newton
  L. J. Thompson
Stock Department
Rouge
  General
  Accounting
  Advertising
  Auditing, Attorney
  Harry Bennett
  Chemical Engineering
  Controller's Office
  Delivery Orders
  Disbursement
  Employment
Government Contract Department
Industrial Relations Division
Industrial Training for High School Graduates
Invoices
Legal Department
Medical
Ford News Bureau - General
Plant Engineering
Purchasing
Box 2830

Purchase Orders
Sales
   By-Product Sales
Officer's Offices
Secretary's Office, Notice of Meetings
Treasurer's Office, Monthly Operating Statements sent to Mrs. Edsel B. Ford and Mrs. Henry Ford
Service
Sociological
Statements and Remittances
Superintendent's Office
Traffic
Translations
35 years service employees
Work stoppages, unauthorized
Willow Run
Fordson - General

Box 2831

FORE-FORR
FORS-FORZ (includes re: Thomas Alva Edison College at Fort Myers, Florida)
   Fort Dearborn Hiking Club - Chicago, Illinois
   Fortune (magazine)
FOS-FOSTER, A-H
FOSTER, I-Z (FOV)
FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
FRAA-FRANC (FRAND-FRANJ)
FRANK
   A-K
   L-Z (FRANKK)
FRANKL-FRAR
FRAS-FRAZ (FRB-FRD)
FRE-FREEL
FREEM-FREEZ

Box 2832

FREF-FREN (FREO)
FREP-FREZ (FRF-FRH)
FRIA-FRIEDL
FRIEDM-FRIEZ
   Friends of The Birds, Inc.
   Friends of Democracy Inc.
FRIF-FRIZ (FRJ-FRN)
FRO (FRP-FRT) (includes re: gift of Jeep to Frontier Nursing Service.)
FRU-FRT
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FUA-FUH (FUI-FUK)
FUL-FUM
FUN-FY (FZ)
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK)

Box 2833
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAN (GAO-GAQ)
GARA-GARD (GAR)
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ (GB-GC-GD)
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN
  General Electric Company
GEO-GEQ

Box 2834
Georgia, General
  Georgia State Industrial Board (Compensation Cases)
  Arthur George, Seattle, Washington
GERA-GERL (includes James W. Gerard, former American Ambassador to Berlin)
GERM-SERZ (includes memo re: Dupont interests in Germany)
GES-GH
GIA-GIB
GIC-GIK
  Gifts
GILA-GILK
GILL
GILM-GILZ
GIM-GIZ (GJ-GK)

Box 2835
GIA (GLB-GLD)
GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN)
  Glen Brothers Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
GLO-GLT (GLZ-GM-GN)
GOA-GOD (GO)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOLDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR
GOLDS-GOLDSM (GOLDSN-GOLDSS)
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

Box 2836
GRAA-GEAG
GRAH-GRAM
GRAN-GRAR
    Graphic Publications
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB-GRD)
GREA-GREEM
GREEN, only
GREENA-.GREENI
    John Winifred Greene (employment)

Box 2837
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GREZ (GRF-GRH) (includes re: Death of William T. Gregory)
GRIA-GRIE
GRIF
GRIG-GRIZ (GRJ-GRN)
    Grinnell Brothers (Dance Books and Records)
    Back Orders
GROA-GROSR
GROSS-GROSZ
    Grosse Pointe, Michigan, Gaukler Point Property, 1924-1945

Box 2838
GROT-GROZ (GRP-GRT)
GRU-GRZ (GS-GT)
GUA-GUH
GUI-GUM
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC
HAD-HAF
HAG
HAH
HAI-HAK
HALA-HALK
HALL
   A-H (includes Frederic T. Hall - Description of Dance Orchestra Instruments)
   I-Z

Box 2839
HALA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
   Arthur Halstead, New York City
HAMA-HAMH (HAM)
HAMI-HAML
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)
HAMMO-HAMZ (includes City of Hamtramck Council Resolutions re: 83rd Birthday, etc)
HANA-HAND (HAN)
HANE-HANL (HAHM)
HANN-HANR
HANS to HAP (HAQ)
HARA-HARD
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARP (HARQ)

Box 2840
   Whitfield Harper
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)
HARRIS
   A-H
   I-Z
HARRISA-HARRZ
HARS-HART, only
HARTA-HARTL
HARE
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)
HARV-HARZ
HASA-HASR

Box 2841
HASS-HAZ
HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH) (includes Perry Hayden re: "Dynamic Kernels")
HAYE-HAYN (HAYO-HAYR)
HAIS-HAZ (HB-HD)
HEA (HE) (includes William Randolph Hearst)
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEINR
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)
    Heintzman & Company Ltd. (Dance Books)
HEL-HELLER (HELLES-HELLF)
HELLG-HELZ
HEM

Box 2842

HENA-HEND (HEN)
HENE-HEMN
HENO-HENR
HENS-HEP (HEQ)
HERA-HERL (HER)
HERM-HERQ
HERR
HERS-HERZ
HES
HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)
HIA-HIF
HIG-HIK
HILA-HILK
HILL
    A-H
    I-Z
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
    Walter J. Himmler, 1941-1946
HINA-HINJ (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $1,000 to Hindman Settlement School, Inc.; also $1,000 through The Ford Foundation)
HINK-HIP-HIQ

Box 2843

HIRA-HIRSC (HIRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH-HIZ (HJ-HN)
HOA-HOC
HOD (includes re: Monthly contributions of food to Hodge Memorial Day Nursery by Richmond Hill Plantation)
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN, only
HOFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH (HOLL)  
The Holland Society of New York  
HOLLI-HOLLZ  
HOLM-HOLS  
   Walter Denman Holsinger, Washington, D. C

Box 2844

HOLT-HOLZ  
   Dr. C. F. Holton (Compensation Cases)  
HOM-HON  
   Charles W. Homeyer & Company Inc. (Dance Books and Records)  
HOO  
HOP-HOQ  
HORA-HORN  
HORtO-HORZ  
   Horoscope 1946  
HOS-HOT  
HOU-HOV (includes Sidney Houghton - London, England)  
   Houston Independent School District (Taxes) (Dance Records)  
HOW-HOWA (HOWB-HOWE)  
HOWD-HOWE, only

Box 2845

HOWEA-HOX  
HOT-HOZ (HP-HT)  
HUA-HUBB (HUBE-HUBD)  
HUBE-HUC  
HUD-HUF  
   J. B. Hudson, North Wilkesboro, North Carolina  
   Emmett C. Huffer, Churchville, Virginia  
HUG

Box 2846

HUH-HUL  
HUM  
HUN-HUNT, only  
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUNTF-HUNTH)  
HUNTI-HUQ  
   Freeman Hurd - American Education Foundation, 1945-1946  
   Huron Mountain Club  
HUS  
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX)  
HY (HZ)  
IA-IK  
IL-IM (includes re: Lincoln Courthouse, Lincoln, Illinois)
Box 2847
INA-IND (INB-INP)
ING-INS
   Inkster - General
   Institute - General
   Compensation Insurance
      May 1, 1944 to April 30, 1945
      May 1, 1945 to April 30, 1946
INT-IQ
   International (includes re: Honorary Membership in International Mark Twain
      Society; also The International Greenfell Association - Repair parts
   contributed)
   "The Interpreter"
   The Inter-Racial Press of America
   Inventory of Miscellaneous Phonograph Records
IR
IS
IT-IZ

Box 2848
JA-JACKR
JACKSON
   A-G
   H-Z (JACN)
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
JAM
JAN-JAP
JAO-JAZ (JB-JC-JD) (includes pictures of Harold Janris - tenor)
JEA-JEM
JEN-JEQ
   Jenkins Music Company (Dance Books)
JER-JI (JJ to JN)
JOA-JOHHSOM
JOHNSON
   A-D
   E-H
   Johnson & Higgins (insurance)

Box 2849
I-M
N-Z (JOHNSS)
JOHNSTON, only
JOHNST-JONES, A-C
JONES, D-H
JONES, I-M
JONES, N-Z (JONZ)
JOO-JOR
JOS-JOY (JOZ-JP JT)
JUA-JUM
JUN-JUZ (JV-JZ)
KAA-KAH
KAI-KAL
KAM-KANE (KANF-KANH)
    Kafflin Dance Bookshop and Gallery (Dance Books)
KANI-KAP (KAQ)
KAI-KAS
KAT
HAU-KAUF
KAFG-KAZ (KB-KD)

Box 2850

KEA-KED
KEE-KEF
    Helen E. Keep, Jefferson Avenue Property, Detroit
KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
KEL-KELLER
KELLES-KELLN
KELLO-KELIX
KELLY-KELZ

Box 2851

Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc.
    General Folder
    1945
    1946
    Accident Reports
    A
    B
    C
    D

Box 2852

EFG
H
IJK
L
M
NO
P
QR
S
T to Z
KEM
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNY (KENNZ) (includes Mrs. Ford contribution of $50 to Sister Elizabeth Kenny Foundation)
KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERN (KERO-KERQ)
KERR-KERZ

Box 2853
KES-KET
KEU-KEY (KEZ-KF-KH)
	Thomas R. Kew Camp, California
KIA-KIE
KIF-KIL
KIM-KINF
	W. W. Kimball Company (Dance Records)
KING
A-H
I-Z
KINGA-KIM
George Kingston
	General Folder
	Re: Fort Myers, Florida Property
KINS-KIP (KIQ)
	The Kiplinger Washington Letter
	Frank Campsall
	Hazel McConnell

Box 2854
KIRA-KIRK
KIRL-KIZ (KJ-KK)
	Homer L. Kitt Company (Dance Books and Records)
KLA (KLB-KLD)
KLE-KLEIN, A-H
KLEIN, I-Z - KLEZ (KLF-KLH)
KLI (KLJ-KLN)
KLO-KLU (KLV KLZ-KM)
KNA (KNB-KND)
KNE-KNI (KNJ-KNN)
	The Knight-Campbell Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY (KHZ) (includes Lt. General William S. Knudson
KOA-KOB
KOE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ)
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS (includes Frank N. G. Kraniek re: "No Help Wanted")
KRAT-KRAZ (KRB-KRD)
KRE (KRF-KRH) (includes Sebastian S. Kresge)
KRI (KRJ-KRN)

Box 2855
KRO (KRP-KPT)
   Kroch's Bookstores, Inc. and/or Brentano's Bookstores (Dance Books)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KUF
KUG-KUH
KUI-KUN (KUO)
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY (KZ)
LAA-LAC
LAD-LAH
LAI-LAL
LAMA-LAMB (includes W. G. Lambe re: "History is Bunk")
LAMC-LAMZ
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG only
LANGA-LANGE
LANGF-LANZ (LAO)

Box 2856
LAP-LAR (includes re: Charles P. Lamed)
LAS-LAT
LAU
LAV-LAWN (LAWO-LAWQ)
LAWR
LAWS-LAZ (LB-LD)
   The F. & R. Lazarus & Company (Dance Books and Records)
LEA
LEB-LED
LEE
  Robert E. Lee Memorial Foundation, Inc.
LEF-LEG
LEH
LEI-LEK
Box 2857

LEL-LEM
  William B. Lemons (Purchase of Dearborn Property)
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
LET-LEVE (LEVF-LEVH)
LEVI-LEYX
LEYV
  A-G
  H-L
  M-Z (LEVZ)
LEW-LEWIS5 A-O
LEWIS, H-Z
LEWISA-LEZ LH
LIA-LIC
LID-LIE
LIF-LIM (includes re: Mr. Ford contributing his 100 shares of stock in The
  Liggett School back to the school)
LINA-LINDE

Box 2858

Lincoln - General
LINDE-LINDZ (includes Frank A. Lindhorst re: Mr. Ford's attendance at church,
  etc.)
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU
LIV-LL (LM-LN)
LOA-LOD
LOE
LOF-LOM
LON-LONG
LONGA-LOQ
LOR
LOS-LOT
LOU
  Dr. (and Prince) Louis Ferdinand
LOV
LOW-LOWENR
  Mrs. Rueban Lowell (employment)

Box 2859

LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT)
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ (LV-LW-LX)
LYA-LYNNCH, A-G
LYNNCH, H-Z (LINZ)

Lyan (Massachusetts) Public Schools (Dance Books and Records)
LIO-LIZ (LZ)
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH

MacFadden Publications, Inc.

Box 2860

MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
MAD-MAF
MAG
MAH
MAI-MAK
MAL-MAM
MANA-MANF (MAN)
MANG-MANL (MAM)
MANN-MANR
MANS-MAP (MAQ)
MARA-MARD
MARE-MARI (HARJ)
MARK
MARL-MARR

Box 2861

MARS-MARSH, only

Marsh & McLennan (Insurance)
MARSHA-MARSHZ
MART-MARTIN, A-G

Mrs. Annie Martin - Washoe, Montana
MARTIN, H-L
MARTIN, H-Z - MARTZ
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO

Masonic Order - General
MASP-MASZ
MAT-MATHE (MATHF-MATHH)

Box 2862

The Edward Mathews Guild - Mathews Brothers Inc. (shoes) 1941-1946

MATHI-MATTHA

H. C Mattern, New York
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD
MAYE-MAYER, A-H
MAYER, I-Z - MAYEZ
MAYF-MAZ (MB)
McA-McB
McCAA-McCAN (McCAQ)
McCAR-McCAZ
  Dan McCarty - Wichita, Kansas

Box 2863

McCE-McCL (McCM-McCN)
  A. C. McClurg & Company (Dance Books)
McCOA-McCOQ
McCOR-McCOZ (includes Colonel Robert R. McGormick of The Chicago Tribune)
McCR-McCU to McCZ
McDA--McDONA
McDONE-McDZ only
  Emma McDuff San Francisco, California
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ) (includes opinion re: Reprinting of HcGuffey Readers)
  McGuffey Birthplace Farm, West Alexander, Pennsylvania
  McGuffey Readers - Reprints Mailed
    A-D
    E-K

Box 2864

L-M
N-Z
McH-Mcl (McJ)
McKA-McKE (McKH)
McKI-McKY (McKZ)
McLA-McLD
McLE-McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO
McP-McZ (MD)
MEA-MEG
MED-MEH
MEI-MEK (includes Merrill C. Meigs, Vice President of The Hearst Corporation, Chicago.)

**Box 2865**

MEL-MEM
MENA-MENF (HEH)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MEQ)
   Lawrence Meng Music Store (Dance Books)
MERA-MERQ
   Merchants Wholesale Bakery, Marquette, Michigan
MERR
MERS-MES
META-METY
   The Methodist Publishing House (Dance Books)
METZ-MEX
MET-MEYER, A-F
MEYER, G-L
MEYER, M-Z
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)
MIA-MIC
   Michigan - General
   Michigan Central Railroad
   Michigan Railfan - Michigan Railroad Club
   Michigan State - General
   Michigan State Highway Condition Bulletin
MID-MIK

**Box 2866**

   Eugene Middleton Murray, Utah 1942-1945
MILA-MILK
   Military Order of the Parple Heart
MILL-MILLER, A-B
MILLER, C-F
MILLER, G-J
MILLER, K-R
   Miller Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ
MILM-MILZ (MIM)
MINA-MINM
   Manly F. Miner (Migratory Birds)
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E
Box 2867

MITCHELL, F-Z M-Z (MJ-MN)
MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MONA-MONS
MONT-MONZ
  Montgomery Ward & Company Inc. (Dance Records)
  Mariano Montaperto
MOO-MOORD
MOORE
  A-F
  G-L
  M-Z (MOQ)
MORA-MORF
  Moral Re-Armament
MORG-MORH
MORI-MORRIR
MORRIS
  A-H
  I-Z
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ
MOSA-MOSK
  Mosher Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
MOSL-MOT

Box 2868

MOU-MOZ (MP-MT
MUA-MUELLER, A-H
  Mu Sigma Pi
MUELLER, I-Z (MUK)
MUL
MUM-MUN (MUO-MUQ)
MUR-MURPH (MURPHX)
MURPHY
  A-H
  I-Z (MORQ)
MORR-MURZ
MUS-MUZ (MV-MW-MX)
  Music - General
    The Music Box (Dance Books and Records)
    Music Dealers Service, Inc. (Dance Books)
MY-MZ
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Box 2869

NAA-NAL
NAM-NAS
NAT-NATIONAL, A-K
   National Committee on Boys and Girls Club Work
   1945
   1946
   The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Inc
NATIONAL, L-Z (NATS)

Box 2870

National Probation Association Inc. (Contributions) 1937-1946
National Victory Garden Institute, Inc, 1943-1946
NATT-NAZ (NB-ND)
NEA-NEE
NEF-NEK
NEL
NEM-NET

Box 2871

NEU-NEV
NEW-NEW B
NEW G - NEW E
   The Newcomen Society of England
   The New E and W Laundry, Savannah, Georgia
NEW F - NEW L
NEW M
NEW N - NEW S
NEW T - NEW X
NEW Y- NEW Z (NEX-NH) (includes C. L. Jellinghaus, Vice President and
   General Manager, Michigan Central Terminal, Detroit)

Box 2872

New York Central System re: Property Agreement
   The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Company
   New York Zoological Society
NIA- NICHOLS, only
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-NIE
NIF-NIZ (NJ-NN)
NOA-NOK
NOL-NOQ
   Al Nolte San Francisco, California
NORA-NORS
NORT-NORTHC (NORTHD)
NORTHE-NORTHW (NORTHX-NORTN)
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ (NP to NT)

Box 2873

NU-NY (NZ)
  William L. Nutting, Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
O-OBO (OBP-OBQ)
  Oakwood Realty Company (Frischkorn Invenstment Company)
OBR-OBZ
OC
OD
OE
OF-OG
OH-OK
OLA-OLE
  The Old Club, St. Clair Flats, Michigan
OLF-OLR

Box 2874

OLS-OM
ON-OO
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH (includes Chase S. Osborn)
OSI-OSZ
OT
OU-OV
OW-OZ (includes re: Contribtition of $2,000 to Oxford Group)
PAA-PAC
  Pacific Coast Music Jobberss Inc. (Dance Books)
  Pacific Record Exchange (Dance Books and Records)
PAD-PAK

Box 2875

PAL
  Palestine Lodge No. 357
  Arthur J. Palmer re: Biography, 1929-1945
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI (PARJ)
PARK-PARKER, A-H
PARKER, I-Z PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT)
PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH)
PATTI-PATZ
PAU (includes Henry Paulsen & Company, watchmakers, re: pictures of Mr. Ford for publication)
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
PEA-PEB

Box 2876
PEC-PED
PEE-PEM
PEN-PENNI (PENNJ-PENNM)
PENNO-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
PERA-PERQ
Pere Marquette Railway Company
PERR-PES
PET-PETERS, only
PERERSA-PETERSON, only
PETF-PEZ

Box 2877
PF-PG
PHA-PHILI
PHILL
PHILM-PHY (PHZ)
PI-PID
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN
Pine Lake Country Club re: Bond, 1937-1946
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)
PLA (PLB-PLD)
PLE-PLY (PLZ-PM-PN)
POA-POK
POL
POM-POO
POP-POQ

Box 2878
POR-PORTER, A-H
PORTER, I-Z (PORZ)
POS
POT
POU-POWEL (POWEM-POWEQ)
POWER-POZ (PP-PQ)
Power of Attorney
PRA (PRB to PRD)
PRE (PRF-PRH) (includes The Press Democrat re: Luther Burbank's home.)
    Morse M. Preenan (Dance Books)
    Theodore Presser Company (Dance Books and Records)
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRN)
PRO-PRY (PRZ-PS-PT) (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contributions of $25 each to
    Protestant Children's Home of Detroit - Summer Camp; also Mrs. William
    Prueter re: The Edison Institute Schools.)

Box 2879

PUA-PUL
PUM-PUR
PUS-PT (PZ)
QA-QUE (QUF-QUH)
QUI-QZ
    The Quirk Farms - Dissolution, etc., 1938-1945
RAA-RAC
RAD-RAH
    Radio - General (includes memo re: Early American Dance Radio Program)
    Radio Program
    Early American Dance Orchestra Saturday

Box 2880

Ford Sunday Evening Hour
Greenfield Village Chapel Service Sunday Evenings
Stars of the Future - Friday Evening, February 2, 1945
Letters from Listeners
RAI-RAM
    Railway Express Agency
RANA-RAND
RANE-RANZ (RAO)
RAP-RAS
RAT
RAU-RAW (RAX)
RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)
REA-REB

Box 2881

Real Estate Information 1936-1945
REC-RED
REE-REEED
REEF-REEEZ
REF-REH
REIA-REID (REIF)
REIF-REIM
REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)
REL-REN (REO) (includes Gordon Rentschler, Chairman of the Board of The National City Bank of New York)
REP-REX
REY-REZ (RF-RG)
   Mrs. Dolores Reynolds (Iron Mountain, Michigan) 1933-1946
RH
RIA-RICE (RICF-RICG)

Box 2882
RICH-RICHARDS, (RICHARDSOM)
RICHARDSON-RICHID
RICH-E-RICHZ (RICI-RICJ)
  Richmond Hill Plantation
      General
         1945
         1946

Box 2883
Accident Reports
Audit
   1944
   1945
Cash Statements (Monthly)
   1945
   1946
Clinic Reports (Monthly)
Commissary Store Reports
   January 6, 1945 to March 31, 1945

Box 2884
April 7, 1945 to June 30, 1945
July 7, 1945 to September 29, 1945
October 6, 1945 to December 29, 1945

Box 2885
January 5, 1946 to March 30, 1946
April 6, 1946 to June 29, 1946
July 6, 1946 to September 28, 1946
October 6, 1946 to January 4, 1947

Box 2886
J. F. Gregory re: Real Estate, Termination of Employment
Re: Lumber
Report and Recommendations, 1945
Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos, Shipping Requests
Invoices, Statements, Purchase Orders
1945
1946

Box 2887
Salaries and Wages
Rate Schedule
War Labor Board Claim
Schools - Communications re: Reports
Recommendations (1946)
White School
African-American Schools
George Washington Carver School
General
Evening School Reports
1945
1946

Box 2888
RICK-RID
RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS
RIT-RIZ (RJ-RN) (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $20 to Riverdale
Children's Association, New York)
ROA-ROBERTR
ROBERTS only (ROBERTSOM) (includes Stanley Roberts re: Road Testing of
Ford Cars)
ROBERTSON, ROBINS
ROBINSON
A-H
1-Z (ROBZ)
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROCJ)
ROCK-ROCZ
ROD
ROE-ROF
ROG-ROGERS, A-H

Box 2889
ROGERS, I-Z (ROGZ)
ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM
RON-ROR
ROSA-ROSENA
ROSEN
ROSENC-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROS
ROSS-ROSZ
ROT-ROTH only (includes letter of commendation from Rotary International)
ROTHA-ROTZ
ROU-ROV
ROW-ROX
ROT-ROZ (RP-RT)
Royal Automobile Club
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
Margaret and Catherine Ruddiman (Dearborn Home)
RUF-RUL

Box 2890
RUM-RUO
RUP-RUSSEK
RUSSEL-RUSZ (includes Ford-Russia Agreement Summary)
RUT- RUZ (RV-RX)
RY-RZ
James W. Ryan re: World Court
SAA-SAD
SAE-SAI (SAK)
Sagola Township Property (Edward G. Kingsford)
SAINT only
SAJ-SAL
SAM

Box 2891
SANA-SANC
SAND
SANE-SANZ (SAO)
San Francisco Center for the Blind
SAP-SAT
The Sather Gats Book Show (Dance Books)
SAU
SAV
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SCE (SGF-SCG)
SCHAA-SCHAE
SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO)
SCHAP-SCHAZ (SCHD)
SCHEA-SCHEI (SCHEK)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCHQ)
SCHER-SCHEZ (SCHF-SCHH)
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ (SCHJ-SCHK)

Box 2892

G. Schirmer Music Stores, Inc. (Dance Books)
SCHLA-SCHLE (SCHLH)
SCHLI-SCHLF (SCHLZ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT
  A-H
  I-Z (SGHMIDZ)
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
  Paul A. Schmitt Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
SCHIN-SCHNEIDER, A-H
SCHNEIDER, I-Z (SCHNZ)
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ (SGHQ)
SCHRA-SCHRI (SCHRN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCHU)
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ (SCHV)
SCHWA-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ - (SCHWARY)
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
  F.A.O. Schwarz (Toys)
SCHWE-SCHWZ (SCHZ) (includes Rosika Schwimmer)
SCI-SCOTS
SCOTT
  A-H
  I-Z (SCOZ)

Box 2893

SCR-SCZ (SD)
  Scranton Record Company
  Dance Records
  1944-1946
  1941
  1942
  1943-1944
  1945-1946
  Re: Agreement with Ford Motor Company, 1945-46
Box 2894

SEA
SEB-SEEK
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK (includes Nathan H. Seidman re: "History is Bunk")
SEL
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV
SEW-SEZ (SF-SG)
SHAA-SHAM
SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ)
SHAR-SHAV
Shattinger Piano and Music Company (Dance Books)
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB-SHD)
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEN (SHEO)
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHEEM
Sherma, Clay & Company (Dance Books and Records) (except Circus Clown)
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH) (includes re: Death of Robert E. Sherwood)

Box 2895

SHI-SHN
SHO (SHP-SHQ)
SHR-SHZ
SIA-SID
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMM {SIM}
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN
SIO-SIZ (SJ)
Sisters of (Dance Books and Records)
SK
SLA (SLB-SID)

Box 2896

SLE-SLY (SLZ)
SMA-SMITG
SMITH
A-B
Alfred E. Smith Memorial Hospital
C
Eleanor C. Smith (Detroit Property)
D-E
F-G
H
   H. Royer Smith Company (Dance Books and Records)
   I-J

Box 2897

K-H
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ)
SNA-SNI (SNJ-SNN)
SNO-SNY (SNZ)
SOA-SOL
   Society - General
   Society of Automotive Engineers
   The Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, Inc.
   Arthur W. Solomon (Azalea Plants)
SOM
SON-SOT
SOU-SOUS
SOUT-SOZ (includes memo re: Soybean Milk)
   Southfield Township Property

Box 2898

SPA (SPB-SPD)
   Spanish Music Center (Dance Books and Records)
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)
SPIA-SPIL (SPIM)
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)
SPRA--SPRE (SPEH)
SPRI-SPRN
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)
STAA-STAG ST. (SAINT) files (SAI)
STAH-STAM
STAN-STANDARDS A-K
   Standard Accident Insurance Company
STANDARD, L-Z - STANDE (STANDH)
STANDI-STAP (STAQ)
STAR-STAS
STAT-STAZ (STB-STD)
   The State Labor News
STEA-STEC
Box 2899

STED-STEE
STEF-STEH
STEI-STEIN only
STEINA-STEING
STEINH-STEM
STEN-STEP (STEQ)
STER-STESN, A-H
STERN, I-Z - STERZ (STES)
STET-STEVEHS, A-H
STEVENS, I-Z - STEVZ
STEW-STEZ (STF-STH)
STIA-STIK (includes Reverend William L. Stidger of Boston University School of Theology)
STIL-STIZ (STJ-STN)
STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL (STOM)
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STP-STQ)
STRAA-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ (STRD)
STRE-STRI (STRN)

Box 2900

STRO-STRT
STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL
STUM-STY (STZ)
SUA-SULLE (SULLF-SULLH)
SULLI-SULZ
SUM-SUN (SUO) (includes Edwin S. Friendly, Vice President and General Manager of The New York Sun)
Clayton F. Summy Company (Dance Books)
SUP-SUS
SUT-SV
SWA (SWB-SMD)
SWE (SWF-SWH)
SWI-SWY (SWZ-SX) (includes Gerard Swope)
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK

Box 2901

TAL-TAM
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
TAY-TAYLOR, A-E
TAYLOR, F-K
TAYLOR, L-Z - TAZ (TB-TC-TD)
TEA-TEM
  Technocracy, Inc
  Tecumseh - General (includes re: Gift of chassis for Fire Truck to Tecumseh Township)
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG)
THA (THB-THD)
THE-THI (THJ-THN)
  Thearle Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
THOA - THOMAS, A-H

Box 2902

THOMAS, I-Z - THOMP
THOMPSON, A-E
THOMPSON, F-K
THOMPSON, L-Z - THOHR
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ (THP-THQ)
THR-THY (THZ)
TIA-TO
TIL-TIM
TIN-TIZ (TJ-TN)
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
TOM-TOO
TOP-TOV

Box 2903

TOW-TOZ (TP-TQ)
  Townsend Clubs of America
  Townsend National Recovery Plan
TRA (TRB-TRD)
  Fritz Frankmann (Germany) 1934-1946
  William F. Fraub (old friend) 1937-1946
TRE (TRF-TRH)
TRI (TRJ-TRN)
TRO (TRP-TRT)
  Clara Jean Trowbridge (adoption)
TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT)

Box 2904

E. M. Trummer (Publisher's Agent) 1942-1946
TUA-TUK
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Tucker - American School of Quito
TUL-TURM
  Tulsa Chamber of Commerce
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TUZ (TV)
TW-TY (TZ)
UA-UK
UL-UM
  The Umpire - Ford Motor Company, UAW and CIO

Box 2905
UNA-UNIM (UNIO)
UNION only - UNITEC
UNITED only
  United Service Organizations, Inc (Dance Books and Records)
UNITED STATES - UNZ (UO)
  United States Government
    General
      Federal Manufacturers Tax on Phonograph Records, 1941-1946
      Federal Capital Stock Tax - The Quirk Farms, 1933-1945

Box 2906
Federal Income Tax Returns - The Quirk Farms, 1932-1945
Treasury Department, Bonds, etc.
Post Office
  Army
  Navy
  Naval Training School, Dearborn
    Navy News
  War Department
  United States Military Services Insignia
 Unsigned
  Unity School of Christianity 1936-1946

Box 2907
Universities - General
UP-UR
  Francis A. Updegraff Washington, D. C.
US-UZ
VAA-VAM
VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANG
VANP-VANZ (VAG-VAQ)
VAR-VAZ (VB-VE-VD)
Box 2908

VEA-VEN (VEO-VEQ)
VER-VEZ (VF-VG-VH)
  Abraham Vereide re: The Breakfast Group
VIA-VIK
VIL-VIZ (VL-VN)
  Violins - Violin Bows
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
VON-VOO
VOP-VY
  A. G. Vroman, Inc. (Dance Books)
WAA-WA.F

Box 2909

WAG-WAGNER, A-H
WAGNER, I-Z (WAGZ)
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER, A-H
WALKER, I-Z
WALL-WALLA (includes H. A. Wallace, The Secretary of Commerce)
  Edwin Wallace re: Manuscript
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE (WALTF-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ (includes Walthara Watch Company re: First watch repaired by
  Mr. Ford.)
  Walt’s Music Store (Dance Books and Records)
WAM-WAQ (includes resignation of John F. Wandersee)
WAR-WARD, only
  War Ration Books 1942-1945
  Ward-Brodt Music Company (Dance Books)

Box 2910

WARDA-WARM
WARN-WARQ
WARR-WARRE
WARRI-WARZ
WAS (includes re: Proffered award of The Western Society of Engineers,
  Chicago.)
  Washtenaw County Property - Condemned for Willow Court Housing Project
  by National Housing Agency
WATA-WATE
WATF-WATSON, A-H
WATSON, I-Z - WATZ
WAU-WAZ (WB-WC-WD)
Wayne County - Departments
Wayne County Property - Conveyed by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford to Ford
Motor Company

Box 2911

Wayside Inn
General
Accident Reports
    Purdy to Hamilton
    Week of January 1-7, 1945
    R. C. Purdy, December 1944 to February 11, 1946
    Purdy-Hamilton
Federal Tax on Admissions
Mr. and Mrs. Alley

Box 2912

Re: American Telephone and Telegraph Company Property
Memos enclosing diaries
Diary
    1945
    1946
Drawings for various mills
Guests
Martha Mary Chapel
Memos
Property conveyed

Box 2913

Monthly Statements
Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos
Statements, Invoices
Boy's School Diary
    1945
    1946
Redstone School Diary
    1945
    1946
Southwest School Diary
    1945
    1946

WEA-WEBA
WEBB
    Mason Webb Hot Springs, Arkansas
Box 2914

WEBE (WEBF-WEBR)
WEBS-WEG
WED-REE (WEF)
WEG-WEH
WEIA-WEIK (WEI)
WEIL-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELA-WELLE
WELI-WEILS, A-H
   The Charles E. Wells Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
WELLS, I-Z - WELZ
WEM-WEN (WEO-WEQ)
WER
WESA-WESS
WEST only
   Vaughan West - Chicago, Illinois (P. H. Baker), 1941-1945

Box 2915

WESTA-WESTERM
WESTERN-WESTEZ
WESTF-WESZ
WET-WEZ (WF-WG)
WHA-WHEE, A-H
   Whaley-Eaton Service
      1945
      1946
WHEELER, I-Z - WHEZ
   Jack Wheeler Paterson, New Jersey
WHIA-WHIC (WHITD)
WHITE
   A-E
      White Gross (Baptist Church)
      F-K

Box 2916

L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ
   Joseph Nevlin Whybark (loan)
WIA-WID
WIE-WIF
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG
WILH-WILK
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-WILLIAM, A-E
WILLIAM, F-K
WILLIAM, L-Z (WILLIAMSON)
WILLIAMSON-WILLIR
WILLIS-WILLZ

Box 2917
Willis Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
Willow Run (General)
WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-N
WILSON, O-Z - WILZ
The Woodrow Wilson Foundation
WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK
Edwin O. Winkworth re: sale of Dearborn Lot
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ

Box 2918
WIO-WIR
WIS
WIT-WIZ (WJ WN)
WOA-WOK
WOL-WOLF, only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC)
WOOD
A-H
I-Z
WOODA-WOODR (includes H. Woodhead, President of Consolidated Viiltee Aircraft Corporation)
Woodlawn A.M.E. Church, Chicago
WOODS-WOODZ (WOOE-WOOK)
WOOL-WOGZ (WOP-WOQ)
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)
World's Sunday School Association
Work Orders
WRA-WRIGHT, A-H
WRIGHT, I-Z (WRZ)
WU (WV-WX)
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
WY-X

Box 2919

YA-YD
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG, A-H
YOUNG, I - Z - YZ
Young Men's Christian Association
Young Women's Christian Association
ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM
ZIH-ZIZ (ZJ-ZN)
ZO-ZT (ZZ)

1947-1949

Box 2920

AA-ABD
ABE-ABQ
ABR-ABZ
AC
ADA-ADAMS, A-H
George Matthew Adams
General
Re: Books presented to Mrs. Henry Ford
"Today's Talk"
ADAMS, I-Z (ADB)
ADC-ADK
ADL-ADZ
AE-AH
AI-AK
ALA-ALBA (ALBD)
ALBE-ALBO (ALBQ)
ALBR-ALD
ALE

Box 2921

ALF-ALLEM
ALLEN
A-H
I-Z
ALLENA-ALO
ALP-ALZ
AMA-AMER ex. AMERICAN
AMERICAN
A-D
    American Airlines
E-L
    The American Indian Fund of the Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc.
M-R
    American Music Company (Dance Records)
    The American News Co. Inc. (Dance Books)
    American Pioneer Trails Association, Inc.
S-Z
    The American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Box 2922
AMES-AMZ
ANA-ANDERSON, A-H
ANDERSON, I-Z (ANDO-ANDQ)
ANDR-ANDZ
ANE-ANN
ANO-ANZ (AO)
AP-AQ
ARA-ARL
ARM-ARMSS
ARMST-ARMZ
ARN-ARNO (ARNP-ARNR)
ARNS-ARZ
AS-ASHL
    Ashley Music Supply Co. (Dance Books)
ASHM-ASZ

Box 2923
ATA-ATK
    Mrs. Katherine
ATL-ATZ
AUA-AUL (AU)
    Auckland City Mission - Reverend Joseph Calder, 1941-1947
AUM-AUZ
AV-AZ
    Axelrod Music, Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
BAA-BAB
BAC
BAD-BAE (BAF)
BAG-BAILEY, A-H
BAILEY, I-Z (BAJ)
BAK-BAKER, A-H
BAKER, I-Z (BAKZ)
BAL-BALD
BALE-BALLS
BALLF-BAM
   Baltimore - General, 1946-1949

Box 2924

BAN-BAQ
   Bank Letters
      A-F
         First National Bank of Cincinnati - Time Account, 1936-1947
         First National Bank in St. Louis - Time Account, 1936-1947
      G-I
      J-Z
         The Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit
         Mellon National Bank & Trust Company, 1944-1950
         The National Shawmut Bank of Boston, 1936-1947

Box 2925

   Bank Statements
      Memo 1931-1949
      A-C
      D-E
      F
      G-L
      M-N
      O-Z
      BARA-BARB (BAR)
      BARC-BARJ
         Walter Bardell - Ypsilanti, Michigan
      BARK-BARM
      BARN-BARNES

Box 2926

BARNET-BARO (BARP-BARQ)
BARR-BARRE (BARRF-BARRH)
BARRI-BARS
BARTA-BARTK (BART)
BARTL-BARTZ
BARU-BAS
BAT
BAUA-BAUL (BAU)
BAUM-BAUZ
BAV-BAZ (BB-BC-BD)
BEAA-BEAQ
BEAR-BEAZ (BEB)
Bear Creek Orchards - Harry and David, 1936-1948
BECA-BECK, only
BECKA-BECKE
BECKF-BECZ
BED-BEE (BEF)
    Beesley Music Company (Dance Books)

Box 2927
BEG-BEI (BEJ-BEK)
    Beghe and Chiapetta - Milano, Italy
BEL-BELK
BELL, only
BELLA-BEM
BEN-BENE
BENF-BENNER (BENNES)
BENNET-BENR
BENS-BENZ (BEO-BEQ)
BERA-BERGD (BER)
BERGE-BERGZ
BERH-BERM
BERN-BERQ
BERR-BERZ
    The Berry Schools
        Re: Flour Shipments
        Re: Sulphate of Ammonia Shipments
BES-BET
BEU-BEZ (BF-BG-BH)
BIA-BID

Box 2928
BIE-BIF
BIG-BIK
BIL-BIM
BIN-BIQ (includes biography of Mr. Henry Ford in 1947 Biographical Encyclopedia of the World)
BIR
    Birkel-Richardson Co. (Dance Books and Records)
        Birthday Greetings to Ann Arbor House (Greenfield Village) Pupils
BIS-BIZ (BJ-BK)
BLAA-BLAC
BLAD-BLAK to BLAM
BLAN-BLAZ (BIB to BLD)
BLE-BLI (BLJ to BLN)
BLOA-BLOE
BLOF-BLOZ (BLP to BLT)
BLU-BLUMB (BLUMC-BLUMD)
BLUME-BLZ (BM-BN)
  Frederick Blumenstein - New York
BOA-BOD
  Boats - Schedules of Freighters
   1947
   1948
   1949

**Box 2929**

Bodtman, Longley, Bogle, Armstrong & Dahling
  Re: Richmond Hill Plantation

BOE-BOF
BOG-BOH
BOI-BOLK
BOLL-BOM
BON
BOO-BOQ
BORA-BORG
BORH-BORZ
BOS-BOSS
BOST-BQSZ
  The Boston Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
  Boston Speech School for Crippled Children, 1930-1948 re: Contributions of automobiles

BOT-BOU (BOV)
  Botsford Tavern
  Lease and sale of Property

**Box 2930**

BOWA-BOWE (BOW-BOWJ)
BOWK-BOWZ (BOX)
BOY-BOYD
BOYE-BOZ (BP-BQ)
  Boys' Athletic League, Inc. - Contributions
  The Boys' Clubs of America - Contributions
  The Boys' Club of Detroit - Contributions
BRAA-BRADF
  Bradford's (Dance Books and Records)
BRADG-BRADL
BRADM-BRADY (BRADZ)
BRAE-BRAM
BRAN-BRAR
BRAS-BRAZ (BRB-BRD)
BREA-BREI
BREJ-BREN (BREO)
Brentano's, Inc. (Dance Books)
BREP-BREZ (BRF-BRH)
BRIA-BRIE (BRIF)
   Mrs. Margaret Bridge and Daughter Flora Jane Bridge

Box 2931

BRIG-BRIM
BRIN-BRIZ (BRJ-BRN)
BROA-BROC (includes Broadcast Music Inc. re: Commercial use of Henry Ford
   Dance Books and Records)
BROD-BRON
BROO-BROOK (BROOL)
BROOM-BROWM
BROWN
   A-C
   D-G
   H-J
   K-R
   S-Z
BROWNNA-BROZ (BRP-BRT)
BRU-BRUNH
BRUNI-BRUS (BRV-BRX)
BRY-BRZ (BS-BT)
   Fred H. Bryant - Real Estate and Contributions, 1937-1952
   Bryant Land Co. - Real Estate, 1933-1953

Box 2932

BUA-BUCH (BUCI-BUCJ) (includes Frank Buchman)
BUCK-BUCKE
BUCKF-BUCZ
BUD-BUE
BOT-BUK
BUL
   Bullock's (Dance Books)
BUM-BUQ
BURA-BURJ (BUR)
BURK
BURL-BURNE (BURNF-BURNNG)
BURNH-BURNZ
BURO-BURR
   John Burroughs Property at Roxbury, New York
      1944-1945
      1946-1947

Box 2933

BURS-BURZ
BUS
BUT-BUTS
BUTT-BUZ (BV-BX)
BY-BZ
CM-CAI (CAJ-CAK)
CALA-CALK (CAL) (includes Department of Education, State of California, re:
Use of information in Henry Ford Dance Books)
CALL-CALZ
CAM-CAMO
CAMP-CAMPBELL, A-H
CAMPBELL, I-Z (CAMZ)
Campbell Music Company (Dance Books & Records)
CANA-CANF (CAN)
Canadian Music Sales Corp. Ltd. (Dance Books and Records)
CANG-CANZ (CAO)
CAP-CAQ
Capitol Music Co. (Dance Books)
Capper Bill (Bulbs from Holland)

Box 2934
CARA-CARK (CAR)
CARL-CARM
CARN-CARP (CARQ)
Carnes Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
CARR-CARROLL, A-H
CARROLL, I-Z (CARS)
CART-CARZ
Cartier, Inc. re: Article by Jules Glaenzer in Saturday Evening Post (describes
Mrs. Ford's first visit to Cartier's)
CASA-CASR
CASS-CASZ
CAT-CAZ (CB-CC-CD)
Nicholas Cavallucci (Greeting Cards), 1943-1947
CE-CENTRAL, A-L
Central of Georgia Railway Hospital (Compensation Cases)
CENTRAL, M-Z (CEZ)
CHAA-CHAL
CHAM
CHAN-CHAPL
CHAPM-CHAR
CHAS-CHAZ (CHB-CHB) (includes re: Mrs. Ford's Contribution of $25 to
Chatham-Savannah Tuberculosis Association)

Box 2935
CHE (CHF-CHH) (includes re: Mrs. Ford's Contribution of $25 to Miss Ruth Y.
S. Chen (China)
Chesbro Music Co. (Dance Books)
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company
CHIA-CHICAGO, A-E
CHICAGO, F-Q
CHICAGO, R-Z (CEECZ)
CHID-CHO (CHP-CHQ)
The Children's Village, Dobbs Ferry, New York (Contributions)
CHR (CHS-CHT) (includes re: Contributions to Christ Episcopal Church,
Dearborn)
CHU-CHY (CHZ)
CI (CJ-CK)
CLAA-CLAP (CLAQ)
CLAR-CLARK, A-E
CLARK, F-K
CLARK, L-Z (CLARKD)
Dr. and Mrs. P.L. Clark (Gertrude) The Health School, 1923-1948

Box 2936

Clark Music Company (Dance Books and Records)
CLARKE-CLARZ
CLAS-CLAZ (CLB to CLD)
CLE-CLEU
CLEV-CLEZ (CLF-CLH)
CLI (CLJ to CM)
CLO-CLY (CLZ-CM-CN)
COA-COB
COC-CQE
COF-COHEN, A-F
COHEN, G-Z (COHEO-COHM)
COHN-COK
COL-COLS, only
Scott Colburn (Dance Books and Records)
COLEA-COLEZ
COLF-COLLIHR
COLLINS (COLLUJT-COLLINV)
COLLINW-COLT
Coloves Family (Charity), 1943-1948
Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia
COLU-COLZ
COM

Box 2937

CONA-CONE
CONF-CONL (COM)
Congo Inland Mission
CONN
CONO-CONR
CONS
CONT-CONZ
COO-COOK, only (COOKD)
COOKE-COON
COOP-COOZ
COP-CORB
CORC-CORM
CORN-CORQ
CORR-CORZ
COS-COT
COU
COV-COW

Box 2938
COX-COZ (CP-CQ)
CRAA-CRAM
CRAN-CRAO
CRAP-CRAZ (CEB to CRD)
CRE (CRF to CRH)
CRI-CROC
CROD-CROR
CROS-CROT
CROU-CROZ (CRP-CRT)
CRU-CRY (CRZ-CS-CT
CUA-CUL
CUM
CUN-CUP (CUQ)
CUR-CURR (CURS)
CURT-CURZ
CUS-CZ
DAA-DAK
DAL
DAM-DASH
   Dance Books and Records
      General
         Inventory of Stock
       Dance Books
          Sales Reports
              Hazel McConnell

Box 2939
L. J. Thompson
Weekly Stock Reports
Hazel McConnell
L.J. Thompson
Dance Records  
Sales Reports  
Stock Reports

Box 2940

Dealers  
DANI-DANZ (DAO-DAP-DAQ)  
DAR-DAT  
DAU-DAVE (DAVF-DAVH)  
DAVI-DAVIN (DAVIO-DAVIR)  
DAVIS  
A-E  
Charles Davis (investigation)  
F-K  
L-Z (DAVZ)  
DAW-DAZ (DB-DC-DD)  
DEA  
City of Dearborn  
General  
City Departments  
Conveying land for streets  
Requests for land for civic purposes

Box 2941

Dearborn Country Club  
Dearborn Inn  
Dearborn Music Shop (Dance Books & Records)  
Dearborn Realty Co.  
General  
Sale of Park Ave. lots  
Statements, 1943-1948  
Dearborn State Corporation  
DEB-DE  
Dr. St. Julian R. deCaradeuc (Compensation Cases)  
DED-DEF (includes re: Gift of School Bus to Deerfield Academy)  
DEG-DEK  
DELA  
DELB-DELZ  
DEM  
DEN-DEO  
Denton, Cottiers and Daniels, Inc. (Dance Books)  
DEP-DER  
DES  
DET-DEU
Box 2942

Detroit - General (includes re: Mrs. Ford's Contributions to Detroit League for Planned Parenthood; also to Detroit Community Fund; also re: Detroit Coin Club Medal of Henry Ford)
Detroit Board of Commerce
Detroit Clubs
Detroit Newspapers re: Mrs. Henry Ford
Detroit City Rescue Mission (Report and Contributions)
Detroit Round Table of Catholics, Jews and Protestants
Detroit - City Departments
City of Detroit - res Proposed Hubbell Avenue Sewer Extension
Detroit Trust Company
DEV
DEW-DEZ (DF-DG-DH)
DIA-DIB
DIG-DID
DIEA-DIEP (DIE-DIEQ)
DIER-DIEZ

Box 2943

Dietze Music House (Dance Books and Records)
DIF-DIL
DIM-DIS
DIT-DIZ (DJ-DN)
DOA-DOC
DOD
DOE-DOK
Dog "Laddie of Timberidge" Shetland Sheepdog
DOL-DOM
Orpha M. Dolph - Greeting Cards, 1940-1949
DONA-DONN (DON)
DONO-DOO (DOP-DGQ)
DORA-DORN
DORO-DOT
DOU-DOV
Doubleday Book Shops
Douglas McWhorter & Adams (Savannah Attorneys)
DOW
Margaret P. Dowell (Greetings), 1943-1947
DOX-DOZ (DP-DQ)
Alice M. and Margaret Doyle - Royalty on Dance Books

Box 2944

DRA (DRB-DRD)
Dr. Robert Drane (Compensation Cases)
DRE (DRF-DRH)
DRI-DRY (DRZ-DS-DT)
DUA-DUC
DUD-UF
DUG-DUM
DUNA-DUND (DOT)
DUNE-DUNM
DUNN-DUNZ (DUO)
DUP-DUR
DUS-DUZ (DV)
DW-DY (DZ)
EAA-EAR
EAS-EASTE
EASTF-EAZ
   The T. Eaton Co. Limited (Dance Books)
EB
EC

Box 2945
EDA-EDE (EDF)
EDG-EDS
   Edison - General
   Thomas A. Edison - General
   Thomas A. Edison Centennial Celebration in 1947
   Edison Telegrams, October 21, 1929
   Birthday Telegrams sent to Edison Family
      1932
      1933
      1934
      1935
      1936
      1937
      1938
      1939
      1940
      1941
      1942
      1943
      1944
      1945
      1946
      1947

Box 2946
The Edison Institute
   General
   Admissions
Notice of Annual Meetings
Miscellaneous Letters
Museum - Ablewhite Smith
Quonset Building
  Construction Schedule
  Progress Reports
Radio Broadcast Script
Cashier - Frank Caddy
Clinton Inn Operations, 1946-1949
Financial Statements, 1946-1949
Ford Motor Co. changes, 1946-1949
Labor Cost Report, 1946-1949
School Expense Reports, 1946-1949
Wages, Salaries, Work Week, 1946-1949
Chapel
  General
  Wedding Requests, 1946-1949

Box 2947

  Weddings
  Schools
    General
    Applications
    Chapel
    High School - Talk by W. J. Cameron
    Herald, 1940-1948
EDT-EDW (EDX to EDZ)
  Lieutenant Commander W. E. Edwards
EE-EG
  Egrets
EH
EIA-EIR (El)
EIS-EIZ (EJ-EK)
EIA-ELE
ELF-ELK
ELL-ELLIO (ELLIP-ELLIR)
ELLIS-ELLZ
ELM-ELZ

Box 2948

EMA-EML
EMM-EMZ (includes Bishop Richard S. Emrich)
EN-ENGI (ENGJ-ENGH)
ENGL-ENGZ
ENH-ENZ (EO)
EP-EQ
ERA-ERK
ERL-ERZ
ES
ET-EU
EVA (EVB-EVD)
EVE-EVZ
EW-EZ
FAA-FAH
FAI-FAK
FAL-FAQ
FARA-FARM (FAR)
FARN-FARZ
FAS-FAU
FAV-FAZ (FB-FC-FD)
FEA-FEG
FEH-FEI (FSJ-FEK
FEL-FEM
FEN-FEQ

Box 2949

Fences - Catalogues on Iron Fences
FERA-FERM
FERN-FERZ
FES-FEZ (FF-FG-FH)
FIA-FIE
  Fidelity Appraisal Co. (re: Estate)
FIF-FIND
FINE-FINL (FIHM)
FINN-FIR
FIS-FISG
FISH-FISHER, A-H
  Carl Fischer Inc. (Dance Books and Records)

Box 2950

FISHER, I-Z (FISZ)
FIT-FIZ (FJ-FK)
FLA. (FLB to FLD)
  Father Edward J. Flanagan Boys Town-Contributions
FLE-FLEL
FLEM-FLEZ (FLF-FLH)
  Albin Fleming re: Song and Record, etc.
FLI-FLOR
FLOS-FLY (FLZ-FN)
FOA-FOK
FOL-FOO (FGP-FGQ)
  Foods - Percentages of Ingredients in Foods
FORA-FOR
  Ford - General
  Edsel B. Ford Family
  Henry Ford Trade School
  The Ford Foundation
  Ford Motor Co. Farms
  Henry Ford Flour Mills
  Henry Ford
  Biographies, Books, Chronology
  Genealogy
  Memorial Programs
  Radio Address by Gerald L.K. Smith 3-30-k1
  Estate

Box 2951

  Stationery
  Mrs. Henry Ford (includes re: death March 4, 1948 of Gordon Rentchler,
  President of national City Bank of New York and a Trustee of The Ford
  Foundation; also re: death August 10, 1947 of Wallace R. Campbell,
  Chairman of the Board of Ford Motor Company of Canada)
  Memos
  Disbursements
  Payments Made
  Clara J. Ford Fund
  Ford Cemetery
  Ralph N. Ford - Joy Road Property, 1942-1948

Box 2952

  Henry Ford Hospital
  General
  Notice of Meetings
  Report of Activities
  Williams House Account
  Ford Motor Co.
  Engineering-General
  Engineering Division
  Office of General Counsel Patent Section

Box 2953

  Rouge
  General 1947 (includes re: "Burden on Farm Labor" charged to Mrs.
  Ford; also Memo re: Naval Training Station School, 1948-1949)
  General
  Administrative Budget Department
  Executive Vice President's Office (E.R. Breech)
  Industrial Relations
International Division
Legal Department
Medical
News Bureau
  General
  Addresses
  News Releases
  1947

Box 2954

  1948
  1949
Office Manager
Organization Manual
Plant Engineering Department
President's Office
Public Relations
Purchasing Department
Real Estate Department
Sales and Advertising
  B.R. Donaldson

Box 2955

  J.R. Davis
Administrative Central Dept.
Business Management Department
Distribution Department
Industrial and Marine Sales
Marketing Research Department
Parts and Accessories Sales
  1947
  1948
Parts and Service
  January 1947
  February 1947
  March 1947
  April 1947

Box 2956

  May 1947
  June 1947
  July 1947
  September 1947
Sales Engineering
General Sales Manager
Sales Promotion
Service Department
1947
January - June, 1948

Box 2957
July - December, 1948
Truck and Fleet Sales
1947
1948
Car and Truck Department

Box 2958
Secretary's Office
Dividends Paid
Statements
Supervisory Bulletin
Traffic
American Branches - General
Atlanta, Georgia
Big Bay, Michigan
Chicago, Illinois
Edgewater, New Jersey
Highland Park, Michigan
Iron Mountain, Michigan
New York, New York
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Somerville, Massachusetts
Washington, D.C.

Exports, Inc.
Foreign Branches - General
Canada
England
Dagenham re: Statue of Henry Ford
France
Lincoln-Mercury Division
General
Advertising Department
Advertising and Sales Promotion
Dealer Advertising Manager

Box 2959
National Used Car Manager
News Bureau
Addresses by Benson Ford
Parts and Accessories Department
Parts and Service Department
Sales Department
   Administrative Services
   Advertising Section

Box 2960

   Business Management
   Distribution Section
   General Sales Managed
   Service Department
   National Service Manager
   Fordson - General
   Fordson Estates, Inc.
   FORE-FORR
   FORS-FORZ

Box 2961

   George Forton
   "Forty Years Ago" by Francis Huston
   FOS-FOSTER, A-H
   FOSTER, I-Z (FOV)
   FOW-FOZ (FP-FQ)
   FRAA-FRANC (FRAND-FRANJ)
   FRANK
   A-K
   L-Z (FRANKK)
   FRANKL-FRAR (includes Mrs. Ford's Contributions to Franklin Settlement Camp)
   FRAS-FRAZ (FRB-FRD)
   FRE-FREEL
   FREEM-FREEZ
   FREF-FREN (FREO)
   FREP-FREZ (FRF-FBH)
   FRIA-FRIEDL
   FRIEDM-FRIEZ
   FRIE-FRIZ (FRJ-FRN)
   FRO (FRP-FRT)
   FRU-FRY
   FUA-FUH (FUI-FDK)
   Fruit Catalogues

Box 2962

   FUL-FUM
   FUN-FY (PZ)
GAA-GAI (GAJ-GAK)
GAL-GALLAG
GALLAH-GALZ
GAM-GAH (GAO-GAQ)
  Gamble Hinged Music Co. (Dance Books)
GARA-GARD (GAR)
GARE-GARQ
GARR-GARZ
GAS-GAT
GAU-GAZ
GEA-GEH
GEI-GEL
GEM-GEN
GEO-GEQ
  Georgia State College for Women

Box 2963
GERA-GERL
GERM-GERZ
GES-GH
GIA-GIB (includes Fred M. Gibbs re: release of reversionary clause in Dearborn
  Realty & Construction Co. deed)
GIC-GIK
  Gifts
GILA-GILK
GILL
  The J. K. Gill Co. (Dance Books)
GILM-GILZ
GIM-GIZ (GJ-GK) (includes Mrs. Ford's Contribution to Girls Service League,
  New York; also contribution to Girl's Friendly Society)
GIA (GLB-GLD)
GLE-GLI (GLJ-GLN) (includes Fred Gleason, neighbor)
  Glenn Bros Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
GLO-GLY (GLZ-GM-GN)
GOA-GQD (GO)
GOE-GOK
GOL-GOLDB (GOLDC-GOLDD)
GOLDE-GOLDR

Box 2964
GOLDS-GOLDSM (GOLDSN-GOLDSS)
GOLDST-GOLZ
GOM-GOODL
GOODM-GOODR
GOODS-GOOZ
GOP-GOR
Art Gordon - 1939-1948
GOS-GOT
GOU-GOZ (GP-GQ)
GRAA-GRAG
  John Gladstone Grace, President, The International Press Co., 1943-1947
GRAH-GRAM
  John W. Graham & Co. (Dance Books)
GRAN-GRAR
  Grand Rapids (Michigan) Board of Education (Dance Books and Records)
GRAS-GRAW (GRAX)
GRAY-GRAZ (GRB-GRD)

Box 2965
GREA-GREEM
GREEN, only
GREENA-GREENI (GREENJ-GREENK)
GREENL-GREEZ
GREF-GREZ (GBP-GEE)
  W. I. Gregory, 1939-1947
GRIA-GRIE
GRIF
GRIG-GRIZ (GRJ-GRN)
  Grinnell Brothers - General
   1947-1948
   1949
GROA-GRGSR
GROSS-GROSZ
GROT-GROZ (GRP-GRT)
GRU-GREZ (GS-GT)

Box 2966
GUA-GUH
  Guertin & Ross Music Co. (Dance Records)
GUI-GUM (includes Mrs. Virginia Proctor Guina - Greenfield Village Student)
GUN-GUR
GUS-GY (GZ)
HAA
HAB-HAC
  Hackensack, New Jersey, Board of Education (Dance Records)
HAD-HAF
HAG
HAH
HAI-HAK
HALA-HALK
HALL
  A-H
I - Z
HALLA-HALLZ
HALM-HALZ
HAMA-HAMH (HAM)
HAMI-HAML

Box 2967
HAMM-HAMMI (HAMMJ-HAMMN)
HAMMO-HAMZ
HANA-HAND (HAH)
HANE-HANL (HAHM)
HANN-HANR
HANS to HAP (HAQ)
HARA-HARD
HARE-HARL
HARM-HARP (HARQ)
HARR-HARRIN (HARRIO-HARRIR)
  Robert Harrington-Howard Cole - Dearborn Property
HARRIS
  A-H
  I-Z
HARRISSA-HARRZ
HARS-HART, only
HARTA-HARTL
HARTM
HARTN-HARTZ (HARU)
HARV-HARZ
HASA-HASR
HASS-HASZ
HAT
HAU
HAV-HAWKE (HAWKF-HAWKH)

Box 2968
HAWKE-HAYD
HAYE-HAYJJ (HAYO-HAYR)
HAYS-HAZ (HB-HD)
HEA (HE)
HEB-HEC
HED-HEH
HEI-HEIL
HEIM-HEIJSR
HEINS-HEIZ (HEJ-HEK)
  Heintzman & Co., Ltd. (Dance Books)
HEL-HELLER (HELLES-HELLF)
HELLG-HELZ
HEM
HENA-HEND (HEN)
HENE-HENN
HENO-HEHR
HENS-HEP (HEQ)
HERA-HERL (HER)
HERM-HERQ
HERR
HERS-HERZ
HES

Box 2969

HET-HEX
HEY-HEZ (HF-HG-HH)
HIA-HIF
HIG-HIK
  Highland Park Land Co. re: liquidation, 1945-1949
HUA-HILK
  Hi-Lites (Ford Engineering Recreation Council)
HILL
  A-H
  I-Z
HILLA-HILLZ
HILM-HIM
HINA-HINJ
HINK-HIP (HIQ)
HIRA-HIRSC (HIRSD-HIRSG)
HIRSH-HIZ (HJ-HN)
HOA-HOC
HOD
HOE
HOF-HOFFMAN, only
HOFFMANN-HOFZ
HOG-HOK
HOLA-HOLK
HOLLA-HOLLH (HOLL)
  The Holland Society (of New York)

Box 2970

HOLLI-HOLLZ
HOLM-HOLS
HOLT-HOLZ
  Dr. C. F. Holton (Compensation Cases)
HOM-HON
  H. N. Homeyer & Co. (Dance Books)
  Charles W. Homeyer & Co. Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
Box 2971

HOU-HOV
Houston (Texas) Independent School District (Dance Books and Records)
HOW-HOWA (HOWB-HOWC)
HOWD-HOWE, only
HOWEA-HOX
HOY-HOZ (HP-HT)
HUA-HUBB (HUBC-HUBD) (includes memo re: Major General J.L. Huang (China)
HUBE-HUC
HUD-HUF
HUG
HUH-HUL
HUM
HUN-HUNT, only
HUNTA-HUNTE (HUNTF-HUNTH)
HUNTI-HUQ
The H. R. Huntting Co. (Dance Books)
HUR
Huron Mountain Club
HUS
HUT-HUZ (HV-HW-HX)
Hutzler Brothers Co. (Dance Books)

Box 2972

HY (HZ)
IA-IK
IL-IM
INA-IND (INE-INF)
ING-INS
Inkster, Mich. Property Sold to Harry B. Hanson
Compensation Insurance
May 1, 1946 to April 30, 1947
May 1, 1947 to April 30, 1948
May 1, 1947 to April 30, 1949

INT-IQ
International - General
International Grenfell Association re: contribution of Truck Repair Parts
International Institute of Metropolitan Detroit, Inc. re: Mrs. Ford's contribution of $3,000
Box 2973

IR
IS
IT-IZ
JAA-JACKSON, A-G
JACKSON, H-Z (JACN)
JACO-JACZ
JAD-JAL
  Retired Reverend Dr. M. Jaluf (San Francisco)
JAM
JAN-JAP
JAQ-JAZ (JB-JC-JD)
JE A-JEM
JEN-JEQ
  Jenkins Music Co. (Dance Books)
JER-JI (JJ to JN)
JOA-JOYNSOM

Box 2974

JOHNSON
  A-D
  E-H
  Johnson and Higgins (insurance)
  I-M
  N-Z (JOHNSS)
JOHNSTON, only
JOHNST-JONES, A-C
JONES, D-H
JONES, I-M
JONES, N-Z (JONZ)
JOO-JOR
JOS-JOY (JOZ-JP-JT)
JUA-JUM
JUN-JUZ (JV-JZ)
KAA-KAH
KAI-KAL
KAM-KANE (KANF-KANH)
  Kamin Dance Bookshop (Dance Books)
KANI-KAP (KAQ)
KAR-KAS
KAT
KAU-KAUF
KAUG-KAZ (KB-KD)
KEA-KED
Box 2975
KEE-KEF
KEG-KEI (KEJ-KEK)
KEL-KELLY
KELES-KELNN
KELLO-KELLX
KELLY-KELZ
   a Kelly, Halla, Peacock, Inc
      Insurance-General
      Accident Reports
      A
      B
      C

Box 2976

D
E-F
I-L
M-P
Q-T
U-Z

Box 2977
KEM
KEN-KENNA
KENNE-KENNY (KENNZ)
KENO-KENZ
KEO-KERN (KERO-KERQ)
KERR-KERZ
KES-KET
KEU-KEY (KEZ-KF-KH)
KIA-KIE
KIF-KIL
KIM-KINF
KING
   A-H
   I-Z
KINGA-KINR
KINS-KIP (KIQ)
   The Kipplinger Washington Letter
KIRA-KIRK (includes Miriam H. Kirtsell re: Use of Dance Book Material)
KIRL-KIZ (KJ-KK) (includes Mrs. Ford's Christmas contribution to Detroit -
     Kiwanis Club No. 1)
   Homer L. Kitt Co. - Kitt Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
Box 2978

KLA (KLB-KLD)
KLE-KLEIN, A-H
KLEIN, I-Z - KLEZ (KLF-KLH)
KLI (KLJ-KLN)
KLO-KLU KLV (KLZ-KM)
KNA (KNB-KND)
KNE-KNI (KNJ-KNN)
   The Knight - Campbell Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
KNOA-KNOV
KNOW-KNY (KNZ)
KOA-KOD
KOE
KOF-KOH
KOI-KOO
KOP-KOR
KOS-KOZ (KP-KQ)
   Elisna E. Koshaba
KRAA-KRAL
KRAM-KRAS
KRAT-KRAZ (KRB-KRD)
KRE (KRF-KRH)
   Ed Kremer's Folk Shop (Dance Books and Records)
KRI (KRJ-KRN)
KRO (KRP-KRT)
KRU-KRZ (KS-KT)
KUA-KOF
KUG-KUH
   Matilda M. Kuhn (investigation)

Box 2979

KUI-KUN (KUO)
KUP-KUR
KUS-KY (KZ) (includes Roger M. Kyes, President, Harry Ferguson, Inc.)
LAA-LAC
LAD-LAH
LAI-LAL
LAMA-LAMB (includes Mrs. Sabria Palmer Lamb, former teacher at Scotch Settlement School)
LAMC-LAMZ
LANA-LAND
LANE-LANF
LANG, only
LANGA-LANGE
LANGF-LANZ (IAO)
   Lansing, Michigan Board of Education (Dance Books and Records)
LAP-LAR
LAS-LAT
LAU
LAV-LAWN (LAWO-LAWQ)
LAWR

Box 2980

LAWS-IAZ (LB-LD)
LEA
LEB-LED
LEE
LEF-LEG
LEH
LEI-LEK
LEL-LEM
LEN
LEO
LEP-LES
  Mrs. Isabella C. Leslie - Miss Frances Leslie (England)
  A. J. Lepine - J. C. Gibbs
LET-LEVE (LEVF-LEVH)
LEVI-LEVX
  Levis Music Store (Dance Books)
LEYV
  A-G
  I-L
  M-Z (LEVZ)
LEW-LEWIS, A-G
LEWIS, H-Z
LEWISA-LEZ (LH)
LIA-LIC

Box 2981

LID-LIE
LIF-LIM
LINA-LINDE
LINDF-LINDZ
LINE-LINZ
LIO-LIS
LIT-LIU (includes re: Mrs. Ford's contribution to "Little Sisters of the Poor)
LIV-LL (LM-LN)
LOA-LOD (includes Dr. Louis Ferdinand - Germany)
LOE
LOF-LOM
LOH-LONG, only
  Long Beach Unified School District (Dance Records)
LONGA-LOQ
LOR
LOS-LOT (includes Los Angeles City Board of Education, California, re: Use of
Dance Book material)
   Lotts Creek Community School, Inc. (contributions)
LOU
LOV
LOW-LOWENR

Box 2982
LOWENS-LOZ (LP-LT)
LUA-LUC
LUD-LUE
LUF-LUM
LUN-LUS
LUT-LUZ (LV-LW-LX)
LYA-LYNCH, A-G
   Lybrand, Ross Brothers & Montgomery (Certified Public Accountants)
LYNCH, H-Z (LYNZ)
   Lynn (Massachusetts) Public Schools (Dance Records)
LYO-LYZ (LZ)
   Mrs. C. L. Lyons (investigation)
MAA-MAB
MACA-MACH
MACI-MACK
MACL-MACZ
   Donald MacMillan
MAD-MAF
MAG
MAH
MAI-MAK

Box 2983
MAL-MAM
   Louis B. Malecki & Son - Malecki Music House (Dance Books)
MANA-MANF (MAH)
   Miss Vera Manente - Mrs. Romolo Manente (Employe)
MANG-MANL (MANM)
MANN-MANR
MANS-MAP (MAQ)
MARA-MARD
MARE-MARI (MARJ)
MARK
MARL-MARR
MARS-MARSH, only
   Marsh & McLennan, Inc. (insurance)
MARSHA-MARSZ
MART-MARTIN, A-G
    Mr. and Mrs. Aimar Martin - Mary Lou Martin (Georgia)
    Mrs. Elfreida Martin (investigation)
MARTIN, H-L

Box 2984
MARTIN, M-Z (MARTZ)
MARU-MARZ
MASA-MASO
    Masonic Order
MASP-MASZ
    Massachusetts Institute of Technology re: Portrait of Henry Ford, 1933-1948
MAT-MATHE (MATHF-MATHH)
MATHI-MATTHA
    Floyd Matt (investigation Report), 1945-1948
MATTHE-MATZ
MAU
MAV-MAX
MAY-MAYD
MAYE-MAYER, A-H
MAYER, I-Z (MAYEZ)
MAYF-MAZ (MB)
McA-McB
McCAA-McCAQ (McCAQ)
McCAR-McCAZ

Box 2985
McCE-McCL (McCM-McCN)
    A. C. McClurg & Company (Dance Books)
McCOA-McCOQ
McGOR-McCOZ
McCR-McCU to McGZ
McDA-McDONA
McDONE-McDZ only
McE-McF
McGA-McGH
McGI-McGO
McGR-McGU (McGZ)
    McGuffey - General
    McGuffey Readers - Reprints Mailed
    Sale of McGuffey Memorial Farm

Box 2986
McH-McI (MCJ)
McKA-McKE (McKH)
McKL-McKY (McKZ)
McLA (McLD)
McLE-McLY
McMA-McME
McMI-McMY
McN-McO
McP-McZ (MD)
MEA-MEG
MED-MEH
MEI-MEK
MEL-MEM

Memorandums
MENA-MENF (MEN)
MENG-MENZ (MEO-MEP-MEQ)
MERA-MERQ

Meredith & Meredith - Tax Consultants
MERR
MERS-MES
META-METY

The Methodist Publishing House (Dance Books)
METZ-MEX

**Box 2987**

MEY-MEYER, A-F
MEYER, G-L
MEYER, M-Z
MEYERA-MEZ (MF-MH)
MIA-MIC

Miami Co-op Store (Dance Books)
Michigan - General
Michigan State Departments - General
Michigan State Highway Department Information Bulletins
Michigan Sales and Use Tax Returns
  July 1942 - June 1947
  July 1947 - June 1949

MID-MIK

**Box 2988**

Midwest Radio Co. (Dance Books and Records)
MILA-MILK
MILL-MILLER, A-B
MILLER, C-F
MILLER, G-J
  John W. Miller (investigation)
MILLER, K-R
  Miller Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
MILLER, S-Z
MILLERA-MILLR
MILLS-MILLZ
MILM-MILZ (MIM) (includes C. G. Milner, Ford Dealer at Rome, Georgia)
MINA-MINM
  Jack Miner Migratory Bird Foundation, Inc.
  Mrs. Isabelle Mink - Investigation
MINN-MINZ
MIO-MITCHELL, A-E
MITCHELL, F-Z - MIZ (MJ-MN)

Box 2989

MOA-MOE
MOF-MOK
MOL-MOM
MOM-MONS
  Monessen City School District (Dance Books and Records)
MONT-MONZ
MOO-MOORD
MOORE
  A-F
  G-L
  M-Z (MOQ)
    William F. Moore (investigation)
MORA-MORF
  Moral Re-armament
  Moravian Seminary and College for Women, 1945-1949
MORG-MORH
MORI-MORRIR
MORRIS
  A-H
  I-Z
MORRISA-MORRZ
MORS
MORT-MORZ (includes H. F. Morton of England re: Museum etc.)
MOSA-MOSK
  Mosher Music Co., Inc. (Dance Books and Records)

Box 2990

MOSL-MOT
MOU-MOZ (MP-MT)
MUA-MUELLER, A-H
MUELLER, I-Z (MUK)
MUL
MUM-MUN (MUO-MUQ)
MUR-MURPH (MURPHX)
MURPHY
A-H
I-Z (MUEQ)
MURR-MURZ
MUS-MUZ (MV-MW-MX)
  Music Dealers Service, Inc. (Dance Books)
  Music Mart (Dance Books and Records)
  Music Sales Corporation (Dance Books)
MY (MZ)
NAA-NAL
NAM-HAS

Box 2991
NAT-NATIONAL, A-K (includes contribution to National Audubon Society)
  National Committee on Boys and Girls Club Work (Dance Books and Records)
  The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
NATIONAL, L-Z (NATS) (includes re: contribution to National Music Education Conference)
  National Recreation Association, Inc. (Dance Books)
NATT-NAZ (NB-ND)
NEA-NEE
NEF-NEK
NEL
NEM-NET
NEU-NEV
NEW-NEW B
NEW C-NEW E

Box 2992
The Newcomen Society of England
NEW F-NEW L
NEW M
NEW N-NEW S
NEW T-NEW X
NEW Y-NEW Z (NEX-NH)
  New York Central Railroad - Private Car
  The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Co.
  New York University Book Store (Dance Books)
NIA-NICHOLS, only
  Archbishop Nicholas of Serbia
NICHOLSA-NICZ
NID-HIE
NIF-NIZ (NJ-NN)
NOA-NOK
  Nobbitt-Sparks Industries, Inc. (Arvin Products)
NOL-NOQ
NORA-NORS
NORT-NORTHIC (NORTHD)

**Box 2993**

NORTHE-NORTHW (NORTHX-NORTN)
NORTO-NORZ
NOS-NOZ (NP to NT)
NU-MY (NZ)
William L. Nutting, Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
O-OBO (OBP-OBQ)
OBR-OBZ (includes Seamus O'Brien re: Ford Family in Ireland)
OC
OD
OE
OF-OG (includes Dean Kirk B. O'Ferrall)
OH-OK
OIA-OLE (includes re: "The Old Club" Membership of Henry Ford)
Dr. Heribert Olesch (German Author)
OLF-OLR
OLS-OM

**Box 2994**

ON (OO)
OP-OQ
ORA-ORM
ORN-ORZ
OSA-OSH
OSI-OSZ
OT
OU-OV
OW-OZ
PAA-PAC
Pacific Coast Music Jobbers, Inc. (Dance Books)
Pacific Record Exchange (Dance Books and Records)
PAD-PAK
PAL
PAM-PAQ
PARA-PARI (PARJ)
PARK-PARKER, A-H
PARKER, I-Z PARKS (PARKT-PARKZ)
PARL-PARR
PARS-PAS
PATA-PATS (PAT)
PATT-PATTE (PATTF-PATTH)
Box 2995

PATTI-PATZ
PAU
   Paulbrook Music Corporation (Dance Books)
PAV-PAZ (PB-PC-PD)
PEA-PEB
   George Peabody College for Teachers (Dance Books and Records)
PEC-PED
PEE-EEM
PEN-PENNI (PENNJ-PENNM)
   A Memorial to William Perm in Ireland
PENN-PENZ
PEO-PEQ
PERA-PERQ
PERR-PES
   Lord and Lady Percival Perry
   The Personal Book Shop (Dance Books)
PETE-PETERS, only
PETERSA-PETerson, only (PETERSOP-PETEZ)
PETF-PEZ
PF (PG)

Box 2996

PHA-PHILI
PHILL
PHILM-PHY (PHZ)
PI-PID
PIE-PIERC
PIERD-PIK
PIL-PIN (includes re: contributions to Piney Woods Country Life School)
PIO-PIS
PIT-PIZ (PJ-PK)
PIA (PLB-PLD)
   Mrs. Gaston (Ellen) Plantiff
   Perennial Plants
PLE-PLY (PLZ-PM-PN)
POA-POK
POL
POM-POO
POP-POQ
POR-PORTER, A-H
PORTER, I-Z PORZ
POS
POT
POU-POWEL (POWEM-POWEQ)
POWER-POZ (PP-PQ)
Box 2997

PRA (PRB to PRD)
PRE (PRF-PRH)
  Morse M. Preeman, Inc. (Dance Books)
  Theodore Presser Co. (Dance Books and Records)
PRI-PRID
PRIE-PRIZ (PRJ-PRN)
PRO-PRY (PRZ-PS-PT)
  Protestant Children’s Home of Detroit
PUA-PUL
PUM-PUR
  Purchase Requests
PUS-PY (PZ)
QA-QUE (QUF-QUH)
QUI-QZ
  Laura L. Quigley (Former Berry Schools teacher)
RAA-RAC

Box 2998

RAD-RAH
RAI-RAM
  Railway Express Agency
  Baroness Dagmar Ramsay
RANA-RAND
RANE-RANZ (RAO)
RAP-RAS
RAT
RAU-RAW (RAX)
RAY-RAZ (RB-RC-RD)
REA-REB
REC-RED
REE-REED
REEF-REEZ
REF-REH
REIA-REID (REIE)
REF-REIM

Box 2999

REIN-REIR
REIS-REIZ (REJ-REK)
REL-REN (REO) (includes re: death of Gordon S. Rentschler of The National
  City Bank of New York)
  Joyce Renee (violinist)
REP-REX
REY-REZ (RF-RG)
RH
RIA-RICE (RICF-RICG)
RICH-RICHARDS, RICHARDSOM
RICHARDSOM, RICHD
RICHE-RICHZ (RICI-RICJ)
   Richmond Hill Plantation
      General
         1947
         1948
         1949
   Accident Reports

Box 3000
   Automotive Operation Reports
   Commissary Reports
      October 5, 1946 to January 4, 1947
      January 11, 1947 to March 29, 1947
      April 5, 1947 to June 28, 1947

Box 3001
   July 5, 1947 to September 27, 1947
   October 4, 1947 to December 27, 1947
   January 3, 1948 to April 3, 1948

Box 3002
   April 10, 1948 to July 3, 1948
   July 10, 1948 to October 2, 1948

Box 3003
   October 9, 1948 to December 31, 1948
   January 8, 1949 to April 2, 1949

Box 3004
   April 9, 1949 to July 2, 1949
   July 9, 1949 to October 1, 1949
   October 8, 1949 to December 31, 1949

Box 3005
   Re: National Biscuit Co. Invoices
   Delivery Orders, Receiving Memos, Shipping Requests
   Invoices, Statements, Purchase Orders
      1947
      1948
      1949
   Municipal Taxes
Box 3006

Purchase of Property
Summary of Property acquired
Federal Sales Tax on Toilet Goods and Jewelry, 1941-1948
Operating Account in Citizens & Southern National Bank
Pay Roll Account in Citizens & Southern National Bank

RICK-RID
RIE
RIF-RIM
RIN-RIS
RIT-RIZ (RJ-RN) (includes re: contributions to Riverdale Children's Association)
ROA-ROBERTR

Box 3007

ROBERTS, only ROBERTSOM
ROBERTSON-ROBINS
ROBINSON, A-H
ROBINSON, I-Z (ROBZ)
ROCA-ROCH (ROCI-ROCJ)
ROCK-ROCZ

ROD
ROE-ROF
ROG-ROGERS, A-H
ROGERS, I-Z (ROGZ)

ROH-ROK
ROL-ROM

Rollins College, Florida (Stone for Walk of Fame, etc)
RON-ROR
ROSA-ROSENA
ROSENB
ROSENBO-ROSENS
ROSENT-ROSUR

Rosiclare (Illinois) Schools (Dance Books and Records)
ROSS-ROSZ

Box 3008

ROW-ROX

Charles Rowland (Author)

ROY-ROZ (RP-RT)

Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav (membership)
RUA-RUC
RUD-RUE
RUF-RUL
RUM-RUO (includes Edward A. Rumely (New York)
RUP-RUSSEK
RUSSEL-RUSZ
RUT-RUZ (RV-RX)
RY (RZ)
SAA-SAD
SAE-SAI (SAK)
SAINT

Box 3009

Saint re: Dance Books and Records
A
B-I
J-L
M-O
P-R
S-Z
SAJ-SAL
   Salt Lake City Board of Education (Dance books)
   The Salvation Army (contribution)
SAM
SANA-SANC
SAND
SANE-SANZ (SAO)
SAP-SAT
   Sarasota County Board of Public Instruction (Dance Books and Records)
   The Sather Gate Book Shop (Dance books)
SAU
SAV
SAW-SAZ (SB)
SCA-SCE (SCF-SCG)
SCHAA-SCHAE

Box 3010

SCHAF-SCHAN (SCHAO)
SCHAP-SCHAZ (SCHD)
SCHEA-SCHEI (SCEK)
SCHEL-SCHEP (SCEO)
SCHER-SCHEZ (SCHF-SCEH)
SCHIA-SCHIK
SCHIL-SCHIZ (SCHJ-SCHK)
   G. Schirmer Music Stores Inc. (Dance books)
SCHLA-SCHLE (SCHLH)
SCHLI-SCHLU (SCHLZ)
SCHMA-SCHMIDS
SCHMIDT
    A-H
    T-Z (SCHMIDZ)
SCHMIE-SCHMZ
    Paul A. Schmitt Music Co. (Dance records)
SCHNEIDER, A-H
SCHNEIDER, I-Z (SCHNZ)
SCHOA-SCHOE
SCHOF-SCHON
SCHOO-SCHOZ (SCHQ)
SCHRA-SCHRI (SCHRN)
SCHRO-SCHRZ (SCHT)
SCHUA-SCHUK (SCHU)
SCHUL-SCHULTY
SCHULTZ-SCHULZ
SCHUM-SCHUR
SCHUS-SCHUZ (SCHV)
SCHWA-SCHWARTY
SCHWARTZ (SCHWARY)
SCHWARZ-SCHWAZ (SCHWD)
SCHWE-SCHWZ (SCHZ)
SCI-SCOTS
SCOTT
    A-H
        Elizabeth Scott (Dearborn Home)
        I-Z (SCOZ)

Box 3011

SCR-SCZ (SD)
SEA
SEB-SEEK
    The Seeing Eye, Inc.
SEEL-SEH
SEI-SEK
SEL
SEM-SEQ
SER-SEV
SEW-SEZ (SF-SG)
SHAA-SHAM
    Shackleton Piano Co. Inc. (Dance Books and Records)
SHAN-SHAP (SHAQ)
SHAR-SHAV
SHAW-SHAZ (SHB-SHD)
SHEA-SHEE
SHEF-SHEN (SHEO)
SHEP-SHEQ
SHER-SHERM
  Sherman, Clay & Co. (Dance Books)
SHERN-SHEZ (SHF-SHH)
SHI-SHN
SHO-SHP-SHQ

Box 3012

SHR-SHZ (includes Jewell Shuman re: last signature of Henry Ford)
SIA-SID
SIE-SIF
SIG-SILU
SILV-SILZ
SIMA-SIMM (SIMN)
SIMO
SIMP-SIMZ
SIN
SIO-SIZ (SJ)
  Sisters of (Dance Books & Records)
SK
SLA (SLB-SLD)
SLE-SLY (SLZ)
SMA-SMITG
  Henry D. Small (Dearborn Home)
SMITH
  A-B
  C
  D-E

Box 3013

F-G
H
  H. Royer Smith Co. (Dance Books and Records)
I-J
K-M
N-S
T-Z
SMITHA-SMY (SMZ)
  Smithsonian Institute re: Model T Ford
SNA-SNI (SNJ-SNN)
SNO-SNY (SNZ)
SOA-SOL
SOM
SON-SOT
SOU-SOUS
SOUTH-SOUTHERN-SOUTHWESTERN
SOUTI-SOZ
Box 3014

SPA-SPB-SPD
  Spanish Music Center (Dance Books and Records)
SPEA-SPEM
SPEN-SPEZ (SPF-SPH)
SPIA-SPIL (SPIM)
SPIN-SPO (SPP-SPQ)
SPRA-SPRE (SPRH)
SPRI (SPRN)
SPRO-SQ (SR-SS)
STAA-STAG ST.(SAINT) files SAI
STAH-STAM
STAN-STANDARD, A-K
  Standard Accident Insurance Co.
STANDARD, L-Z (STANDI-STANDH)
  Standard Oil Co.
STANDI-STAP (STAQ)
STAR-STAS (includes re: contributions to Starr Commonwealth for Boys)
STAT-STAZ (STB-STD)
  State - General

Box 3015

STEA-STEC
STED-STEI
STEF-STEI
STEI-STEIN, only
STEINA-STEING
STEINH-STEM
STEN-STEP (STEQ)
STER-Stern, A-H
STERN, I-Z (STERZ-STERZ)
STET-STEVENS, A-H
  Celia A. Stevenson (Real Estate)
STEVENS, I-Z (STEVZ) (includes re: death of Dr. Mary Thompson Stevens)
STEW-STEZ (STF-STH)
STIA-STIK
STIL-STIZ (STJ-STN)
STOA-STOE
STOF-STOL (STOM)
STON
STOO-STOR
STOS-STOZ (STP-STQ)
STRAA-STRAT
STRAU-STRAZ (STRD) (includes Fred Strauss, former Bagley Ave. Shop
  Employe)
STRE-STR (STRN)
STRO (STRT)

Box 3016

STRU-STRZ (STS-STT)
STUA-STUL
STUM-STY (STZ)
SUA-SULLE (SULLF-SULLH)
  Subscriptions - Magazines (Mrs. Ford), 1946-1949
  Mrs. Lizzie Suchar, 1943-1947
SULLI-SULLZ
  Father Maurice H. Sullivan re: Co-operative Canadian Boy's Farm
SUM-SUN (SUO)
  Clayton F. Summy Co. (Dance Books)
SUP-SUS
SUT-SV
SWA (SWB-SWD) (includes Swarthmore College re: Peace Ship Expedition)
SWE-SWF-SWH
SWI-SWY (SWZ-SX)
SY-SZ
TAA-TAK
TAL-TAM (includes Herman E. Talmadge, Governor of Georgia)
TAN-TAR
TAS-TAX
TAY-TAYLOR, A-E

Box 3017

TAYLOR, F-K
TAYLOR, L-Z TAZ (TB-TC-TD)
TEA-TEM
  Carlos Tejada B.
TEN-TER
TES-TEZ (TF-TG)
THA-THB to THD
THE-THI (THJ-THN)
  Thearle Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
THOA-THOMAS, A-H
THOMAS, I-Z (THOMP)
THOMPSON
  A-E
  F-K
  L-Z (THOMR)
    L. J. Thompson

Box 3018

Russell Thompson re: Portrait of Henry Ford for Berry Schools
THOMS-THOMZ
THON-THOZ (THP-THQ)
THR-THY (THZ)
TIA-TIK
TIL-TIM
TIN-TIZ (TJ-TH)
TOA-TOD
TOE-TOL
TOM-TOO
TOP-TOV
TOW-TOZ (TP-TQ)
TRA (TRB-TRD)
TRE (TRF-TRH)
TRI (TRJ-TRH)
TRO (TRP-TRT)
Miss Margaret Troy
TRU-TRY (TRZ-TS-TT) (includes re: Yacht Truant)
E. M. Trummer (California)

Box 3019
TUA-TUK
TUL-TURM
TURN-TURZ
TUS-TUZ (TV)
TW-TY (TZ)
UA-UK
UL-OM
John D. Ulley (Early Detroit Edison Chief Engineer)
UNA-UNIN (URIO)
UNION, only (UNITEC)
UNITED, only (includes re: contributions to United Seamen's Service)
United Foundation (contribution)
UNITED STATES-UNZ (UO)
United States Government - General - (includes re: Navy Certificate of Appreciation awarded to Henry Ford; Powers of Attorney given L. J. Thompson re: Internal Revenue Service; Robert E. Hannegan, the Postmaster General re: Thomas A. Edison 100th Anniversary of Birth Commemorative Stamp, etc.)
Federal Manufacturers Tax on Phonograph Records
Unsigned Letters

Box 3020
University
A-B
C-L
M-N
O-P
Q-Z

Unity School of Christianity-Kansas City, Missouri

UP-UR
US-UZ
VAA-VAM
 Valley Farms Property - Women's Hospital, Detroit
VANA-VANC
VAND-VANE
VANF-VANO
VANP-VANZ (VAO-VAQ)
VAR-VAZ (VB-VC-VD)
VEA-VEN (VEO-VEQ)

Box 3021

VER-VEZ (W-VG-VH)
 Mrs. Frederick Vester - American Colony, Jerusalem (contributions)
VIA-VIK
VIL-VIZ (VL-VH)
VOA-VOG
VOH-VOM
 Volkwein Bros. Inc. (Dance Books)
VON-VOO
VOP-VY (VZ)
 A. C. Vroman, Inc. (Dance Books)
WAA-WAF
 H. R. Waddell
Office
Personal
WAG-WAGNER, A-H
WAGNER, I-Z (WAGZ)
WAH-WAK
WAL-WALE
WALF-WALKER, A-H

Box 3022

WALKER, I-Z (WALKZ)
WALL-WALLA
WALLB-WALLZ
WALM-WALS
WALT-WALTE (WALT-F-WALTG)
WALTH-WALZ
 Walt's Music Store (Dance Books and Records)
WAM-WAQ
WAR-WARD, only
 Ward-Brodt Music Co. (Dance Music)
Box 3023

Wayne County-General
Wayne University re: proffered Honorary Doctor's Degree to Mr. Henry Ford
Wayside Inn
   General
   Martha-Mary Chapel
   Enclosing Diaries
   Diary
       1947
       1948

Box 3024

1949
Boys School Diary
Redstone School Diary
Southwest School Diary
Calvin Howe Fire
Guests
School - Bay State Schools Inc.
Statements, Invoices
WEA (WEBA)
WEBB
WEBE (WEBF-WEBR)
WEBS-WEC
WED-WEE (WEF)
WEG-WEH
WEIA-WELK (WEI)
WEIL-WEIM
WEIN-WEIQ
WEIR-WEISR
WEISS-WEK
WELA-WELLE
WELF-WELLS, A-H
   The Charles E. Wells Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
WELLS, I-Z (WELZ)
Box 3025

WEM-WEN (WEO-WEQ)
WER
WESA-WESS
WEST, only
WESTA-WESTERM
WESTERN-WESTEZ
WESTF-WESZ
WET-WEZ (WF-WG)
WHA-WHEELER, A-H
   Whaley-Eaton Service
WHEELER, I-Z (WHEZ)

Box 3026

WHIA-WHITC (WHITD)
WHITE
   A-E
   F-K
   L-Z
WHITEA-WHITH
WHITI-WHITM
WHITN-WHITS
WHITT-WHZ
WIA-WID
WIE-WIF
WIG-WILC
WILD-WILG
WILH-WILK
WILL-WILLH
WILLIA-WILLIAMS, A-E
WILLIAMS F-K
   Williams House - Detroit
WILLIAMS, L-Z (WILLIAMSON)
WILLIAMSON (WILLIR)

Box 3027

WILLIS-WILLZ
   The Willis Music Co. (Dance Books and Records)
WILM-WILSON, A-C
WILSON, D-H
WILSON, I-Z
WILSON, O-Z (WILZ)
WIM-WINE
WINF-WINK
WINL-WINS
WINT-WINZ
WIO-WIR
WIS (includes memo re: Owen Wister - Western Writer)
WIT-WIZ (WJ-WN)
WOA-WOK
WOL-WOLF, only
WOLFA-WOLFZ
WOLG-WON (WOOA-WOOC)
  The Women's Association of the Detroit Symphony (Contribution)
  Women's National Farm and Garden Assoc. Inc.
    General
    May 1947 meeting
    Home Acres
WOOD
  A-H
  I-Z

Box 3028
WOODA-WOODR
WOODS-WOODZ (WOOE-WOOK)
WOOL-WOOZ (WOP-WOQ)
WOR-WOZ (WP-WQ)
  Work Orders
    The World Calendar Association, 1944-1947
WRA-WRIGHT, A-H
WRIGHT, I-Z (WRZ)
WU (WV-WX) (includes re: Death of Rudolph Wurlitzer, etc.)
WY-X
YA-YD (includes contribution to Yachtsmen's Association of America)
YE-YN
YO-YOUNF
YOUNG, A-H
  Brigham Young University (Dance Books)
YOUNG, I-Z (YZ)

Box 3029
  Young Men's Christian Association
  Young Women's Christian Association
ZA (ZB-ZC-ZD)
ZE (ZF-ZG-ZH)
ZIA-ZIL
ZIM
  Otto Zimmerman & Son Co. Inc. (Dance Books)
ZIN-ZIZ (ZJ-ZN)
ZO-ZY (ZZ)

1947 Addenda (Sympathy Letters)
Box 1
Letter Replies
A-G

Box 2
H-R

Box 3
I-Z

Box 4
Card Replies
A-B

Box 5
C-F

Box 6
G-Jo

Box 7
Ka-Mc

Box 8
Mc-P

Box 9
Q-S

Box 10
St-Z

Box 11 and 12
Miscellaneous Photostats